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INTRODUCTION
Today's Youth and Tomorrow's Careers
There are 30 million young people between the ages

of fourteen &id twenty-one in the United States.
Three-founhs of them graduate from high school,
about two and one-half million pa year. Sooner or later
two-thirds enroll in college and a fifth eventually complete

four years of college. Today, nearly all of them, young
women as well as young men, will someday enter the labor
force.

It concerns me both personally and professionally
and I think it might interest counsekm, teiclms, school
administrators, policy analysts, and I know it both -rs

prentsthat today's young people say that choosing
careers is one of the biggest Emblems they face.
This is a book for parents. It is about patents, youth,
and careers. It explains how parents can help their children
choose careers. I write as a research sociologist who studies
how young perscsis' careers develop. I also write frail a
parent's point of view. I have three children, three sons.
The last got his diploma a few weeks ago. After the party,
the older two presented us with a cold bottle of champagne
in honor of "our" accomplishment! Nancy and I loved it.
To be honest with you, we also thought we deserved it, felt
we had earned IL We had worked for that accomplishment
just as our sons had, each in his time. It was a joint effort.

This book extends the parental help role into the
sometimes troublesome area of helping young peccile
choose careers. Permit me to make a number of key points
about youth and careers before I explain how I organize
the book.

Young People Want Help
Young people want more help choosing careers, and
they've bwn saying that for men than a decade.
Their needs first became apparent in the early 1970s

when American College Testing, the same people that
provide the ACT tests, conducted a nationwide study of the

career development needs of 32,000 eighth, ninth, and
eleventh graders. Eighty-four percent of the eleventh
graders said they could usually or almost always see a
guidance counselor whenever they wanted to, yet 78 percent said they wanted more help making career plans.
We could, perhaps, dismiss the ACT study as a musty,
dpsty, historically interesting but not very relevant study
today were it not for the fact that the same theme keeps
coming through in more recent studies. For example, since
1975 the Institute for Social Research at the University of
Michigan has conducted the annual Monitoring the Future
study. Each year that study surveys 18,000 high school
seniors from across the country. Their latest findings are
typical of what high school seniors have been saying for a

decade. Two-thirds want more counseling on career plans
and job choice.
Anotherexample is the 1980 High Scluml and Beyond
Study by the National Center for Education Statistics. It's
a landmark study of 58,000 sophomore; and seniors as they
malt,. the transitkm frun school to work. Those students
%VIC generally positive about their high school experience
when it came to academic course work awl colkge counseling, but the seniors were much less satisfied with their
school career-related programs. Nearly three-fourths said

that schools should place more emphasis on vocational
programs, and two-thirds felt that schools did not offer
them enough practical experience.
My own research. the Career Development Study, has

followed the progress of 7,000 young men and women
from the time they were juniors in high school. When they
were thirty-years-old and established in their early careers,

we asked them to look back at the Emblems they faced
since leaving high school and to tell us what might be done
to help today's young people ptepare for the future. You'll
notice that I quote these young people throughout the book.

Two-thirds, exactly 66 percent, cited difficulty in establishing careers and lack of career preparation as one of the
biggest problems they faced
In 1984 American College Testing did a second study
of the ewer developnwnt needs of the nation's youth to
determine what progress had been made since the early
1970s. This second Acr study identifies areas where there
has been defmite improvement. For example, the proportion of students involved in career planning is higher.
Nonetheless. over 70 percent of the nation 's youth continue
to say that they want more help making career plans.
My !irst point is straightforward: Two-thirds to three-

counhs of today's young people want more help making
career plahs: and they've been saying that for fifteen years.

Parents Are Concerned
I first began thinking seriously about young people's

career problems back in 1978. That same year, Gallup
published the Ninth Annual Gallup Poll of parents' evaluations of public schools. In that poll Gallup asked parents

what areas of parenting cemented them most. Parents of
young people ages thirteen to twenty said their pri ne
parenting concern was "how to deal with problems of drug
and substance abuse." What was their second biggest concern? It was "how to help my child choose a career."
The Gallup study pursued the issue further. It asked
respondents how they felt that their parenting needs should

be met. More than three-fourths of the parents said they
thought public schools should offer courses for p trents in
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areas that concerned them; and the parems said they would
pay increased taxes to support school-sponsoted programs

schools get an average of 23 minutes of individualized
guidance per year, wily part of which is career guidamx.

for pants. Om you imagism that? In an age of Proposition

What do you think? Is that enough?
These extrapolations are mom than an idle exercise in
alumber crunching. The numbers suggest that even under
optimal condition, yams people's career guidance needs
am not likely to be met by pouring mote counselors into
the trenches for one-on-one career guidane through the
schools. In my judgment that arategy is fatally flawed. And

XIII mentality, taxpayer revolt, fiscal retrenchment
policies, and school lid bills, parans said they would pay
more school taxes if schools offered programs to help
them!
I'm not on a soap box. My purpose is not so argue that
public sc hoots should be moat involved in parent ethicsion
programs. I offer a mme modest observatime These is a
need out there and that need isn't being met. Partin want
to know luny to help their children choose careers.

Teachers, Counselors and Schools
Teachers and counselors have tried to meet that rued;
but schools don't have the manures to give young people

the individualized corer guidance they want.

I don't expect that school finances will dramatically improve in the yews ahead-and I'll bet you dee% either! The

number of secondary students peaked in 1976 at
14,311.000. It will be down 21 percent by 1990. School
enrollments are on the decline, not on the increase. The
nation's social priorities are focusing neve on the old, less
on the young; and the voting pcmulation is growing older.
The excellence reports on public education are deflecting

Today's young people want mom help choosing

resources back to the basics, away from career preparation.

careers, and schools, teachers, and career counselors have

Finally, career guidane is a pupil service, and it is not
unusual for 90 percent of pupil service budgets to be

responded There isn't an instiunkm in society that has
done more to help young people plan careers than have the
nation's public schools. Schools have built career cenwrs
and stocked them with information on careers and career

earmarked for personnel. That means that fiscal retrench-

ment policies and school-budget cuts translate rather

puterized career-exploration and college-clmice programs,
and the latest information on financial aid. And nowhere
is the public school commitment to career guidance more

directly into personnel reductions.
The fact that we don't have enough counselors today
and that the ratio of counselcws to students in the years
ahead is more likely to erode than improve suggests that
it's time to examine how we use career counselors and to
ask whether we art using their expertise most efficiently.

evident than in the number of counselors schools have
retained. Enrollments in public schools have declined 11

Knowledge of the Work World

preparation possibilities. Schools offe courses on career

planning. Schools provide interest inventories, com-

percent over the last 12 years, but the number of guidance
counselors has increased 20 percent. I repeat: There isn't
an institution in society that has done more to help young
people plan careers than have thc nation's public schools.

But that doesn't mean that young people's career

Some of the most depressing research I read reports

on young people's knowledge-or should I say, their ignorance-of the world of work. I'm referring to such basics
as what carpenters do on the job, how you get to be a
druggist, and what di - probabilities are that any little boy

meetings, just spend every Neu workmg with students-

or girl can ever become a Mark McGuire. a Chris Even, or
a Michael Jordan. Today's young people are misinformed,
terribly so.
Of course they're misinformed about careers, because
what society gives them is a Hollywood version of careers.
'What cki detectives do? They shoot guns. They drive fast
cars. And they crawl into bed with pretty girls. What do
doctors do? Much the same, especially drive fast cars and
crawl into bed with pretty girls. What do television evangelists do? Dm 't ask me.

under those idyllic conditions students in our society would
have available to them an average of 2 hours and 8 minutes

Young people are equally misinformed about their
career preparation options. Last fall a new Gallup Poll

per student per year far individualized career guidance.
What do you think? Is that enough?
But counselors can't spend every hour creinseling.

reported that young America-a-as are widely misinformed

planning needs are being met and it doesn't mean that the
career guidance job is getting done-or that it can be done!in career centers or by career counselors. The Center for
Education Statistics reports that there are 676 students for

every counselor in U. S. public schools. What do you
think? Is that enough counselors? If all 66,755 guidance
counselors do nothing but come to work every day-8 hours
a day, 5 days a week, 4 weeks a month, 9 months a year,
no teaching shop courses, no coaching football, no faculty

They have to teach drivers ed. They are assigned to
homeroom. They have to run errands for the principal. A
national Educational Testing Services study indicates that
counselors spend only 18 percent of their time working on
problems that concern students-like boy-girl relations, like
acne, like "I think I might be pregnant." like 1 need help
making career plans." That means that students in public

about the cost of college. Now, a college .xlucation is
expensive, make no mistake about it. Annual elms of 15 to
16 thousand dollars per year are not unusual, am' it takes
most stmlents 5 years to get through. As Senator Sam Ervin
used to say, "after a while that adds up to real money." Yet,
however expensive higher education may be, most young
people think that a college education costs three times as
much as it actually does. They're mistaken. They're wrong
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about sorrething that can make an imputant difference in
their futures and the rest of their lives.
Information vs. Guidance. Young people don't just
need information. They also need guidance. And information and guidance are not the same. Information can be
written in books. It can be cataloged. Infamation can be

illustrated, rattled ap, captured on video Wes, set on
tables, stuck on bulletin boartht, stacked on shelves, even
stuffed inth compass. Buz that isn't guidance. Guidance
meats gnawing young people how a; find the way. It means

giving directions and monitoring progress. Guidance
mans paying pantie:at to how young people are progressing towards their goals. Guidance isn't just setting goals.

It's also figuring out how to get them Guidance means
following through to assure that the desired outcome is
achieved. Guidance means helping young people stream
their optices. Guklance means being available at those
teachable moments when young people want to talk about

their futmes, not mily when we adults want tlya to talk
about their careers, or when the career center happens to
be open, or when the counselor is in, or when the computer
is turned on. It isn't enough to open the career center and
have well-intentioned volunteers smile and say "how may
I help you" to young pewle who happen to drop in. Young
people need to be coached.
.

Young people don't just need information.
They also need guidance. And information
and guidance are not the same.
An Educational Testing Service Study concluded that
career centers offer "mountains of information" and "huge

collections of 1acts"; but, for the most pan, offer young
people no way to sort out what information is availabk to
them, how to choose between alternatives, and how to
make decisions. i pose two questicas: Might we need to
reconsider what information we give to young people: and

might we also need to give thought to what is the most
effective way to deliver that information? I think we have

"latest" and the "biggest" and the "fastest" and the "best:
you know that today's young people will do what's "in" in
the high school hallways and what's popular in the pizza
parkus. You can bet on it. But these are other seas where
parents have a nemendous influence on young people, and
one of those areas is in making career dans.

ticular.
Young people listen to those other people
whom they think know something about a partopic.

The notion that parents don't maar, the idea that there

is a generation gap, was popular about the turn of the
century, then reasserted itself in the adolescent-society
literature of the 1960s with its references to a youth
countesculture, even a contraculture. But that was thirty
years ago. What we have learned since then is that young
people are more complex, and that they take a much more
differentiated and discriminating view of issues and the

opinions of ohms. We have learned that young people
listen to those other people whom they think know ime-

thing about a particular topic. And so in mar r of
hairstyle, dress, choice of music, or how loud to play the
music, who knows most about these topics? Cenainly not
parents; and it should not surprise us that young people
listen to their peers on these subjects. But when it comes
to issues that are mom basic and, I think, are more important-such as attitudes, beliefs, and valas-on these more
critical subjects young people listen to their parents.
A lumberman's daughter, now a statistical clerk in an
insurance office in Seattle, thought back to her high school
days, then commented: "Encouragement from home is so
vital. Parental enthusiasm can mise or Ireak a tee.-Ager.
The schools cannot replace the famEy."

Youth and Parents. In his classic book. Changing
Youth in a Changing Society, Dr. Michael Ruucr of Harvard University says the following:

Taken together, the findings from ali

to do both.

studies...indicate that adolescents still tend to
turn to their parents for guidance on principles

Parental Influence

and on major values but look more to their peers

Even if schools had the resources with which to meet
young people's career guidance needs, neither teachers nor
counselors mil rt,T'ace the influence parents have on their
sons and daughiers career plans.
There is a myth, a widely and uncritically held halltruth, that "parents don't matter," that "my kids don't listen
to me." And there are always enough stories about spacedout teenagers floating around that people keep believing
the parents-don't-matter myth.
Now, all of us, every parent, can think of examples
where kids don't listen and parents don't matter. I know I

in terms of interests and fashices in clothes, in
leisure activities, and other youth-oriented pursuits.

can. When it comes to wearing grubby T-shirts or Izod
alligators, raggedy Reeboks or the best from Florsheim:
when it comes to our sons' and daughters' beliefs about the
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Ruuer later concludes:

Young people tend both to share their parents'
values on the major issues of life and also to turn

to them for guidance on most major concerns.
The concept that parent-child alienation is a
usual feature of adolescence is a myth.

One of the great tragedies of our day is that the
influence parents have on their children is so greatly un-

derestimated and misunderstood. Our generation of

Introducdos

watts has been psyched out. We've been duped. We've
been told and retold that there is a generation gap out there,
that our lc& tbn't listen to us, and we parents have come

our hands and do link
listen
to us but because we
not because ow kids don't
to beliave it. And so we throw

belkve the myth that they don't listen. And by abandoning
serious efforts to communicate with them, we leave them
without advice and without guidance in a world that inaensingly requires that they make decisions. My hope is
that today's patents will recognize and take seriously the
influence they have on their sons' and daughters' caner
decisions and will use that influence constructively.
To ignore the role of parents in the career development
process is to deny what fifty yews of studying child and
youth development have taught us. Even if schools had the

resources with which to meet young people's career
guidance needs, teachers and counselors can= replace the
piimary influence parents have on their children's career
plans.
A thirty-year-old bachelor from Portland, Oregon,
works as a guard for city/county government. He told us
that he thinks parents should be mom involve& "I believe
texhers and administraurs should go to extraordinary
lengths to ensure that parents become actively involved in
their children's education. Without consistent encouragement and an occasicmal kick in t.4 butt at home, the best
teachers and all the hardware in the world will not foster a
positive attitude toward education in the majority of students?"

Parent's Must Prepare
if parents are to be effective career advisers for their
children, they must prepare themselves.
Today's parents are poorly informed about the career

options 'Available to young people. In addition, many
parents mre plagued by their own career insecurities. They
are trying to sort things out for themselves, to say nothing
of worrying about the career problems their sons and
daughters face.
It's a different world of work out them than when

parents made their first career decisions. A quarter of a
century ago. a father could still tell his son: "One thing
about being a farnwr, Johnny, they can never take the land
away from you." But say that to an lowa fanner today.

Fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, hybrid seeds,
mechanization, automation, improved farm management
practices, internationalization of markets, and biotechnology have char6ed all that. A quarter of a century ago, a
mother could still tell her daughter: "Ow thing about being
a stenographer, Haley those big shots will always need
somebody to write their letters." But tell that to a Houston
executive today. Dictation equipment and then word
processing changed all of that.
Today, most entry level positions are in the fast food
industry. Back when mom and dad made their first career
decisions, McDonalds was still working on its fust billion
hamburgers. But today, McDonalds has franchises in more

than a dozen different countries and, as I write this chapter,

five Soviets are in traiiiing at Hamburger Univerity outside of Chicago to open the largest franchise in the world
five blocks north of Red Squaw.. How many burgers have
been soh./ "Billions and bailees" the golden arches advertise. Today's young peccle live in a diffesent wwld.
When the first U. S. census was conducted less than
two hundred years ago, the census takers classified workers
into thtee major grows. Either a person was in agriculture,
or in business, or in manufacturing. But how many occupations were used to dandy workers in the last census? Mwe
than 30,000! Remember that the next time you ask your
daughter whether she's figures1 out what she wants to do
with her life. It's no longer a simple matter to choose a
career, especially when you're still a teenager on the outside of the labor force looking in.

Part of the problem today's young people face
is the dilemma of choosing from so many different occupational possibilities and from so
many dij:ferent career preparation options.
Today's young people have the luxury of choosing not
only from an abundance of new occupational possibilities,

but they can also choose from more career preparation
options than ever before. Pan of the problem today's young

people face is the dilemma of choosing fiom so many
different occupational possibilities and from so many different career preparation options. Today's possibilities include occupational training in the military, nontraditional

education programs, industry sponsored training and
education, education/industry cooperative programs, and
hands-on-training programs to say nothing of additiAnal

schooling in comprehensive universities and graduate
schools, tralitional and specialized colleges, technical col-

leges, community colleges, business schools, trade
schools, proptietary and private and public schools.
Choosing a career and a career preparation strategy

can be like grandmother taking her three-year-old
granddaughter to the ice cream shop with the promise:
"You can have any kind of ice cream you want." Two hours

later, the three-year-old still can't decide between chocolate, chocolate fudge and chocolate goo.
Credentials. We live in a credentialing society in
which the marketability of degrees has decreased while the
dollar value of certificates has incroased. That is evident in

estimates that there may be as many people enrolled in
industry-sponsored training programs today as there are
people enrolled in all colleges and universities combin,droughly 12.5 million in each. Today, four times as many
institutions offer certificates as there are institutions that
offer degrees, and that makes today's career decisions all
the more complex.
Educators have a bias. They look at education from an
educator's point of view. Educators are concerned about

whin young people should learn, what they do ce do not
lean, how subject areas can be taught mom effickmtly,
how to motivae =dem, and the like. These are valid and
impcmant perspectives to the educational process.
But the weld of work-prospective employers, personnd officers, management teams, and ',select managershave a litsle different view of what education is all about.
From their perspective the walk world looks for candidaws
who 'wet a certain set of requimments, awl it looks to
education and ttaining institutions to supply those workers.
The work world uses credentials, degrees and certificates,
as shorthand codes with which to sort out prospective
employees. As I explain later, schools and training institutions "bane their pecehEts, "stamp" diem in the same way
that the butcher stamps his psoducts in the meat counter.
Employers who shop for employee' look a the labels till
they find what they're looking for. Credeatials in the twit
of degrees and certificates make the sorting ptecess run
smoothly.
Fmm a young person's point of view, credentials are

the magic keys that open doors. Employers sort out
prospective employees "on paper" to come up with a short
list that they may decide to interview. That makes credentials, degrees and certificates, critically impwant as doorways to the labor force. It means that young people must
decide not only what line of work they wish to pursue, they
also have to decide how to qualify for that line of wort.

Today's career decisions involve choosing both an
occupation and a career pmparation strategy; and if parents
are to be effective career advisers for their children, they
must prepare themselves for both.
Carrer Guidance. Unfortunately, the way our society

goes about the business of career guidance hasn't kept
pace. The way we go about career guidance goes back to
a book wriuen by Frank Parsons in 1909 titled Choosing a
Vocation. In his book, Parsons laid out a simple three-step
process for choosing a career. The first step was to discover
your interests and abilities. The second step was to learn
all you can about occupations. And the third step was to
match your interests and abilities with occupational characteristics-"true reasoning," Parsons called it
We've built industries around each one of the three
steps Frank Parsons told us to follow. Discover your interests and abilities? That's what measurement is all about,
the interest inventories and aptitude tests. The Kuders, the

Beyond Parsons. The problem is that the career coun-

seling enterprise hasn't gone vesy far bored that timestep process over the past eighty years, though 1 neechet
remind you that things aren't all that simple anymore. The
three-step strategy may have been enough in 1909, wir:;.
Frank Parsons wrote his book. It may have been earAigh
beim the Model A Ford, befcee the airplane, the ',et, the

rocket, and the space shuttle. Pawns' advice ray have
been adequate befoit television, satellite canmunicatitut,
and computers. It may have been enough before unemploy-

ment rates of 10 and 12 percent, befoie youth unemploy-

ment rates three times that high and before at-risk,
innezeity, minority youth employment rates five and six
times that high. But Parsons' three steps and the industries
that have grown up around ilusni aim% enough today.

It isn't enough for today's young people to
know what they want to do. Their choices
have to be based on available options, not on
some oWmoded, frontier mentality that
anybody can be anything they want to be.
It isn't enough for today's young people to know what
they want to do. Their choices have to be based on available

options, not on some outmoded, frontier mentality that
anybody can bc anything they want to be. Today's young
people have to know where the employment opportunities

are and how the labor market expands and contracts in
response to population and labor force changes.
It isn't enough for today 's young people to know about
occupations. the lines of work that might interest them.
Today's young people also have to know about industries,

the broad fields of activity that engage employers, and
whether the fonunes of particular industries are rising or
fall ing.

It isn't enough for today's young people to decide on
an occupational career. Today's young people also have to
decide on a career preparation strategy. On the one hand,
a high school diploma may no longer guarantee a good job.
On the other hand. college is not the only way to prepare
for a career. Indeed, it may not be the best way to prepare
for a labor market in which one of four workers is already
overeducated and underemployed.

there are scores of publishers who advertise some kind of

Today's young people have to know how to make
intelligent and responsible decisions about both occupational careers and career preparation options. They need to
leant how to make career decisions because they will be

an occupational reference book. The book publishers,
they're working on step two. Match your interests and

making career decisions every three or four years over their
forty-five year work histories.

abilities with occupational characteristics, the "true reasoning" part of it? That's what the counseling enterprise is all

Parents Need Resources

Hanington-O'Sheas, the Strong-Campbells and a lot of
other people, they're all working on step one. The second
step was to learn ail you can about occupations. Today

about. Counselors point people to the measurement and
assasment instruments, on the one hand, and to the occupational and career preparation resources, on the other
hand. They're working on step three.

If parents are to advise their children about careers,
they need programs and materials with which to work.
That's what this book is all about. The goal is to help
parents help their children choose careers.

14
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rience as a parent that I
I learned from my own
had "to get my act together" if l was to help my children
choose careers. !recognized that I , teerkd an aganized and
systematic watch. It had to weer the important bases.
The information had to be accurate rid up to date. It had
to be interesting. It had to be practical. And it had to be
down to earth and usable.

I became interested in young people's careers for
personal =sons, rki only for professional reasons. WI=
my oldest son turnetl sixteen I wanted to help him think
through his career possibilities, like most parents do. I
knew the research on young people's career development.
I was familiar with the arches that show the importance of
parental influence on youngster's career decisions. My
own research showed the same thiag. Yet, like a lot amber
parer's, I was uncertain about how to use my influence
constructively with my oldest son.
I followed my academic instincts and made some trips
to tbs^ library, went to the book store, even did a computerized literature search. All of those efforts added up to
very little becausc there was little available to help parents
help their children choose careers. "Necessity is the mother
of invention," my father was fend of saying, especially
when he had a chore for mal. to do that I thought was too
hard or would take too long, and necess.'y describes the
origin of this book. I wrote it out of nra zssity. I needed
materrii that I could use with my own chiadren. I've hoped
that other parents and young people could benefit, too, and
indications are that they have.

This book is the primary infonnation source for a

companion program named "Today's Youth and
Tomormw's Careers." That program is now in it's founh
edition and is used extensively by parents through high

schools, yowl! ormizations and churches across the
country.

Thc acceptance that the book and program enjoy
doesn't mean that we have solved the youth career-choice
problem. We haven't. And it doesn't mean that the book
and program is perfect. It isn't, though we do keep working
on it to mzke it the best we can. The acceptance that parents
en the book and program simply means that there
have
is a need out there and these materials meet that need. It
means that parents reseond to opportunities to learn how
to help their children choose careers. It also means that

counselors will use programs that help them use their
uaining, their expenisc ard the information they have at
their fingertips to multiply their effectiveness.

aie book and program focus on the dual roles of
parerrs and counselors. Parents have the most influence on

Om sons' and daughters' career plans, and counselors
have the expertise, the information, and the resources that
parents and young people need and can use to make intel-

ligent and responsible career decisions. The materials
enable parents and counselors to work together to help
young people choose careers.

Allow me to say a bit more about about Today's Youth
and Tomorrow's Careers. Then I'll explain how I organize
this book and how you can get the mast out of it.

Today's Youth and Tor sorrow's Careers
Today's Youth and Tomorrow's Careers is a two-step
program. Counselors first attend a training workshop to

receive career intimation and to learn how to teach
parents to use their influence constructively with their sons
and daughters.

Counselors teach parents now things have changed
since parents entered their own careers. Counselors teach
parenv; how to think about today's work world, about what

occueational infatuation is available and how to use it.
The second half of the program teaches parents about
career preparation options. Parents leant not only aboat
today's additional schooling options but also about "earning while learning possibilities" including apprenticeships.
occupational training in the military, and industry training

and education programs. When parents find out what
resources arc available to help today's young people
choose careers, their response tends to be one of two things.

Either they say: "I wish we'd have had that when I was a
kid;" or they ask: "Has my son or daughter been in here
yet'?" I've never met a high sc hoot principal who didn 't lc
that kind of enthusiasm caning out of the career center.
Today's Youth and Tomorrow's Careers establishes
counselors &s career experts and teachers. It identifies
counselors in their local communities as people who have
access to the best information about occupational careers

and career preparation possibilities. The program gets
parents involved. It brings parents into the career centers
to work with their sons and daughters. Today's You,h and
Tomorrow 's Careers is a tool that helps parents help their
children choose carvers.
Laser-Beam Mousetrap. I Piave an advertisement in
my files. Someone s'.ait it to me. It's for a taser-beam
mousetrap. It's one of those pdgeis tor the executive who
has everything.
The laser-beam mcusetrtp works like this. The con-

traption is a pain, ordeAary mousetrap, a board with a
spring on it. But the spring on the laser-beam mousetrap is
tied down with a WC: piece of string, 3 piece of fish line.
Also, there is an elect,c eye aimed across where the trap
holds the cheese. And, of course, the laser-beam mousetrap
has a laser beam.
When the furry, little bundle of peace and joy tippytoes up to the cheese, the mouse interrupts the eye beam,

and the eye beam triggers the laser beam. But the laser
beam doesn't zap the mouse-nothing that gross! The laser
beam bums off the string that holds down the spring, and
snap! Wham -o! You've got him! Right in the laser-beam
mousetrap.

The laser-beam mousetrap is just like the springloaded traps you can buy for less than a buck a pair at
K-Mart. But the laser-beam mousetrap differs from the
K- Mart trap in three ways. First of all, the laser-beam trap
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has an eve beam. Second, the layer-bean nap has a laserbeam. And third, the laser-beam mousetrap has an honest

planning their next two week vacation. This book gives

to goodness trice tag of fifteen-hundred dollarsyes,

in3 an occupation and choosing a career preparation

$1,500! The laser-beam mousetn, is simply the same old
K-Mart trap with some fancy gadgets attached.
Getting parents involved in helping their soe -4 and
daughters choose careers is not a laser-beam mousetrap.
It's not the same old stuff rehashed. Focusing on parents is
a different appoach to the business of helping young
people choose careers. It's a strategy that traditional career

strategy.

*dance ignores.

Parent Preparation
This book is not an effort to create another guidance

system, but it is an effort to take the best information
available and to put it to work more effectively.
Over the years I have attended many national conventions for career counselors, but I am reminded of the first
one I ever attended. I walked through the exhibition hall
where hundreds of booths featured career materials a all
shapes. colors, descriptions, and kinds. The exhibits were
heavy with promotional gimmicks. Some were computer
driven. Others woe based on films or videos. A few were

self-scoring. Many were available for the first time in
paperback. Still others were packaged in pink and purple

three-ring binders. Forgive me, Lord, but I thought I
stumoled across a cirrus.

I listened carefully to the conversations between
buyers and sellers. The promoters emphasized how easy
the programs were to use, how handy they were, how nice
they looked, how little space they took on the book shelf,
how many young people counselors could process in an
hour or so, and, of course, attractive purchasing plans. But

seldom did I hear information about how accurate the
material was, whether the system was valid, or if anybody
knew whether the program worked. In all too many cases

what was pushed, polished, and promoted was another
laser-beam mousetrap, the same old spring-loaded board
with some newfangled attachments and a fancy price tag.

parents a map of the options young people have for chaos-

What's Ahead
Now that you know "where I'm coining from," let me
explain how I organize this book.
I divide the book into four pans. Each part ends with
a section on "What Parents Can Do" and a section of the
Career Explorations Workbook that applies to the material
coveted. The workbelk helps young people son out their

career options and teaches them how to make career
decisions.
Part I gives background infotmation to help parents

understand the world of work in which today's young
people must find their careers. It reviews majcr population
and labor force changes that affeel today' s career choices
and explains how the maid of work has changed since you

and I may have entered it a quarter of a century ago. It
explains how society processes young people. how it lines

them up witii appropriate occupations, and how society
discriminates against females and racial minorities. It outlines how parents influence their children and summanzes
what 30-year old young adults say about the problems they
had making career decisions and entering the labor force.

Part 2 focuses on the work world. It points out how
work is central to the rest of life and introduces important

concepts for thinking about careers. Part 2 provides
employment projections for industries and major occupa-

tional groups. It explains where to find and how to use
additional information on occupational careers.
Pan 3 is the first of two parts on career preparation
options. Part 3 covers the educational options young people
have. It discusses college programs and weighs the outcomes of a 4-year college education, on the one hand, and
vocational preparation programs on the other. It explains

where to get more information on additional schooling
possibilities and discusses college costs and financial aid.
Pan 4 shifts attention to earning-while-learning career

Parents have to spend at least as much time
helping their children choose careers as they
spend planning their next two week vacation.

preparation options. These include apprenticeships, industry training and education programs, and occupational
training in the military. It discusses the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

A short Epilogue follows Part 4, as do Notes that
The fact is that most career programs are based on the
same information that is readily available from the Depart-

ment of Labor at a modest cost. I'll put you on to that
bargain buy in a later chapter. One of my goals is to put
parents back in the driver's seat and to point them to the
best resources for doing the driving. My intent is to give
parents a way to do a better job of advising their children
about careers.
But if parents are to take charge, they must prepare
themselves. They can't sit back and be cheerleaders or
grandstand fans. Parents have to spend at least as much
time helping their children choose careers as they spend

include citations for each chapter.

Concluding Thoughts
Two additional themes art woven in and out of the
chapters that follow. They are critical to tlw success of
involving parents in helping young people choose careers.
Permit me to conclude this Introduction by defining those
themes more clearly.

The first is a question: Who decides? Who decides
your son's or daughter's career? Putting parents back in
charge of their sons' and daughters' career plans doesn't
mean that Mom and Dad should decide for son or daughter.
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Yet, the realities are that choosing a catter can be frustrating, and sorting out career preparation options can be
expensive. Some wag has said that for every problem there
is always somebody with a simple solution and it's usually

wrong! When it comes to choosing a career, there are
neither quick and dirty sohnions nor magical formulas.
Thae are only practical approaches and Resonable steps
that parents mid young people can take together.

The steps we outlined in the Caner Explorations
Workbook. Taken together, the Workbook teaches young
petege 'how* to make awl" decisions. It divkka; the

career-choice recess into manageable steps. Each step
plovides different ways to arrive at a clover decision.
Our sons and daughters must make their own decisions
just as we had to make and live with our tkacisions. That
doesn't mean that we set them adrift. Too much that has
already been done. But it does nut parents' advisory role
in proper perspective. It is len for us to push. pull, entice,
threaten, or cajole our scms and daughters into anything.
Career choice is their decision, not ours. Our job is to give
them the best help we can: help them understand their
interests and labor-market realities; We them sat mit their
career-preparaticm options; and give them the freedom to
make their own decisions.
Young people need to be coached. It's their ball game,
not ours. Our job is to help them come up with a game plan,
explain the play options, help them anticipate and evaluate
the possible consequences, and make sure they understand
the rules of ,he game. It's always their ball game, not ours.
Who decides? They do.
Starring Over. There may be no quick answer to your
son's or daughter 's career search, and there may never be

a perfect solution. To think that the question of career
choice is settled once and for all is to retreat to the oldfashioned idea that people chow a career for life. That's
the way we used to think about it-once a carpenter, always

a carpenter-but it's not the way things are today. The
average length of stay on a job in the U. S. labor force is
less than five years. That means that today's workers will

change jobs seven, eight, or nine times over their work
histories. They need to learn how to make inuiligent and
responsible decisions, which means somebody has to teach

them. The sooner we teach them, the sooner and longer

they can benefit from knowing how to make career
decisions.
We live in a forgiving society. People can change jobs
and start over. They need not be stuck. They can always go

back at school or get new training. True, the options
foreclose as we ga older, but we oldsters need w remember

that ow yowl' people still have time and they still have
options. They have an advantage. They can change their
minds without jeopsdizing their retiremas programs.
They am make mistakes. They can always start over. It's
cnie of the benefits of living in a free society. Let than-indeed, help them-play out their options.

Today's workers will change jobs seven,
eight, or nine times over their work histories.
The end result may be some peace of mind for parents,
not what comes when a job is finished or, kw that matter,

when a job is well done, but the satisfaction that comes
from having done what a parent can do to assist a son ce
daughter choose a career. The end result for our sons and
daughters will be a better understanding of their own
interests and abilities, more information about their occupational and carea preparation possibilities, and some
sense, however tentative, of how and where to begin.
That's a Wilt
The whole apinoach may come unglued six months
later, or just three months later. What do we do then? We
pick up the pieces and start over again. Why? Because
young people need ill the help they can get, and because
parents have a big influence on their son's and daughter's
career decisions.
What better reasons are there than that?

Career Explorations Workbook
Each part of die book ends with suggestions and
activities for what parents can do. These include a Career

Explorations Workbook for parents to use with their
children. The Workbook takes young peopk through
decision-making steps that help them do two things:

Think through their occupational possibilities and
career preparation options.
Teach them "how" to make career decisions.
Part 1 of the Workbook helps young people develop a
list of occupational possibilities to think about. Part 2 helps

them gather and evaluate information about the occupa-

tions that interest them. Pans 3 and 4 relate to career
preparation. Pan 3 explains where to find and how to get
information about additional schooling possibilities. Parte
shows what information is available about earning while
learning options: apprenticeships, industry training and
education programs, occupational training in the military,
and full-time work following high school.
All young people are not at the same place in their
thinking about careers. Some, often the older cows, will be
ready to complete all four parts of the Career Explorations
Workbook. Others may not be as far along in their think:ng
and may get stalled before completing it. If that happens,

set the Workbook aside for a few weeks. Come back to it
later.
Some wall respond at all. As dm ftalter of three sons,
I know the fnsstration and sense of helplessness parents

headaches and heartaches, parents really do have the big-

gest long-tesm inflict= on their children when it canes
to choosing a career. This book will help parents under-

wheel-drive vehicle with stereo speakers wired to the gills.
More than once he wheeled that twight yellow chariot home
to the suburbs after ii P.M. with &lamps of stereo operat-

stand how to exercise that influence wisely.
The Career Explwations Wakbook gives a snapshot
of whom young people are in their thinking today. Their
thinking may change six momhs Wm now ts next week:
but the procedures for making a csweer cheice remain the
same. Young people can follow dm same sals kw clarifying their thiacing in the future. It is important that our sons

ing full blare ("half blare," he says). But my respectable

and daughters know what ink:minim is available and

pre- Nal postretirement good friends and neighbors hit the
sack at least a half-hour earlier. Do you suppose I could get
this gewzrational time-zone difference across to my own
flesh and blood? No way!

where they tn get good information. The goal of this book
is not only to help parents point their sons and daughters
in a certain career direction, but also to teach young peopk
how to make career decisions.

sometimes feel when their sons and daughters don't
respond. It can be irritating, as iMtating as anything I
know. Wlmn he was yotmger, my old.nt um had a four-

But there is another side to the story, a word of
encouragement that needs to be told. For all their
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Nrdo you want to be when you grow up?" We
ask that questim of little boys from the time they

on the ground and their heads screwed on straight, and that

are big aiough to walk and old enough to talk.
More and more we're asking little girls too.

realistic about what? About the world wrilived in when we

It's a tough question. And when we hear their
answers-yesterday a police officer, today a sunken
treasure scavenger, tomonow a motorcycle stunt rider-we

nalize that our children seem to be living in a different
world. They are.
Our sons and daughters will always live in a different
workL We hope that by the time they leave high school
tlxy will have shed their TV fantasies, will have their feet

they will be a litde mac realistic about things. But more

were their age? Or about the world they will be part of
umnarow?
Choosing a career involves young people in a decision
aliout how they will fit into a changing world. But what is
that world like? And how is it changing? In this chapter I

examine changes in two areas that concern us. I sketch
major population changes that affect the labor market and
outline how the labor force is changing too.

Population Changes
The U.S. population is changing; and population
trends, more than anything else, affect the career options
our young people have. How liar 'he population is, its nue
of growth due to births and immigattion and mortality,
changes in the age structure of the population, changes in
race and gender composition, and migration patterns all

affect consumer buying and, therefore, demands for
workers in the production of goods and delivery of services.

Population Growth
The first U.S. census was held in 1790, two hundred

years ago, and fewer than four million people were
counted. The country was young. Half the population was
under age sixteen. Families were large. Almost half had six
family members and a fourth had at least eight.
Our canary's population increased dramatically over
the years that followed:
5 million by 1798

72 persons per square mile, and our population will be at
least 285 million.
Although the U. S. population is growing, the rate of
growth will be slower over the next decade than it has been
over the past two decades. Because population growth will
slow, labor force growth will also slow down. The labor
force increased about 35 percent fran 1970 to 1985, but
from 1985 to 2000 it will grow only half as fast.
Growth Trends. We've been growing as a nation, but
the source and extent of that growth has been varied and
uneven ova time. Most r opulation changes since the turn
of the century have been due to changing "...inh rates. First
there was a lengthy period of modest growth (1909 - 1945).
Then the spectacular growth of the baby boom occirred
(1947 - 1964). More recently (since 1965), the majority
culture birth rate has been negative, but the population has
grown due to immigration and high minority birth rates.
Consider the following birth rate changes that comprised
the baby boom:

10 million by 1822

For thirty-seven years, 1909 - 1945, the average
number of births per year was 2.7 million. But

50 million by 1880

in 1957 it was 4.3 million! That's a sudden

100 million by 1915

increase of 60 percent.

200 million by 1969

For eleven consecutive years, 1954 - 1964,

On January 1, 1989 our population stood at 247 million people-and we're still growing. In 1970 we averaged

575 persons per square mile. In 1980 we averaged 64
persons per square mile. By the year 2000 we will average

more than four million babies were born each
year.

For seventeen years, 1947 - 1964, women
averaged more than three babies each.
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a pqadation explosion and that occurrence has a profound

Fox twenty yews, 1946 - 1965, the number of
Whit spurted up by 50 percent. Society added
seventy-six million peep* to the population.
more people kt those nineteen years than the
total number added over the first hundred years
of our nation's !Usury!

effect on Way's and unnorrow's careez optima
lab Boom Echoes. The baby boom is a vivid ex-

am* of how birth rotes and populaion trends affect
careers.
Populatice predictors expected a growth spirt when

How many pec* were bean during the Wry boom?
Sum= that over a fifteen-year period three countries the
size of Canada packed upend moved into the United Stets.

That's tfm size of the baby boom-three times as many
pantie as the total population of Canada. That comparison

gives you au idea of the impact the baby boom had and
continues to have on the labor market (Figure 1:1).

Figwi Ii. The baby boons (1947 - 1964) in historical
Perspective
Mins ay row (bilelmons/

the GIs came home after the war. In the 1940s some
predicted that die nation would reach 157 millkm people
by 1970, but by 1970 it reached 204 malice and was still
growing at about 2 minim petyle per year.
The baby boom buns societal seams since the day it
spited, and we haven't seen the last ti it. Fast it spilled
out of the maternity wiwds and into hospital hallways. Then

it overcrowded classrooms and forced schools into temporary buildings. Expenditures for public schooling nearly
tripled during the 1950s. By 1970 colleges and univerJes

couldn't keep up with the growth and the baby boom
glutted the labor market.

The baby boom had other =prises for soda Fifteen-to twenty-four-year-olds typically commit about 40
percent of the mirrektrs, 50 percent of the rapes, and 65
percent of the robberies and Insglaries. The more people
there are of that age, the more crime is expected. And that's
what hmened. Seventeen and eighteen years after the
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Equally important is the fact that the baby boom was
preceded and followed by periods of depressed binh rates.
First, there were fifteen years of very low birth mem, then
two decades of very high birth rates, and then the baby bust
started. By the mid-1970s the number of births dropped
back from well over four million to three million per year.
The average number of babies born per woman dropped

from 3 to 1.7, lower than it's ever been. The rate and
number have held fairly cons= at those levels ever since.
We we not now reproducing ourselves as a society.

W here We Fit
How do we parents and our youngsters fit into those
trends? Most parents of today's high school age children
are in the 40 to 50 yerw-okl bracket. That means they were
probably born either before cw at the very beginning of the
baby boom, sometime around 1940 and 1950. Chances are
those parents didn' t feel the population crush that followed.
Most parents of today's high school students were born just
ahead of the baby boom.
And what about today's high school students? They' re

part of the baby bust period that followed, the years after
the baby boom when binh rates tumbled. The point is that
both today's parents and young people were born during
periods of depressed birth rates, but in between there was

peak years of the baby boom, murder, rape, robbery, and
larceny rates reached all-dme highs not became people
sucklenly became rinne evil but because there were more
pewle to do evil deeds. The youth problems of the 1970sovercrowded schools, overcrowded jails, delinquency,

crime, and youth tmemployment-that's what the baby
boom was all about fifteen to twenty years later.

Business and the Baby Boom. What did the baby
boom mean for business? In terms of size, it was like
orchaing a bag of potatoes but getting a whole truckload
dumped on your front docwstep. It was great for those who
were ready for it. It smothered the unprepared.
Consider the styles, the fads, the music, the films, the
jackets, the boots, the jewelry, the guitars, and all other

novelties that were invented, manufactured, and sold
during the age of the "hippies," the "yippies," the "Now
Generation," the "Pepsi Generation," and finally the "Me
Generation." The baby boomers boug-at Davy Crockett

T-shins, coonskin cvs, and all that went with it. They
bought MOre than $100 million worth of Barbie dolls and
related accessories, back when S100 million dollars was a

lot of money. They gave us rock 'n roll. They went to
Vietnam. they fled to Canada. and they gathered at
Woodstock. And they're not finished.
Barbie doll is now a grown up lady. She's legally "of

age," old enough to buy liquor and old enough to vote.
Barbie's manufacturer, the Mattel Toy Company, went on

to build a new 5375-million-a-year industry in adult
electronic toys. Gerber baby food, which once advertised

that *babies are our only business," went into life insurance. Gerber now babies the o ver fifties, and business

is booming. The Wrigley Company, rnakers of bubble
gum, went on to produce Freedene chewing gum for den-
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tine we RMS. Levi Strauss came out with a line of Levi's
&signed for the guy who needs a hide mote room in the
sem and thighs. Hospitals closed obstetric and pediatric

isn't any better. M they enter their peak employment yems,

departments but expanded coronary care. And

will always be tight for the baby boolners:

McDonald's, fee years the malt, burger, and fries feedbag
for the nation's young, added Egg McMuffm breakfasts for
the on-the-way-to-work crowd and Chicken McNuggets
for the cholesterol conscious. The smart money loved the
baby boom and still does.
Population researchers are fond of comparing the baby
boom to a prim that swallowed a pig. The bulge doesn't
get digested right away but keeps moving through in one
big glob. Barring World War M. disease, famine, or an act

of Cod, dm baby boom will contipue spilling into the
hallways until it gobbles up pension and social security
systems, makes a blueohip business out of retirement
communities, and finally returns to the hospitals from
whore it came.

Today's and tomorrow's career opportunities
are closely tied to the fortunes of the baby
boom.
The baby boom wasn't just something that happened
thirty or forty years ago, pan of past histery. It's very much
alive today. Indeed, the baby boom is driving the nation's
economy. The youngest from the baby boom are approaching thirty years of age and the oldest are in their mid-forties.

They are in their peak years as producers and consumers.
They are today's trend setters who define our consumption
appetites (BMWs). our life styles (DINKs, "dual income
no kid" couples), our attitudes (yogurt), and our behaviors
(aerobics). Today's and tomorrow's career opportunities
are closely tied to the fortunes of the baby boom.
Competition. The baby boom has been and will continue to be good for business, but et's been tough on its own
generation of young people. The largest classes in U.S .
history graduated from high school in the late 197N and
early 1980s, only a decade ahead of today's young people.
They wanted .Xibs and the beginnings of careers. They

wanted souped-up cats, stereos, leather jwkets, ghetto
blasters, and fun money. They wanted a fair start, like all
eighteen-year olds do.
But there were so many of them that in many cases
there wasn't enough to go around. Proportionally, there
were fewer jobs. It was difficult for young people to get the
jcbs to earn the money to enjoy the young years and the
ge id life. In truth, very few baby boomers drive 6MWs.

Only 6 percent qualify for "Yuppy" status, as we have
grown fond of labeling them. By comparison, the low
education, low income segment of the baby boom population accounts for 63 percent of the baby boomers.

As an age group the baby boom generation really
hasn't h.ed it all that good. This group has already had more
than its hare of problems and frustrations, and the outlook
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theze are still 50 percent more ti them than there were
workers a generation ahead of them and behind them. It
Worker supply may always exceed demand.
Greater competition for iwomotions will contintz.
Incomes may suffer.

The prospects for career disappointment will amtinue to be high.
This is nm to say that everything has been on the minus

side for the baby bomn genezation. In some ways young
people never had it so good. They grew up without fear of
polio, diphtheria, and other infectious diseases. Their chances of going to college were twice ris good as the chances
their parents had. They were raised during a period of
maimed !novelty and they wae nurtured in a life-style
unknown by their parents. Females enjoyed higher educational achievements and better labor forte opportunitks

than ever before. Today, nearly 50 million American
women are gainfully employed, and most are females from
the baby boom years. Two-thirds of women bone during
the baby boom are working. It hasn't all been bad for the
baby boom gentaation.

Today's Youth
Whatever the eventual fate and fortune of the baby
boomers, today's young men and women should fare better. The baby-boom population bulge keeps moving out of
the way slightly ahead of today's young people and it
leaves empty chairs behind. As we enter the 1990s young
people will have more elbow room in the labor market than
did young people a decade earlier. Indeed, the population

trends suggest a strong demand for entry-level positions
for children of the baby-bust generation at the time they
graduate from college.

As we enter the 1990s young people will have
more elbow room in the labor market than
did young people a decade earlier.
The U. S. may never again be as youthful as it was in
1970, when the number of elementary school age children
(ages 5 - 13) reached 37 million. By 1986 this group had
dropped to 30 million. It will peak again at 34 million in
1995, then fluctuate between 32 and 34 million well into
the next century.
The high school age group reached a high of 17 million
in 1970. Today it is down by a third to 13 million. During
the 1990s the number ot !iigh school age )oung people will
slowly rise. It will be at about 15 million by the turn of the
century.
The population dynamics that are in motion are more
apparent when comparisons are made of how the numbers
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of young people in specific age groups have chord in am
past twenty years. For exam* in 1970 these were 4
million mom children of school age, ages 5 - 17, than aduk
age, ages 25 -44. But today there are 33 million mote adults
than children of school age!

Today's youth will be in a situatitm similar to that of
we parents who were born before or at the beginning d the
baby boom. We appeared on the scene when birth levels
were low. Competed to the baby boom ger maim, we "had
it made."
We attended smaller classes.,

There was less competitim to be aux:deader.
The football 101111 could always use one mixt bodY
to bounce around.

The labor market, not the Wm room, was booming.
As we move into the 1990s there will be a shortage of

young workers. It's already evident in the fast-food industry and opermarkets where mothers-gone-back-towork are serving up those Big Macs and grocery carry-out

"boys" tue drawing social security checks on the side.
Pcpulatkm changes are evening up the labor market. The
opportunities are that.

employment, which is usually three times higher than adult
tuternploymem will becmne a minority problem increas-

ingly.

Today, about 14 percag of all adults in the U. S.in-

deed, 20 percent of children under age 17are Black.
flisparic, Asian American, or American Indians. In 25 of
our largest cities and metropolitan areas, half or more of
Risk students me minorky. By the year 2000, 42 percent
of public sciuml children will be mincrity.

The situation with Wupanics illustrates the point.
There are 18 million American Itspanics today. Hispanics
me the second largest minority, and they are increasing.
Their number coukl doubb shortly after the year 2000, if
the Census Bureau's highest predictions are accitrate; and

the Spanish population would be growing by 1 million
parsons per year. By the year 2010. the fraction of the
populmion that is Hispanic amid increase from 7 to 14
percent. Were the nend to amtinue, there would be 4 times
as many Hispanics by the year 2030 and nine times as many
by the year 2080.
The U. S. population is expected to grow 18 percent

by the year 2010. If the Census Bureau's fast-growth
Kojections are correct, Hispanics will increase 133 percent
over the same period and will replace Blacks as the nation s

largest minority. Conservative pmjections are more

Real World Opportunities. The baby bomn wasn't
just a big bang a few years back. That explosion keeps
echoing. The reverbaations remind us that today's young
people follow a mich larger age group that is pushing its
way through society. It needs products and it needs ser-

modest, but even the most conservative anticipate a 57
percent increase in the Hispanic pot:elation, three times

vices, and the demands change over time. Fortunately, this
means jobs for our sons and daughters, but the job opportunities will be in selected areas. Young people will have
to be realistic. They'll have to be in touch with the real
world.
Many of the Career Development Study participants

Minwity young people have always experienced

commented on the need to be in touch with "the real
world." A welder urges morn vocational training: "Train
them for the real world, not s9rne fantasy where evaybody
goes to college and lives happily ever-after," he told us. A
young lady with a master's degree in business administration is the manager of an electric light and power utility in
a small town. Her advice LS: "Be realistic. There is no utopia
and I think we should stop pretending there is." And a fruit
farmer who majored in business put it this way: "Work is

hard and sometimes a burden.... For a long time after
college I looked for that 'perfect job.' They don't eXist. Life

isn't perfect"
Unfortunately, trying to anticipate 1,01110Trow's real

world doesn't make the task of choosing a career any
simpler. That makes it even more important to help your
child choose a career.

Minority Youth
Employment prospects will improve in the years
aiead, but youth unemployment and problems of career
voice will not disappear; they will shift. Teenage un-

higher than d'w general population increase.

Minority Unemployment
higher unemployment rates than White adolescents, and
the difference has increased during the past quarter century. Today, unemployment rates for Black young people

are more than twice the rate for White youth, and unemployment rates fa Hispanic young people usually falls
somewhere between the rates fix Blacks and Whites. The
difference in Black-White youth unemploymem rates has
steadily increased, not decreased, since the 1950s. The
racial differaice in young people's unemployment rates

increased at the same time that that was heightened
awareness of racial discrimination and society was adopting social policies to reduce the difference. Urwmployment
rates for minority youth increased during the Civil Rights
era.
Without a doubt racial discrimination is a large pan of
the problem. But other causes must be considered also. The
high unemployment rates of young Blacks were caused in
part by the mass migration of southern Blacks to northern
cites following World War II. At the time that minority

young people were growing up in central cities, youth
employers were moving out. New growth industries that
employ young people, such as fast-food services, blossomed in the suburbs. There was low, sometimes negafive

employment in occupations that traditionally employed
young people in central cities. For a number of reasons,
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then, peak minceity unemployment rates reactwd 55 - 60
percent in some central cities.
Samoan& Drepoutsallheracy and Income. It is also
the case that minerities Ining less to the labor force by way
of levels of educatian and training (Table 1:1). At every
level the schooling achievements of Whites ate higher than
those foe minorities, and usually the diffenmces are sutstmitial. Sclarol dropout rates for minorities is especially
higk 45 petcent among flispanics turd 35 percent amcmg
Blacks. illiteracy rates are higher: 47 percent of all Black
seventeen-year-olds are illiterate.
Table 1:1 Yean of College Completed by Adults (Aged
25 or Older) in the Total Population and by Rare, 1987
Population
Total
White
Black
Hispanic

1-3 Years
College

37.0%
37.8%
26.4%
21.9%

4 or Mmt
Years College
19.9%
20.5%
10.7%
8.6%
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and front which they moved. Migration panel= affect
career omosiunities.
In recent years America's moving patterns went into
reverse. &Wier, people moved to the northeast and the
Koh cennal stares. The "good life" was thought to be in
agricultme, heavy industry, the mnomotile industry, and
in the equal opportunitan believed to be in the naticat's
capital.
But the energy enmch turned things around. In the
decade from 1970 to 1980 the population of the Midwest
grew only 4 percem wet that of the Northeast even less, .2
poem By comparison, the South grew 20 percent and the
West grew 24 penxm. In the 1980s nine of the ten most
rapidly gmwing states were in the South and West. Inmigiation has been the engine of change. People have been

moving out of the "frost belt" and into the "sun belt."
Ninety percent of pecyle who move have been heading
south and west The anticipated regional population changes between 1980 and 2000 are as follows:
West

+45%

South
Midwest

+31%
0%
-6%

Nonheast

Whereas education and training is a measure of

Not only are the big population gains in die South and

credentials for occupations, income measures how well

West, but more than half the gain is in just three states:
California, Texas, and Florida. Over the past decade the

workers do financially as a result of employment.
Household incomes for Blacks in 1990 is, on average, less
than two-thirds that reported by Whites. Society converts
levels of education and training into levels of occupational
prestige, and it convens occupational prestige into income.
Because minorities bring less to the labor force, they take
less away.

If levels of education and training an the key to
successful employment, and they are, how can minorities
with low kvels of achievement, high dropout rates, and
high illiteracy rates compete successfully? They can't. And
they don't.

Youth unemployment rates, both majority and
minority culture, have fallen as the baby bust generation,
v,ith its exceptionally low birth rate, follows the baby boom
generation. But young people, including your's and mine,
will always be in competition for the best jobs. The mes-

sage to parents is straightforward: When it comes to
careers, young people need all the help they can get.

Migration
There are other population changes that affect career
opponunit3s. One is migration. Americans move from
place to place. One of four Americans live outside of the
state in which they were born, arui every year one of five
relocate. But nat everyone is equally likely to move and.
when people do move, they tend to bunch up in certain
areas of the country rather than distribute themselves evenly. This makes a lifference in the local economies to which

South has had the greatest numerical increase in perulation
while the West has had the greateta percentage increase. If
the trends continue, the combined population of the South
and West will be greater than the combined popalation of
the North and the East in the near future.
Following are the fastest growing states and the states
with the largest population growth:

Fastest Growing States

1. Alaska
2. Nevada
3. Arizona
4. Florida
5. Texas
6. California
7. New Mexico
8. Utah
9. New Hampshire
10. Colorado

States With Largest
Population Growth

1. California
2. Texas
3. Florida
4. Georgia
5. Arizona
6. Virginia
7. North Carolina
8. Colorado
9. Washington
10. Maryland

The number of new births normally more than replaces
the number of people who migrate out of a state with the
result that no real loss in population occurs. But things have
changed. Since 1970 the amount of out-migration has been
so great in some regions-for example, New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Rhode Island, and the District of Columbia-that
these areas have declined in population. Fifteen other
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states, eight of them in the South, had lost people during
the 1960s but, hi recent years, have been gaining people.
Between 1980 and 1988 the South grew by 12.3 patent,
gaining 4.5 million peggin and the West grew by 17.4
peacent, gaining 2.9 million pewle.
The movement of pomle to the West and the South is
reflected in school emollment pane=

Chan=

beta

Incresses
Decreases, 10 percent or less
Decreases, 15 pacent or more

West
South
East and Midwest

Consider the implications. Some years ago the number
of high school graduates decreased nearly 5 percent in the

state of Kansas, but the number of graduates incensed 7
percent in the state o( Nevada. The implication for sclwol
taxes. teacher employmem, and teacher salaries are obvious. If you had been a sctexil teacher looking for wosk,
where woald you mther be: Kansas or Nevada? If you
wanted a salmy increase, where would you be more likely
to get one: Kansas cc Nevada?
Migration andCareers. The flow of people across the
country from north and east to south and west has important
career implications. Consider the areas that lose people.
First, States lose their tax base, i.e., people who pay the

bills. Second, though the number of tax payers may
decline, the level of public services-roads, bridges, sewers,
fire departments, snow removal costs, and the like-remains
the same. That leaves fewer people behind to pay the bills.
Third, young people are the most likely to move, people in
their 20s and early 30s. The median age of people who
move is 26.1 years. Thiny-four percent of people aged 20
- 24 move each year, 30 percent of those aged 25 - 29. awl
21 parent of those aged 30 - 34. The age of the population
in various regions of the country minors migration patterns. Thus, nine of 13 western states have median ages

below the national average, as do 8 of the 17 southern
states. The Northeast, where 7 of 9 states have above
average median incomes, is the oldest region. And the
Midwest is average.
Continued out-migration has left many counties with
large numbers of elderly people behind. The elderly are
past their peak production years. Their salaries may have

plateaued. They may be retired. They may be living on
social security. They may be suffering the scourges of age,

declining health and impoverishment Extensive outmi eration often leaves serious economic problems behind.

But it isn't just =atomic problems. Where chaes the
vim, vigor and vitality characteristic of youth come from?

Where does the leadership come from? (Those who
migrate also tend to be the better educated.) Schools have
to consolidate in the wake of declining enrollments. Churches mei ge. Implement dealers, hospitals, car dealerships,
bookstoro, bus terminals, and medical offices close their
doors bei ause the area can no longer sustain them. School

teachers retim and are not replaced. Department stores
reduce the number of lines they carry. Theaters close.
Ming stations stay wen shorter km. And try to find a
boy to him to mow die lawn, sake the leaves, mel shovel
snow!
Today, there me twemy-five counties with fewt r than

a thousmsd resklents kit. There an, nearly three hundred
comities with one to five thousand residents left. Sometimes more than a fourth of the residents left behind are old

or voy old. How can these countun scale *awn ants yet
continue adequate fire and police mid hospital and road
maintenance services? Where do the revenues cone from?

Where does the leadership come from? Those are the
problems that befall areas that lose populatiot.

Consider also the imigications ri in-migration and
rapid grow& demands for water supply, sewage disposal,
police and fire proection, public transportation, hospital
and educational services. The demands madam into jobs,

and as young people arrive to take jobs, a long term
economic cycle begins. Service needs are met. Young
people begin to enjoy the good life-certainly compared to

the depressed areas from which they moved. Young

people, in turn, buy the services they need plus
automobiles, homes. groceries, stereos, ad leisure time
activities. They marry, raise children, need hospitals and
schools and police and rue protection, join clubs. You go
the picture. In-migration can be an economic engine if
MEW'S' managed.
Migration patterns affect career opportunities in two
ways:

Migration determines the kind and amount of goods
and services areas need.
Migration determines the kind and amount of resources areas hen for providing goods and services.

It takes ecoromic and human resources to generate
goods and services, and it takes goods and services to
attract resources. It's a catch twenty-two situation. If either
dwindles, the system gets out of balance and can become
unglued quickly.
Maui-Urban Changes. Mini-migration patterns also
affect career opportunities. Orw of these patterns has been
an exodus from central cities accompanied by migration to
rural areas. In recent years several large metropolitan areas
stopped growing. Eight of the twelve largest lost population. While the number of residents in :hies of 100,000 or

more rose less than 2 percent, the ovulation of communities between 10,000 and 50.000 people increased
more than 30 percent. The suburbs continued to grow, as
d ,d the counties surrounding large metropolitan areas.
Three migration trends are evident in all regions of the
country:
Metropolitan areas are gaining the most people.
Suburban counties are gaining migrants.
Central cities are losing people.

2)
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Few many businesses it has become more °comical
to move the plant thn to move the people. Today's suburb% osce bedroom hamlets owned by downtown commuters, me increogn* sprinkled with corporation. Each
year from 1981 - 1985 developers built over 300 millkm

square feet of offee space, aml mos of it was in die
suburbs. Today, people who live in Oa suburbs work in the

suburbs. Commuting back to the annul city is no Irma
the predominant pattern.

Was Ramikas. AineriCats prefer the trappirtp of
rural life, and they Sit awing back to the country. But
"roar and "country" no longer meats "farms," "agriculture," or the simple life. Today's urban nualites lila the
benefits of country living but not at a mace of urban
amenities. The days of the rough-and-ready pioneer, who
felt crowded when he heard ax blows from his neighbor
chopping wood, have been followed by the condo dweller
who awakens to the alarm of his neighbor's security system
or the blare of her TV set.
Incidentally, the urban nualite is no kmger as likely to
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baby bust yems, that followed the baby boom. The middleage population balge is the baby boom that followed World
War n. And the increase in the numbers ei the old and very

old is &se to the high birth Ms that occurred before the
Depression of the 1930s coupled with gains in medical
sckace that have deaeased moodily and increased longevity. Life expectancy for children bon in the U. S. in
1988 was 74.9 years, 78.3 years fir baby girls and 71.4
years for baby boys.
The gsaying America is also "golden." Increasingly,
the elderly and retirees are wealthy, even very wealthy.
They are the World War II GIs geneuttion. They were
prime beneficiaries of the 20-year economic expansion that

followed the war. Unlike the Vkt Nam cohort, society
rewarded the WW 11 GIs with the GI Bill and low-interest,

suburban-home loans from the FHA. They are the first
generation to have attractive pension plans. They benefited
from a generous cost-of-living escalator clause attached to

have neighbm who are farmers. In 1940, 95 percent of
faimers lived on the farm, i.e. on the land they worked.
Today, about 20 percent commute to work. Tht same is

their social security benefits. A federal law secured their
private pensions. Many of them got in on the ground floor
of the economic boom with investments in stocks, rental
properties, and securities. Evtn during the economically
difficult years of die 1970s and 1980s, their homes, invest-

true of farm workers. In 1940, fewer than a third lived away

ments, retirement plans and savings confirmed to ap-

from the farm. Today, most, four out of five, live off the
farm.
The career implication of the population move to rural

preciate handsomely. The end result is early and upscale
retirements.
In 1970, 89 percent of men age 55 - 59 were in the
tabor force. Today, 78 percent is in the labor force. George
Bunia quips that he won't retire "because retired people
play with their cuticles all day." As no generation before
them. die current 50 - 64 year olds have that luxury.
Population change relates to the labor force in two
ways. First, as the population changes, so does the labor
force in terms of size, composition, and associated characteristics. Seco: d, as the poixilation changes, so also the
demands for goods and services change. High birth rates
are a boon to the textile industry and toy manufacturers
whereas an aging population is more welcomed by pharmaceuticals and finance. Population and labor force changes are closely related.
But the labor force is not merely a mirror image of the
population. It is driven by other than population factors.

America is that there is an expanding demand for
metropolitan fringe services. The mini-migration patternseven to the country!-translate into opportunities for jobs in
municipal goods and services, especially transportation,
public utilities, health, and education.

The Graying of America
The U. S. population will grow older over the next
decade and beyond the year 2000. The composition of the
population will also change. There will be fewer children

and youth but many more middle-age ArteficaSS. The
number of people aged 40 - 54 will increase to 60 million
by the year 2000. And the number of older people will grow
steadily until the year 2012 when the baby boom will drive

up the number of retirees dramatically through the year
20;3.
The same population dynamics descibed earlier witl
fuel these changes. The decrease at the low end of the age
continuum is due to twenty years of low birth rates, the

e.g., technology and social and econom ic polices. The next
section examines changes in the labor force and workplace
that affect career opportunities.

Labor Force Changes
Our sons and daughters will live in a different world.
They will also work in a different labor force. A hundred
years ago the Bureau of Labor Statistics began collecting
information about Ameican occupations and factors that
affect the nation's workers. The following are snapshots of
changes in the labor face and workplace that emerge.

Size and Productivity
The U.S. work force has been growing faster than the
U.S. population (Table 1:2). The number of worken has
been growing faster than the population because the

proportion of the population that works is increasing
(Table 1:3).

2i;
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Table 1:2. Growth of the U.S. Labor Force by Year
Year

Number of Workers

Technology, Prvdnedvity, and Opportunity. Since
1990 worker prodmivity has been increasing at the raft of
2 to 3 paws per year. Taken together, imwovements in
worker output add up to today's worker producing more
than four times the hourly ouiput of the worker al the tuirn

1790
1860
1940
1980
1990
2000

1 million
10 million

of the cenavy. Teclmological innovaions are decreasing
labor demands while increasing productivity.

50 minim

Agricola= is a good axe:nide. At the turn of the

100 million
125 million (estimate)
139 million (projected)

Table 1:3. Percent of the Population Working by Year
Year

Percent Working

1800s

30 to 35 percent
36 to 40 percent
46 percent
51 percent (estimated)

early 1900s
1980
1990

century the number of workers on farms was hareasing.
EmOoyment in agriculture peaked abota seventy-five
years ago at 11.5 milli= people. By 1920 the long-term
decline in farm employment began. Thra &cline amtinues.
It has left fewer than three million persons, less than 3
percent of the labor force, working on farms today.
But the decline in the number of agricultural workers
did not signal a reduction in productivity. In fact, agricultural production ii.creased over the same time period.
Increased yields were stimulated by improved fertilizers,
new pesticides, improved seeds and feeds, larger and better
designed equipment, and better farm management practices. Today, fewer workers are needed to produce more
goods.

Service-Producing Industries
Thus, not only are there more people in the canary,
but more of those more people are working.
Hern's how that hamens. Suppose tlut a hundred
years ago 1,000 people lived on the island of 1*w:1=d,
and a third of them worked. Ilat me.Ans there would have
been 333 werkers. Suppose. further, that the population of
Neverland is twice as large today, and that half the popu!n-

Lion works. If the population doubled and only a third
worked, there would be 666 workers. But if the population
doubled and half muted, the labor force would number
1,000. That's what happened in the U. S. More of morn
people are working.

Projections

The labor force will increase to 140 million by the year
2000. an 11 percent increase during the last decade of th.
century. h will grow about 1.2 percent per year. That's 4,
slowdown from the past decade during which the rate was
2.2 percent per year and the decade 17: Tore that when it was

feature the
faster. The last decade of this century
slowest rate of labor force growth since the 1930s.

Technological innovations are decreasing
labor demands while increashng productivity.

=11.111P

The Bareau predicts that employment will reach 133
million by the year 2000. Employment, too, will increase
at only half the rate of the preceding decade. Although both
the growth and employment rates will slow, opportunities
will open up in many occupations and industries for
workers who an. icipate and prepare for them.

The history of farm employment is but one example
of a major change in the labor force. Over the last fifty years

there has been a big increase in service-producing industries. Service-producing industries, but not goodsproducing industries, have accounted for nearly 80 percent
of the gmwth in nonfarm employment. Between now and
the year 2000, nearly all new jobs created in die U. S. will

be in service-producing industries. Employment

in

manufacturing will remain stable.
State and local governments, the trades, health care,
transportation and utilities, finance, insurance, and real
estate are examples of service-producing industries that
have grown most dramatically. More than two-thirds of
people employed in nonfarm jobs work in service- producing industries. That's twice as many as work in all goodsproducing industries combined.
Agricukure is not the only area that has experienced a

decline in employment. Automated elevators made
elevator operators nearly obsolete. The diesel locomotive
outmoded railroad firemen. Office dictation equipment
replaced stenographers. Automated switchboards replaced
telephone operators. Computer spreadsheets replaced
bookkeepers. The list goes on.
Technology and Robotics. Technological innovation
also generates labor force expansion. Consider how computer-related occupations blossomed. Computer programmers were virtually unheard of before the 1960s, they
doubled in number from 1970 to 1980, they continue in
short supply today, and they demand premium wages in the
marketplace. The same is true for machine repairmen.
Even more sophisticated is the introduction of robots

to American industry. In summer 1983, for example,
General Motors opened a $500 million plant in Wentzville,
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Kissouri, equipped with 163 industrial robots. Since awn

the automobile industry alone has installed tens of
thousands of robots that have displaced three to four times
that many workers. As late as 1982 there were only 6.800

robots in operation but today, less than a dusk later, the
number exceeds 100,000.
Recently. I was privileged to walk through the Jordan
Lumber Mill and the Liggett-Myers Tobacco Ccenpany
cigarette factrwy. One thing dim impressed me is that,
today, planks and 2 X 4s are made in much the same way
that cigarettes are made. In both factories I was amazed at

how few wed= that were. Compumized rotas work
there. Some estimates are that workers already permarwmly displaced by techmological change may be as high as 40
percent.

But displacing welters is not the same as replacing
them. The so-called robotics revolution is also creating
jobs in robot manufacturing, swots, engineering, end use.
These jobs go to people who are prepared for them. The
introduction of high technology into industry does not
necessarily mean that unemployment rates will skyrocket,
but it does mean that there will be changes in the kinds of
work people do. Tomorrow's worker may not have to work
harder but smarter.

Industry Trends
A basic distinction between occupations and indusuies is that occupations refer to what people do (their
line of work in the workplace) whereas industries refer to
what employers do (the broad field of activity in which
employers are engaged). The occupationfmdustry distinction is another useful way to examine what is going on in
the U. S. Economy.

Briefly stated, jobs in goods-producing industries
have been declining, roughly. 1 percent per year whereas

tte number of jobs in service-producing industries has
beets rising about 5 percent per year. These trends have
been in place for several years. Nothing dramatically new
is happening, except for the cumulative effec kit is the case,

however, that not all goods-producing industries are
declining and not all service-producing industries are
growing. More on this in a later chapter.

Employment in goods-producing jobs is
shrinking, but employment in service producing jobs is opening up.
The trends over the past thirty years-back to 1969, a

year of high employmee.-are clear. Since 1969 U. S.
employment has grown mort. than 45 percent and 36 million jobs lave been added to the labor force. Over that same
period of time 1 million workers left manufacturing and
were not replaced. The thirty-year result is that whereas
manufacturing claimed 30 perc.iat of all nonfarm employment in 1969, today that share i., less than 20 percent. The

number of manufacturing jobs grew, though
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manufacturing's share of total employment drcgmed. Over
a recent 7 year period the munber of workers in the U. S.
increased by 11 million. Over the same perkx1 the number

of manufacturing jobs dropped by 2 million. The oint is
that emedoyment in goods-prooming jobs is shrinking, but
employment in service moducing jobs is opening up.

Age of Workers
The workplace is changing. So am worker characteristics. Population characteristics will translate rasher
direcdy into changes in labor force features.
Rmulation dynamics will change the age structure of
the labor forte during the 1990s. In 1973 young workers,
those aged 16 -24, comprised 23 percent a it e Libor force,
almost a fourth of the total. Today, the fraction represented

by young wmkers is less than 20 percent, and it will
continto to decline as the years of the baby bust run its
course until about 1995. wlmn the number of young
workers will increase as children of the baby boom enter
the wantplace. By the year 2000 young workers will commise only 16 percent of the work force. The median age of
the work force will increase fawn 35.3 years in 1986 to38.9
years in the year 2000. This will still be lower than the post
WW II peak of 40.6 years in 1962, but it will be substantially above the low of 34.6 years in 1980.
So also, the munba of older workers, those aged 55
and above, will decline. In 1972 this group constituted 17
percent of the labor force. It will decline in number and size
until the mid1990s. The number of older workers will nee
be substantially larger in the year 2000(11 percent) than it
is today (13 percent). Althouer the size of this population
age group will increase, high rates of retirement at age 6i
coupled with early retirements beginning as early as age
55 will decrease the size of this labor force group.

The decreases in the number of younger and older
workers will be offset by the baby boom generation that
will dominate both the age 25 - 54 work group and the labor
force. This age group will grow 1.7 percent per year while
the youth work force declines about .2 percent per year and

the older work force grows about .2 percent per year. By
the year 2000, prime-age workers, i.e. those ages 25 to 54,
will accounkfor 73 percent of the work force, up about 10
percent over 1986.

Women Workers
A revolutionary social change occurrx1 after World
War IL The number of women entering the labor force
increased dramatically. A hundred years ago women composed no more than one in seven workers in the United
States. The trend accelerated during World War 11 as
women joined the assembly lines in defense plants. It
continued after the war. The number of working women
doubled in the twenty years from 1954 to 1974. Female
workers comprised less than 40 percent of the labor force
in 1970. Today, more than two of every five workers is
female. By the year 2000 nearly half of the labor force, 47
percent, will be female. That's up from 45 percent in 1986
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and 39 patent in 1972. The annual increase in wanen's
paiticipation in the labor force is .8 percan, which is half
the rate of the last deca& but dotthle the anticipated rate
ia the labor face as a whole. Women am entering the
labm" face at rams more than twice as high as men.

There is anaher, more subtle change in women's
participation in the work force. Women are working
longer, i.e. more years. Today's male averages 39 years in

the wort force, which is virtually the same as ft was a
decade ago. But torilty's young woman can erect to spend
28 years of her life in the wmk fame. That's an increase of
five years over less than a decade. More women ate working and they're working mom years.
Working Mothers. Two hundred years ago the typkal
American married female was accurately &scribed as a

mother. Half of the nada .; families had ftlf CW MOM
children. But today's family averages fewer than two
children, and usually the wife works. The typkal mother
works. Six million of the sixteen million working mothers
have children at home who are under six years old.

Today's women are no longer "homebodies."
They're working women. The "typkal
housewife" is an endangered species.
Women joining the labor force contributed 60 percent
of the steep increase in employment over the past twenty
years. Over the past decade tin labor force has grown by
about three million people per year, and two of the three
million have been women. Today, over 50 percent of all
women sixteen years old and older are employed. Today's

women are no longer "homebodies." They're waking
women. The atypical housewife" is an endangered species.

Competidon with Youth. The movement of women
into the ham" font affects our way of life in many ways,
and because women's work behavior has been i&ntified
so closely with issues of equity and equality, the change is
normally viewed as a triumph for the wonwn's movement,
which it may be. I would point out, however, that change
is seldom either an unmixed blessing or curse, and in terms
of employment opportunities for youth, the movement of
women into the labor force has been a threat. Adult wemen,
like young people, have been snuggling to get jobs and to
establish careers. As a result, young people not only have

had to compete with each other, but in some cases they
have also had to compete with older women. Who works
in fast-food restarrants? Young people and older ladies.
Fru mat*, .he movement of women into the labor
force, like the numbers of young people, will lessen over

Minorities
By the year 2000 the U. S. Labor force will be mom

divene racially and ethnically. Mtn than a third of the
anticipated growth in the labor farce over the next decade
will come from mimity cultures. Blacks will contra:4w
18 permit of all new workers during the leg of the ceneny,
which will increase their fracticm ei the labor face from
11 to 12 percent. /timpani= will inaease the most, bah hi
terms cinumbers and share Ode laba kace, from 7 to 10
percent a the labor force, a 74 percent incresse. Illspanies

will account for 29 percent ci all new workers as the
number of Hispank workers grows by 4.1 percent per year
till the year 2000. Asian Amerkmas and smaller groups will

increase from 3 m 4 percent ado laba forte. The pupation of the labor force represented by the White majority
culture will decline from its current 79 percent share to.
approximately, 74 percent of the labor force. By the turn
of the century, 22 of the 140 million people in the labor
force will be nonWhite.

Education Levels
Increased worker productivity has been associated
closely with increased educational levels in the nation's
population. Dramatic changes have occurred over the past
120 years. In 1870, when the nation's population was less
than fifty million, fewer than seven million people were
enrolled in schools. Ninety-eight percent were in elementary school, one percent were in high school, and another
1 percent were in college. Today, sixty million people are
enrolled in schools. A little mat than half are in elementary school, about a fourth are in high school, and about a
fifth are in college.

There have been changes, then, in the number of
people and the proportion of the nation's population enrolled in school. There have also been changes in how long

people stay in school and in their levels of educational
attainment.

One hundmd years ago less than I penal in 100
graduated from high school. Today, 85 of 100 (ages
25 to 29 years) graduate.

One hundred years ago less than 1 person in 100
graduated from high school? Today, 22 out of 100
(ages 25 to 29 years) graduated from college.

One hundred years ago only a I1mnd master's
degrees were awarded annually and only one person

in fifty thousand received one. Last year nearly
300,000 master's degrees were awarded, one fee
nearly every eight hundred people in the entire
population.

the decade, which should open up opportunities for
everyone. The numbi of younger women available to

One hundred years ago fewer than a hundred doc-

work will decline as the baby boom generation passes
through, and as younger working women interrupt their

toral degrees were awarded, one for every seven

careers to raise families.

torates were awarded annually. Last year 34,000 doc-

thousand and five hundred people.
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Young people are spending mixt time in school. Thme

There has alweys been a demand for the most

&cedes ago 40 percent of the labor force had no high

qualified workers. Thst means that workers have to

school edmation. Today, that figure is only 8 patent, and
40 percent has a high schotg dipktma. Two decades ago
percent of weekers (18 - 64 years old) had at least 1 year

beat the competition. If the competition is highly
educated and trained, successful candidates will need
thas, plus mere.

of college. Today 42 percent has at least one yew of
college. Five &cedes ago only we maker in sixteen

The fastest growing areas of employment are the
executive, managerial, professional, and technical
fields. These requite the highest levels of education

graduated from college. Tbday, one in five has graduated.
Today's weaken are better qualiftd than ever befine.
On average they bring better credentials, degrees and certificates, to . he work place. A majority of all new jobs will

and training. Getting an advanced +kg= is an excellent career preparation strategy.

require postsecondary education, and today's young

Areas of employment that will slow ckiwn are those
that require little formal educatice-for example, unskilled laborers, machine operators, assemblers, helpers.

people will have to keep pace if they want to be competitive. The best jobs with the highest incomes wiIlgo to those
with the most education and training. That means that the

best career preparation strategy is for young people to
invest in themselves in the form of education and training.
Academic Surpluses. The rise in education and training levels of the American worker occurred in response to
industry's increased demands for more highly trained and

productive workers. As the baby boom moval through
high cchool and on to college, colleges began to produce
MOre graduates than were necessary to fill the available
jobs. And as the baby boom passed through college and left

empty classrooms behind, colleges reached out to previously neglected populations-older students, pan-time
stucknts, females, minorities, and the handicapped-to keep
enrollments and the number of graduates up. From a labor

force point of view, these events and policies have
produced a million surplus college graduates plus a fourth
of the labor force is overeducated and underemployed.
To be sure, there are other reason for going to college
than to get a good job, as I discuss in a later chapter, but
the mismatch between level feducational credentials and

available jobs is a continuing problem and a source of
disillusionment for many.
A Dilemma. This poses a dilemma to society, parents
and youth. On the one hand, the best jobs go to people with
the best educations. On the other hand, the population is
already overeducated as far as the general labor market is
concerned. And no quick fix to the problem is in sight. So,
will a college education pay in the 1990s? That issue is the
subject of a later chapter.
Meanwhile, what do yiya do as a parent and young
person? Consider the following:
Don't go to college just to go to college, unless youth
and xirents can afford it. Understand the connection

between the occupational goal and the career
preparation possibilities avalable to get to that goal.
Not only are there more occupations to choose from
than ever before, there are also more ways to prepare
for an occupation than ever before. College is only
one way to prepare-a good way but not the only way.

Be a "two-fisted warrior", a person with dual credentials, two sets of weapons. Society may have a surplus of

lawyers, but if a candidate knows law and can speak
Chinese or knows Russian histoty, he or she can practically

name the salary, even in a tight LINN' market. Another
language, computer skills, communication skills, or a degree in business are value-arkkd credentials.
I'll speak more directly about career strategies in later
chapters.

ParenLe and Change
One of die problems parents face in trying to help
young people choose careers is that some of the old
standbys, like fanning for the boys and stenography for tiv

gir1s, aren't where the action is anymore. Our sons and
daughters live in a different world. Technological innovation and change is creating opportunities that didn't exist
when we parents were thinking about careers, and you and
probably don't think about them when we consider career
possibilities with our children.
Change is occurring. There are more people, more of
the population is working, worker credentials are improving, productivity is increasing, and technology is changing

the workplace. All contribute to more job competition,
especially for the goad jobs, and the need for career planners to be aware of areas of employment expansion and
contraction.
Young people need help choosing careers. One way
parents can help them is by gaining an understanding of the
long-term trends at work in society, especially how population and labor force changes affect career opportunities. A
liberal arts major, who went to school in France and then
became a government secretary in Austria, is an example
of a young person who feels her parents could have helped
her more: "Maybe this is passing the buck, but I think my
parents left my future pretty much up to me... a little more
guidance or direction would have helped me define a better
future for myself."
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How Society Processes
Young People
parents have the biggest infhumce on tImir son's and

daughter's careers. That's the theme that ties this
book together. In this chapter I examine that influence in mcue detail, what it is and how it happens. I show

how society places familks at diffetent socioeconomic
status levels. I illustrate how levels of education and raining qualify people for occupations, and how occupations

affect income. I outline how parents influence their

children. I conclude with discussing gender and race, how
whether one is a boy or girl and whether one is a member

of the majority or a minority culture affects the career
expectations others have for him or her and that young
person's opportunities.
Society is a system. It "works". Society is a great big

people processing machine. This is how it sorts young
people into different careers.

The Social System
"All men are created equal," or are they? What about
females? What about Blacks?
The notion that society is made up of equals who all

have the same opportunities in life is mere of a grade
schooler's view than a mature understanding of the way

cupation, then I would have a good idca of a lot of other
things about that person.
Suppose, for example, that you told me that a person
was a dentist. I could infer that the person was well educated and was probably well-off fmancially. Wouldn't

society works. We do not live in a caste system that rigidly

you? Knowing that the person is well educated, has a

divides society into separate groups; nonetheless, inequalities exist among people and those inequalities are
perpetuated from one generation to the next. Sons and

high-status occupaticm, and enjoys a good income (i.e.. is
an upper-class person), I could conclude a number of other

daughters usually end up at about the same social status as
their parents. Here's how that happens.

automobile instead of a pickup truck; lives in the suburbs
rather than the slums; spends more time on tennis courts
than in pool halls; enjoys more rme wines than cold beers;
more designer jeans than coveralls; is InOre likely to be
seen at the symphony than the race track, and a lot more.
Get the picture? If you know a person's occupation, you
really know quite a bit about that person.
A person's status comes from his or her occupation.
There once was a man named Ronald Reagan. Hardly a doi
passed without seeing him on TV or hearing what he had
to say about "whatever." Then one day he left his job. Now,
nobody pays much attention to him. What a difference a
day makes. What a difference the occupation makes. Occupafions are central to how we think about ourselves and
what others think of us. Ever notice that when introductions
are made, the rust thing mentioned is a person's name, and
what's the sfrond thing? Probably occupation.
Occupational Prestige. Occupational-prestige scales

Socioeconomic Status
People are unequal already at birth. Differences in
height, weight, gender, muscle power, and brain power are
just a few examples. One kind of inequality is particularly
important in understanding how careers develop: familysoc ioeconomic status.

Socioeconomic status refers to a combination of
things that are closely related, namely, levels of education,
occupation, and income-what people sometimes call "so-

cial class." Socioeconomic status is based primarily on
occupation. Some occupations, like dcctor and lawyer,
have high status. Others have lower . tatus. Unskilled
laborer is an example. How society treats 3 person-Le.,
what status it accords that person-deperwis largely on the
person's occupation.
If you were to ask me what one piece of information I
would want to know about a person that would ttll me more
about that person than anything el3e, I would sty: Tell me

that person's occupation. If I knew only the wrson's oc-

things: That the person probably drives an upscale

measure how the public ranks a particular occupation.
Table 2:1 shows some examples from a scale that ranks
occupations from I to 100, like a thermometer
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ing I mean progmnts of intaructkm that emphasize skills
and vocsional pepannitm. Levels of eduCation are usually
identified by degrees. Complethse of training wognuns is
often signaled by certificates. Education mat mining ate
the main coma:don to who gets into whta occupations.

Table 2:1. Occupational Prudes Thertnometer
0ex:opinion

Ptestige Score

Demist
Airplane Pik*
Electrician
Gasoline Savice
Station Auendant

Names
Shoe Repairer

96
79

Educadonirraining and Occupational Prestige.

44

High levels of education 'aware people for high-prestige
occupations whereas low levels of education and trainin
leave them with low-prestige occupations. Consider the
wofessions as an ample. Dooms, dentists, and anoineys
go through college and then take additional professional
schooling. They are at the top end of the educatkinal scale.
They get the high-prestige occupations. By comparison,
people with low levels ci ethwatimi and training qualify
for low-prestige occupations.

33
25
12
alaMMIED

Peopk: give mom prestige to sane occupations than
to ottmrs. How much prestige the occuproion has determines the social status of the perstm in the occupation.
Thus, occupational prestige is a convenient way to measure
social status.
If you compare parents social status with that of their

children, a definite pawn emerges. Children usually end
up in occupations that am at about the same level of
occupaticatal prestige as their parenoe and because their
occupational-prestige levels Ere similar, parents and their
children have comparable socioectmomic status.
That doesn't mean that children necessarily do the
same kind of work as their parents, though they might The
Cary family of sports broadcasters is an example of those
who do. Harry Carry was the voice of the Chicago Cubs.
Son, Skip Carry, became the voice of the Atlanta Braves
and Hawks. More recently, grandson Chip Carry became
a sports broadcaster in Orlandothree generations of sports
Inoadcasters. But that's unusual. Usually parents' and
children's occupational choices are less identical though at
comparable prestige levels. Children tend to enter lines of
work with prestige that is roughly comparable to the work
their parents do.
It isn't that children can't break out of the patient but
they don't. And they don't want to fo. masons that will
become clear. If children want to change the patternsay,
they come from a family of migrant workers (low-occupational prestige) and want to become a Supreme Court
justice (high-occupatimmi prestige)they find that to be a
very difficult change. Levels of family-socioeconomic
status remain remarkably similar from one generation to
the next. Let's examine "why."

How the Social System Works
Why does the doctor's daughter become a college
professor or a lawyer but not a re naumnt cook? Why does
the truck driver's son become a mechanic but not a pharmacist? It doesn't nappen by accider t.
There ate connections between parents' and children 's
occupational prestige and, therefore, 'heir socioeconomic
statuses. The most important connecEon is the education
and training that parents give their children. By education
I mean formal programs of instruction tat emphasize the
development of knowledge and critical thinking. By train-

Employers use degrees and certificates to sort
out prospective workers.
We live in a credentialing society. That means that
employers use degrees and certificates to sort out prospec-

tive workers. Education mid training institutions brand
people when they award them degrees and certificates.
Inscitutions stamp them like the butcher stamps meat in the
supermarket with labels Ifice "choice" ix "prime." To press

the analogy, employers are like supermarket customers
who shop for a particular quality of product. Not every
customer wants or needs or can afford the top grade, and

not every employer wants or needs or can afford the
top-of-the-line product supplied by educational and train-

ing institutions. Degrees and certificates "grade* the

products (prospective workers) so the customer
(employers) can buy (hire) what they're looking for.
Seta:lois and training institutions am society's biggest
and most efficient job brokers. They are in the business of

preparing workers and sorting them out for the labor
marke he ''egrees and certificates they award become
the si....rthand labels that employers use to match people
with jobs.
Edurationaraining,Occupational Prestige and Income. Society converts levels of education and training
into levels of occupational prestige, but where does income
fit into the picture? Clearly, levels of income are tied to
levels of occupational prestige. High-prestige occupations.
like the professions, pay the most whereas low-prestige
occupations, like unskilled laborer, pay the least.

Levels 4 reducatioi and training determine
the leve ; of occupational prestige people
qualify for, and their levels of occupational
prestige determine their incomes.
What emerges, then, is a picture of the way society
works. Levels of education and training determine the

How Society Processes Young People

levels of occupational prestige peopb qualify fcw, tuld their

levels of occupational prestige deurrmine their inimmes
11). People with higher levels ci education mid
training qualify for t;lw better jobs, which also pay better.
Or, to *it& of the pmcess in revers= How do you get a
better paying job? You get a higher income by getting a
betar jt*. i.e., a mom prestigious job. And how do you get
a better job? By getting the necessary credeatials, i.e.,
degrees and certificates that come with additional edamdon and training. Indeed, many of dte best jobs respire that
the person be licensed °remitted or pass an exam like the
bar exam; and fbs all practical purpose; the only way a
person can chi that is through formal education or tiaining.
Levels of family-socioeconomic status remain relatively constant from one generation to the next because
parents encourage their children to get about the same
levels of education and training or somewhat more than

their own. Which parents want their children to enter
professional schools? Typically, it's the professional
people. Which parents are less concerned with their
children's educatirm? Usually, it's the parents who have
less education. Thus, education and training is the main
connection that Roduces the pattern between the parents'
and childrens' levels of social status.
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Figure 2:1. How level of edueationitrahting effects
level of occupational presdge, and how level of occupts.
tional pestlge offects level of income
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This is an important bit of information because it holds

the key to how parents can improve the career opportunities of their children, if they are so inclined. The most

assured way children can improve their career opportunities is to gain the necessary credentials that qualify
them fcg higher-prestige occupations Education and training provides those credentials. That's the way the social
system works.

Influence Processes
Parents are central to the influence process, but they're
not the only ones involved. Young people are like rocks in

a rock polisher. AU kinds of people grind away at them,
and parents will agree that the younger generation does
plenty of grinding back. Parents are the big rocks in the
tumbkr. Prems have the biggest influence.
But there are other rocks in there too-some rough,
some smooth, some large, and some small. The other rocks
are relatives, brothers and sisters, neighbors, teachers, and
friends.
The tumbler keeps on turning. year after year. Maybe

it doesn't turn very fast, just keeps grinding, but the job
gets done. Young people's attitudes and tehaviors are
shaped by the people around them. Take the rocks out of
the rock polisher and the polishing stops.
What happens as people bump and grind against each
other? Three different processes go on. Let's look at how
parents influence their children.

Rewards and Punishments
When children are very young, parents use rewards
and punishments to mold their behavior. Conside ... the
potty-training stage. After months of changing diapers, dad
and mom will do anything to get the little heavenly blessing
to do the right thing at the right place at the right time. Wiat
usually works bcst is some kind of reward, perhaps IV. &

Ms. In the early years parents modify children's behavior
in much the same way that people train animals.
When they were younger I took my children to the
state fair. One of the things we saw were "smart" chickens.
There the first chicken stood, totally bored, in a glass cage.
But when I dropped a quarter into the slot, a bell rang, and
the chicken pelted up and did a lively one-legged dance.
After hopping a certain number of times-it pwobably cost
me a penny per hop!-the chicken quit and was promptly
rewarded with three or four kernels of corn that automatically dropped into its feeder. The chicken in the next cage
had a different specialty, rolling over like a trained dog.
The twxt one "sang." And the last one played tic-tac-toe.
How did these country chickens make the big-time
entertainment world? Simple. A trainer rewarded them
when they did the right thing. It's the old M & M trick.

It works with people, too. Even adults reward and
punish each other. They're just a little more subtle about
it. Say things others like and they reward with a smile. Say
things they don't like and they punish with a frown.
Parents influence their children's ideas about careers
at an early age by nods of approval or hints of disapproval.
When a six-year-old daughter announces, "When I get big

I'm going to race motorcycles," what does mother say?
"Grandpa would like that?" Or does mother say, "But
you'll get grasshoppers stuck in your teeth." The first
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reaction rewards. The second punishes. Parents use
rewards and punidunents especially when children ase

Examples

Pun&

adults. Sommimm their imitation axe hatmless and amus-

Teaching and Reasoning

ing-little girls in mother's high heels musing with all the
poise of a Kentucky mule. And sometimes imitations ate
tragic. More than rinw little boy has fingered the trigger of
a loaded gun or pulled an autimuttic transmission into gear

As youngsters pow older, parents ny to reason with
them. Instead of denying them a treat when they don't
mace their beds (punishment), parents talk to them. Parents

try to mason. If the adokscein still wants to race motor-

cycles for a living, parents ask whether she has ever
thought of making films gout monwcycle races. Pments
begin wo teach their cluidien what is a "good job."

Parents know most about the kind of watt they do
thanselves, and uncasciously they teach their children
most about their own line of waft and the life-style that
goes with it. When my youngest son asked, "Dad, what's
in your twiefcase?" I could show him. But I couldn't show
him wits a helicopter pilot caries in his. I could show him
my office, the computer, the telephate, the file cabinets,
and the books; but I =Ida% show him a shrimp boat. And
I really &a% know very much about lobster fshing off the
Maine coast. Children learn most aboin the woit their
patents tki and about similar kinds of occupations. That's

why children often follow the same or a line of work
closely related to their parents.
As children mature, paresis use more words and fewer
actions. They give compliments instead of M & Ms. They

offer criticism instead of sending child= off to bed as
punishment. In both cases they get across the message of
what they expect, their ideas about what is good and what
is bad, their attitudes and their values. As children mature,
parents do more by teaching and reasoning.

Patents also influence by examples. Children cmty

"jusilikeDad ."
Most learning by exam* is lesJ spectacular. It involves picking up parents' gestures, using parents' language,
observing parental pastimes, and acting hie mom or dad.
Most parents see a part of themselves in their children, in
the way they walk or the way they talk.

Like rocks in the rock polisher, young people bnish
and bump against others who smooth out their rough edges

and polish their surfaces. Young people aren't exactly
marshmallows in the whole process. Dads and mans take

their own share of bumps and bruises along the way.
They're in the mix together with sons and daughters.
Consciously or not, parents grind away with their young
pecmle from early cm. Young people me the result of a lot
of tumbles others take with them. When it comes to formulating career plans, parents are basic to the mix. They
influence by using rewards and punishments, teaching and
reasoning, and by being examples. When it comes to career
choices, parents influence them more than anyone else.

A carpenter's daughter who graduated from high
school, manied a truck driver for a logging company, and
worked herself up from being a recmtionist in a beauty
shop to a bank teller in a small town put it this way: "I feel
that what I learned from my family and on my own helped
me as much as anything I gee from high school classes. In
fact, it helped me much more."

Gender and Race in the Workplace
Does the social system process everyone in the same

way, or might the social system work better for some
groups than kw others? The answer is "no," the system
doesn't process everyone is The same way. The answer is

"yes," the system works better for some groups than for
others. The social system discriminates. That raises a fundamental problem in a society that deeply believes that

everybody should be treated equally, that everybody
should have the same chance. It's what the civil rights era
was all about. It's whauhe women's mov !meat is all about.

Discrimination: What Is It?
The social system "works". It processes people. But it
doesn't always work the way it is supposed to work. The
way the social system is "supposed" to work is deeply
ingrained in our values and social consciousness:
People "should* have equal access to edvcation and
training.

People at the same levels of education and training
"should" have equal access to occupations.
People in the same occupations "should" be paid the
same.

But the social system doesn't work that way fce
women, and it doesn't work that way for racial minorities.
What's wrong with the system? Where does it break
down? Both the system and some of our most prer iuus
social values have to do with education, occupation, and

income. Discrimination means that the system breaks
down on each of these. Society discriminates by, first,
denying equal access to education. Remember the civil
rights era: Eisenhower and the national guard, George
Wallace and the confrontation on the steps of the University of Alabama? The issue, which was played out in less
dramatic scenarios all over the country, was whether
Blacks were entitled to equabty in admissions policies.

How Society Processes Young Peopk

Until the last decade when, for the first time, the =ober
of females exceeded the nmnber d males on college campuses, society discriminated against females, too, only
nue subdy. When Blacks and females were admitted to
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ing explanations, and each of these has numinous varia-

tions. The biological argument reasons that genderspecific differetwes in personality are fixed at conception,
and that sex differences in occupational preferences am an

institutions of higher learning, dm institutions &lift
mews than as efficiently with the mak that they didn't

expansion of dune innate biological determinants. The

achieve the same levet; of ethactaion as did Whke males.
But the proNem goes bernal discrimination in educa-

acquire ogcupational inefemnces from others who, knowgly. teach what society defines as napingly-Or
proprime0
- for males and females to aspire to mid
achieve. Structural explanations focus on discriminatory

tion. After females and Blacks gaimd admittance and
increased their levels of education, they ran intomadblocks
in the labor fon= EmOoyers haven't allowed femaks and
Blacks to convert theireducational and training creckanials
into the same levels of occupatinial prestige that am avail-

social kerning ex' argues dmt people learn and

economk, political, and legal mactices that deny equal
opportunities to wonmn in the work place.

able to White males. Females and Bliwks get fewer jobs
and they get timer jobs.
Discrimination nms even deeper. Once females and
Blacks get jobs. they get paid less. That's what the 70 cent
female pay dollar is all about.
Discrimination means that the social system doesn't
allow certain groups to gain full access and get the full
benefit of the way education, occupations, and income are
supposed to fit together in our society (Figure 2:2). Discrimination blocks females and Blacks at critical career
junctures. In the following sections I examine the special
cases of females and Bimis in more detail.

A young woman's career opportunities are affected by the attitudes and behaviors that
others expect and that females learn and
bring to the work place.

Figure 2:2. Now discrimination affects Me mfr....Ianships between levels of educationItn2ining, occupational prestige, and income

structure, reinforced by economic, political, and legal practices, disadvantages women. But gender is fixed at concepdon, and the social system is beyond anyone's immediate

1414110, -

From a parent's point of view it is most useful to think
of female careers from a social learning perspective. This
is not to deny that sex differences are apparent already at

an early age-that girls, for example, are more verbal and
boys more aggressive-and that these differences may be
biologically based. Nor is it to deny that the occupational

control. Parents may not be able to do very much about
these, however important it may be to remedy the system.
But parents can do something about the more immediate
learning environment in which their daughters grow up. A

young woman's career opponunities are affected by the

I
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Women and Work
At an early age, by the time they stan school, twothirds of little girls narrow their prefezences to three cr-

cupations: teacher, nurse, or secretary. Their early
aspirations are remarkably similar to the occupations
women eventually take. Women take employment in fewer

occupations than men, and they tend to end up in the
lower-level, poortr-paying jobs, the female ghetto.
Why this happens is a controversial and emotionally

charged topic that cannot be resolved here. The main
arguments include biological, striwtural, and social learn-

attitudes and behaviors that others expect and that females
learn and bring to the work place. Of people youth interact
with, none are more important than family and school.
I have emphasized two themes in explaining the career
development process, namely, that children nonnally end
up at about the same occupational prestige levels as their
parents, and that education/training is the main linkage by
which this occurs. If women are exceptions to the patterns.
and they are, then we need to ask what it is about the way
families and schools treat females that narrows their options and depresses their achievements. Unfortunately, the
traditional way little girls have been reared tends to reinforce the discrimination that occurs in the social structure.

Family Influences on Female Careers
The family has the first, the most sustained, and the
most endwing influence on newborn infants. The child
lives with family for a third of its life, and even after the
child leaves home, family influence continues.
A baby's sex is the first characteristic that family,
friends, relatives, and community take into account. Be fore

birth there is speculation, "boy or girl?," and there is
discussion about what the baby "really should be." Birth
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announcements invariably amlude the first thing ever said
about the baby: "It's a boyr or "It's a girlr Prom day one
gender is central to who we are, how others behave toward
us, and how we learn to think abced ourselves.
How much expecuakets imbued on gender is evidem

Them we notable parallels between the ways schools
and occupations separate males and females. One of the
most visible ways schools separam mildews is by classifying them on the basis of Fluter. At the ninety and

describe females as smaller, scdter, mrxe finely featured.
prettier, and mme attentive than they descrthe males.
Similarly, parents overestimate male children in terms of
strength, features, boldness, :mid coordinatthn. Gifts for
little girls we made of &lie= fabrics in pa.stel colors with
floral &signs. Gifts fir little boys me made of courser
fabrics in primary colors featuring bright animals and
mwhines.
Parents behave differently toward little girls and little
boys. Whets look at, stay closer to. and talk more to little
girls than to little boys. In playing with them, parents we

separate assignments. At the elementary level the

in the way parents describe day-chl infants. heents

mac likely to throw a ball beyond a child's reach and
encourage the child to retrieve it if the child is a boy. This

is but one example of subtle ways that higher levels of
independence and achievement expectations we placed on
little boys. By comparison, little girls we treated more
pmtectively and are pat under tighter restrictions and controls. Parents, families, and friends treat little boys and girls
differently. They expect and reward nurauance and supponiveness in females but assertiveness and dominance in
males.
Not wily do others treat little boys and girls differently,
but little boys and girls behave differently. Girls ate more
verbal than boys and boys are more aggressive than girls.
Girls talk earlier and speak more frequently. When preschool children are asked to make paper and pencil drawings, over half of the girls but only one of six or seven boys
sketch pictures of people. Boys draw cars, trucks, and
trains. When preschoolers tell stories, more girls than boys
tell stories about people. Boys are more likely than girls to
tell stories about dump trucks, airplanes, and rockets. By

age two, boys are rpm aggressive, more likely to yell,

kindergaMen level them may be separate toys, morale
chats to do, sepmate =us to play on, mid occasionally

playgmami may be organized into boy and girl territories:
the boys' turf is the mhletic field old the girls control the
hopscotch grid on the sidewalk. Do these divisbns make
sense in a society that values equality, or do they suggest
to young people that gender is an important dividon mtd
that gender is an rumeptable basis fw discrimination within
society?

Opportunity differences translate into dif.
ferences in what young men and women
aspire to, what they develop their abilities in,
and whether they receive public recognition
and support for their efforts.
If classifying students by gender were accompanied
by "separate but equal" opportunities and outcomes, the
consequences would be less discriminatory. But there is
evidence that school opportunities and outcomes have been

"separate and not equal." Athletic programs including
coaching staffs, stadiums and courts, uniforms, and com-

munity support have histories of focusing on male activities. Opportunity differences translate into differences

in what young men and women aspire to, what they
develop their abilities in, and whether they receive public
recognition and support for their efforts.
Separaticet of students along male-female lines may

be most visible in the extracurriculum, but the same
division affects the curriculum. Traditimally, vocational

preparation programs have been male oriented. It has

shove, and hit with intention to injure. And as boys and
girls grow older, the difference in aggressiveness increases.
So, why do little boys and girls behave differently?
The biological point of view argues that these are expressions of basic male and female traits, but that isn't much
help to parents who are trying to help daughters choose
careers. More useful to parents is the point that children
develop along the lines that parents reward and punish
them. Child-rearing patterns are important because they
encourage autonomy and independence, on the one hand,
but passivity and dependence on the otherattio des and
behaviors that influence occupational choice and achievement later in life.

prepared males for technical jobs and industrial trades that

School Effects on Female Careers

disqualifies them from college majors in business, medical,
scientific, and technical studies. As a result, twice as many
men as women enter business and the physical sciencm,
and many times more men than women enter engineering

Schools, too, are im portant in career development: Ind

schools, like parents and families, educate males
females in ways that produce different outcomes.

z_nd

pay better. What has been offered to young women has

been preparation for retail trades, health fields and
homemaking, occupations on the lower end of the wage

sale.
The most blatant discrimination may occur in col legepreparatory programs, where mathematics and science sequences have been "male subjects." By seventh and eighth

grade females score lower on standardized tests in math
and sciences. In high school females who have difficulty
drop out of the sequences with the consent of teachers,
counselors, and parents. h is no surprising, then, that fewer
females than males enter college with strong backgrounds
in high school math.
Most females never catch up, and that effectively

3t;
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fields, the higher prestige and better paying jobs. Women,

secretary. My thinking is now 180 degrees from that. I'm

by comprises), gravitate to education, health fields, and
the humanities, lower prestige and lower paying occupation in which the majority of wcwkers We other females.
Until the last decade fewer females than males en-

in a blue-collar job traditionally twirl by men, and it is

rolled in college, a cenain predictor that their occupant:dial

achievement levels and earnings would be lower than
males. In 1976 men and women accminted for 53 and 47
patent, respectively, of emollments in higher educatiem.

but by 1986 the distautkm was exactly gyposite, 53
percent female and 47 percent male. Women's earnings
rose 84 percent compared with a 64 patent increase for
men over roughly the same period. Currently. median
weekly earnings for women are 70 percent those of men,
whiel is well above the 62 percent of men's wages women
earned in 1979. The recent gains in occupations and incom-

es that females have achieved are closely tied to their
increased levels of education and training. They earned it.

Female Traits and the Workplace
Differences it+ male and female child-rearing practices
affect men's and women's attitudes and be1..;viors in the

family, school, and world of work. As children mature,
dependency is allowed if not expected of females, but it is
rejected as an inappropriate wait for males. As a result, girls
depend on their families for support and affection longer
than boys. Compared with the more independent males,
females develop a greater need for affiliation with others
and for their approval. Females also develop more fear of

rejection.

rough. I wish I had been raised to think that I'm equal to a
man and cm) do a "man's" job, and that there is nothing
wiong with not wanting to get masried."
bk)where is this twist in society's reaction to tradition.
al feminine volt= and skills more apparent than in the
nation's schools. In grade school, high school, and even in
college, girls are the "good students." At every level, girls
get better grades than boys. Girls do a better job of adapting
to school rules and classroom routines. Particularly at the
elementary level, but also beyond, the traditional ladylike
traits of nearness, politeness, and silerwe are welcomed and

rewarded. Being feminine and student are highly compatible roles.
Yet the "good student"-passive, anxious to please and

win appioval-may also be the person who is least willing
to take initiative, take risks, and make mistakes. The pas-

sive and conforming feminine qualities that so closely
parallel the classroom model are not the same qualities that
give workers an advantage in the labor market.

Another inconsistency is that although females do
better than males in school, their expectations and self-esteem are lower than males. Compared to males, females

are less sure of their abilities, underestimate their pos.
sibilities, and overestimate their liabilitim In elementary
school females perform better than males, yet they are less
confident than males that they will be able to do college
work. Females do better than males in high school, but they

do not translate their school performance into the same
levels of occupational aspirations as their male classmates.

The recent gains in occupations and incomes
that females have achieved are closely tied to
their increased levels of education and training. They earned it.
Young women learn to anticipate and respond to the

needs and wishes of others, to be nunurant, caring, and
giving. These charcteristics suit them well for traditional
female jobs, but the same qualities equip them poorly for
occupations that require decision making, independent
judgment, and leadership, the higher prestige and better
paying jobs. The traditional female traits-deference, nur-

At the college level men with lower grades more often
believe they can rhieve a doctorate degree than women
with higher grades. And among graduate students with
similar grades, females more often than males aspire to
junior college positions. Males more often than females
aspire to university appointments.
Where the differences between male and female patterns of dependence, achievement, aspiration, and self-esteem come from will continue to be a subject of debate.
Some argue that the differences are fixed in natural biological tendencies: and there is little question that the occupational structure, reinforced by economic, political, and

legal practice, treats women differently than men. But

turance, and empathy-do not characterize the male-

between birth and employment there is a lengthy learning

dominated work place. Thus, it has become commonplace
for females to learn "assertiveness training:" but how often
have you heani of training pograms for males to learn the
more characteristically feminine values and skills?
One of our thirty-year-old study participants wanted

propriate" roles. That sorting process teaches what society
expects of them and how they should think of themselves
and others. The process translates into the sex -typed educaanal and occupational aspirations young men and women

process that sorts little girls and little boys into "ap-

to become a carpenter and attended apprenticeship carpenter courses while she held her job as a typist for the

hav ; and their eventual achievements.

federal government. This is how she described the conflicts
she faced: "Adjusting to a 'man's' world has been a terrific
problem. When I was in school I was raised to think that a

The traditional consensus on what are appropriate
roles for young 7-omen is breaking down. How much is

woman's place was in the home or in the office as a

Women's Career Choice and Conflkt
evider t from It- e percentage of femaie seniors who want to

be a .all-time housewife at age thirty. The decline is
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especially pronoimced among women who am not ccdlege
bound. In 1976, 22 pestent choose full-time housewife as

the occupation, the higher is the income that is Illtely to
follow.

their occupation at age thirty. Today, 3 percent of high
school senim females who me not college bound want to
be full-time housewives by age thirty.
Mummer, mcwe young women are taking math mid
entering the sciences. Mae women are going to college.
More women are working and MOM me entering "men's

Why the Lady is a Champ

jobs. The occupational sauce= is changing, even if too
slowly for sem and too fast kr others. The change means
new oppommities for females, but it also signals new
conflicts in how women balance their mmriage and family
roles and their wott toles.

The conflicts are apparent in what thirty-year-old
females told us. A four-yew-college graduate with a major

in home economics works as a statistical clerk in an insurance office. She is confused: "I was raised to believe
that I would be a wife and mother m an adult. I have not
marrkd, nee do I have children.- I'm still ma truly positive
what my goals are or what is in the future." Mother wok
two years of general scknce in college and now works as

a manager for a trade conuactor. One of her biggest
problems has been "trying to convince parents and close
friends that being a rung woman didn't mem I had to be
married by nineteen years of age and begin modwzhood."
A third took three years of college and now works as a
hospital secretary. Her views :re much more traditional:
"The major Noblem was the conditioning at that time as to

what was appotiriate to do because of being male or
female. Girls weir not encouraged to seek careers, but to

educate themselves enough to support the husband's
education and back his career. Things are changing, but I
strongly believe that really the only decision in a woman's
life is who she marries."
Young women are resolving the conflicts in different
ways. Today's young woman has opportunities, but the
opportunities require that she make choices. Parents can

help dwir daughters son out their options. Parents can
support and encourage them to follow the calmer that suits

them best. Parents can inuoduce them rather than shield
them from competitive environments.

The higher the level of education and training, the better are the prospects for employment in higher-prestige occupations. And the
higher the prestige of the occupation, the
higher is the income that is likely to follow.
If there is a single word of advice for young women
thinking about a career, it is this: Remember how the social
system works. Education and training is the key to success-

ful employmen The higher the level of education and
training, the bener are the prospects for employment in
higher-prestige occupations. And the higher the prestige of

Several years ago I came across a review of champion

women's tennis players. It described the exceptional
talents of the big names in the wcanen's game including
Martina Navratilova, Chris Evert, and Billie Jean King. But

athknic ability alone did not make them winners. The
allele also &sallied the mental toughness and aniunks of
players in dte Women's Tennis Association who had won

ma* tournaments.
What set apan the champs? The champions all exhibited a zeal for competitiveness and an inmtiable need to
achieve on the tennis cant. Tracy Austin, a two-time U. S.
Open Champion by the time she was Z) years old, said it

was "the desire to win and knowing you can win." Ms.
Austin was deskribed as hungry fir on-court confrontations. "Desire is the key," she said. "because without desire,
you're not going to want to kill mi each point...."
Traditionally, women more than men have lacked that
hunger for hard-nosed competition. Pugnacity, aggressive-

ness and the killer instinct have been the antithesis of
femininity. Tenacity is unladylike. Most women are taught
to be passive, compliant, socially acceptable and supportive.
By comparison, society expects males to display competitiveness. Witness cocky college jocks! As I write this
chapter Jack Nicklaus has been in town inspecting one of

his golf courses that is about to open. A reponer asked
whether pewle still resented his dethroning die king, Arnold Palmer, during the 1970s. "I'm sure they do," Nicklaus said. "I know they didn't like me beating him. But
that's too damn bad. Winning is the name of the game.'
Barbara Potter, who in her late teens decided to make
a caster of tennis, says she had to learn a combative spirit
traditionally assumed to be an attribute of achievementoriented males. "You have to go for it," says Potter "The
chances for success and personal gain are just so much
greater if you grasp it by the scruff of the neck."
No one displays the killer instinct better than Navratilova. Those who follow women's tennis may remember
when Martina was a confused and chronic underachiever.

The record books have since enshrined her as a tennis
immortal. What made the difference? "Attitude," says
Navratilova. She learned to "take the pressure, be the one
to beat."
What distinguishes the winners isn't athletic ability,
which each certainly has in abundance, but attitude. Each
has learned winning attitudes about herself and about the
game. That's why the lady is a champ.

What Parents Can Do
Usually, I speak of "what parents can do" at the end of

a chapter-indeed, at the end of a pan of the book. This
chapter is an exception. I will say something about what
parents can do here and yet again before this chapter

How Society Processes Young People

conchides because the isms of females and careers and
racial minorities and careers wammt special attention.
Sane years ago a national cogimization for young
women asked me to formulate Mg= leannmentletlons
that would help young wawa take a wan active rok in
sockty. One of the recommendations I made was that the
organization shcmld teach young women a compedtive
witude, and I suggested that the organization could accomplish this by emphasiimg competitive spats, especially team sports.
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I, penonally, lamed a lot from competitive span s
back in the caveman days, as my sons call them. I team"
how to win and, more imponsitly, I learned how to lose.
Sports competition taught me a kit about life: taught nu
about teamwork taught me that huh imlividual and collective goals were ktwortint, each in thek own way; tau*

me that I could count on others but, also, that others
counud on me; taught me *at I wasn't going to win "em
all, but I didn't have to lose 'em all, either; taught me the
difference between luck and i1l, and which to mutt on
when the going got tough; taught me discipline; taught me

One of the best ways parents can help their
daughters prepare for the real world and the
world of work is by encouraging their
daughters to actively participate in organized
sports programs.

to amcentrate; tau& me the value of hard wmk and
owing; taught me that the ball doesn't always bounce in
my dined= taught me that somebody else wanted the ball
every bit as badly as I did; aml taught me the difference
between a game and real life.
In more recent years I've learned some additional
lessons. With sand wedge in hand I often ask myself: ''Who

ment, one of the best ways parents can help their daughters

got me into this mess?" 1 know the answer. I also know
who is going to get me out.
There are a lot of lessons atm life to be learned from
competitive, team sports, and many a those lessons have
to do with attitudes. Sports is an excellent schoolroom for

prepare for the Teal world and the world ci wait is by

learning winning attitudes. and I strongly encourage

encouraging their daughters to actively participate in organized sports programs.

parents of young women to take advantage of those opportunities.

Today's young women have opportunities to participate in organized competitive spoils in high schools,
municipal leagues, and youth nanizations. In my *dg-

Racial Minorities and Work
Blacks and other racial minoritio also suffer the consequences of discriminaLion. Society withholds them from

full access to the beAefits of the system. In the case of
females I elaborated how family and school contribute to
their disadvantage. Similar points could be made about
minorities, but I wish to emphasize a diffeient point here.

below 400. The national average combined SAT score is
903, and scores of 900 are common minimal admissions
criteria to colleges. The scores are important predictors of
how well students do in college. Table 2:2 reports how the

1.05 million White, Black and Hispanic high school
seniors that took the SATs in 1985 scored.

I review how minorities are faring on the three basic
socioeconomic dimensions: education, occupational prestige and income. Then I present disturbing evidence that
the pace and process of minority advancement has slowed,
even reversed. As with the case of females, I comment on
what parents can do.

Table 2:2. Percent of White, Black and Hispanic High
School Senion Who Scored Below 400 On Verbal and
Mash Sections of the SAT in 1985

Minorities and Education

Students

Earlier I noted the schooling disadvantages experienced by Blacks and Hispanics. At every level of
educationhigh school completion, some college, or col-

lege graduationthe White majority culture posts significandy higher levels of educational achievement than do
most minorities, including Blacks and Hispanics.
The discrepancies in school related performance are
apparent before students ever set foot on a college campus.
Those who graduate from college today took the SATs in
high school in the mid- l980s. Roughly three times as many
Blacks and twice as many Hispanics as Whites had scores

Whites
Blacks
Hispanir3

Verbal SAT
% below 400

Math SAT
% below 400

31%
73%
59%

22%
64%
45%

Performance scores on SAT tests also portend what
happens in rociety at large. In the late 1980s, among the
population 25 years old and older, 1 of 5 Whites but only
1 of 9 Blacks and 1 of 12 Hispanics had a four-year college

education. What, then, might we expect from these
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minmities in terms of occupational mai inconm levels in
the years ahead?
The dropout and graduation rates untbascore the same
point. In the high sclmol *whom= year alone significant
numbers of son:lents drop out, and the :umber varies by
mcc 13 percent of White students, 17.2 percent of Blacks,
and 19.2 percent of Mimics. During the junior and sarior
high school years them rata continue to build until they
issue in graduatkm rams of appoximately 85 percent few

Whiles, 77 percent for Steaks, and 60 percent for
Hispanics.
SAT scores, dropout rates and graduation rates from
high school, and levels of educational achievement portend
labor force Ocperiences and income levels that will follow.
That's how the social system works.

Minorities and Occumtional Prestige
Given depressed levels of educational preparation and
schooling achievement, one could only expect lower levels
of occupational achievement to follow, and that is the case.
About fifteen percent of the total population and the total
labor force is minority. If minority workers were equally

distributed across the labor force, then fifteen percent of
workers in each occupational group would be minonty
workers.
But that is not the case. Minorities are ovenepresented
in the occupations that attract workers with lower levels of
schooling including operatives, nonfann labcwers, awl service workers; and minonties are undenepesented in cccupations that require higher levels of schooling, such as

professional and technical workers, managen and administrators, and salesworkers. White men, for example,
are twice as likely to hold sales, managerial or professional
positions as Black mai. Minorities fit the predicted pattern.
They twing kss to the labor force by way of credentials
which qualifks them for the lower-prestige occupations.
Racial minorities also suffer the brunt of discrimination. Whatever their level of schooling, society has not

allowed racial minorities to convert their educational

Tabk 2:3. Unemployment Rates of Whites, Hispania,
and Blacks by year, 1985 1988

Year
1985
1986
1987
1988

% White
Unemployed

% Hispanic
Unemployed

% Black
Unemployed

62

10.5
10.6

15.1
14.5

8.8
9.3

13.0

6.0

53
4.6

nether in ways that affect individual's achievements. If
people are denied equal opportunity at one point in the
sequence, they suffer diminished returns on everything that
follows. In additicm, if they are minorities, they not only
suffer from initial disadvantcges: they also get less rearm
for their investments in education and work.

Recent snapshots of the economic experience of
minorities illustrate the point. In 1986, for example, nearly

dvee times as many minorities as Whites had incomes
below the poverty level-31.3 percent of Blacks and 27.3
percent of Hispanics. The median annual family income

for Whites was $30,809: median family income for
Hispanics was 65 percent of Whites, $19,995: and median

family income of Blacks was 57 percent of Whites,
$17.604. Since the size of minority families is larger than
the sin of White families, the actual dollars available per
family member is even less in minority families than in
White families.
In 1985, 23 percent of all American preschoo: children
woe members of families with incomes below the poverty
level. For Whites the figure was 18 percent. for Hispanics
it was 41 percent, and for Blacks it was 47 percent.

People with the best education and training
credentials get the best jobs which, in turn,
pay the besi incomes.

rim...11011.

credentials into the same levels of occupational prestige as

do White males. Finally, when minorities hold comparable-status occupations, they are not paid as much as
their White coworkers (Figure 2:2).
Unemployment rates reinforce the picture (Table 2:3).
As I write this chapter the unemployment rate for Whites
is 4.6 percent, the unemployment rate for Hispanics is 9.3
percent, and unemployment fo, Blacks is 12.2 percent.
Although the rates vary slightly from year to year, the

pattern remains the same. Unemployment among
Hispanics is twice as high as it is among Whites, and
unemployment among Blacks is two and one-half times as
high as it is among Whites.

Minorities and Income
The relationships between levels of ediwation, occupational prestige, and income indicate how educational
institutions, the labor force, and the economic system work

122

Throughout this chapter and, indeed, throughout this
book, I make two basic points. The first is the relationship
between education/training, occupational prestige, and income. People with the best education and training credentials get the best jobs which, in turn, pay the best incomes.
The second point is that although that's the way the system

works, it doesn't work as well for gender and race
minorities. The social system discriminates. It disadantages females and minorities.
Knowing how the social system works is useful infor-

mation. It may not be comforting to all because it isn't
conCorting to know that the social system doesn't treat
everyone the same. But it does explain why mane people
don't fare as well as others. It also provides a strategy for
peopli, who want to improve their circumstances. The
strategy is straightfotward: To improve your earnings you

4')
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have to improve the occupational prestige d your job, and
to do that you have NI improve your crerhentials-i.e., levels
of education and training.

Recent Reversals
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graduation rates increased from 72 to 77 percent.
Meanwhile, the rate of college attendance for Hispanic
47 percent. This
youth. 1975 - 1985, dropped from 51
decline in college attendance hammed while Hispanic

For the past quarter d a century ow nation's social

high school graduation rates increased from 55 to 60 percent.

policies have been informed by the awareness that people

Recent rates of minority college graduation are

need better jobs to improve their socioeconomic cir-

depressing. Rif example, in the mid-1980s 9 percent of all
undergraduates were Blacks, but Blacks received only 6
parent of the baccalaureate degrees. Four patent of undergraduates wen Hivanics. but Ifispanics received onl7/
3 percent of the baccalaureate degrees. By comparison, 80

cumstances, and that the route to better jobs is through
educathes and training ctedentials that qualify them fw the
better jobs and inceunes. Real prop= has been made
toward the goal of full participatimt by minotities over the
past twenty-five years.

percent of the undergiaduates were White, and Whites

There is, however, a disturbing trend that threatens the

received 85 percent of the baccalautrate degrees. Minority

momentwn of earlier minority progres. Over the past 10
occupational prestige, and income stalled, but it has suf-

college gladuation rates fall far short of the graduation
rates fw Whites.
Even smaller percentages of minorities go on to

feted reverses.

graduate and professional schools, and the percentage is on

years not only has the drive fw equality in education,

Education and Minorities. The picture is especially

the &cline. Thus, the number t; Blacks who earned

clear in dm case of minority educational performance and
achievement, especially at the college level. Fran 1977 to

master's degrees declined 32 percent between 1976 and
1985. Hispanics posted a slight increase in the number of
master's &grecs conferred, though their share remained

1987 high school Black students who took the SAT increased their verbal scores by 21 points and their math
scores by 20 points. Over the period scwes for White
stwknts rose just one point on the verbal tesm and remained

constant on the math tests. Also, minority high school
graduation rates improved notably. Whereas only 60 percent of Blacks aged 18 to 24 graduated from high school
in 1970, the figure rose to 76 percent by 1985. From 1975
- 1985, the proportion of Blacks aged 18 to 21 who dropped
out of high school declined from 27 to 17 percent.

Over roughly the same period, minority students'
Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT) were rising. Between

disproportionately low at 2.4 percent. In 1986 Blacks
earned 820 research doctorates, which was 27 percent
fewer than they had earned 10 years earlier. The number
of doctotates earned by Black males dropped from 684 to
321. a 53 percent decline, whereas the number earned by
Black females was 499. 15 percent higher than in 1977.
Black women now earn more than 60 percent of all doctorates awarded to Blacks in the United States.

The nember of doctorates earned by Hispanics increased dramaticall y from 396 to 677 over the same period,

1978 and 1988, the average scores of Black students rose
21 points on the verbal tests and 30 points on math tests.
The average scores of Hispanic students rose 12 points on

but the Hispanic percentage of the total number of doctorates awarded remained low (2.1 percent).
General Decline in Docsonstes. The record would not
be complete without documenting the experience of the

the verbal and 26 points on the math tests. By most in-

White majority over, roughly, the same period of time.

dicators, minority students have never been better prepared
for college.

There is, in fact, a sustained and continuing decline in the

But the minority experience in college is less than
impressive. From 1970 through 1975 the percentage of
White high school graduates who were 24 years old or

citizens. For example, in 1986, U. S. citizens received 723
percent of the 31,770 research doctorates, which was down
from the 85.6 percent U. S. citizens received in 1962. The
decline was especially marked among White males who
earned 12,257 doctorates in 1986, 28 percent fewer than
the 17,011 doctorates they earned 10 years earlier.
What has been occurring, then, over the last decade is
a general decline across the population in the number and
percentage of doctorates earned. Indeed, the Black experience is new ly identical to the White experience in the
extent of declin in earned doctorates. However, several
things are pmblemetical about the Black &cline in earned

younger and who were enrolled or had completed at least
one year of college remained relatively constant at about
53 percent. Over the same period the rate for Blacks rose
almost two percent per year, from 39 to 48 percent.
But just when it seemed that the Black enrollment rate
would soon equal the White rate, the trend reversed From
1975 - 1985, the rate for White enrollments climbed to an
impressive 55 percent while the rate for Blacks dropped to

44 percent. The number of Blwks who received baccalaureate degrees declined six percent. T3y 1986 the rate
of enrollments for Blacks returned to 47 percent which is

below the rate for 1975. America's col eges and universities enrolled 32,000 fewer Black undrrgraduates in 1985
than in 1980, a decline of 8.9 pc.rcent. These declines
occurred over the same period that Black high school

proportion of doctorates earned in the U. S. by U. S.

doctorates. First, Blacks had not yet achieved their fair
share of doctorates relative to the total population before
the decline set in. Second, Blacks had been enjoying
dramatic increases in the number of doctorates earned
before the decline. Th rd. the recent declines largely erased
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the gains that followed the civil lights era and the federal
discrimination liNlislation of 1964.
To be sum, them me Mnerican minorities other than
Blacks and Hispanics, ,Oist as their are clear cultural diffetences within the Black and Hispanic comnumides. Of
all minorities the group that fared the worm bum 1975 -

What Parents Can Do

Unfmtunately, time and space do nc4 allow me to discuss

Suppose you are a minwity parent and have a son tw
daughter contemigating a cater. What am you do to assist
their career planning bi light a current lands?
Discrimination has noplace the system of American
values, and it needs to be wiped out. But discrimination is
here and it is reaL k is a pmt of the social system in whkh
we find ourselves, taut it will probably affect ma child=
in state of our best efforts to achieve a fair mid just society
in our lifetime. A farmer's daughter. twice divorced, working as a waihess and supprxting two teenagers, was =dick
"Be more realistic," she urged. 'Life is tim a high school

each of these smalkw minorities, but I aclmowkdr that
their experiences may differ flan the majority-mimwity

Debate Club where everyone follows the nage' Disaiming:km means that parents and minority youth ate

experience.
Minority income. I have emphasized that educational

especially well advised to use their knowledge of the way
the social system weeks to their advtuitage.

1985 was the American Mien. Only 55 percent of
Await= Wiens graduate from high school and only 17
patient atter college.. So also, of all American minority
grams only Asian Americans equaled or surpassed the
emoilbuent rues of White students in higher ethwation.

achkvement provides the =demi& for employment in
occupations that prod= income. Given the turn around in
the level of minority crerkntials, we would expect lower
levels of occupational vestige, which is what happened-,
and with lower levels of occupational achievement, we
woukl expect kawer levels of income. Permit me to touch
briefly on the decline in minority income levels to establish
the relationships.

In the 1950s Black median family income was 54
percent of White's median family income levels. Black
median family income levels rose to 61.5 percent of Whites
by 1975, but then declined to 57.5 percent by 1985. Also.

between 1973 and 1986 the average real annual earnings
fce Black males alp 20 to 24 fell 50 percent. $9,818 to
$5,299. Over the same period Hispanic median family
incomes also declined slightly. In 1975 Hispanic family
income was 66.9 percent of White median family income.
By 1985 Hispsnic family income was down to 65.2 percent
of White median family income.

In summary, in the quarter century since the mid1960s minorities experiemed dramatic gains on the basic
socioeconomic dimenskms of education, occupation and
income. Unfortunately, that momentum has stalled, and the

lossa of the last decale have seriously eroded earlier
gains.

Employers use education and training credentials to sort prospective employees into appropriate oLcapations.
Society uses education and training programs to establish individuals' credentials. Employers use educatim and

training credentials to stwt prospective employees into
aproviate occupations. People with higher education and
training credentials qualify for the most prestigious occupations which, in turn, pay the best incomes. Although
the social system does not reward females and racial
minorities as handsomely as it mwards White males, the
system still gives better jobs to candidates with better
education and training credentials, and females and racial
minorities in the better jobs are paid better than those with
lessor credentials and poorer jobs.

Use your knowledge of how the system works to
advantage. Parents of minority youth must challenge their
smis and daughters to get the credentials that qualify them
for the occupations that offer the incomes they desire. This

is how the system works, and the most assured path to
success is playing by the rules.

Beliefs, Values and Attitudes
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Three

Beliefs, Values and Attitudes
Make a Difference
In the previous chapter I explained how the social sys-

tem works: how education and training institutions
prepare people for jobs that, in turn, generate income;

how, through education and training, family
socioeconomic status is perpetuated by children; and how

the social system disadvantages women and racial
minorities.
This chapter looks at career development from a dif-

people's heads. Fast I review beliefs, values and attitudes
that young people lmmi that help or hinder tk.ir carters.
Then I draw on my own research and review what young

people say are the prctlems they faced in gmng staned
on a career. The chapter ends Part 1 of the book with
suggestions for what parents can do to help their children
choose careers and with Part I of the Career Explorations
Workbook.

ferent angle. It examines what goes on inside young

What's Taught and What's Caught
There are patterns in levels of family socioeconomic
status from one generation to the next. That happens because parents rear their children to be like they are. Educa-

tion and training is the main connection between the
generations, and other linkages reinforce the patterns.

influences young people is a sticky problem, and I oversimplify in order to focus on important differences in child
rearing practices and how those differences influence a
young person's career development.

These involve how parents "bring up" their children. Not

The distinction between higher- and lower-status
families is a useful way to think about differences in

all child rearing is done consciously. Perhaps more is

child-rearing strategies. The labels take into account that

caught than taught.
Supermarket magazine racks, church pulpits, and PTA

the values behind child rearing practices come from

programs all voice concern about the influence parents
have on their children. There are different opinions about

how parents should parent, but on one point there is
widespread agreement: How parents raise their children
makes a difference in how the children turn out. The next
section explores where parents get the values they teach
their children.

Occupations Affect Values
Occupations diffa in important ways, and some of the

major differences depend on whether the occupation is
high or low prestige. One of the main differences between
high- and low-prestige occupations is how much a person
works with people as opposed to things. Another is whether
tlw occupation requires self-direction or conformity. Yet
another is whether the occupation requires individual effort
or group effort.
I cite examples to illustrate these differences. Actually, most parents and families are somewhere in between

high and low status, so the picture I paint appears in
broad-brushed strokes, not fine detail. Figuring out what

parents' work experiences. Wodt circumstances differ by
occupations and they affect parents' values.
People vs. Things. High-prestige occupations usually
involve dealing with people and ideas whereas low-prestige occupations more often involve dealing with things.
Here's an example. Insurance sales is a higher than

average-prestige occupation, and people who sell insurance work with ideas like "security," "insurability,"
"estate planning," and "return on investment." A lowerprestige occupation, by comparison, may involve puuing
in sidewalks. The worker works with grass and gravel,
concrete, hammers and shovels. Whereas higher-prestige
occupations typically involve working with people and
abstract concepts, lower-prestige occupations more often
involve wcaing with d ings.
Self-Direction vs. Conformity. Occupations also differ in the amount of self-direction they allow and expect of
the worker. Insurance salespeople choose their clients and
have flexibility about when and how to speak with them.
No one is looking over the salt sperson's shoulder constant-

ly. It's not a toutine job becalse every client represents a
different challenge. The agen figures out ways to get the
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sales job date. To the extent that happens, the salespason
is a good employee.

Lower-vestige occupations usually lumen' a dif-

being taught to take ordas in the work place and am
learning attitudes and behaviors appropriate to lower-prestige jobs.

krent situation. A boss tells tire worker what to do, how to
do it and when to do it. It's roWine week. It doesn't take

Life Chances

mmh planning and figuring. The water who follows
atlas is the "good" employee.
Individual vs. Group. Higher-vestige occupations

children when it comes to carea planning and preparation.
They have the resources to provide opponunities fre their

ussially require much individual effort whereas lower-prestige occupations tend to require that people work together

closely. The insurance salespenon figures out a strategy,
calls on clients, writes up policy impose's, and reports
back to the general agent. The salesperson has little supervision. The construction worker, by comparison, is often
pan of a crew. The crew travels to work topther, puts up
scaffolding together, and eats lunch under the same shade
Utte.

Different work condition illustrate why higher-presdge occupations require higher levels of education. Education equips people to deal with absuact ideas and complex
issues, to work smoothly with when, and to work independently. That's important in the higher-prestige occupations. But in lower-prestige accuvitions, level of education
may have little to do with the job. What may be required
is a strong back and a person who will cb what he or she is
told to do.

Values
Different jobs require different worker values. People
in high-prestige occupations learn to value their freedom
and pursue opportunides as they see them. By comparison,
workers in low-prestige occupations learn to value con-

forming to authorities. After all, isn't the insurance
salesperson rewarded for figuring things out and working
independently? And isn't the laborer rewarded for doing
what he or she is told to do?
"Self-direction* and "conformity" are values that ale
learned in two different work places. Both are practical
strategies that work for the worker. These values, which
are leaned in the work place, become an important part of

the work values parents teach their children. Parents in
higher-vestige occupations tend to emphasize the importance of self-direction. Parents in lower-prestige occupations tend to stress conformity.
To be sure, life is more complicated than that and what

parents value is a much more complex matter. Parents'
values also come from how they were reared when they
were children and from their own ideas about young
people. But the biggest influence on parent values goes
back to the parents' work circumstances. What works in
the work place is different in higher- and lower-prestige

Higher-status families offer advantages to their

young people to pursue their ambitions. Thus, approximately half of young people who go to college come
fron familks whose parents earn $35,000 or mot per year.
In addition, higher-status families are often in a position to

provide the psychological suppen that enables young
people to take reasonable risks in starting their careers.
Their young people can afford to start ova if they fail.

Parents tend to relate to their children in
much the same way that they themselves are
treated at work.
The lower-status family situation is more tenuous. The
resources : tn't there to provide eamomic stability and an

emotional safety net. Young people in lower-status
families usually can't afford to take career risks. Overdue
bills have to be paid. They have to be coxerned with the
here and the now. Thinking about the future is a luxury.
Young people in lower-status families dcm't have the same
opportuni.. and life chances as do their age-mates from
higher-status families.

Parents tend to relate to their children in much the

same way that they themselves are treated at work.
Workers who deal with people have to be concerned about
communication skills and interpersonal relations. Workers
who are more accustomed to doing what they are told to
do tend to be MOM coercive in relating to their children. In
both cases parents teach their children what works for them

in the work place, and their children learn to behave in
ways appropriate to the same occupational levels their
parents have.

Child Rearing Practices
There are differences in how parents relate to their
children and discipline them. Higher-status parents are
more likely than lower-status parents to treat their children
as equals. They uy to nurture warm and supportive relations with them. They are interested in why their children

As children learn their parents' values, they adopt

behave as they do. They are concerned about how other
people interpret their children's behavior, and they try to
pass on those se isidvities to their children.
Lower-status parents tend to be mace concerned with
their children's external behavior, ieith conformity, and
auend less to "why" children behave as they do. Lower-

values that fit best with the same kinds of occupations their

status parents are more dominating, assertive, more

parents have. Thus, children who learn self-direction at
home are better suited for jobs that require freedom and
independence, whereas children who learn conformity are

demanding of obedie ice, and less permissive. Sensitivity
for interpersonal feel ngs is not a job requirement in the
typical lower-prestige occupation, and parents in those

occ upations.

Beliefs, Values and Attitudes

occupations are less likely to pick up interpersonal sensitivities and teach them to their children.
Higher-status poems are usually more verbal. They
do mme explaining and teaching. Mothers tend to give
mcwe exact instructions when dealing with their chilthen.
They point out to the child how the child's behavkw difkrs
from the direction they gave. By comparison, lower-status
mothers use fewer words, communicate more by gesturing,

and give !'ewer explanations. When they punish, lower-

status pments do less by way of explaining why they
punish.
How parents relate to their children has consequences
for how children develop. Children who learn interper-

sonal sensitivities are developing skills kr waiting with
people, which prepares them to ease into higher-prestige
occupations later. Children who learn to chi what they're
told to cki are molded to later fill lower-prestige occupations.

How People Think the World Works. Is life fair? Is
life a game of chance? Or would you say that life is a little
of one and a lot of the other?
Some people think that if they plan, use their heads,
and work hard, they can pretty much get what they want.
Others feel that events are mainly a matter of luck. Studies

show that people with higher status are more likely to
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are supportive, are encouraging young people to evaluate
themselves against set standards. These young people can
see what progress they we making. By comparison, parents
who are more coercive, who do less explaining, and vdio
are mtwe insistent on obedience and confmnity convey a

sense of powerlessness and unpredictability to their
children.
Young people gain a sense of their "place" in society
from interactkons with other people. They learn what to
think about themselves, heir self-concepts, from others.
Others teach them. If parents are supportive d nurturant,

young people get the impression that whets like them.
They develop healthy self-concepts and gain self-confidence. These characteristics tee less likely to develop
under dominating family regimes. What young people
think of themselves is important. Their wif-cencepts and
self-ccmfidence are major predictm of their long-tenn
maser outcomes.
Expectadons. From early on childien respond to the
expectations others have for them, and they compare them-

selves and their performance with others. That doesn't
mean that other's expectations ate necessarily appropriate
or even in the child's best interests. They may not be.
Some of the earliest and potentially most damaging
inappropriate expectations and faulty comparisons may

believe that life is fair and that "they get what they've got
coming." People with lower status tend to believe that what
happens in life is more "a toss of the dices-luck.

take Owe in schools where children are sorted into fast

The most important lesson children learn
early in life is what to think alvut themselves.

student evaluations, then teachers' expectations may be

The same attitudes and behaviors appear when
comes to planning a career. Higher-status parents and
young people do more career planning and do more prepar-

ing for camels than do lower-status parents and young
-ar-ple. The latter are more likely to believe that life is a
matter of luck, so why wowy about it? Parents pass their
real life work experiences to their children and thzse become a part of what young people believe about themselves

and the world around them, whether they think they can
take charge of events or believe that circumstances control
them.

Self-Concept. Perhaps the most important lesson
children learn early in life is what to think about themselves. Some leant to think of themselves as people in control.
Others learn to think of themselves more as bystanders or
spectators in a chance game of life.

Whether children learn to think of themselves as
people in control or pawns that others move around
depends on many of the same parenting practices and
family circumstances I described earlier. Parents who hold

high expectations for their children, who communicate
their expectations clearly, who explain when a young
person deviates from those expectations, and parents who

learners, so-so learners, and slow learners. ff class files and
school records are uncritically passed from one teacher to
the next without teachers making independent and current

passed on, too, from one year to the next. Children change

over time and the expectations may be wrong. Expectations, both accurate and faulty expectations, make a difference in how children respond.
Researchers have done experiments in which teachers
were given false past grade reports for students. When the
bogus grades indicated that a child was a good student, dx
teacher had higher expectations and the student's classroom performance increased. When the teacher was given
false information that the child was a poor stadent, the
teacher had lower-expectations and the child's performance dropped off.
High expectations prompt young people to believe
that "they can do it," but low expectations dampen their
beliefs in themselves and in their own abilities. More is
expected of some youngstem than of others, and what is
expected of young people often differs by family social
status. Others' expec talons, not just young people'sabilisy
and interest levels, make a dirference in their achievements.
Career Expectations. When it comes to planning and
preparing for careers, what a young person wants is important; but what young people want reflects the expectiions

parents and other people have for them. Which young
people want to go to college? Most ol en it's young people
from higher-status families. Higher- aatus families have
more resources, fewer children to compete for the resour-

;)
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cos, offer more parental support, and hold values atd
expeditions that favor education. Their children have a

particularly influential when it corms to career plans.

better chance of "making ir that do their age-mates from
families with fewer sesames.
Young people tend to be infltranced by as few as five

influence on a young pason's cater plans than do the

Parents and peas, in that order, have eat greatest influence
on young people's carer plans. Indeed, ;events have more

young pawn's schdarly aptitude and school grades.

to ten other people. As few as two or three others are

Young Adults Look Back
I've given you some snapshots of how what young
people think and believe can make a didesence in their
lives as they finish high school and look toward the futum.
Now let's shift gears. Let's ask a diffaent question: What
can we learn from thirty-year-old young adults who have
just gone through the experience of getting settled in a line
of work? That's what this section is about.

The Career Development Study
Ova the past several years I have directed a largescale and long-tant study of the career development of
young people. The woject includes a careful record of me
occupational, educating, family, and military histories of
nearly seven thousand young men and wanes who were
firSt studied when they weft junices in high school. Thirteen years later we relocated those young men and women
now scauered across the country and around the wald, and

we traced their detailed life histories since laving high
sc hool.

They were thin), years old when we restudied them.
They had rmished t igh school and faced many of the same
problems and questions that today's young peceile face.
Should they go on to school or not? ff so, where? And what
should they study? Should they go to work? If so, where?
And what would they do? The young men made decisions
about military service. Both the young men and the young
women made decisions about maniage and family. Should

they many? If so, when? If *yes," should they have
children? How many? And when? 'Some had multiple
marriages. One had alrealy been divorced six times. Some
were doing very well. Others got off to a bad start. Some
went back to school. Many made career changes. We asked
all of them to share their experiences with us.

We studied their occupational, educational, family,
and military histories in detail. Then, at the end of the study
we asked for their thoughts on two subjects. We asked:

Would you-share with us what you feel are the major
problems you encountered in your life since leaving
high school?

Given your experiences, what might be done in high
schools to help young people prepare for the future?

Many of our respondents had deep feelings about
Mese matters, and they weren't afraid to speak out.

Themes. One of the most prominent themes in the
young adult responses had to do with their lack of prepare-

tion fcw work and camas. In identifying problems they
experienced since leaving high school and suggesting what
might be done to help today's young pantie prepare for the
future, two-thirds-exacdy 66 percent-offered criticisms or
suggestions that had to do with Queers.

I quote excerpts from what they wrote. The comes
demonstrate the diversity of experiences young people
have after leaving high school and the interpretations they
give for the woblems they experience. What they told us
also reveals the depth and intensity of feeling some young

adults have about their lila ci career preparation. The
qmotes don't tell us what all thirty-year-olds or, for that
matter, what typical thiny-year-olds think. Indeed, the
respondaus do not always agree among themselves, and
you awl I may not agree with them. I make no effort to
reconcile their opinions or pass judgment on whether they
arc right or wrong. I simply share with you what they told
us, word for word. These are their opinions, not mine.
We asked participants to identify tiw "probkms" they

had and to suggest solutions. We intendatally asked
"loaded" questions that focused their responses on the
weaknesses in the system and km they would strengthen

it. The participants responded from the viewpoint of
workers who have just gone through the early career years
and want to help today's young people get started on their

own camas.
I arrange their comments under four general headings.
The rust illustrates the pmblems they reported when tlxy
faced the work world. The second concerns their high

school experience. The third relates to problems and
priniosed solutions for a better fit between college and
work. The fourth covers related topics.
This is what they told us.

Work W orld Culture Shock
The most frequent complaint the thirty-year-olds have
is they weren't prepared to face the world of work. Their
problems took different forms, but their lack of preparation
for careers appeared an s. reappeared throughout their early
careers.

Some admit, perhaps with embarnissment, that they
didn't understand what winking was all about. A doctor's
daughter, college graduate, and mother of three, told us: "I
honestly neva realized...that the primary mason for working is to earn a living." Ani.thee 4 computer equipment
riperator in government service, &scribed herself as a "lost

Beliefs, Values and Attitudes
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lamb.' then added: "Looking back, I believe I got married
in my senior year because I didn't know what else to do
with myself."

took special interest in students. We were just all shuffled
du'ough the four yews."

Others had difficulty focusing on a weer. A paper

master's degree in personnel and labor relations, com-

mill operator who wants to become tui airplane pilot says
he didn't know what field to pa into, then added:. I neve
tcok the time to sk down and really think about my future
seriously.°
Many say that the biggest problem they faced as high
school graduate; was not knowing the ma* fiekki suuly
they winked to pursue in college. One mother of four-a
ten-year-old, sevai-year-old, five-year-old, and four-yearold-says k this way: "I had net received proper counseling.
I didn't even know I neaktd
The problem with making a caner choice isn't limited
to the high sthool years. If not resolved, it can continue
well into college and beyond. A iniversity research assiscant says: "My major problem was not having any defmite
plans about what I wanted to do, which isn't all that bad,
but I still hadn't made up my mind by almost thiny. Had
gone to college fix four years and got a B.A. only because
college was just the thing ki do."
One of the most frequent complaints from high school
and college graduates was that no one ever showed them
the optims. A medical secretary put it this way: 1 never
felt the need in high school to seek out vocational counsel-

mented: "I was led to believe that if I went to college, the
American dream would be mine and my life would be set.
Most impatantly, I thought I'd know what I wanted to do

ing...looking back. I wish I knew what tiaining was required for various jobs, and even more basic, what jobs
were available." A waitress in a hotel still wants to be an
artist or an an teacher. She told us: "What I needed and did

not get from high school was a clear overview of the
employment situation." A college graduate with an A
grade-point-average and now a receptionist in a doctor's
office added: "High school prepared me to do well in
college, but neither prepared me or showed me the opportunities for work...no one ever showed me the options.In their own words the thirty-year-olds shared a common experience: They graduated from high school, maybe

even college, and dxy felt lost. They didn't know their
options. They manied they went on to college, they went
to work, or they joined the military because they didn't
know what else to do. They felt ...iprepared and poorly

The um of a grocery store manager, who has a

with my life. Well, here I am (age 301 and I still

t know

and perhaps I never wilL In that respect, I feel like high
school did not prepare me."

"My standardized test scores in mathematics
all through school indicated a real deficiency,
but I learned tricks that got me through elasses with respectable grades. I wish someone
had looked at those test scores and said, 'Now
here's a smart girl who ought to be doing better than this. Maybe some remedial work
would help.' Instead, I was encouraged to
avoid a career Mat involved math, advice
which I was only too happy to follow."
Many young adults feel that high school programs
should be oriented to the work world more directly. A
lawyer's daughter who works as a secretary in business
mentioned: "High school education should give students
more insight into the working world and sonw experience
with woriting skills so that they won't waste so many years

trying to figure out what type of employment might be
satisfying." Another said: "The diploma was nice to have,
but it did not prepare me for the real world."
This woman speaks for many others. She is a school
teacher's daughter, got straight A's in college, and has a
master's degree. She feels that high schools must be more
demanding: "My standardized test scores in mathematics
all through school indicated a real deficiency, but I learned
nicks that got me through classes with respectable grades.
I wish someone had looked at those test SCOfe$ and said,
'Now hete's a smart gin who ought to be doing better than

Rightly or wrongly, the thirty-year-old men and

this. Maybe some remedial work would help.' Instead. I
was encouraged to avoid a career that involved math,
advice which I was only too happy to follow."
Others feel that high schools should do more testing.

women often tnced their major career pmblems to lack of
preparation in high school. Their criticisms include declin-

Some, like the woman just quoted, feel that the tests should
reveal which students are having rob! uns: "High schools

ing academic standards, inappropriate courses, lack of

need more testing of students early to pick up students
having problems befote it is too late. A fter seeing the

equipped to face the real work

id.

High School

aptitude and diagnostic testing, and deficiencies in career
counseling programs.
Some of the sharpest criticism is leveled at the general
high school experience. Here ale two examples. A college
graduate working as a government research worker says:
"I do not remember anything significant from high school,
no memorable learning experiences. not one teacher that

reading abilities of many graduates, high school diplomas
mean little nowadays."
A few seem to think that their problem was not understanding their own interests and abilities. They feel that
high schools should give more aptitude test; and interest
inventories. An air transportation administrable s daughter

with a college degree suggests: "High sch ol students
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should be given slide& tests to show what inferences,
assets, interests, awl abilities they have mut the types of
wort they may be best suited far."

Some of the most frequendy voiced criachnns me
directed at high school career counsding programs. An
elementiny school therapist who wants to be an aid ne
stewardess told us: "I was Just allowed to 'Mat along'
without any &melba, too immature to drift myself Iowa rds
a goal." A homonaker who is married, has no children, :aid

has never worked, made this observed= "My experience
with comselon was not particularly rewinding or useful,
not at all what I feel it could or should have been..some
better counseling in high scluxd could have prevented
some wasmd time." And a sales clerk in a dwimment store
says: "High school did mat do very much to prep= me for

coping with the problem of career decisions...beuer
guidance at the crucial time could save a student from
wasting y,:ars on futile jobs."
Several thiny-year-olds had the impression that high
school counseling services me directed at the exceptional
students mei that average students are overlooked. A Vietnam veteran, who weeks as a winter while going to college,
remarked: "I am very bitter about the lack of counseling
fcw the "average" student. It seems that the people in the
counseling positions spend all of their time with the CAuemely "bad" or "poor" student, and the estremely "good"
or "smart" student."
A two-year-college graduate, who woks full-time but
wants to be a homemaker, said: "High schools need to give
personalized counseling fix more than just star studenn."

And a married elementary school teacher told us:
"Because I was only a C student, I was overlooked in high
school. I was neither given remedial assistance or any type
of college prep. I was not regarded as having any poten-

tial...there is nothing (programs) available to directly
motivate or assist the average student. I rmilly see a need
in this area."

Many young adults look back to the transition from school to work as a time when the
were fumbling around and had little direction
Finally, many thirty-year-old females were incensed
at the lack of attention high schools gave to their career
planning needs. One said: "High schools need to give more
encouragement to women, scholastically and personally."
A part-time waitress was angry: "A major problem was the

lack of incentive given to female students...I distinctly
remember an interview with a high school counselor
during which I was encouraged to avoid the trades, instead
to look at nursing, teaching, or secretarial work. No men-

tion of management, administrative or any decisionmaking jobs!" Finally, a bookkeeper reflects some
bitterness, too: "I am really angry that I was encouraged
"not to waste time" with math...1 feel my high school

teachers didn't want to waste time heledng me into a earner,

or they felt I wouldn't use it because I would get married
and be a housewife. 'The only field dmy encouraged WaS
typing and secretarial skills and possiNy teaching."
Whether or not their criticisms me justified, many

young adults look back ei the trunnion hem school to
wok as a time viten they woe fumblin arowid and had
little direction. Some am angry-at high schools, teachers,
counselces, mid themselves. AU would agree that society
needs to do a better job pitpming today's young people for
careers.

College
Many of the young men and women we studied
criticized colleges. Behind the criticisms are unmet expectations concerning inepaintion for the job market, standards of living after graduaticm, diem connirtion between
college programs and fields of employment, and college as
a career decision-making process. Other criticism's they
make are that college education is stressed too much and
that too many young people are pushed too early and too

hard to attend college. Parents can tem from what they
my.

Our study participants say that college is not a substitute for a conscious career choice. Many young adults
tcgd us they went on to college without a clear understanding of how educaticm relates to work, and they later
regretted it. A homemaker says: 1 was not camer miented
or thinking about what I would like to spend my life doing
when I entered college...I wish I had had a belief understanding of what my education was doing for me." A radio

and television repairman expressed these thoughts as he
looks back: "If I had known the possible practical applications of the subjects taught in school, I waild have been
much more interested in those subjects."
Other thirty year olds regret that they didn't attend
college. A purchasing agent admits: "It took a long time
for me to realize that I made working hard fix myself by

trying to bypass college." Similarly, an automobile
mechanic concluded: "If I would have studied harder and
went to ccolege, I would not have to went with my hands
all my life."
This mother of two didn't attend college, but she is
convinced of the merits of a college education: "I tell my
kids they should get a four-year ciegree. Then their choice
of careers is much broader. If t.n.ty still want to drive a
uuck, they can still do that and so many other things."
The same mother offers advice to parents, teachers,
and counselors who try to hell young people mepare for

the future: "Encourage cones: to all studaus who are
capable. Make sure they know all the ways financially they
can be helped (i.e., grants, loans, scholarships)."

Not all the respondents were as certain about the
merits of a college education. For example, a business
service employee suddenly found himself in a whole new
ball game after college: "Although Feel I was a success in

school and was able to 'play the gr me' in an academic
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environment, I was totally unpepared to be a smcessful
employee.... The rules of the 'game' in the working world
were vay differed and wise often unrelmed to eche:Aim
awl backgrotmd." An air force tifiet.v's son who works as
a amputee systems analyst says: "The expectations I had
upon graduation were smashed by the realities of a job
market for w'Ach I was totally unprepared." AM an airline

stewardess missed "survival skills": I catainly wasn't
taught survival *ills. such as appeoticeship for a trade, or
anything preparing me, stescifically, for any occupation."

A colletm tett ragum that a college education no
longer assurts a itigher sumdard of living "I do fmd it
frustrating that I hold the rank ti assistant pmfessor at a
seen university and still can't buy a house. So much for the
Amerkan *tam. The days when hardworking, acell-educated people could be assured of a higher standard of living
than their patents are long gone."
A school teacher md a registered muse have the saint.
complaint. The college programs they took were not a good
fn with the empleyment situation they faced. The !weber

said: "I now feel that if I'd known the facts about the
saturated market and had been encouraged to pursue other
career goals, I might have entered an entirely different field
and found satisfying employment soma." And the nurse

said: I chose a three-year nursing program instead of a

(our-year bacheke's degree wpm, not knowing until
after I got into nursing school that the three-year programs
were soon to be phased out. I wasn't made to realize that
four-year nurses were the only ones who could do public
health, supervise, etc."

Finally, several of our study participants feel that
options other than college should be encouraged. A
veterinarian told us what he think& "I do not feel that
colkge is for everyone...technical schools and on-the-pb
mining should be encouraged with the same social weepunce as college." A dental hygienist echoed the same
theme: "I felt pressured to attend college after gneluation
from high school as my peers were tkiing...1 feel college
should not be made to seem so attractive, as the only means
of becoming a success.*

The opinions expressed about college as career
pirparation are varied, but two themes keep coming
through. Some who did not attend college say that if they
had it to do over again, they would defmitely attend college. They think a college education has important career
advantages. But others, people who did attend, feel dif-

ferendy. They point out that it 4 possible to enroll and
graduate from collcge without having a career in mind, or

to graduate without assurance that employment opportunities are waiting.
The problems young men and women nm into as they
make the transition hum school to early careers echo the
findings of otha studies reported over more than a decade:
Young people need and say they want More help choosing
a career. Many hold high schools, colleges, and 'guidance
counselors responsible for their problems. Their criticisms

are wide ranging: impractical courses, deteriorating
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academic standards, lack of diagnostk testing, and too
little career counseling, whether that be fa students in
general, average students, students in uouble, cc females.

Related Themes
Not eveaything the young adults tell us is imitative.
Some of the thirty-year-olds show considerable sensitivity
to the emblems schools face and insight into their own real
life experiences.

Some am sympathetic to the tremendous challenge

guidance counselors face. The young woman who
deserted herself as "only a 'C' student" and felt that she
was overlooked in high school attributed the moblem "to
lack of guidance counselms and too many students."
Similarly, a wotking mother offered this observed= "The
real emblem is they have too maw students and what really
is needed is MOM counselors."

"I could not go to anyone when l was
younger and say: What the hell do I have to
do to get into those areas?"
A lot of optimism also came thmugh, even though we
asked about "problems." Some mentioned where they got
help. Patents and family were mentioned meeninently. A
librarian said: "My parents and family have more to do with
my ability to deal with the world than school did." And a
tax accountant told us his experience: "I am a tax accountant. One mason is my parents are too, and I was familiar
with the job, knew how to get there. I am sure I would work

in aviation or carpentry now if I had known more about
how to enter those fields when I was younger. It's funny.

They are hobbies now and they were then, and my
knowledge is greater than the average pason in those
areas; but I could not go to anyone when I was younger and
say: What the hell do I have to do to get into those areas?"

I conclude with a young woman's comments. What
she said helped inspire this book. She works as a sales clerk
in a deparunent store. She said high schools need to do two
things to help prepare young people for the future: "Better
job guidance during the senior year, and helping students
and patents together decide what future...the child should
pursue."
These air examples of what thirty-year-olds say when
they look back to the problems they had after leaving high

school and suggest what should be done to correct them.
Their real life experiences indicate what they are thinking
and how deeply they feel about their experien

Today's young people express the se= nPeds that
young people before them expressed. They want more help

choosing carters. Today's pat= still have a evict, a
choice that parents before them seem to have missed.
Parents can try to help their children choose careers, or they

can wait until their children are thirty-years old, than ask

them to look back at the problems they had ertering
careers.

4 ;)
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This book is for poents who want to look (inward, not
backward.

A Comment
Perents who have been atvund for a while recognise
that wends in youth latitudes and behaviors corm and go

lib other fashion. Here on my own canqms at Nwth
Carolina Smte Univasky, I've notked some hairdos and
Black leather jackos popping up that remind me el my
mad student days at the University of Wisconsin in the

1960s. It's interesting to =ware genantion of young
people and to assess how the CUrfalt crop compares with
earlier ones.

Today's youth are born into different social and
economic circumstances and tiny present different attitudes and behaviors than did their predecessms. Those
who finished high school in the 1970s were still much mat

"into" social reform than is today's mention. Today's
young people have their own disadvantages, as each
generation does; but they appear to be reading the realities
correctly. They have become what Laridcm Axles, author
of Great Expectations, calls "self-protectively conservative."

Materialistic Orientation. Every fall since 1966 the
Cooperative Institutional Research Program at dm University of California-Los Angeks does a nationwide study of

about 300,000 college freshmen to monitor changes in
docustudent values and goals. The research te=

mented dramatic shifts in student anitudes over the past
quarter century. The basic finding is that the literature,
philosophy and social scion= majors of the 1960s have
been replaced by a new genezation of students that is
striving for money, status iutd power.
Why me they going to college? Nearly three-fourths
of recent classes say that a very impotent mason is "to be
be vay well-off fmanalOe to mac mcwe tomer or
cially." In the late 1960s less than half oferdlege freslunen

answered that way; but *developing a meaningful
philosophy" was very impoitaM kw mme than four-fifths
of them. "Develtniing a meaningful philosophy" is very
important for less than half in the 1980s. A materialistic
orientation increased by nearly a third in the past decade.

The materialistic oriented= is further reit:wed in
students' choice of cater plans and meices. Over the past

20 years, do number of business majors has nearly
doubled. Cmicurranly, traditional liberal arts majors have
decreased in popularity.
What today's young people need and what yesterday's

young people say they missed is not all that different.
Thirty-year-old young men and women say that entering
careers was a big problem for them after leaving high
school. They weren ' t prepared kw the wort wold, and they
didn't understand their career preparation options. Young
people want more help choosing careers, and parents can
help them.

What Parents Can Do
Parents and young people need not be experts, but they

Go to the career center. Talk to the career counselor.

can make better career decisions if they are aware of the
main populatior and labor force trends that affect employment opportunities and career preparation possibilities.
The Occupational Outlook Quarterly (00Q) is a nontechnical and vay readable government periodical that
features occupational old employment developments. In
fact, it is the prime source for much of the later "news" that

Explain that you are a parent who is concerned about your
son's EX daughter's career developmem, and that you want
to find out what resources the school has for you to work

comes out in the media. The 00Q is published by the
Department of Labor and is wilely available in career

with. The guidance service will welcome your interest,
believe me.

Ask wiwther the school offers a course for young
people in career planning. If it does, get die details. One
way to interest young people is to num the course to
their friends. Mention it to friends' parents. They 'd probab-

centers and libraries.

ly be patch& The idea is to uy to get a frieml to take the

Two popular magazines, Money and Forbes, occasionally feature ankles that intermet the employment

course with your son or daughter. Young people don't want
to be different. They wain to be part of thl gang. Two ior
three taking a course in career planning may also get some
career planning talk going with friends, an added benefit.
Find out whetha the school has a career day and when.

implications of population and labor force trends. See, also,

the news magazine& Time, Newsweek, U. S. News and
World Report, Business Week, and the like. These air
worth paging through from time to time.
Young people are critical of school career guidance
services, yet high percentages do not take advantage of the
resources that high schools offer. Only half ever take a
course in career planning and less than half eva attend a
career day. Parents can find out what career guidance
services art available at school and make sure that their
sons and daughters take full advantage of what is offered.

Carea day may not be the year's mo t popular event at
school, but career day is not the time for young people to
cut classes if they're serious about their futures.

Career Explorations Workbook
Each part of this book ends with the Czreer Explorations Workbook, a set of activities for parents and young
people to work through together. By the en.: parents and
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young people will have a better sense of their occupatkmal

and career preparatkin possibilities and of how to make
caner decisicms.
Now is the time to begin working through the Career
Explorations Workbook with your son or daughter. Pan I

of the Woskbook helps young peopk devek, a list of
caner possibilides to think about. It apploaches career
choice in three ways: it klentifms occuptuions thsu young
people have alneady thought about; it suggests occupations

that match their Waite school subjects; and it recesds
what occupations intent inventories suggest.
The first two exacises, "Your Ideas" and 'Favorite
Subjects,* tie only a few minutes and can be done at
home. *Your Ideas" mquires no wham:ion. Simply follow the instructions. The second activky, 'Favorite Subjects," asks young people to identify their favorite school
subjects, circle the Icon of the appropriate occupatixmal
groups that conespcmd to their favaite subjects, mid then
check the occupations in those groups that interest bun.
Like the fast, this activity ends with young people circling
the one, two, or three occupations that intenst arm most.
Proceed with the first two activities in Career Explorations, "Your Ideas" and "Favorite Subjects."
The third activity, "Interest Inventories." requires that
your son or daughter take one or mote interest invenuffies
at school. High schools often provkle intaest inventories
as a student service, but the student and patent must take
the initiative mid make the arrangements. Ftnd out whether
your high school requires thatevery student take an interest
inventory. Maybe an interest inventmy repat for your son
or daughter is already on file. Find out.
InierestInvenwries. There are many different interest
inventories, and your school counselor may have sugges-

tions for which to take. I suggest the Strong-Campbell
Interest Inventory for advanced high school stutknts who
may be thinking about attending a four-year college. The
Kuder General Interest Survey is better for young people
at the junior high level. The Harringum-O'Shea Career
Decision-Making System is useful because it takes into
account a young person's interests in particular school
subjects, kinds of postsecondary education, and interests
in particular occupations. Holland's Self-Directed Seatth
is widely used but was &signed for use by people who do

not have access to pmfessional counselon. Fortunately,
most parents and young people need not rely on do-it-yourself career counseling.
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Interest Inventories don't give answers.
Rather, they offer possibilities to think about
and discuss. The Job isn't finished when the
results come back. It's just begun.
Interest inventories are designed to give young people
some fresh ideas to think about. That's their yoke. Interest
inventories are not "tests," and then are no right a wir.mg

answas. There is nothing magical about interest inventacks. It is unlikely that die results will =prise anyone by
giving a perfect match between a young person's intaests
and ocawations. AM don't expect different inventories to
yield the same results. Chances are, that won't happeo.
Interest Invenurries don't give answers. Luber, they
offer possibilities to think about and discos. The job isn't
imished when the results come back. It's just begun.
Most young people can tell you what they don't like
heft= they can say what does interest them. Parents and
carea counselors need to take that into accoum, and they
can do so by using different ways to get at cccupational
=Cr possibilities-everything from the simplest qtastitm,

do you think you would like to dor to taking
interest inventories. The dee is to build a list of possibilities, then follow the process of elimination. Let the
yotmgster eliminate the ones he or she thinks are "gross".
Keep going till they find the one that is "awesonx."
My wife had a clever way of getting our two oldest
sons to take an interest inventory. She ananged for diem

to take it with one of their friends. That rude the experience a fun thing to do rather than something "Mom
made me do." If all else fails, try it.
Usually there is no cost for interest inventories administered through high schools, but it is wise to check in
advance. Then, make sure the results come home. Most
inventories provide a summary that helps interpret the
results which parents and young people may keep for later
reference.
The Summary to Pan 1 of the Career Explorations
Workbook requests that young people review the occupations they identified in activities I, 2 and 3, then select the
three occupations that interest them most. Make care they
do this. It's important for Pan 2 of Ole Career Explorations
Workbook.

Career Explorations Workbook
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Part One: Career Explorations Workbook

Career Possibilities
Introduction
Carea Explorations is a wiwkbook for young people.
It is designed to help them think through their carea

options. The workbook organizes that effort. It
develops a list of occupations to explore, gather information about the occupations, and examine ways to prepare
for careers through additional schooling or training in the

learning options, apprenticeships, industry training and
education programs, military occupational training, and
full-time work following high school.
Young people and their patents can work through the
pans at whatever pace they wish. Pwt 1, "Career Possibilities," can be done partly at home and partly in a career

warkplium.
Career Explorations provides a way for young people

center. It should be done as soon as possible. Part 2,
"Occupational Informakm," can be done at a library or

and parents to think through carer possibilities together.
The workbook pis young people in the role of decision

career center. Pans 3 and 4 focus on career-rweparation
options and can be date partly at a library or career center,

makers. It puts parems in the role of coaches r.o.4 advisers.

but may also require infamation km outside sources.
Caner Explorations concludes with "Next Steps; which
suggests ways fa parents and young people to gather
additional information on career possibilities and career
preparation options.
Young people may write answers to Part 1 in this

Parts of the waktook ask young people PL...., they feel
about certain aspects of careers and to discuss these with
their parents.
Career Expkvations divides career choices into four

pans. The pan. low the four pans of the book. Part I
helps young people devebp a list of career possibitities.
Pan 2 helps parents and young people gather and evaluate
information about the occupations. Part 3 shows them how
to get information about additional schooling options; and
Part 4 outlines what infolmation to get on earning-while-

Workbook. Pans 2, 3, and 4 require that they use additional

blank pieces of paper, which the instructions refer to as
" worksheets".

The rest of Career Expkwations is for young people,
but parents should read it too.

Part 1: Career Possibilities
"Career Possibilities" helps you develop a list of oc-

cupations that may interest you. It approaches career
choice in three ways:

It examines occupations you have already thought
about.
It suggests occupations that follow from school subjects that interest you.
It indicates occupations that interest inventories suggest for you.
"Career Possibilities" will help you identify thrkx occupations that interest you.

Your Ideas
Start with occupations that you have already thought
about. List two occupations that you have considered at
one time or another.

What other occupations have your father, mother,
grandparents, friends, teachers, or counselors mentioned
that you might want to consider?

List two other occupations that you would like to know
more about.
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Think about the occupation you listed. Circle at least
we, but no mote than three, that interest you.

Favorite Subftets

A mod way M exidore auger possildlides focuses

on school subjects. If you like a subject and do well in it,
that may be a good hint aboin =upsilons you would Re.
Decide what we yaw favorite school subjects. Lem what
occupmions follow from those subjecs.
Read the list of school subjects. Check the box in from
of one or two ti your favorites.
School
Subjects

Occupational
Groups

0 AGRICULTURE (Agriculture
Schuice, Agri:dime, Shop,
Rummy, Soil Scimice)

0 SCONCE (General Scirnce, Physi-

B, C, F,

H

cal Science, Biology, Botany, Zoology, Geo/ogy, Chemistry, Physics)

0 SOCIAL STUDIES (Musty, Geog-

D, E. I, M

rindiy, Government, Sociology,
Psychcdogy, 1Politiad Science)

Each school subject is followed by leuers that reinsent occupsnional gmups. In the lists that follow, circle the
letters in front of the titres to occupatkmal group that match
yaw favrwite school subjects.

Exanipk: If your favorite school subject is Agriculture, circk C.
IP (it). NATURAL SCIENTISTS AND MATHEMATICIANS

0 ART or MUSIC (Ans and Crafts,
Commacial An, Drawing, Chorus,
Orchestra)

E, I

0 BUSINESS (General Business,
Bookkeepag, Typitg, Business
Law, Business English,
Economks, Business Machines,

A, D, K, L

amp= Science, Office Procedures, Shonlumd)

O DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
(Retail Sales, Machandising,
Maiketing, Distribution)

A, K, L

CI DRIVER EDUCATION

N, Q

O HEALTH (Life Science, Biology,
Physiology, Naming, First Aid)

A, F,G, H, M

0 HOME ECONOMICS (Sewing,
Cooking, Tailming, Foods. Interior
Decmating, Home Furnishings)

E, G, I, K , M

O TRADES and INDUSTRY (Drafting, Graphic, Arts, Carpentry, Architecture, Priming, Auto,
Mechanics, Metal Shop,
Electronics, rar and Radio)

B, I, I, N. 0,
P, Q

O LANGUAGE (English, Speech,
Debat, and kneign languages such
as Spanish, French, German)

D,E,G,I,K

O MATHEMATICS (General Math,
Business Math, Algebra,
Geometry, Trigonometry, Calculus)

A. B, C, J, K,

O PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Football, Basketball, Baseball, Gymnastics, Track, Swimming)

D, E,

A. ADMINISTRATORS AND MANAGERS
0 Accountants and auditors
0 Bank officers and managers
0 Buyers, road and wkilesale trade
0 Constrivion inspectors, public adminisuation
0 Health and regulatory inspectors
0 Health services administrators
0 Hotel managers and assistants
0 Personnel and labor relations specialists
0 Purchasing agents
0 School administrators
Undenvritets

o

B. ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS, AND ARCHITECTS
0 Aerospace engineers

0 Architects
0 Chemical engineers
0 Civil engineers
0 Electrical engineers
0 Industrial engineers
0 Mechanical engineers
0 Metallurgical engineers
0 Mining engineers
0 Nuclear engineers
0 Petroleum engjneers
0 Surveyors
C. NATURAL SCIENTISTS AND MATHEMATICIANS

0 Actuaries
0 Agricultural scientists

O Biological scientists
0 Chemists

r)
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0 Computer systems analysts

H. HEALTH TECMOLOGISTS AND TECHNICIANS
0 Clinical labormory technologists and technicians
0 Dental hygienists
0 Electmcardiograph technicians
0 Inectmencephalographk technologists
0 Health-record azhnicians
0 Licensed practical muses
0 Radinlogic technologists

0 Foresters and conservationists
0 Geologists and geophysicists

0 Mathematicians
0 Meteorologists
0 Physicists
0 Statisticians
D. SOCIAL SCIENTISTS, SOCIAL WORKERS,
RELIGIOUS WORKERS, AND LAWYERS

0 Economists
0 Lawyers
0 Protestam ministers
0 Psychologists
0 Rabbis
0 Recreation mutters
0 Roman Catholic priests
0 Social workers
0 Sociologists

0 Surgkal tedmicians
I.

0 Photographers
0 Public relations workers
0 Radio and television annotmcers and newscasters
0 Reporters and correspondents

0 Sivas

E. TEACHERS, LIBRARIANS. AND COUNSELORS
0 College and university faculty

o Liluarians
0 Secondary school teachers

F. HEALTH DIAGNOSING AND TREATING PRACTITIONERS
0 Chiropractors
0 Dentists
0 Optomeuists
0 Physicians
0 Podiatrists
0 Veterinarians
G. REGISTERED NURSES, PHARMACISTS,
DIETITIANS, THERAPISTS, AND 'PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANTS

0 Dietitians
0 Occupational therapists
Phannacists
0 Physical therapists
0 Physician assistants
0 Registered nurses
0 Respiratory therapists
0 Speech pathologists and audiologists

WRITERS, ARTISTS. AND ENTERTAINERS
0 Acton and actresses
0 Commercial and graphic artists and designers
Dancas
0 Designers

0 Musicians

0 Urban and regional planners

Counsekws
0 Kindergarten and elementary school teachers
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0 Writers and editors
J.

OTHER TECHNOLOGISTS AND TECHNICIANS

0 Air traffk controllers
0 Broadcast technicians
0 Computer programmers

0 Drafters
0 Electrical and electronics technicians
0 Legal assistants

0 Library technicians
0 Tool pogrammers, numerical control

K. MARKETING AND :ALES
0 Cashiers
0 Insurance agents and brokers

0 Manufacturers' sales workers
0 Real estate agents and brokers
0 Retail trade sales workers
0 Securities sales workers
0 Travel agents
0 Wholesale trade sales workers

L. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
0 Bank tellers
0 Bookkeepers and accounting clerks
0 Computer operating personnel
0 Mail carriers and postal clerks
0 Receptionists

r
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0 Reservation agents and transportatkm ticket
clerks
0 Secretaries and stenographers
0 Shipping and meciving clerks

0 Dry wall applicators and tapers
0 Electricians
0 Floor-covering installers

0 Teacher aides
Tekphone operators

0 Insulation workers
Ironwoiters
0 Painters and paperhangers

o

TyFists

0 Glaziers

o

Plasuras

M. SERVICE

0 Barbers
0 Bartenders
0 Building custodians
0 Cooks and chefs
0 Correction officers
Cosmetologigs
0 Dental assistants
Fuefighters
0 Flight attendants

o
o

0 Guards
0 Medical assistants
0 Nursing aides orderlies, and attendants
0 Police and detectives, public service
0 Waiters and waitresses
N. MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS
Air-amditioning, refrigeration, and nesting
mechanics
0 Aircraft mechanics
0 Appliance installers and repairers
0 Automotive body repairers
0 Automotive mechanics
0 Coin-machine savice's and repairers
0 Communications equipment mechanics
0 Computer service technicians
0 Diesel mechanics
0 Farm equipment mechanics
O Industrial machinery repairers
O Line installers and cable splicers

o

0 Millwrights

rj Muskat instrument repdirers
O Office machine repairers

0 Rack, and television service technicians
0 Telephone installers and repairers

O. CONSTRUCTION
0 Bricklayers and stonemasons
0 Carpenters
0 Cement masons and tenszzo workers
0 Construction laborers and helpers

o Plumbas and pipe fitters
0 Roofers
0 Sheet-metal workers
Tileseuers

P. PRODUCTION
0 Assemblers
0 Automotive painters
0 Blue-collar worker supervisors
0 Boilermakers
0 Bookbinders
0 Butchers and meatcuuers
0 Dental laboratiry technicians
0 Dispensing cirticians and ophthalmic laboratory
technicians
0 Furniture upholsterers
0 Hand molders

0 Jewelers
0 Job and die setters
0 Lithographers and photoengravers
0 Machine tool operators
0 Machinists and layout workers
Pattemmakers
0 Photographic process workers
0 Printing press operators and assistants
0 Slum repnir occupations
0 Stationary engineers
0 Tool makers and die makers
O Typmeuers and compositors
0 Water and sewage treatment plant operators
0 Welders and flamecuuers

o

Q. TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL MOVING

0 Airplane pilots
0 Bus drivers
0 Construction machinery operators (Operating engineers)
Industrial
truck operators
O
Truck drivers

Carecr Explorations Workbook

After you have circkd the letters in front of tlx tides
to the occupaticnal groups that match your favcaite school
subjects, go back to the beginning of the list of groups. Go
to the tides you marked by circling the letters that precede
them. Mark the small boxes in front of the occupations
under the titles that intesest you.
Example: If you circled

Q. MANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL MOVING,
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Bring the results home and discuss timm with your
parents. The inventory results may suggest new occupa-

dons that illtatst you. If so, that's good. That's what
interest invatories are supposed to do. Other suggested
occupations may turn you off. That's OK too. Figure out
what you don't him about them and fagot than.
Choose throe occupations that the interest inventories
suggest that you may want to explore further. Write them
here.

then consider the occupations listed under the tide and
check the ones that interest you.

Airpbne pilots
Bus drivels
O Constrwtion machinery operators (Operating engineers)
Industrial truck operators
I:Truck drivers

o

Circle the ones that interest you.

Summary
You have completed three different ways to identify
career possibilities:

After you check the small boxes, circle at least one but
no more than three occupations you checked that interest
you the most.

Your Ideas

Interest Inventories

Interest Inventories

Favorite Subjects

A third way to tkvelop a list of career possibilities uses

For each way, you circled one, two, or three occupa-

the results from interest inventories. Interest inventories
may give you some new possibilities to consider. They are
not tests. There are no right or wrong answas.

tions that interest you most. Go back to the occupations you

Career centers often have different interest inventories
you can rake. Usually, there is no charge, but check to make
sure. Talk with your counselor and ask to take an intemst

inventory. Better yet, take two different ones. Ask the
counselor to suggest which interest inventories you should
take.

circled in the three activities. From the three groups,
choose the three occupations that interest you most. Write
them here.
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Four

How to Think About
the Work World
There are more than thirty thousand occupations
listed in theDictionary o f Occupational Titles. How

can anybody sort through that many possibilities?
It's possible, but you have to go about it in an orderly way.
We can't asswne that young people ate prepared to do that,
cr that they know the basic categories with which to wok.
A practical nurse in Nonh Carolina amused her frustration about not having basic inhumation about work wpmtunnies whale in high school: "True. I could have asked a
counselor, but at sixteen or seventeen years old, one does

not want to appear a fool by asking for basic information.
I would have welcomed a rack of bmchwes in the girls'
rest-mom."
I begin this chapter with a twit( discussion of how the
work people cba affects their lives and welfare. I offer ways
to classify wok that will help parents awl young people

think about career posstilities. I end the chapter with
information that is very much on the minds of many young
people, the prospects of becoming a professional athlete.

Work and Life-Style
Fw most people, work requires more time and more
effort thrm any other lifetime activity.
If you and I live the proverbial three score years and

ten, then our lives will add up to some 600.000 haws of
time. Our work lives are shorter. Figuring they begin at
about age twenty and continue to, say, age sixty-five, our
work lives add up to about 400,000 hours. That's twothirds of our lives.

We spend about a third of our work lives sleeping.
That brings jown the mmainder to about 260,000 hours
and leaves with about sixteen hours a day for huty-five
years. Man of us work eight, ten, or twelve bows every
day, about wo-thirds of the remaining time. For many
people, work demands more time, provides greater satisfaction and dissatisfactions, and exerts more wear and tear

on physical, mental, and emotional well-being than any
other activity. Work is cenwal to life and life-style. A
lawyer's son with a college &gra in politkal science now
works as manager for a business servke in Dallas. He told
um "Jobs can have a large influence on your life. One must
be prepared to actively pursue a career that will fulfill his
needs economkally, socially, anc1still allow him to nurture
a solid self-image."
Here's how work relates to five important areas of life
and well-being.

Earnings and Benefits
Ours is a market economy. People use money to buy
life's essentials- food, clothing, shelter, medical services-

and life's luxuries-entertainment, vacations, cosmetics,
and club memberships. Money is the standard exchange
fw life's niceties and necessities.

Fringe benefits supplement compensation by
nearly a third and in some cases by more
than a third of wages and salaries.
Families and individuals require a steady supply of
money that they can exchange to satisfy their needs and
wants and to maintain their standard of living. How mtw.h

families need has been steadily increasing, especially
during the past two decades. Fix example, in 1963 it took
a minimum of $82 a month to maintain a family of four: in
1973 it took $149 a month; in 1983 it took $296 a month:
and by 1993 it will take $575 a month. Costs have been
doubling every decade.
Most peopk earn those resowces in the form of wages
or salaries. Money is the unit of exchange by which we
trade the sweat of our bmws for the food on our tabks, the
roofs over our heads, and the gadgets with which we play.
Fringe Benejlts. Part of that exchange takes the form
of fringe benefits. Benefits include retirement programs,

medical and dental programs, life insurance, disability
insurance, unemployment compensation, sick leave, vaca-

tions, and more. In the U.S. labor force, fringe benefits
supplement compensation by nearly a third and in some
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cases by mole dum a third of wages mul salaries (=pared
with 20 percent in 1966). That means that for every three

dollars earned, emidoyers set aside another dollar in

benefits for the job holder.
Whether people enjoy "hinges" depends cm whether

work eight to five, fiom ten in the evening until six in the
meaning, or work till the job gets done. WtwIt determines
whether people ate twine on weekends, take a vacation in
the summer or winter, and whether the holiday season is a
time of relaxatitm or busy-busy, mtsh-push activity.

they work. The unemployed are not only without
paycheck, they am abo without nmdical, dental, and redre-

mem program& When catastrophe strikes, the benefits
package may be mare important to the worker and the

What people think about themselves is tied
closely to the work they do.

worker's family than the siday. The unemployed are
without that safety net.
The amount of fringe% workers me entitled to depends

on the benefit packages that go with their jobs. How
important fringe benefits are is evident from the issues that
separate amployess and empkoyees in contract negotia-

tions. Pay hikes and inflatimmry increments are majw
considerations, but often the fringe benefits package is the
issue. One of the main reasons people work is to acquire
the security that comes in the fium of wages cr salaries and
fringe benefits.

Identification
People work to earn a living. But people also work for
other reasons. Work tells others who we are. Work identifies a person.
Watch and listen as people introduce each another at
a party. A host will introduce a couple as "Harry Rouse and
his wife, Jtme; Hany is the manager of Piggly Wiggly on
East Washington.* A woman introduca herself as "Dottie
Brandeis; I'm in personnel at Southern Natural Gas." If a

woman does not walk, she is likely to say, "I'm Betty
Peterson; my husband is a driver for Middletown InternstionaL"
Work answas the question: "Who am I?" Occupations

tell others that "I am a doctor," "I am a tacher," or "I am
a salesperson." lia person has no occupation, that person's
status may be ambiguous, which is why Betty Peterson
introduced herself in terms of her husband's occupation.
The work a person does and the title associMed with the
posititm provide clues about a person. Thus, the labels
"doctor" and "judge" indicate a person's education and
probable income.

The point is not that one life-style is better than
another, but that life-styles differ. Life-styles are closely

associated with people's occupations4he educational
levels their occupations require, and the income levels their

occupations piovide. People identify themselves when
they name their occupations, and they give clues about
themselves when they name the kind of work they do.

Schedules and Associates
Work dictates how people spend their time and with

whom they associate. Work regulates tlx tempo and
rhythm of life. On a day-to-day basis work schedules
&tate when people get up in the morning, when they eat
lunch, when they return home, and whether they bring
work home in the evening. Work dictates whether they

It doesn't stop there. Job requirements spill over into
the lives of spouses and families who =range meals, shopping trips, leisure activities, and holiday weekends around
work schedules. Work structwes people's time. It dictates
lunv people use their time, those 260,000 waking hours of
their adult lives.
Associaus. Work also determines with whom people
associate. People spend more time with others in their line
of work and get to know those people better. What others
do on the job affects them, and what they do on the job
affects whets. Co-mutes take each other into account.

Work relationships spill over into friendships and
social activities. Co-workers go hunting together, chink
beer or martinis together. bowl together, or play bridge
together as couples. Often weak associates live in the same
part of town, which means they may attend tlw same PTA,
church, or synagogue. Work associates run into each other
at the pet shop. They buy G ili Scout cookies from each

other's children. Co-workers meet at the company
Christmas party, wait cm committees togralver, sign the
same sympathy cards, pull for the same regional football
teams, weep over the same soap operas, and complain
about the same ruts in the same city streets.
Work sorts people into groups by regulating their
schedules and assigning them common tasks. These associations often extend into off-work hours and shared
social activities.

Meaning and Satisfaction
Many people seek purpose and meaning in life from
their work. Because work structures the rest of life, it is the
main reference point that people take into account when
they make other decisions. Can a woman join the Tuesday
morning golf club? It depends on her work schedule. Can
a man knock off a couple of days and go fishing? It depends
on his work load and company policy.
What people think about themselves is tied closely to
the .work they do. A good job means more than earning
good wages. It means doing work that makes a difference,
work that is important to the worker and to others.
Research documents what people look for in jobs and
what gives them satisfactions and dissatisfactions. Particularly among males, jobs are the source of their greatest
hies and dislikes. Studies of medial adjustment indicate
that work conditions influence the husband's medial adjustment. Because the husband's marital adjustment af-
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facts the wife's, job satisfaction ce dissatisfaction is a big
facun in the quality of tins marital relationship.
Two sets of job characteristics affect worker satisfac-

lice. Some have to do with working conditions. These
include pay, working hours, and superviswy makes.
Othas have to do with the aintent of the job: what the
penal does on the job, job responsibilities, and wet the
ad product is. People usually get their satisfactions ham
what they do an the job, but their dissatisfactions came
from the working conditiwis. This means that job dissatisfactions can be reduced by improving such things as pay,

work hours, and super/ism pnwtices, but improving
working conditiceis does not necessarily improve worker
satisfaction. People get their satisfactions from what they
do.
People ay to find meaning in their work. What they
cki and the conditions in which they week have a substantial

effect on their attitudes toward other people, on their
life-styles, and on their quality of life.

Continuing Education
For many people, work is the continuing education

department of life. I do not mean on-the-job training
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progams; rather, I mean learning experiences that come
with the job. These involve devekving the worker 's mental
capacities.
"Substantive complexity" of work refers to the amount
of thought and independent judgment wwk requites. The

extent to whth work requires workers to think and exercise independent judgment spills over into all areas of their

lives, not just their working hours. The more that work
requites people to think and make judgments, the more
open they ate to new experiences, the more independent
they become, and the more they think citically in nonwork

settings. People who do work that requires thinking and
judgment gain confidence in their ability to handle "real
world" problems, and they increase their respect for their
own capacities. Substantive complexity in work makes
people more intellectually flexible.
Even slight differemes in die substantive complexity
of work early in the career may make large differences in
a person's career achievements later in life. Early jobs that
requite young people to think and make decisions equip
diem with the intellectual tools and skills to advance to
increasingly more complex jobs.

How to Think about Employment
Sometimes the words people use are oniftaing and
muddle their thinking. People may use the same wind to
mean differeni things. For example, ask a seventeen-yearold what a "good" car is, then brace yourself because the
answer will probably have a lot more to do with fuel-injection engines and mag wheels than monthly car payments,
insure= premiums, and gas mileage. "Good" means different things to different people.
The same thing happens when people talk about work.
Some use words like "job" and "career" and "work" and
"occupation" as if they were the same thing. But a job is
not the same as an occupation. A career is not the same as
work. To have a job is not the same as having a career.
People think with words and concepts, ideas they
share with others. If parents and young people are to think
clearly about careers, one place to start is by using key

"A lot of work" to do refers to the amount of activity
and effort that is waiting. "Go to work" implies a place,
whether then is a lot of effort waiting to be dot= there or
not. And "interesting work" has to do with what a person
does, no matter how much there is to do or where it is to
be done.
Work is a slippery word. It means different things to
different people. I use the word, work, to mean expending
effort gainfully. Wink is a verb. Work is doing something.

That doesn't mean that people have to sweat or get a

What is work? People use the word work as if

bacluche when they work. People who sit behind a desk
also work. Work means expending effort. It can be pnysical, but it can also be mental.
There are many things people do that involve effort,
but that doesn't mean they are working. An infant may
wave arms and kick legs excitedly, but that isn't work.
Work means expending effort productively. Other people
pay for the end product
This definition, that work is expending effort gainfully, helps avoid cceusion and arguments. Housewives, for
example, work in the sense that itcy expend effon, and

everybody knows what it means and as if everybody means

they do it productively. But they are not paid. It isn't

the same thing when they use the word. But consider tlw
following uses:

gainful. Consider also the distinction between work and
leisure activity or play. Play is activity engaged in for its

concepts more carefully. In this section I make some
important distinctions between key words.

Work

"I have a lot of work to do."

"I have to go to work."
"My work is interesting."

own sake. Play is valued for the satisfaxtion it brings to the

person, not for the productivity that others value and ate
willing to pay for.
What is play for one person may be work for another.
When my oldest son would come home all skinned up and
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with awn pockets Ca his bhm jams, he would explain that
he was hzing fun playing footbalL But when Eric Dkk-

won carries the ball on Sunday afternoon, ytm better
believe that's work. Ow does it primarily for personal
satisfaction, the other fix gain. Wcat means expending
effort gainfully.

Job
Wad( involves expending effmt productively. When

that halve= ;alder a set of arrangemeMs that includes
payment of wages in exchange for pc/framing regular
duties, then a person has a job. Work arrangements and
regular duties imply a sense of organization and amtinuity.
The arrangements include a place where week is done. A

pence takes a job (work arrangement) in order to work
(expend effort poductively).
Both work and job involve gainful employmem, tea
then is a difference. Work refers to what a penal does.
Job refers to the set of arrangements or conditices under
which wages are paid for productive effort
Consider this example from an earlier stage in my
wife's career. Nancy worked in the sense of expending

effort in three different ways. First, as a mother and
housewife she put forth considerabk CHM around the
house. But she wasn't employed to do that and she wasn't

paid. It wasn't her job. Second, Nancy was a volunteer
library assistant at Columbian Ekmentary School. She had
an as.igned set of tasks, and she did them at a particular

time aid place. But she wasn't employed these. That
wasn't her job. Third, Nancy worked in a gift shop named
the Candlelign:-r. She expended effort productively. She
followed routines, did her assigned duties, met her responsibilities, and under those arrangemems the shop paid her.
That was her job.
Having a job means expending effort gainfully under
a set of arrangements that pays wages for tasks performed.

Occupation
lwork. I seldom sweat from pushing a pencil, dictating
a memo, calculating an equation, or writing a book. But I
experd effort gainfully.
I also have a job. 1 have administrative chores to do,
people to supervise, budgets to manage, projects to direct,
and manuscripts to write. I do those things in exchange for
a salary. I do them in an since. As a matter of fact, I do 95
percent of my work behind the same walnut desk as I sit in

the same Herman Miller chair, property code number
766016. That's part of the arrangement. My job is at North
Carolina State University.
I also have an occupation. Having an occupation is not
the same as doing work or having a job. My occupation is
the line of work l do. When my IRS I040 fonn asks for my
occupation, I write "research sociologist."

Occupations divide the work world into common
areas in which people work. Some people, especially
young people, don't know how to group occupations. For

example, the daughter of a newspaper editor took a

bachelce's degree in accounting in Honolulu and now
winks for a petroleum products whdesaler in Portland.
When she thought back to the problems she had since
leaviag high school, she said: "1 had likes and dislkes, ina
didn't know how to put them together into availabk career
OPPCIntlititiVe

Occupations group common arm. Teswhing is an
example. Them is much variation within this occupation:
kindergarten teachers and colkge teachers, music teachers,
vociardt teachers, Sunday-schocd teachers, teachers who
do ackninistration, teachers who do counseling, and the

lice. All are teachers. They share =mortalities in their
background and training and, one way ror another, they SIC
all involved in the ethwational enterprise. They are pan of
the same occupatimi.

People have occupations, and when they move they
take their occuparnms with them and apply their line of
work in new jobs. For example, my sister in St. Louis is a
nurse. She left one hospital and went to work for another.
She changed jobs, but she did not change occupations. Jobs
stay with employers, but occupatkins stay with workers.

While-Colkr and Blue-Collar Occupations
A common Whin' force distinction in the past was
between white- and blue-collar occupations. The differaice had to do with the extent to which occupations
required working with people and, therefore, with the
ammuu of training or schooling required to occupy a
position. Since white-collar occupations required higher
levels of education and imerperson:4 skills, white-collar
occupations generally had higher social status than bluecollar occupations.

But this has changed. As society has moved to a
service economy, which requires working with people, and
workers have :ncreased their levels of training and educetims, tlistincticms based on the extent to which occupations
requind working with people and higher levels of education has disappeared and, officially, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics no longer makes a distinction between white- and

blue-collar. When the distinction is made, white-collar
occupaticais traditionally refer to professional and techni-

cal workers, managers and administrators, clerical
workers, and sales workers. Blue-collar occupations tradi-

tionally refer to craft workers, operatives, nonfarm
laborers, service workers, and farm workers

Finns
A firm is the entity-the business, company, institution,

or organization-for which a person works. Typically, a
firm is the place where a person goes to work: Mama's
Pizza, Johnny's Cafe. or Southern Gas and Electric.
Firms are organizational units. They organize complementary tasks related to production, processing or
mastering, and bring people with the necessary skills
together to wcomplish those tasks. The product may be as
intangible as psychological advice or as tangible as a steel
I-beam. The number of people involved may be as few as
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one, as is the case with self-employed workers, or as many
as huolreds &thousands of workers in multinational corpontions. In the lamer case, firm typkally refers to the local

office of the Ina corporation. Whamver the size, firrns
am the organizational structures within which jobs are
located. Firms me where people do the wcwk.

Career Lines
People work. They hold jobs that are compatille with
their f;X:cupatims in firms that operate in an industrial
sector and division of the eamomy. People also have
careers end follow career lines.

sure, many seem m be on a casual Sunday afternocm drive.

When the weather looks good- i.e.. when unemrioymaa
is low, wages we stable, and productivity is high-that's an
enjoyable way to go. But when travelers' warnings are ota
and the wind is howling, that's an especially good time to
get started in the right direction, to know where the main
roads me, to have a good irks of what you want to go, and
to know how you are going to get these. flut's true of
=CCM MO.

Industries

follow. Pm example, elementary school teachers may

The two =ceps that are most basic to career planning are occupation and industries. Whereas an occupation is the line of wort a person does, an industry is the

change so secondary school teacher, then to college teacher

broad field of activity in which the employer is engaged.

or to school administrator over their mat histories. That

Industrial indicate what employers do. If a woman
says that she worts in the petroleum industry, the listener
will know the broad area in which her employer operates,

Omer lines are the sequences of jobs people legularly

is an example of a swing of jobs elementary school teachers

reguhuly follow. It's a earner lin.
There are patterns to people's movement betwezn
jobs. There are regularities to the changes which makes the
changes predictable. Over time people develop experience,
skills. and C011180.5 that open doors to new jobs but close

doers on others. Career lines are the job sequences that
people typically follow over their work camas.
Cletcr lines are like highway systems that cross in
country. Career lines connect jobs as highways connect
cities. Some career lines are heavily traveled, like interstate
systems. Others have little traffic, like counuy rnads. Some
r. ads go through many intersections MK= the 112brier can
take a diffetent route. That's die way some career lines arr.
There are many opportunities to change course. Others go

for miles without exits. So, also, with career lines. For
example, highly trained neumsurgeons usually don't have
many career options whereas MBAs may have many.

namely, the production and distribution of gas and oil
Note, however, that industry does not reveal what the
woman does. She may be a chemist, truck driver, office
manager, computer programmer, or have any number of
other occupations within the petroleum industry. She
hasn't identified her occupation. So also, if the woman says

that she is an engineer, gives her occupation but not her
industry, then the listener knows what she does but is left
to wonder in what industry. Agriculture? Construction?
Petroleum?

Whereas occupations indicate the line of
work a person does, industries indicate the
broad field of activity in which the employer
is involved

Careers
A career is the particular sequence of jobs that an
individual goes through. A career is the route that one
person follows. Careers are like motorists who travel the
highways. Motorists make choices among mutes, and individuals choose among career lines. Mottwists can follow
different highways to get where they want to go, but their
choices are limited to the available road systems. S irn ilarly ,

workers choose from the career lines that regularly occur
in the economy.
This does not mean that all travelers know where they
are going or that they all have maps in front of them. To bc

Knowing both a person's occupation and industry
provides maximum information. For example, if the
woman answered, "I am a chemist for Mobil Oil," the
listener would have a pretty good idea what she does. Her

occupation, chemist, describes what she does. The industry, oil company, identifies the broad field of activity
in which her employer does business. Whereas occupations indicate the line of work a person does, industries
indicate the broad field of activity in which the employer

is involved. Complete information requires specifying
both a person's occupation and industry.

Classification Systems
Young people have problems choosing a career, and
helping them sort out the possibilities has been a confusing
task in the past One reason has been that the business of
classifying occupations and industries has been a terrible
mess in .)ur society for a long time because the U. S. has

not used a uniform occupational classification system. One
federal agency would use one system, another would use
its own system-a different one, tesearchers would use their
system s, and career information books would use still other
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systems. Trying to match categceies was likt trying to fit
Ford pwrs on a Chevy car. The result was chaos.
But take Man. That has changed. Congress decided to
dem up the mess by developing standmd classifications
for the entire country. That system is now largely in place
mid it makes sense for us to use it. The broad occupational
mempings I use in this book follow it principle dte Standanl Occupational aassificatim (SOC) system the is now
used by all Federal agencks. That moms that you should
be able to get additional information about occupations if
you follow the categmies I use in this book. Be fotewarned,
however, that sone commercial publishemicareer information me still dragging their feet and repotting information using their old-fashioned enemies. If you rim into
that poblem, I would suggest that you go to a different, a
more up-to-date resource.

Occupatices and industries are organized in subcategories, and it is imponant to have a basic familiarity
with the categories:
The occupationAndustry categories provide a useful
system with which to think about the mat world.
The occupation/industry categories correspond to the

way the government and media repon on the labor
force-e.g., unemployment rates, management/labor
negotiations, financial reports.
Lab:or fence trends and projections are made in terms
of major categories of occupations and industries.

In the next chapter I discuss the employment outlook
on the basis of the OCC upational groups and indusny sectors

aud divisions. If you want to benefit horn the career
information that is available you need to learn to think and

talk in terms of these categoric& Once you know the
categories, you am limit your inftwination search to the
ones that interest you and forget about the rest. It's a time
saver.

Occupational Groups

work in management-related occupatimis gather relevant

information, paces it, implement policies and puceduxes, and povide technical suppon to managers.
Engineers,Surreyan, and Architects, These occupa-

tions design things-machinery, highways and bridges,

shopping centers, buildings, and various poducts.
Specialists in these fields dinign subsystems, such as
electrical sysems for automoliks, air cmatitioning and

ventilation systems for skyscrapers, or stand alone
products like calculators, kitchen cabinets, and lawn
sprinklers. People in these occupations take iikas and show
how they will work on paper.

Natund, Computer, and Mathematical Scientists.
People in this gimp do research. They figure out how
things work and how to solve problems. They do this by
stating the problem in mathematical formulae and solving
often times very complex mathematical equations.

Lawyers, Social Scientists, Social Workers and
Religious Warhol. These people conduct research on the
attitudes and behaviors of individuals, groups, and society
at large and provide social serves to people. Social scientins try to understand how gioups functicm. Practitioners
try to use that information to help people and groups.

Teachers, Librarians, and Counselors. These occupations help people learn, find information, or gain
insight into their own miracles and behaviors. These people
work in settings as varied as day-care centers, retirement
communities, and personnel offices in large corporations.
They work with siKh diverse groups as preschoolers, the
aged, and workers. The jobs may involve showing young
children how to color in cokving books, helping the elderly
cope with terminal illnesses, or helping waiters overcome
problems of drug or alcohol addition.
Health Diagnosing Practitionen. These people are in
the business of diagnosing, treating, and trying to prevent
illness and disease. They work with people or animals.
Examples include dentists, medical doctors, chiropractors,
and veterinarians.
Health Assessing and Treating Occupations. These

There are numerous occupations in society, i.e., lines
workers advise people on ways to maintain or imprwe
of work people do. The Dictionary of &cup vional
their health, care for the sick, and help the disabled. They
for example, organizes more than 30.000 vparate occupa- put people on weight-loss programs and exercise routines,
tions into 9 primary occupational categr Aes, 82 occupaexplain proper nutrition and changes in eating hallits, and
tionally specific divisions, and 559 tic, aparamal gmups.
care for the ill. Examples include registered nurset, pharThat's a lot of small print to wade through. One way to find
macists, physical therapists, mental health clinicians, and
through it is to get to the categories that interest you. These
dietitians.
are the basic categories when it comes to thinking about
Writers, Artists and Entertainers. These people write
occupations, tlw lines of work people do.
magazine articles and books, news repons, press releases,
Managerial and Management Related Occupations.
and entertainment literature. They record and present
Management occupations direct the activirks of bubipeople, plives, and events with visual and auditory equipnesses, government agencies, and other op inizations.
ment They develop advertisements, public relations ac*limy keep abreast of trends in society that ;feet their
tivities, and communicate through the media. They create
organizations and they plan directices for their organizaand provide entertainment and performances of artistic
tions: whether the organization should grow, maintain its
works. Ms group includes writers, reporters, public relapresent size, or downsize, and what rate of change the
tions specialists, print and broadcast communicators, and
organization will follow. Management establishes policies
perform ing artists.

ami procedures that govern organizations. People whc
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TechnicianOmpations, People in these occupatimis

provide tecbdcal Maned= and assistance to profes-
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tools and hand-held power tools to make and assemble
prochicts. They produce durable (for exampk bunkum

shine workers. They operate technical equipmen, know
how to inognun equiinnanfor example, pia information
into cowmen, process the informatitm, get the Minnation out in a usable form, arid intapret k. Occupations in

and automobles) and =durable goods (for example,

this area hiclude computer magnums% science ads-

people, material, and other equjetienL Workers include

nicians, engineering teclmicians, legal assistains, bsoad-

bus drivers, aircraft pilots and flight engineers. They

cast technicians, library technicians, and science

operate equipment to move materials inchuling fork lift

technicians.

tnierators, truck driven, ship pikes, mid railroad engineers.

Marketing and Saks Occupadons. These people sell
goods and servkes, purchase prochicts and itroperty for
resale, and stimulate public demand fce their products.

Occupations include retail sales workers, cashiers,
securities and financial service sales people, real estate
agents, and travel agents.

Administrative Support Occupations, including
Clinical. These occupations provide the variety of work
that is necessary to keep an offce funtimring efriciendy.
They prepare memos, letters, and reports; collect accounts;

gather mid larilote information; operate office equipment including typewriters, word processors, copy
machines, and computers; do bcx

.:4,1

filing, statisti-

of workers in these
cal analysis, and the like. Es"
mess incluck secretarks, hotel desk clerks, bookkeepers,
and wad plocesson.
Service Occupations. Service occupoions do things
for other people. Protective sa-vices imiuck police officers, rue fighters, prison guards, security officers, and
correction officers. Food and beveui.,,e preparation service; include bartemkrs, waiters, waitresses, and people
who wpm and package fast foods. Health services include medical assistants, dental assistants and num; aides.
Ptrscoal services include barbers cosmetologists, and
home-health aides. Cleaning and building services imlude
janitors, building custodians, chimney sweeps, carpet and
window cleaners.
Agriculnut, Forestry, Fishing and Related Occupations. These occupations are involved in producing food,
fiber and wood. They cultivate plants, raise animals, harvest fixests, and catch fish.
Mechanics, Installers and Repairers. These occupations set up, rxit in place, and assure that equipment and
machinery is operational. Workers maintain, adjust, and
repair home appliances and industrial equipment, computers and other types of office equipment, automobiles,
micks, tractors, other vehicles, and staMmary eqtripmen.
Cons:ruction Trades and Extractive Occupations.
These occ Tenons are involveo with large projects and
structures. Workers build, maintain, retrofit, remodel.
modernize, and otherwise alter buildings, highway systems, dams anti bridges. They operate oil and gas drilling
equipment and coal and metal mining equipment. Many
operate heavy equipment.
Production Occupations. Production occupations do
things that relal to producing goods Workeis install,
adjust, maintain, and operate machinery. They use hand-

books, toothpr le, and *nic plates).

Tempos*** sad Material Moving Occupations.
These occupations operate equipment that is used to move

Handlers, Equipment Cleaners, Helpers and
Laborers. These pimple do minim unskilled tasks that
assist skilled workers. They may handle animals, west*
semi-trucks Of steam-clean engines. Many work in construction doing manual tasks such as assisting with constructing and tearing down forms, loading and unloading
equipment, gathering and divosing of usa material, and
doing site cleanup work.
These are the major camgories that fedlial agencies
use to discuss wends and employment projections in occupations. Parents and young people can use these same
categories to sea out their carea interests, seek additional
information, and plan ways to prepare for a career.

Indusby Sectors and Divisions
Federal agencies also classify employment by industries. Industrks are the broad areas of activity in which
firms do business. Industry sectors and divisions are the

second set of categories that parents and young people
should learn to rlf.:Terentiate. Industries have been largely

ignored by career counselors in the past though, in my
judgment, thinking about the industry in which a person
wants to work is as important as choosing an occupation.
Why are industries important? And why learn to differentiate among them? The masons ate straightforward:

Because parents and young people have to know
about industries if they are to understand today 's
labm market.

Because some occupations appear in only one or a
few industries, whereas other occupations appear in
many industzies. For example, aircraft mechanics are
employed in few industries, whereas seartaries work
in many industries.

Because the fortunes of a particular industry are
important determinants of the economic health of
firms that employ workers in specifk occupations.
It isn't possible to keep track of what is going on in
the many individual industries, but it is possible to follow
major trends as these affea groups of industries. A thirty
year old secretary who has a bachelcc's degree in history

and works for an engineering and architectural firm in
England told us: "If they [young people) want relatively
interesting jobs and good salaries, they ought to coolly
analyze the job market as you would the stock market
before investing." Parents and their sons and daughters
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have to know how to think and talk about die labor market

employ die remaining filth of wakes. The number of

if they want ea mike sense out of today's weer oppor-

weaken totals 52 millkm.

nmitks. That includes knowing the nmjor industry seams
and divisions.
Inthistry sectors and &visions, Re mejorommational
grows, provkle a convenient shorthand for parents and
young people no use in analyzing the job market and in

thirlin about cane possibilkies. The Bum= IA Labor
Statistics uses the same casegories when k makes employ-

Wkoksak Trade. Wholesales assemble goods in
large lots for distribution to retail SWIMS, industrial finns,
mid instinnions such as schools and hospitals. Examples of

companies in wholesale trade include petiole= disminims who deliver gasoline to service stations, phunbing
suppliers who sell &tuns to hardware stores, awl poultry
dealers who sell chicken meat to grocery sitwes. A foutth

ment injections. I use the same industry categories to
discuss czar ("priorities in the rest of this book.

of all people who wort in the trades work in wholesale

Goods- and Service-Producing Sectors

smaller quantities directly to COUSIMICIS in stoics, by mail,

trades, 5.7 million people. Most work for distrilmtors.
Retail Trade. Companies in retail trade sell goods in

There me ten major industry divisions-nine if retail
and wholesale trades= combined, as they sometimes me.
The divisions me divided into two major sectors, serviceand goods-producing industria. It is first useful to differentiae between diese two because, as the next chapter
reveals, employment trends and projectiles differ greatly
for goods- mid service-producing industries.
Both industry sectws insist of several divisions. For
example, services is a division within the service-producing sector. That need not be confusing, as will beewne
evident below. Each industry division, in am C011Sigs of
groups of bulustries. For example, die services division

mid tluough door-to-door selling. hems sold by wholesale
arid Email businesses include almost every item produced
by manufacuserse automobiles, dittoing, food, furniture,
wothbnishes, and countless other products. About three-

inclucks groups of business servicete personal, automotive,

to stock and bond transactions. Insurame companies
promo individuab and businesses against loss by rue.

and other services; kgal service; education serviette social serviette and health services. Fmally, each group of
indusiries consists of many individual indusnies. Fee example, the health services industry includes physician offices, dentist offices, waeopathie ithysician offices, other

health practitioner offices, nursing and personal care
facilities, hospitals, medical mod dental laboratories, outpatient care facilities, and health and allied services that
are not classified elsewhere.
For puiposes of career planning we are most intezested
in industry sectors and industry divisions. The following

descriptions give a mwe complete Omar of each industrial division, first for service-producing industries and
then for goods-producing industries.

Service-Prwlucing Industries
There are aboie 105 million people in the work force.
Three-fourihs work in the service-producing industrial sec1.01%

Transportation, Communications and Public
Utilities. This is a grab bag ti industries that ate grouped
together because they provide public services and, at least
in the past, they were owned tor regulated by public agencie These industries provide transpestation services: airlines, bus companies, trains, and other forms of public
uansie broadcast by radio, televiskm and satellite; and
provit . water, electric, sewage and disposal services.
Trensporiaticm companies mid warehousing servicestnicking services, airlines, awl railroads-employ more
than half the workers in this indusuy sector. Communications industries employ another fourth, and public utilities

fourths of workers (17.8 minim) in the uudes work for
retail trade businesses. The majority hold jobs in dem:tined sums, fowl stores, and restaurants.
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate. Nearly every
person and organization uses services provkled by this
industry division. Financial institutions-banks, savings
and loan companks, mid consumer-at& organizaticnisoffer services ranging from checking and savings accounts

accident, *Imes& mid death. Real estate firms sell and rent

buildings inel property, and =nap large office mid apartment buildings. This division employs 6.3 million peopie.
Half week in rmance; another third work in insurance; and
die remainder hold jabs in teal estate.
Services. Services is a subgroup within the serviceproducing sector. This industry division is a diverse group
of businesses that provide ServiCeS to people. It includes
services in hotels, barber shops, automobile repair shops,
business services, laundry and dry cleaning plants, hospitals. computer software firms, and nonmofit organizations.
These jobs are found in large corpeeations and government
agencies as well as in one- ce two-person firms.
Health services-hospitals, physicians' and dentists'
offices, and other medical services such as laboratories and

clinics-employ a third of the workers in this division.
Business services-including advertising and employment

agencies, auto wink services, and computer software
ruins-employ about one out of every six workers.
Government. Government imludes such diverse areas
as postal savices, park and forts services, police and rue
protection, social security and public welfare services, and
judicial and legislative activities. It does not include public

education and health services. Government employees
work in large cities, small towns, and in such remote and
isolated places as lighthouses and forest ranger station& A
small number of federal employees work overseas. Stew
and local governments-county, city, township, or school
districts-employ five out of six government workers. The
remainder work for the federal government.

f;.)
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office buildings. Heavy construction contractors work on

Goods-Producing Industries
Employmnt in goods-producing industries peaked in
the late 1970s, then suffered losses in the the recessions of

the early 1980s. Today, less than 28 million people, a
fourth of all wtrkers, ere employed in goods-Producing
industries.

Apical:um For decades agriculture meant agricul=1 production or fanning. But today agricuhure encompasses more than just farm prodixtion. Farms, plant
nurseries, cattle feed bts, chicken hatcherim crop spray-

ing, horticultural services, commercial fishing, and
forestry are all examples of agrkulunal industries. Nine
outof ten workers in the agriculture industry work on fanns

or in farm-related businesses, and over half we selfemployed fanners or unpaid family workers. Only one out
of ten works in commercial fishing and fwestry.

Mining and Petroleum. Mining and petroleum industries proviik the raw materials and energy sources for
industrial and consumer use. Metal mines produce iron,
copper, gold, and other ores. Quarrying and nonmetallic
mining yields basic materials such as limestone and gravel

that are used in school, office, home, and highway constniction. Nearly all of the nation's energy for industrial
and home use comes from oil, gas, and coal.
Three-fifths of all waters in this sector work in the
exploration and removal of crude petroleum and natural
gas. Coal mining accounts for a fifth of the industry's
workers.
ContractConstruction. This industry division divides

into three broad categories. General buildirig co/am:tors
build houses, apartment buildings, industrial plants. and

large projects such as bridges, dams, missile facilities,
radio and television towers, highways, sewers, and swim-

ming pools. Special trade contractots wecialize in one
aspect of constructimi such as excavating, air conditioning,

dry walling, roofing, or plumbing and heating. Special
nude contractors employ more than half of all workers in
construction industries. General building contractors
employ over a fourth of the workers, and the remaining
work fce heavy construction contracurs.
Manufacturing. Almost everything we use fir work,
leisure, even sleep is manufactured. Factories produce
goods that range in complexity from simple toys to intricate computers, sid in size from miniature electronic com-

ponents to gigantic aircraft caniers. Manufacturing
industries are diverse and emphay workers who process
foods and chemicals, print books and newspapers, spin and

weave textiles, make clothing and shoes, and produce
thousands of products needed for our personal and national
welfare.

Manufacturing is divided into two broad categories,

durable goods and nondurable goods. Three-fifths of
manufacturing employees work in plants that produce
durable goods such as steel, machinery, automobiles, and
household appliances. The rest produce nondurable goods
including processed food, clothing, and chemicals.

The next chapter projects employment in terms of
occupational groups and indusuy sectors and divisions.
Before turning to those projections, however, I share some

information on another subject that is very much on the
minds of many young people: the prospects of becoming a
professional athlete.

Pro Athletes
Several years ago Dr. William Spady published an
article titled "Lament for the Letterman." In the article Dr.
Spady showed that participation in high-school athletics
had negative effects on young men's later careers. "Lament
for the Lettermen" prompted me to do a series of studies

on how participation in various kinds of extracurricular
activities affects young people. Those studies indicate that

participation in most extracurricular activities, but not
athletics, has a wholesome effect on young people.
More recently, during a MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour"

broadcast, a reporter asked a number of young athletes
what they thought their chances were of making it to the
pros. Most though: that their chances were pretty good.
Even the most modest youngster thought that he had at least
a 50-50 chance of mpking it to the National Basketball
Association.
But do you know what the real odds are of a youngster

making it to the pros? More like 1 in 20,000a long way
off from 50-50! And the 'lances of making it really big arc
about 1 in a half million.

Probably most people who have ever thrown, caught,
bounced, kicked, or hit a ball have entertained a passing
fantasy of doing it for a living. It's exciting. It looks like
fun. Television, of course, fuels thc fantasy. The grand
slams, the slam dunks, and the hail Mary's arc played and
replayed to the adulation of thousands of fans and millions
of home viewers. The color and pageantry of big athletic
events are well suited to the camera lens, and telephone
calls from the President and team visits to the White House
exalt championships to the status of national events. Games
blur into real life right before our very eyes.

Unfortunately, the cameras in the Goodyear blimp
capture only selected pans of the whole picture. The
cameras aren't turned on during the hours and days and
years of grueling workouts, and they stay focused at a
sufficient distance or for a short-enough time so that not
too much blood shows on the tube. Producer's good taste
and sponsor's commercials shield the viewer from seeing
real hurt and real pain, only an occasional spasmodic kick
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ftom a pummeled body to authenticate that "its really war
down them in the trendies."

The prospects of a career as a prvfessional
athlete are illusory excel* for very, very few.

One more sobering thought the gifted athlete who
makes it to the pros is likely to be out of sports within four
years.

Recruitment of New Players: Team Sports
TelevisWn displays an endless menu of shletic events,

but most of than ate amateur sports. The players don't
When the hype is set aside, the prospects ti a career
as a professitmal athlete are illusory except for very, very
few. The question I ask in this section is: what do you say
to, what do you tko about the yowl; person who (beams of
being a geofessional athlete? Befom answering it, let's look
at some realities.

What Are the Odds?
State High School Associations together with the Na-

tional Fakration of Stse High School Associations administer mtne than 30 competitive high school sports
programs. Most athletes, of course, are boys; and most of
the boys participate in one of three sports: football, basketball or baseball. In any given year. about:
1,000,000 boys play high school football
500,000 boys play high school basketball
400,000 boys play high school baseball
Roughly, one of four boys participates in sports in high

school-that is, at least gives it a try.
By the time a young person reaches college, the numbers am reduced dramatically. In any given yea% there are
only abota 110,000 collegiates who play football, basketball or baseball. Only about one of every 80 ca. 90 boys or

one of every 16 or 18 high school athletes ever plays
college ball. Only one or two players on any high school
team ever play college ball.
Only 5 Of 6 percent of high school athletes make it to

college teams-roughly 1 pexcent of all young men. Of
11 play college ball, only about 8 percent are
ever drafted by ptofessional teams. Only about 1 parent
of young men who played on high school teams will be
drafted by the pros.
But being drafted is still a long ways away from the
popular image of being a pro. Of those who are drafted,

only 2 percent ever sign a professional contract. At this
point the odds are down to about 2 of every 10,000 high
school athletes ever sign a professional contract. Thus, for
example, only about 1 percent of college football players
ever make it to the Naticail Football League.
To put it all in perspective, the chanres of a high school

student evcry being a professional football, basketball, or
baseball player are about 1 in 20,000, and the chances of a

high school athlete ever becoming a pro are about 1 in
5.000. Incidentally, "making it to the pros" usually does
not mean making it to the NFL, the NBA, or the major
leagues. Usually it means making it to the minors, no more
than that.

make a living at it. Very few athletes ever make a living at

such individual sports as track, swimming, gymnasdcs,
bowling, boxing, tennis, rodeo, horse racing, automobile
racing, or golf. Most pros make the pros in team sports:
football, basketball, baseball, and hockey. Some make it in
the individual sports of golf and tennis.

Baseball, There are 26 proferaional baseball teams
and there are 725 players on the major league roster.
Players enter professional baseball either through the college draft or as free agents in tryouts.

The major league draft takes pkw.e in June. To be
eligible a player must be 18 years old or have completed

high schcol. If a person enters a 4-year college, he is
eligible for the baseball draft after his junior year or when
he is 21 years old. The number of players drafted each year

depends on how many good players arc considered
prospects by major league teams. Drafting takes place by
rounds, and a round consists of each of the 26 majcr leagues

having a chance to choose a player, after which the next
round begins. Usually, there are between 25 and 50 rounds.

Players drafted in the first 10 rounds have the best chat=
of making it in pro baseball.
But "making it" means making it to the minor leagues.
There are some exceptions, but very rarely does a player
bypass the minors and go straight to the majors. They aren't
ready. Thei haven't learned the necessary skills. Even Bo
Jackson spent 1.;;:IP it, !he minors.

The minors are the proving grounds for aspiring
professional baseball players. There are 164 teams with
about 25 players on each learn for a total of about 4,000
minor league players_ Virtually every player drafted will
spend a few years in the minor leagues. That will be the
extent of the professional baseball career for most of them.
Basketball. The National Basketball Association has

23 teams, each with a 12-persm roster, for a total of 276
professional basketball players. As with baseball, players
enter the pro ranks either through the college draft or as
free agents. Most players eligible for the draft have completed their colle,;-: eligibility and are seniors, though there
are hardship provisions which allow a player to declare his
eligibility earlier. J. R. Reed of the Nonh Carolina Tarheels
was a recent example. Every year teams from the National

Basketball Association draft 161 players. About a third,
say 55 players, make the teams. By midseason the number
is down to about a fourth, 40 te
Although the National Basketball Association has no
formal minor league, the Continental Basketball Association and the European teams function somewhat as minor
leagues. These teams provide playing time and experience
for the few who want another chance at the NBA. Most
Cl
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players give themselves two or three yews to prove themselves and be picked up by the NBA. Most then call it quits
and get on with their lives.

Feats& The National Football Leagin fields 71
professimial teams. Each team has a loser of 45 players
for a league total of 1,260. Ptofessional football teams use
the draft awl tovut camps to recruit players. The draft is
held each spring for collep players who have completed

their collegiate eligibility. About 15,000 *yen art
eligible each year. Each of the 28 teams is allowed to
choose 12 players for a total of 336 drafwd &yen. Mow
two-thirds of the players come so the pros through the draft.
Another third enter through tryout camps. In a typical year,
about 1 out of every 100 eligible college players will make
it to the rookie list on a twofessional team roster.
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Players who have earned a Tournament Player's Card
must still qualify aa compete. Players who have Wei previous specified enunament vice- des or we ranked on the
tour are exempt from the requir =ant thin they qualify in
competition lir a qualifying round held the Mcmday before
a townament. Only a limited number "make the cut" and
qualify for the townwnent.
Tennis. Unlike most sports, there is ne minimum age
requitement that must be met to compete professionally in
tennis. Ability, not birthday, is the deciding fackw, and that

explains why there are scene very young players in the
Association of Tennis Players (ATP) and the Wmnen's

League (NHL)teams. Each carries a roster of 24 players for

Tennis Association (WTA).
Men's tournaments are governed by the ATP, which
lists a membership of about 1,100 players firm around the
world but primarily from the United States. The ATP ranks
players. About a third of the ranked players play the cimuit

a total of 504. Players enter the league either through the
draft te as free agents. The draft is held each June. Eligible

full time. The governing body of women's professional
tennis is the WTA. About 400 players regularly play its

players must be 18 years old or have completed high
school. The draft goes for 12 rounds dwing which the
teams choose 252 playas. About 85 percent of players

tour.

Hockey. There we 21 professional Natiaml Hockey

enter the league through the draft. Another 15 percent make

their way as free agents through tryouts. About half of
those who make the draft come from the Canadian Junior

Leagues, about a fourth from U.S. colleges and high
schools, and the remainder come from international hockeY leagues.
Only about a fourth of those drafted make the National
Hockey League roster during their first year. Most play for

a few years in the minor leagues, dm American Hockey
League or the International Hockey League, to refine their

skills. They usually sign 3-year contracts with minor
league teams during which they hope to make it to the
NHL, though the odds are against it.

Individual Sports
Individual sports such as golf and tennis r usually
governed by associations that manage competition and
establish rules of eligibility. An athlete's ability is. of
course, the key determinant of professional status because

individual spons have neither drafts nor tryout camps.
Each sport establishes its own rules of eligibility.
Goy. Professional golf is governed by the Professional
Golf Association (PGA) and the Ladies Professional Golf
Association (LPGA). Only about 350 men regularly compete on the PGA tour and about 270 women compete on
the LPGA tour.

The PGA and LPGA use basically the same procedures to certify players wht can ctsmpete on the tour. There
are 9,000 members of the PC A, but to compete on the PGA
Tour a player must have a Townament Player's Card. The

Card may be earned in one of two ways. A player can be
among the top (Inishers in the annual PGA Tour Qualifying
Tournament or earn an amount sf money from Non-Tour
Tournaments equal to the amount of money earned by the
150th ranked winner of the prelims year.

A player's ranking is based on the player's earnings
and the tournaments in which the player competes. There
are about 300 murnaments that are used in the ATP rankings. To be eligible for associate membership in the WPA
a player must either have earned $500 in one of the past
two years or, if the player is an amateur, the player must
have earned $500 in sanctioned tournaments. Full nwmbership requires that a player earned $15,000 in competitive tennis in one of the last two years or be ranked among
the top 100 players by the WTA.
Bowling. Requirements for becoming a professional
bowler are established by the Professional Bowlers Association of America (PBA). To qualify for professional
status a bowler must be 18 years old or be a graduate from
high school and must post an average score of 190 for two
consecutive years of league play. The PRA has a membership of nearly 3,000 and about 150 classified touring pros.

Touring Pro status makes a bowler eligible for regalar
competition on the PBA and National Tour.
Boxing. Professional boxing is an international sport
and a sanctioned Olympic sport, but it is legal in only 17

of the United States, and each state establishes its own
requirements for becoming a professional boxer.

Not only do young people grossly miscalculate their chances of becoming a professional
athlete, they also seriously overestimate the
life-styles that most professional athletes
maintain.
There is no set career path or rules of eligibility for
becoming a professional boxer. Normally, a boxer works
his way through the amateur ranks which probably begins
at a local club and progresses to the Golden Gloves competition. Fighters who show promise may be recruited by

6
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a professional boxing uainer Of manager who will help the
fighter ckvelop his skills to become a pro.
Worldwide, m many as 20,000 boxers may fight in any
given year. Most fight once and quit. Ring niagazine.

Money in Sports

which is generally recognized as the authoritative

sional athletes maintan. Of course, this misamception is
also part of the media myth. Every young aspiring basketball player knows that Larry Bird signed a contract for 6
minim dollars after spending most of a year on the Celtics
disabled Um But how many Lary Birds are duse? One.

niagazine for the sport, ranks the top 10 fighuns in each of
15 weight chase& Fewer than half of the ranked fighters
in each weight division make a &cent living at fighting.
Even agate's fi.ghter is lucky to make= average workman's
wage in a year in the ring. The Mike Tyson and Sugar Ray
Leonard multimillion dollar paydays am may the exception.
Automobile Racing. There ase several kinds of races

and race cars, and dun are several aganizations that
regulate automobile racing. Tim Internatkmal Moen.
Sports Association (IMSA), for example, sanctions races
around the world. It licenses about 2,000 &Was including
most of the top-ranked drivers in the U.S.
Most racing associations require that all drivers anend
a psofessional driving school. Nearly all successful drivers
are members of a racing team that has a corporaft sponsor.
Racing is good advertisement for majm corporations, it

Not only do young people grossly miscalculate their

chances of becoming a professional athlete, they also
seriously overestimate the life-styks that most profes-

In reality triessional spans is a 2 tx 3 tier system
with huge salary gaps between the tiers. No more than 5
percent of the pros we in the Lany Bird category, and they
are the playas who have beaten two sets of odds. Fust of

all, they are truly the superstars. Second, the superstars
have been around far longer than the average player. Such
attiktes are very few and far between.
In 1985, the last year fa which I have reliable infcw-

mation, the average salary for players in the National
Football League was S193,000; the average salary for
players in the National Basketball Association was
$320,000; and the avenge salary for players in major

gives them TV time, and it takes a maja corporakm to

league baseball was $371,000. There were also minimum
salaries paid: $75,000 in the National Basketball Associa-

keep a car on the track. Probably no mom than 20 percent

tion, and $60,000 in the National Football League anl

of the membership of 1MSA makes a living from

major league baseball. I would guess that average salaries
are about a third higher today.
Remember, however, that there are only 1,260 players
in the NFL, 725 in major league baseball, and 276 players
in the NBA. Most pros are in the mines leagues, and minor
league salaries are much less than those in the majo.. In

automobile racing.
Racing is one of the most difficult spans to enter. Most
drivers of Indy cars, for example, have worked their way

up from gu-carts through dirt web and formula ears.

Financial backing is a must, and many racing families-for
example, the Allisons, Andreuis and Unsers-liave been
able to keep the sponsorship in the family or to use their
networks to gain it.
Horse Racing. People who aspire to be jockeys usually go ttuough various stages, from groom to walker, walker
to exercise boy, exercise boy to apprentice jo.;:x.y, and
apprentice jockey to jockey. . About 3,000 jockeys ride each
vear

Horse racing is probably the most regulated of all
sports, and each position, from groan to jockey, requires
a license.
There is a practical physical limitation for jockeys. In
no other sport is weight so important, and 120 pounds is
abouulw absolute upper limit to what a competitive jockey
can weigh. Most jockeys weigh between 110 and 115
pounds.
Rodeo. There are more than 600 rodeos wound the
country each year that are authorized by the Professional
Rodeo Cowboys kssociation (PRCA). The PRCA lists
more than 5,000 n.embers, but fewer than 200 follow the
rodeo circuit full time. Few if any riders make a living at
the sport.
The requirements for being a professional rider are
simple: the rider must purchase a permit that allows him to
compete, and then the r der must win at least $2,500 in a
I -year period.

minor league baseball, for example, a player in the A
League makes about $700 a month during the season plus

11 a day for meal money. That's less than the average
typist makes per month. In basketball, a player in the
Continental Basketball Association makes about $450 per
wcek for the 14-week season. That's a total of $6300 per
year.

Earnings in individual sports are less. Team athletes
have room, board, and transportation expenses covered
while on the road, but pros in individual sports have to pay
as they go. My guess is that it costs a pro tennis player or
golfer at least $2,500 to compete in an event-that's for a
week on the laid with associated costs. In addition, athletes
in individual sports have to cover their own workout costs,
equipment costs. insurance premiums, and the like.
In 1985 nearly 25 million dollars was distributed to
professional golfers. But that money was far from equally
distributed. The number one player in the PGA earned
more than $500,000; the 100th ranked player won about
$75,000; and the 200th ranked player won only $6,000. In
1986 about 12 million dollars in prize money was distributed in the LPGA. More than a third of that amount
went to the top 10 players. The number one ranked playa
earned more than $400,000. The 100th ranked player, who
participated in mme tournaments than the number one
money winner, earned only SI 5,000.

How to Think About the Work World
In 1986 the number one ranked monis player, Ivan
Lan% earned more than $900,000 by mkl-September, but
the player ranked 100th earned less than $40,000 over the
same paiod. mx enough to cover his expenses for the full
seam. In 1985, women's Winds prize money totaled more
than 12 million dollars. More than 25 players tanned more

than $100,000. The number one player, Martina Navratilova, won wally 2 million dollars. The 50th ranked
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short career, and am not paid well. About 5 percent, 1 in a
half million youngsters, are the fortunate few that make it
"big time."

Urge eve), young person to have contingency
plans, something they can All back on lf their
first choke doesn't wont out.

player won about $50,000. The 100th ranked player earned

$25,000. And the number 300th =Iced player earned
$5,000.

Advertising Contracts. There is yet another myth
about professional athletes, that they all make a lot of
money doing advenisenxnts. Some do, but most don't. My
recent issue of Golf Digest includes a feature article titled
"Exclusive: How Much the Pros Really Maim." The big
three in off-course income endasements and appearance
money are Arnold Palmer, $9 million; Greg Norman, $8

million; and Jack Nicklaus, $7 million. That's a lot of
money, no question about it. But by the time yin' get to Ben

Crenshaw, the endorsement money is down to $600,000.
My guess is that it drops precipitously thereafter.

Length of a Career
The odds of making it to the pros are pretty slim, as is
the pay for most pros. Moreover, a pro career is pretty short.

The average length of a career in the National Basketball
Association and the National Football Leas= is less than
four years. It's a little longer in major league basebail.

In addition, competition for positions is intense. It
never ends. In a recent television interview Mike Tyson
obsaved that "Somewhere out there is a little boy who will
someday beat me." There is always a younger athlete out

there waiting kr the chance to take the position. That

So, what do you say to, what do you do about the
youngster with suus in his eyes? I would suggest the
following. Fust, there me useful experiences and lessons
learned from sports, especially team spats. Why throw a
wet blanket on youthful &earns and experiences? Second,
notice that mon young people son things out fox themselves with a little help from teammates, coaches. and °Masition teams. Sitting on the bench or being an average player

on an average team is a message that they aren't pro
material, and nobody has to tell them that. Third, I would
not, however, let a young person deluck himself or herself
with the notion that their chances of making it to the pros
are something like 50-50. In fact, if you take into account
all pros who ate already on the pro rosters, I would guess
that not even their average chance is 50-50 of making it

next year. Young people, even the most gifted young
athletes, need to understand that the prospects of making it
to the pros is a long shot. A college graduate in Dallas with
a degree in political science put it this way: "Prepare them

for tbc realities of life. Not everyone will grow up to be
President"- or, we could say, a professional athlete.
That brings me to the last and most important point. I
wouldn't discourage a young, budding professional athlete-no matter how starry-eyed he or she may be; but I

means that being a professional athlete is a year-round job.
It means being in the training room every day, off-season
as well as in-season. These is not a lot of time off. It's a full
time job.
Another consideration: the injury rate in the National
Football League is 100 percent. Every player receives at
least one injury every satson, and any one of those injuries
can end a career.

would urge every young person to have contingency plans,
something they can fall back on if their first choice doesn't

I Want to Be a Pro

going to need it.

The odds are strongly against anyone making it to the
pros. Those who do make it are in the minors, have a very

work out. It is possible to pursue two carees-preparation
tracks at the same time. The close association between
colleges and sports makes that easier. It' s also easia to talk
young people into having a contingency plan than it is to

talk them out of something they want so badly. Don't
deprive them of their dreams; but do help them iird an
alternative that also interests them. Chances are they're
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Five

Employment Projections for
the Year 2000
eighty years, ever since Frank Parsons wrote
Chooping A Vocation in 1909, career counselors
Fhr

ave followed a three-step model when they advise
young people about choosing a career

Develop a clear understanding of yourself: your
abilities, interests, aptitudes, resources, limitations
and other qualities.
Learn about different tines of wort what is requited
far success, advantages and disadvantages of each
line of work, levels of compensation, opportunities
and prospects.

Follow "true reasoning" to match your individual
traits with occuptional characteristics.
Parson's three-step approach may have been adequate
at the turn of the centuty-back when agriculture was the
nation's largel industry, dm Ford Motor Company wasn't

yet a gleam in Henry's eye, and words like "computer",
"television", "microwave oven", "satellite communication," and "ballpoint pen" may have been in the dictionary
but nobody knew what they meant. But it's not enough for
today's young people to match what they are good at with
what workers do in certain occupations, and young people
sense that. A personnel and labor relations worker with a
college major in sociology told us: "I guess as far as jobs

Knowing young people's interests and abilities helps

parents give them direction, and that's imperitun. But
social, political, economic and technological developments determine where the job opportunitks are, and that's
imponant too. An accountant for an electric utility company put it this way: "Jobs, opportunities. and =dards of
living are based on the economics of supply and demand,
not merely the yews spent in edwational institutions."
Fortunately, the forces that shape demand for workers
develop over a period of years. For example, the fall off of

employmnt in agriculture isn't something new. It's been
going on fix eighty years at a rate of decline of about one
percent per year. Identifying areas of opportunity and
decline isn't just somebody's guessing game. The le,or
force leaves footprints that show us the general direction
things are headed. That makes it possible to take laborforce trends into account when choosing a career.
One of the most frequent problems young adults told
us they had was not !mowing where the job opponunities
would be. A lawyer's daughter who works as a teacher's
aid in Otegon told us; "I happened to prepare for a field
that had a saturated market by the time I was ready for
employment (education), and in reuospect I wish I had
understood this and had proper counseling. It might have
been avoided." A therapist in California felt the same way.
What might be done to help young people prepare for the

and careers goes I have a very limited knowledge of the
labor market. what Obs are available and who employs
these people." A sales worker for a publishing company in

future? She answered: "The job market at present and

Ohio felt the same way: "I was totally lacking in knowledge
regarding careers, except what m y father did (an engineer)
and my mother did (homemaker)."

could tell students that 'in two years, there will be X
number of openings in X fields' (as best as can be

We live in a rapidly-changing society, and young
people choosing careers have an advantage if they are
aware of labor-market trends. That's what this charter is

..'uture should be researched by school counselors so that
instead of just saying 'you'd make a good teacher.' they

predicted)."
Fortunately, there arc labor-force pro*tions to guide
today's young people. The projections have been accurate
and they are a 'tillable publicly.

about.

Labor-Force Projections
Hindsight may be twenty-twenty vision. Unfortunately. freesight can never make that claim. Nonetheless, them

is good information available to inform young people

about the employment outlook. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics develops projections that take into account social, political, economic, and technological changes.
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Every two years the Bureau of Labor 'Statistics

ckvekips three different sets of estimates that rani& a
range of projection. The projection take into account
assumptims atm populatkan tpowde about how Ittlxxfome participuirm may continue or change for op groups,
men and women, and racial grown and about how government fiscal ptdicy, row& and productivity, unemploymolt rates, and price levels will effect onployment.
The wojectims are based on akemative sets of assumptions about the growth and changing composition of
the population, labor force, wan national product, industry
employment, and occupaticmal employment. The three
different ways of calculating rojections yield three different sets of wojections for the year 200ft high, moderate,
and low growth projections. The high-growth project:kw
are based largely on assumptions that the economy will
continue to grow as it did in the 1960s when the annual
growth rate increased about cete-thild. The low-growth
projections are based on notion that the ecommy will
grow at about the same pace as it did over the 1970s and
early 1980s, which was relatively slow.
I use tin moderate growth projections. These are some
of the basic assumptions on which the moderate projections are based
The unemployment rate will stay at about six percent.

The nation's defense expenditures will stay level or
gradually decline.
Stale and local governments will increase expenditures for education as the number of school-age
youngsters increases.
There will be an increase in worker productivity as
the age of the labor force isr.reases.
The value of the dollar will remain relatively low in
international money markets which will improve the
international balance of trade.
There will not be a major war, oil embargo, national
catastrophe, or other major economic shock.

Major Trends
Following is a broad-brushed portrait of how the labor
force will change from the year 1986 to the year 2000. I
use tables and grai '.ics so that trends and compaiisons can

be seen more easily. Stating with the year 1986 doesn't
mean that the information is old. It takes two or three years

for the Bureau of Lebo Statistics to analyze and son out
inr trends, and this information is ere most recent available at. I write this chapter.
There are fourteen years betweea the year 1986 and
the year 2000, about a decade and a half. I will make
comparisons with the preceding &cede and a half, the
years 1972-1986, so that you can get some sense of where
things have been headed and where they are likely to go
over comparable time periods. I will be &cussing the labor
force over, roughly, the period 1970 to the year 2000,

pointing out how things have changed over the last fifteen
years and how they art likely to change over the next ten
to fifteen years.
Sim and Composition. The labor force will continue
to increase in size. It will row by about twenty-one milli=
workers between 1986 and the yew 2000. That will be 80
eighteen percent giowth rate, which will be slightly slower
than it was over the past decade and a half.

The composition of the labor force will change in
impotain warm
Younger and older woken will make up a smaller
share of the labor force.

The proportion of the labor force that will consist of
majority-culture Whites will decrease whereas the

woportion that consists of Blacks, Hispanics, and
Asian Amok= will increase.
The proportion ci the labm force made up of women
will continue to increase.
Wineries and Ocessixations. As nowd in the wevious
chapter, it is useful to think of employment in industries in

terms of sectors, divisions, and pulps. The two major
industry sectors are service- and goods-producing sectors.
Of the two, by far most of the growth, twenty million new
jobs, will occur in the service-producing sector.

Compared with the servire-producing sector,
employment in the goods-producing sector
will be flat
Every industry division in the service-producing sector will cemtinue to grow but of the six, four will grow faster
than average. Two divisions, services and retail trade, will
provide three-fourths of the new jobs. Within the services
division, mar than half of the growth will be in health and
bt.siness =vices. In the retail trade division, about half of
the growth will be in eating and drinking places.
Compared with the service-producing sector, employment in the goods-producing sector will be flat. Overall
employment in goods-producing industries will decline by
about five percent. In the goods-producing sector, only
construction will increase in size.

Occupations, like indusuies, will continue to grow
about nineteen percent from 1986 to the year 2000. Hem
are some basic trends:
More than half of the total growth in occupations will
occur in a relatively small number of occupations.
Of the major occupational groups, the fastest growing
will be technician and service occupations.

Twelve of the fastest growing occupatims will provide health services.

Employment

Some occupations will decline in growth and size due

to changes in technology, business practices, and
increased use of imposts.

the Year 2000
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Figure 5:1. Personal consampion of goods and services, 1972, 1986, and 2000 (estimated); dollars in bitlions

Tlw occupational pimps that will show the most
growth will also require higher levels of education.
Wcuken with higher levels of affixation will enjoy higher
earnings. They will also benefit from lower unemployment
Mies.

ChangingDanandFarGoodsAndServices
The gross intim' product (GNP) is a measure that the
government uses to assess how much demand there is for
goods and services. For example, in 1986 the GNP was
$3,679,000,000,000 ($3,679 billion cc 3.6 trillion dollars).
In 1972 it -.rts 2.6 trillion dollars. In the year 2000 it will
be 5.2 trillion &Van The percentage of GNP growth over
the next decade and a half (40 percent) will be about the
same as it was over the past decaxle and a half.
Every majce category in dte GNP will grow (Table
5:1). Moreover, except for exports, whkh will grow considerably faster, and federal, state, and local govemment,

which will pow much slower, growth in the major
categories will be comparable at about kety percent.

1072
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There are two basic trends in cmisumer expenditures
that have profound effects on employment opportunities as
we look towards the year 2000:

Overall expenditures (GNP) will continue at about
the same rate.

Although personal consumption expenditures for
Table 5:1. Projected Growth by Major GNP Categories,
1986-2000
1986

Category

2000 % Growth

(Billions) (Billions) (1986-2000)

Personal Consumption
$2,419
Expenditures
Gross Domestic Private
Investment
$660
$371
Exports
$521
Imports*
Federal, State, and
$748
Local Government
Total Gross
$3,679
National Product

both goods and services (the largest component of the
GNP) will continue, there will be a continuing shift
towards expending proportimially more for services
and less for goods (Figure 5: I).

These patterns will affect employment opportunities
in the years ahead. In the sections that follow I show how
the change in demand for goods and services will affect

$3,429

42%

$932
$635
$733

41%
71%
41%

groups, and in major occupational groups. But first there
is a very important point to be made: the difference between rate of growth and number of employment openings.

5898

20%

Growth Rate vs. Number of Openings

employment opportunities in industries, in industry

$5,161

40%

*Impons are subtracted from the other major categories

Note that the largest component of the GNP is personal
consumption expenditures. In 1986 personal consumption
expenditures accounted for two-thirds of the Gross National Producilmore than all other categories combine .1.

The pattern of personal consumption expenditures
continues to shift from goods to services. Goods include
automobiles, ferniture, food, clothing, gasoline, and fuel
oil. Services include, health care, education, utilities, and
transportation.

A change in the rate of growth does not necessarily
mean that there will be many or few employment openings.
How many openings depends primarily on the size of the
industry or occupational group, not its growth rate.
Suppose, for example, that there are two companies in
a small town. Company A employs 100 people, and company A's annual report projects a 50 percent increase in the
number of jobs. A 50 percent increase is spectacularl.-three

times the pro*cted growth of the total labor force. Company B, by comparison, employs 750 people, and its stockholders are told that company employment will iturease
only 10 percent, which is little more than half the growth
projected for the total labor force.
If parents and young people look only at growth rates,
they will conclude that company A offers more employ-

ment opportunities than company B. But that isn't so.
Company A, with its 100 employees and its spectacular 50
percent employment growth projection, will offer only 50

7)
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new jobs; whereas company B, with its 750 workers and

its projected growth nue a lackadcal 10 percent, will
offer 75 new jobs. The point is that growth rates can be
deceiving. A smaller growth rate in a large industry or
occupational poup often offers more empoyment oppor-

amities than a high growth rate in a small industry or
occupatbnal group. When it comes to projecting employnum opportunities, beware of the high flyers.

The ma& often cogfuses growth rate with
number of employment openings.
make this prints and I will make it again later.
because the media often confuses growth rate with number
of employment openings. In its efforts to "make news" it

has a temlency to focus on fast-growth industries and
emerging occupations, what I call the "high flyen"-like
laserfelecuptics. That happened a few years ago with
the media's infanaticm with hi-tech and computers. The
spectacular growth ratea were ftx small industries and
never did translate into the phenomenal number of employ-

ment opportunitks we were lead to believe would occur.
Growth rate and nwnber of employment openings are not
the same.
Replacement Needs. Size is important for another
reascm. Most employment opportunities do not occur from

growth and new jobs. Most job openings occur when
workers retire, die, or change jobs. Ninety-five percent of
all job openings occur when workers must be replaced.
Less than two million openings per year occur from real
growth. Although the rate of replacement may vary from
one industry to another and from one occupational group
to another, it is almost always the case that large industries

and large occupational groups have higher replacement
needs than do small industries and small occupaticeal
grouPs-

The fact that most employment opportunities occur in
large industries and large occupational groups is emotinging to young people who want to enter occupations with
low employment Fojections. Remember: lithe industry or

occupaticmal group is large, there still may be many
employment opportunities even if the Fojected growth
rate is low because replacenumt needs twovide most job

°Wings.

Projections. It is never certain that dm economy and
employment will develop as projected. Projections are
always based on assumptions-there arc always "Ifs" involved-and that applies to Ihese projections too. I emphasize that projections we not predictions, not forecasts,
and cenainly not prophecies. There is no hidden or SeCret
knowledge in projections.

Most employment opportunities do not occur
from growth and new jobs. Most job openings
occur when workers retire, die, or change
jobs.
But neither are projections guesswork. Projections
take past trends and extend them into the future. To the
extent that the trends continue, the projections will hold.
So. when I say "there will be" or "an industry or occupational group will grow," regard the statements as careful
calculations, hit not as gospel truth. Parents and young
people will want to regard projections as possible and
expected growth rates, but never as certainties.

Changing Employment in Industries
Industries identify the broad fields of activity in which

employers are engaged. Industries am divided into two
sectors, service- producing and goods-producing. Each

Figure 5:2. Industry sector growth 1972-1986 and
projections for 2000; employment in millions

sector, in turn, can be split into divisions. Thus, the goods-

producing sector consists of four divisions: agriculnue,
forestry, and fishing; mining; construction; and manufac-

turing. The service-producing sector consists of six
divisions: transportation, communications, and public
utilities; wholesale nudes; retail trades; fmarce, insurance,

and real estate; services; and governmept. Finally, each
division consists of several groups of indu
There will be contimwd employment growth in industries, and the growth rate will continue at about
same raw that it has since 1970. However, the growth will
be more uneven across industries than it has been in the
occur in
past. Almost all of the 20 million new jobs
the service-producing sector (Figure 5:2). The goodsproducing sector will lose ground.
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Table 5:2. Service-Sector Employment 1972-1986 and Projections for 2008
1972

Industry Division

Transpotation, Communication, and Public Utilities
Wholesak Trade
Retail Trade
Fmance, Insurance and Real Estate

(million)
4.5

1986
(millions)

2000
(millions)

% Growth
(1986-2000)

5.2
5.7
17.8

5.7
7.3

9.1%
26.7%
27.2%
25.7%
42.0%
9.7%

Savices

4.1
11.8
3.9
13.8

23.8

22.7
7.9
33.8

Government

133

16.7

18.3

Service-Sector Growth
Without exception, every industry divisicm in the service-producing sector will continue to grow (Table 5:2).
Four of the industry divisions will grow faster than average
and one, services, will grow much faster than average.

Services alone will contribute 50.6 parent of the
growth in the service-prodwing sector; and retail trade will
provide 24.6 percent of the growth. Together services and
retail trade will account fee three-fourths of the job growth
in the service-producing sector.

Within the services division, which consists of six
industry groups, two-thirds of the growth will be due to
growth in two groups of industries, health and business
services. Figure 5:3 compares the relative projected growth
of the industry groups in the services division.

Figure 5:3. Projected growth in industry groups in the
service division, 1986-2000

63

A fourth of the job growth in the service-producing
sector will occur in tk retail-tradc division, and within the
retail-trade division half of the growth will take place in

eating and drinking places. Employment in eating and
drinking places will grow more than in any other individual

industry from 1986 to 2000. Eating and drinking places
lead the list of growth fa tiw op-r-n-individual growth
industries and will account for more than fifty percent of
all job growth in the service-producing sector between
1986 and the year 2000. Miscellaneous business serviees
will also wovide many employment oppmmities. Table
5:3 lists the top-ten-individual industries in growth and
their projected employment growth through the year 2000.

Goods-Producing Sector
There are four divisions in the goods-producing sector agriculture, forestry and fishing; mining; construction;

and manufacturing (Table 5:4). Twenty-eight million
people, about one in every five workers, art employed in
goods-producing industries today. That numba will drop
to 27.6 million by the year 2000. Of the goods-producing
divisions only construction will grow appreciably.

Table 5:3. Top Ten Individual Industries in Growth,
1986-2000
Individual Industry

Four individual industries in the services division are
the fastest growing in the economy and will increase in
employment by at least 70 percent. They an::
Computer and Data Processing Services
Outpatient Care Facilities
Offices of Physicians, Including Osteopaths

Personnel Supply Services, Including Temporary

Eating and Drinking Places
Miscellaneous Business Services
Education, Public and Privatz
Offices of Physicians,
Including Osteopaths
Nursing and Personal
Care Fswilities
Personnel Sumly Services
Wholesale Trade,
Machinery and Equipment
Computer and Data
Processing Services
Grocery Stores
Legal Services

Help Supply Services

7;)

New Jobs. 1986-2000

2,486,000
1,342,000
971,000
886.000
847,000
834,000

614,000
612,000
598,000
519,000
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Table 5:4. Changing Employment in Goods-Producing
Divisions, 1972-2000
Division
Agriculture, Forestry
and Fishing
Mining
Constructicar
Manufacturing

2000
1986
1972
(millions) (millions) (millions)
3.3

2.9

.8

.7

4.9

5.8
18.2

3.5
.6
3.9
19 .2

19.0

More than two-thirds of waiters in the goods-producing sector are employed in manufacturing. Although overall employment in manufacturing will daline by about five
percent over the next ten years, some manufacturing industries will grow. These four will each add at least fifty
thousand new workers by the year 2000:

Miscellaneous Plastic Products

Office Computing and Accounting Mwhines
Commercial Printing and Business FiNms

Newspapers

Changing Employment in Occupations
Industries are the broad fields Gf activity that engage
employers. Because different industries arc involved in

technicians and related support workers will grow the
fastest. Other occupational groups that will show strong

different types of activities, different industries employ

growth arc service workers; sales workers; executive, administrative, and managerial workers; and professional
workers. Employment in agricalture. forestry, and fishing
will continue to decline.

workers who have different occupational skills. Hospitals,

for example, employ registered nurses, nurses aids, and
workers in other occupations that provide health care.
Construction, by comparison, needs brick layers, car-

pemers, and other building trades workers. Industry
employment growth and decline, therefore, has important
effects on the employment oudook for occupation:. For
example, the increased use of computers for record keeoing
increases the demand for computer programmers and computer-systems analysts. but it reduces the need for bookkeepers and record-keeping clerks.

Permit me to restate an earlier point: Employment
growth can he charted both in terms of rate of growth.
which is a percent, and in terms of the increased number
of workers. It is important to look at both the rate of growth

and numencal change because growth rates alone can be
deceptive. Occupations that employ few workcrs can post
phenomenal growth rates, but the gmwth rates translate
into few new jobs. Growth rates can be deceptive. Number
of employment openings is usually the more important
:.onsideration.
A good example is the comparison between retail sales
workers and medical assistants. Retail sales is a very large
work force whereas medical assistants is small. Retail sales
will increase 34 percent but medical assistants will increase
90 percent over the same time period. If parents and young

Table 5:5. Change in Employment by Major Occupational Groups, 1986- 2000

Occupational Group
Technicians and Related
Support Workers
Service Workers
Sales Workers
Executive, Administrative,
and Managerial Workers
Professional Workers
Precision Production, Craft,
and Repair Workers
Administrat i ve Support.
Workers, Including Clerical

Operators, Fabhcators.
and Laborers
Agriculture, Forestry,
and Fishing Workers

Percent
Change
1986-2000

Numerical
Change

38%
31%
30%

1,403,000
5,381,000

29%
27%

3.033,000

12

1.669.000

11%

2,258.(XX)

3%

443.000

-5%

-163.000

1986-20(X)

3,728,(XX)

3,655,(XX)

people pay attention only to growth rates, they would
A small number of occupations will account for more

probably conclude that medical assistants is a mir:h ;setter
career track than retail sales because the rate of g owth is
so much higher. But because medical assistants are a ::mall

than half of the total job growth in occupations from

work force, the 90 percent growth rate will yield 'ally

pros ,,le the greatest numerical growth is retail sales

119,000 new jobs. By comparison, the modest growth rate
of 34 percent for retail sales, which is a'. ge employment
area, will yield 1,201,(XX) new jobs by the year 2000.
Occupations will grow an average of 19 percent by the
year 2000 (Table 5:5). Of the major occupational groups.

workt rs, which will provide 1.2 million jobs. Other occupations that will provide at least a half million new .0bs
include waiters and waitresses, registered nurses, janitors

1986-20(X) (Table 5:6). The single occupation that will

and cleaners, general managers and top executives,
cashiers, and truck drivers.
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All but one of dwse high growth occupations are
growing faster than the averap for all occupation (19
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Table Sa. Rate of Growth and Numerical Growth
Projections for the Twenty Fastest-Growing Occupa-

dons,1984 2000
Tails 5:6. Rai of Growl% and Namerical Change in
High Growth Occapadons, 1916-2000

Pawl

Occupation

Nunwrical
Growth
Growth
(1986-2000) (1986-2000)

Saks Workers, Retail
Waiters and Waitresses
Registered Nurses
Janitors and Cleaners
General Managers and Top
Executives
Cashiers
Thick Drivers
General Office Clerks
Food Counter and
Related Workers
Nursing Aids, Orderlies, and
Attendants
Secretaries
Guards
Accountants and Auditors
Computer Programmers
Food Preparation Workers
Teachers. Kinderganen and
Elementary
Receptionist and Information
Clerks
Computer Systems Analysts
Cooks, Restaurant
Licensed Practical Nurse
Gardeners, and Grounds
Keepers
Maintenance Repairers,
General Utility
Stock Clerks, Sales Floor
Clerical Supervisors and
Managers
Dining Room Attendants and
Related Workers
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
Lawyers

34
44
44
23

1,201,000
752,000

612000
604,000

Oemation

Numerical
Percent
Growth
Growth
(1986-2000) (1986-2000)

Paralegal Personnel
Medical Assistants
Physical Therapists
Physical and Conective
Therapy Assistants and Aids
Dam Processing Equipment
Repairers
Home Healah Aids
Podiatrists
Computer Systems Analysts
Medical Records Technician
Employment Interviewers
Computer Programmers
Radiologk Technologists
and Technicians
Dental Hygienists
Dental Assistants
Physician Assistants
Operators and Symms
Reseamhers
Occupational Therapsts
Peripheral Elecuonic Data
Processing Equipment
OPerators
Data Entry Keyers,
Composing
Optometrists

87

64,000
119,000
53,000

82

29,000

80

70

56,000
111,000
10,000
251,000
30,000
54,000
335,000

65
63
57
57

75,000
54,000
88,000
15,000

54
52

21,000
15.000

51

24,000

51

15,000
18,000

104

90

so

20

582,000
575,000
525,000
462,000

30

449,000

35

70
34

433,000
424,000
383,000
376,000
335,000
324,000

20

299,000

41

76
46
38

282,000
251,000
240,000
238,000

31

238,000

22
21

232,000
225,000

21

205,000

Twelve of the twenty lastest growing occupations
provide health services.

26

197,000

Four of the twenty fastest growing occupations air in
the computer field.

48
36

192,000
191,000

24
27
24

13

48

ao

percent). The one growing less rapidly, secretaries, is so
large that even a small rate of growth (13 percent) yields
many new jobs (424,000).
Table 5:7 lists the twenty fastest-growing occupations.
The number of paralegal personnel, the fastest growing
occupation of them all, will double in size. Note, however,
that fast growth rate does not necessarily mean an abundance of job openings. Paralegals, for example, which

77
76
75
71

49

leads the growth charts with an anticipated growth of 104

uercent is comparatively more modest in anticipated
numerical growth, 64,000. Also, note that:

Changes in technology and business practices, changes in social and economic policy, and increased use of
impons will cause some occupations to deeline. Most of
those occupations, incidentally, have been declining for
s everal years.

Table 5:8 lists the twenty occupations with the
pi oketed highest decline rates. Farmers followed by farm

workers kad the list reflecting tly continuing decline of
employment in agricultuie. These two occupations alone
will ac zount for a decrease of more than a half million jobs.

0-Tsiio other occupations-industrial truck and tractor
1
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Projecdons of tho Twenty Occupations with tho

Tibia 5:9. Growth IA Employ:sou and jowls of
Schooling by Occapadonal Group, Ago 25 SI, March

Greatest Anticipated Doan, 1986400e

1981

Table SA Rao V Doling and lituntricai Dalin*

Percent
Decline
Occupation

Biscuits' end Electront
Assembkm

(19864000) (19864000)
54

133,000

51

15,000

41

12,000

Electronic Semiconductor

Process=
Railroad Conductors and

Yanknastas

Radioed Brake System and
ao
Switch Operators
Gas and Petroleum Plant and
34
System Ocomations
Industrial Truck and Tractor
34
Openuots
Sewing Machine Operators and
32
Tenders
Station Installers and Repairers.
32
Telephone
Chemical Equipment Cmitrollers.
30
Operators, and Tenders
Chemical Plant and System
30
Operators
28
Stenographers
28
Farmers
26
Statistical Clerks
Textile Draw-out and Winding
25
Operators
Central Officc and PBX
23
Installers and Repairers
20
Farm Workers
Coil Winders Tapes and
19
Installers
18
Central Office Operators
Directory Assistance Operators 18
Compositors, Typesetters, and
17
Arrangers, Precision

Workas,

Numerical
Decline
Msjor OccupaWaal Group

Workers,
Growth in Less Than 4 or Mere
Years of
Employment 4 Years
(1986-2000) High School College

All Waters
AP 25-34

17,000
11,000

Related Suppat

9,000
18,000

21,000
10,000

50,000
332.000
19,000

15

26

29
27

5

47

1

7r)

38
30

3

8

33
28

Executive. Administrative, and Man-

agerial Workas
Profaskmal Workers

143,000

19

Technicians and

Workers
Sales Workers
Administrative
Support Workers,
Including Clerical
Srevice Workers
Presision Production,
Craft, and Repan
Workers
Operators. Fabticators, and Laborers
Agrkulture, Forestry,
and Fishing
Workers

11

5

13

31

28

7

12

22

7

3

34

4

-5

33

9

55,000
17,000
190,000

Education and Employment
The projected growth of the major occupational

6,000
8,000
5,000
5.000

operatorswill also experience sizeable job losses in
employment. These four occupations will account for
three-fourths of the numerical decline in the twenty oc-

groups shows the increasing demand for educated workers
(Table 5:9). The occupations that are growing fastest have

large proportions of workers with a college education
whereas those that are growing slowest have large proportions of workets with less than four years of high school.
Career preparation is the subject of Part 3 of this book,
and in chapter 8. "Does College Still Pay?", I review how

levels of education relate to income and unemployment
rates.

cupations with the greatest anticipated decline in employment from 1986 to the year 2000.

Regions of the Country
Population and labor force trends and projections differ by region of the country. In the sections that follow I

present, and projected population and employment trends.
By recent I mean the years since 1970. By present I refer

examine eight geographical regions in terms of recent,

7,
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to Census data for the year 1988. And by future I mean the
year 2000.

The eight regions correspond to the Bureau of
Eomomic Analysis regionc the New England, Mideast,
Southeast, Great Lakes, Plains, Rocky IvkiuntaSs, Southwest, and Far West regions. I use two sets of irtformation
to map at and projected trends Cansus Bar= reports

and inland projections based on the Woods at Poole
&commis forecasting model (see chapter notes).
The Injections differ from those I used earlier in this
chapter in several ways:
These pmjections are for regions of the country, not
for the total country.
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New England
The New England region consists of five states: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Vermont. The region is home to 13.3 millitm
peopht and, together with the Plains Region, it is the olden
region of the country with 14 peramt of the residents aged
65 and older.
The New England region will grow 11 parent by the

year 2r0, tin same rate as the national population will
pow. The number of people under age 20 will also grow
at about 11 parent but the munber of people between the
agesci 20 and 64 will grow slower, 9 percent. The number
of people aged 65 and older will grow by 17 percent, and
that growth will by:lease the size of the 65 and older age

These Fojections are based on assumptions that the
economy will grow somewhat mom vigorously than

bracket from 14 pacent to 15 percent of the regional

projection earlier in the doper would lead us to

The New England region's employment outlook is
teight. Over the next two decades, 700,000 additional

believe.

population over the next decade.

These are projections for the manufmtaing division
within the goods-Foducing sector and for the services division within the service-producing seam,
which aze the two fastest growing divisions in the
labor force.

people between the ages of 20 and 64 will join the region.
but 1.4 million new jobs will open. That means that half of
the new jobs will be available to people under age 20 or
over age 65. Over the next decade total employment will
grow 18 percent, about a third faster than the population
will grow. Employment in manufacturing will increase 13

The reader may find it useful to compare the regional
information with national trends and projections. The total
national population will grow about 1 percent per year. 11
pavan from 1988-2000. De age 0 - 19 population will
grow at the same mic the 70 - 64 year old age group will
grow slightly slower; and the 65 and older age group will
grow half again as fast. Total employment will grow a third
faster than total population. Employment in manufacturing
will grow slightly faster than the population will grow, but
employment in services will grow two and one-half times
as fast. Figure 5:4 is a summary of national projections over
the next decade.

percent, a little faster than the total population will increase; and employment in services will increase 27 per-

Figure 5:4. Population and employment growth projections,1988 - 2000

percent, a gain 012.9 million people. Only the Great Lakes
Region will grow mere slowly than the Mideast Region.
The age 0 - 19 and age 64 and older groups will increase
slightly faster. 8 and 9 percent, respectively. The age 20 64 group will increase only 5 percent. Total employment

cent, 50 percent faster than total employment will grow and
nearly three times faster than the population will grow.

Mideast
The Mideast Region consists of the District of Columbia and five states: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Maryland. Ferty-five and one-half million
people live in the region after the region posted the smallest
percentage gained in population among the eight regions
since 1970.

Over the next decade the population will increase 7

tow Population

-1111.11:1

apse 0 10

MIK

Ago M - 04

over the next decade will increase twice as much as the
population (14 percent).
Unemployment in the Mideast Region will begin In

-IPML

increase dramatically, which may pose serious labor

nava 00 lona dear

shortage problems. In 1970 one of every five workos in
the Mic'east worked in manufacturing. Currently, only 15
percent -if the region's jobs are in manufacturing, and by
the year 2000 employment in manufwturing will fall to 14
percent of the region's total. Jobs in manufacturing will

Totta e..0.vman,
marmonerwrine

llionnaso
Ottow

remain sterdy at 3.6 million through the year 2000,
0

0

10

30

30

In the discussion that follows, I trace recent trends and
project regional patterns through the year 7000.

whereafter manufacturing jobs will begin to decline slightly. Nonetheless, the total number of jobs in the region will
increase by 14 percent from 23 to 27 million due to huge
increases in U e services sector. The Mideast will lead all

regions of the country in service-job growth with an in-
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crease of 30 pacent by thr year 2000. Two of every three
new jobs gained in the region over the next decade will be
in the service seacw.
Both the population and the employment mix in the
Mideast Region is diverse. Despite a slow growing populatim business opportunities will be Oentiful as the region
adjusts to new ecommas.

Southeast
De Southeast Regkin is the largest of the eight regkins

and consists ei 12 states Alpheus, Arkansas, Florida,

Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Gasoline, Smith Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and West

Virginia Fifty-nine million pereile live in the diverse
region and the Southern will inaease by 17 percent,
anodur 10 million people by the year 2000. Pa* aged
65 aml older will increase faster than other age groups. By

the yea 2000. the older population will grow faun 7.7 to
9.4 million people, an inmate of 72 percent. The number
of people aged 20 to 64 will increase by 16 paean., which
will account fir 54 percent of the growth in the region. The
number of people less than 20 years old will increase by
17 percent. Of the eight regions, tie Southeast is the fourth
fastest growing.
Total employment will gmw 19 percent, mcwe than the
total population. Employment in manufacturing will grow
20 percent and employment in services will grow 72 percent. The Southeast employs nearly 5 million workers in

manufacturing. The region will add another million
manufacturing jobs and employment in manufacturing will
remain relatively stable at 17 percent of total employment

through the year 2000. One of four new jobs in the area
will occur in service industries, which will account for 1.4
million new jobs. Growth in the savice scow will remain
stable. Services will represent 22 percent of all jobs in the
year 2000.

Great Lakes
The Great Lakes Region consists of five states: Cthio,
Indiana, Illinois, Mkhigan and Wisconsin. Total population of the region :s 42 million following a loss of 1.7
million residents since 1980. The region will regain 1.7
million people by the year 2000. That would represent a 14
percent inctrase in population but a rate of growth hardly
a third as fast as the nation at large. Most of that growth
(10 percent) will come from the age 65 and older grour
The age 0 - 19 group will grow 5 percent and the age 20
64 group will grow only 3 parent. The Great Likes Region
is the slowest growing of the eight regions.
More than 800,000 jobs in manufacturing, or 16 percent of the region's factory work force, were lost since
1970. The number of jobs will increase slower than the
national average through the year 2000; nonetheless, a 7
percent increase or one and a half million jobs will open.
Manufacturing will lose another 200,000 jobs in the Great
Lakes Region by the year 2000, but the seivice sector will
gain 1 million new jobs. During the 1970s and 1980s, the

repeal gained 2.6 service jobs for every, manufacturing job

lost. The trend of losing manufacturing jobs but gaining
service jobs will continue. Total employment will increase
7 pescent. Gtowth will be in services overwhelmingly (20
patent). Growth in manufacturing will decline about 5
percent over the next decade.
Although employment in manufactuting is on the
decline, one in five workers cmuinues to have a facuxy job
awl, by the year 2000, manufacturing will still employ 19
percent of all waiters. Because of dm amtinued selatively
large share of employment in manufacturing, the economic
health of the Great Lakes Region will continue to depend

on productivity from the manufactming sector. Delandence on Wavy industry will h:ssen in the future, and the

region will employ more peopk in the services. This
should divasify and gabilize the economy.

Plains
The Plains Region consists of seven states: lowa,
Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South
Dakota. This is the regkin that has born the brunt of the
fann crisis. The Plains are home fm. 18 million people. The
area will gain about 1.6 millkm residents cm 9 percent over
the next decade. That will he a rate only four-fifths as fast
as the national annual average.
Over the next decade the total population will increase

9 percent. The percent of the working-age population,
those aged 20 to 64, will increase by 7 percent from 10.2
million to 10.9 million by the year 2000, which will remsent an addition of three-quarters of a millkm people to this
age group. Over the same period the number of elderly will
increase by 20 percent. Those under age 20 will increase
by only 8 percent.
The Plains states are trying to diversify and to lessen
their dependency on agricultwe. Employment in manufacturing in the Plains Region will rise from 1.4 million to 1.6
million by the year 2000, an inctease of 14 percent. Jobs
in the service sector of the Plains, however, will increase

both numerically and as a share of total employment
Nearly a half minim jobs will be added, from 2.4 million
to 2.8 million, a 17 percent increase. This will represent an
increase from 24 percent to 26 percent of all jobs in the
Plains region.

Rocky Mountains
The Rocky Mountain region consists of five states:
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah and Wyoming. h is the
youngest of the eight regions with one of three residents
,mder age 20.
The Rocky Mountains region's population consists of
7.7 million people. That population will grow by 1.5 million peor4e, about a third fasur than the nation at large. The

populatice will grow 20 percent from 1988 to the year
2000. If the Rocky Mountain region's manufacturing sector grows as anticipated and compensates for the region's
slower glowing enagy inaustries, the entire region could
benefit from the more diversified economy. The 2.5 mil-

b
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lion people who we currently less than 20 years old will
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increase to 29 million by the yaw MOO, a 16 percent
increasc hut the Inial's older age groups are growing

and one-half new Olis in the services sector. Total empbyment will increase 23 parent, 27 percent in manufacturing
imd 21 peicent in savkes. Expanded employment oppor-

faster. The manber of people aged 20 to 64 will increase
by 21 percent, and those 65 years old and older will grow
the fastest ei all, up 43 percent.
The Rocky Mountain region has the smallest lake'

tunities in services should 'Up Texas and Odahoma, the
two major energy reduction states in the legion, make the
transition away from petroleum depaxlency to a mote

fosee of the eigla regions of the =miry with 4 millkin
welters. The number of workers will increase so 49 million by the year 2000, which wouid represent a 23 patent
increase. However, because the number of workers is
small, the munber of new jobs will be kss than the nwnber
created in other regions.
Of the eight regions of the country, the Rocky Mountain Region is the wily one in which the proponimi of
workeis employed in manufactwing is likely to increase,
fmm 10 to 12 percent by the year 2000. The munber of jobs

in manufacturing will increase by 50 percent ccenpased
with a 22 percent increase in jobs in serviceiroducing
industries. Thus, total employment will rise about 900,000
with nearly 200,000 new jobs in WI manufacturing and
services, and about a half million in all other areas of
employment. Total employment will grow 23 percent.

Southwest

diversified =any.

Far West
The Far West Region consists of six states: Alaska,
California, Hawaii. Nevada, Clegon and Washington. The
region will grow faster thy% any other region in the country.
The Far West will accoum for 27 percent of the nation's
total populatke growth hy the year 2000. The Far West is

already home to 38 minim people. It will grow to 47
million by the year 2000, a gain of 23 percent or 9 million
new residents.
The fastest growing age group in the Far West will be

those aged 65 and older, which will increase 31 percent
ova the next decade. Over the nine period those aged 20
to 64 will increase 22 percent, and the number of people
under age 20 will itErease by 23 percent, from 11 to 14
million.
Total arqdoyment will increase 23 percent. Whereas
the nation will experience a 13 percent gain in manufzetur-

The Southwest Region consists of four states:

ing jobs, the Far West will experience a 17 percent in-

Arizona, New Mexico. Oklahoma and Texas. This region
grew faster in population than any other region from 1970
to 1984, but hy the year 2000 it will slip to second place
behind the Far West in rate of growth.
The Southwest will grow from 25 million to 30 million

crease, nearly a third more than the nathmal average. Most
of the 700,000 new jobs in manufacturing will be in small

people in the year 2000, an increase of 20 percent The
working-age population, those aged 20 to 64 , and those kss
than 20 years old will grow by 18 percent. which will
nearly equal the gmwth rate of the region. The nwnber of
people aged 65 and older will increase by 29 percent, much
faster than the regional average.
Although the national trend over the mxt two decades
will be a decline in the percent of workers who hold jobs

in manufacturing, employment in manufacturing in die
Southwest will he stable at 12 pacent of the work force
through the year MOO. From 1970 to 1988 the Southwest
rained more than a half million jobs in manufacturing, and
the regicm will gain nearly another half million factory jobs
by the year 2000. Twenty-two N-xcent of employment is

shops and factorks, which has been the source of most
growth in recent manufuturing nationwide. Service jobs,
which constitute the fastest growing employment opportunities, will increase even more spectacularly in the Far
West-29 percent m. 1.6 million by the year 2000. Fce every

five new service jobs gained in the nation, one will be in
the Far West. Of the eight regitms of the country, only the
Mideast will gain more new savice-sector workers hy the
year 2000.
Given the opportunity for employment in small shops
and factories, the Far West will be the land of opponunity
for the next generation of entrepreneurs.

New Information

grows fmm 19 million to 3.5 million by the year 2000.

Employment pro*tions are like fruits and vegetables.
They are perishable. They spoil when they get old. The
information on employment projections in this chapter is
fresh now, when it is written, but it will soon get old.
Nobody wants food poisoning from spoiled produce, and
nobody wants "career poisoning" from spoiled informa-

Thus, for each new joh in manufacturing, there will be one

tion. In the nex; chapter I show you how to stay up-m-date.

cwrendy in =vim and that share of the work km will
remain stable as the number of people employed in services

Fhuling Occupational Information
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Six

Where to Find Occupational
Information
Choosing a career can be like shopping for

scat into browns and blues, or industries and occupations.
It helps to have more detailed information about employment wojections, entry mquirements, pay, and how these
vary by regions of ttm cotmtry.

grmiddad's necktie. The tie rack offas hundreds of
possibilities, And at first glance none may be very
appealing. The sooner you can cathigorize them-smt them
into silks and woolens, paisleys, stripes and plains, too
expensive and tho cheap-the quicker you can eliminate

One ci the reoccuning thanes that came through in
our study cf young adults was their Iwk of information. A
health technologist fix the state board of health in Mississipti told us: "Let them know early what types of jobs are

most old= and concenuate on the real possibilities.
Sorting career possthilitks is much mthe complicated
than buying a necktie for grandpa, yet the sorting process
is much the same. A good way to begin is to We out the
ones that would never work, and pick the ones that at first
glance might be possibilities, knowing that you will eventually discard all but ate cs two. Similarly, when it conms

available, their requimments and future demand and
Rojected level of earnings, be they college education type
cw simply technical."
In this chruner I explain where to get and how to use
information to sort out career options and maybe add some
new career possibilities. I describe an excellem source of
information on occupations and how to use it. I explain

to choosing a career, the fast task is to identifr the possibilities from which to choose. Build a list. Ruh: out the
groupings of industries and occupations that just don't fit.
Don't kt the misfits clutter up your son's or daughter's

where to go fth mixe detailed state information and for
information fcw people with special needs-the blind, hand-

thinking.

icapped, worm and minorities. The chapter closes with
suggestions for what parents can do which includes a

Whether buying neckties or choosing a career, the
time comes when a person has to narrow the options. A
person must look more carefully at how the colors and
patterns and material will blend with granddad's favorite
shins and 20-year-old suit coals. It's no longer enough to

simple, four-step model parents and young people can use
to help them make decisions. Pan 2 of the book ends with
the second section of the Career Explorations Workbook.

The Occupational Outlook Handbook
The Occupational Outlook Handbook (0011) is the
bible of occupational information. It is the best-the most
comprehensive, the mist accurate, and
most up-todate-single source of nationwide information on occupathins and career possibilities. In addition to being the most
authoritative, The 0011 has these features to recommend

Parents and young people who are serious about
making informed career choices will want to be familiar
with the 0011. It's a superb reference. It may not be as
eye-appealing as some of the more popular resources, but
the informatitm is all there. It's the best place to start.
The Deparunent of Labor publishes a new edition of
the Handbook every two years. It is almost the size a a
Sears Roebwk catalog. 400 - 500 pages long, and you use
it like a mail-order cata ag. Stan with the table of contents
in the front or the index ia the back, find the occupathm
that interests you, then turn to the appropriate pages and
read about it Of course, it's also a good book to just thumb
through. me 0011 is a reference volume, not the kind of
book you will curl up with by the fileplace and re,:.1 from

it

It is the most common single career information
source. More than 90 percent of schools nationwide
have one or more copies.

It is the most frequently chosen single resource by
students.
It. together with computerized systems, is identified
by students as the most valuable resource overall.

cover to cover, but it is the best answer to the problem many

young adults cited in our stu.iy, like this telephone corn-

8
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pany worker's daughter with a degree in sociology: "I
guess as far as jobs and careers go, I had a very limited
knowledge of the labor market, what jobs are available,
types of work, and who employs these people."

Use of the OccupationalOutlook Handbook
The current edition of the Occupational Outlook
Handbook (1988-89) provides detailed infamation on
about 225 occupations and summmy infamation on about
125 mom occupations. The occupations are grouped into

Woad occupatimal groupings that largely follow the
Standard Occupational Cla.saification system (SOC),
which is the classifwation system I inuodwed you to
earlier.
There are two ways for you and your son or daughter
to use the Handbook. If you have some ides of his or her
interests, you can begin with the table of conarnts which
lists nearly twenty groups of related occupations plus job
opportunities in the Armed Forces. These subdivio; into

numerous categories, which in nun list specific occupations. For example, one cluster of related occupations is
"Engineers, Surveyors, and Architects." Within that cluster

there is a separate grouping for "Engineers"; and within
"Engineers" there are ten different kinds of engineets. If
your son or daughter is interested in something having to
do with engineering, the table of contents offers several
engineering specialties you can check out.

The Occupational Outlook Handbook is the
best single :;ource of nationwide information
on occupations and career possibilities.
A second way to use the Handbook is to start with the
alphabetical index to occupations in the back of the book.
Hero the approach is to seek out specific occupational tides
and pursue those that interest you. There are several mutes
you can follow. You can turn directly to the infonnation
on a general healingfor example, engineer& Under "engineers" the index adds several sulcategories under "see
also" and then alphabetically lists the ten specific kinds of
engineers. No matter how or where you start, the Handbook provicks information on occupations and refers you
to related occupational title.,

Occupational Information
Whether you get into the OccupationalOutlook Handbook through the table of contents at the front of the book
or the index at the rear, the Handbook gives a wealth of
information on occupations. It tells what .--;.ch occupation
is like; education and training requirements, advancement
possibilities, earnings, and employment outlook; related
occupations to explore; and where to get more information.

Each section of the 0011 follows a set pattern that
makes it easy to compare one occupation with another. The
infor-ation for specific occupations is then summarized in

about two pars. It follow this format.

Nature of the Work. This section describes the main
duties for people employed in an occupation. It tells what
waters do on the job, how they do their work, and what

tools or equipment they use. The work description is
general and typical of the many jobs in the larger occupaamal classificaticat. Nonetheless, in many occupations the
work varies from one job to the next, and tin 0011 discusses this variation.

The section on registered nurses is an example. It
inciaks short paragraphs about hapital muses, nursing
home nurses, community health nurses, Ovate duty nurses, office nurses, and occupational health or indusuial
nurses. The descriptions explain how the type of work
varies from one empioyment setting to the next.

Wading Conditions. A high school graduate with
military training as a heavy-equipment mechanic now
works as a machine operator for a petroleum refining
company in the Northwest. His advice on how to help
young people prepare for careers was brief and to the point:
"Help prepare them for what is really going on in the world
today and how ruff (sic) it is to make it with or without an
education."

Working conditions are an important consideration
when thinking about a career. Some people like the great
outdocws and would feel all cooped up in an office job.
Others find bad weather, dust, noise, and din distasteful.
They prefer air-conditioned offices. Working conditions
may vary in several respects. Fa example, evening or night
work may be required on a permanent, rotating, or shift
basis. There may be requirements for on-demand overtime

work. Working conditions may include environmental
considerations and health and safer; factors.
Another example: in the case of electricians the 0011
notes that electricians may :,,tand for long periods of time.
In addition, they frequently work on ladders and scaffolds,
as well as in awkward or cramped positions. Electricians
risk injury from electrical shocks, falls, and cuts; to avoid
injuries they must follow strict safety procedures.
Work settings vary. Knowing the normal conditions
under which a young person would work is an important
consideration in choosing a career. Neither we nor our sons
and daughwrs will know their exact working conditions in

advance. But it helps to know the w =al conditions and
these may be different than we've seen on TV.
Employment. This section reports the number of
workers in the occupation and tells whether 6.?y are
cated primarily in certain industries or geographical areas
of the country. For example, in 1986 about 263,000 people
worked as compoter operators and most were employed by

data processing .ervice firms, colleges and universities,
and hospitals. If regions of the country and size of residen-

tial saws are a consideration, the Handbook discusses
these. And though an occurestion may be expanding, how
soon it will grow is an important consideration too.
The size of an °a upational group and the number of
people in an occupation who work in particular settings are
important considerations to people looking for employ-

Finding Occupational Information

ment because large occupations, even if growing slowly,
offer many openings when waters retire or die. Similarly,
information on full- sad part-time employment may be an
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outlines die possibilities for advancement with additional

training and indicates in-senke mogrants available by
which employees may enhance their skills
JabOndook. A pawn's interests, abilities, and career
goals are important considerations in selecting a carer:, but
whether the job market is favorable is also an important
consideration for young people in demrinining whether to
pursue a specific caner. What can be dam to help young
pewle prepare for careers? A (lieu attendant with a col-

important consideration for students, homemakets, or
raised pas= mid others who want to work pm-tune.
Training, Other enalificatkms, and Advancement.

An insurance unit:miter with a master's degree in
ecouomics said: "It would have been helpful to have had
more awareness as a high school student as to what was
available as a camer and how to best prepare for it." Career
prepazaam decisions are an increasingly important pan of
the weer choice process.
Not all occupations are open to everyone. Some lequire that appliams have certificates or advanced degrees
that involve considerable investments of time, ability, and
fmances. Other occupations list reelerences for candidates
with high school or college course work in particular areas.
There ate various ways to prepare for empbyment

lege major in fine Ms said: "Being realistic with individuals, kiting kids loam what meas of the market am
glutted (i.e., teachers)." The job outlook sectimi outlines
the employment prospects fw each occupation.
The inhumation inclucks a statement of the expected
change in employmait in the occupation and whalwr the
job opportunities are likely to be favorable or untamable.
In some cases the Handbook provides information on the
supply of workers. It also indicates how soon employment
prospects are lilcely to develop. In some cases the Handbook comments on thc effect fluctuations in economic
activity are likely to have cm employment in the occupation. In most cases the 0011 gives the expected change in
employment through the year 2000.
The Handbook has adopted a standard rhetoric for
desaibing projected changes in employment by the year
2000. Following are key statements and their meaning in
tams of employment projections;

College study leading to a certificate cc degree
Programs offered by public or private postsecondary
vocational schools

Home study courses
Government training programs
Expel ,ence or training obtained in the armed forces

Apprenticeship and other formal training offered by
emploYas

Statement

High school courses
The Handbook indicates the preferred preparation for
each occupation. If employers accept alternative programs,
the Handbook lists these too.
The section on training, other qualifications, and ad-

"Much faster than average"
"Faster than average"
"About as fast as average"
"Mae slowly than average"
"Little change"

vancement specifies common hams of certification and
licensure required to enter an occupation. However, states

"Decline"

vary regarding certification and licensure requirements for
certain occupations, and parents and young people should
always supplement Handbook information with irformation from the appropriate state agency. This section in the

Projection
35% or more increase
25% - 34% increase
14% - 24% increase
5% - 13% increase
4% or less increase
or decrease
5% or more decrease

So, also, the Handbook has a standard way of describing job opportunities and competition:

Handbook also lists other qualificatices, including personal characteristics, that are generally needed or desired

Statement

of workers in the occupation.

The Handbook indicates that some occupations are
natural steppingstones to others. If a pattern of movement
from one occupation to another exists, the Handbook discusses it. For example, experienced dietitians may advame
to assistant or associate director, or to director of a dietetic
department. With graduate training they may advance to
teaching, research, or administration.

"Excellent opportunities"
"Very good opportunities"
"Good or favorable
opportunities"
"May face competition"
ty lace keen competition"
"

Ratio of Job Openings
to Job Seekers
Much more numerous
More numerous
About the same
Fewer
Much fewer

While useful, information on expected changes in
employment shai4 be used carefully. No one can predict

Information on career possibilities is useful. Skills
gained working at one job may enhance a person's "work-

ing capital," making him or her employable for another
position, perhaps a more desirable job. Sometima moving
from one occupation to another requires more than the
training or experience acquired on the job. The Handbook

labor market conditions perfectly, the number of job openings and job seekers changes constantly, and employment

prospects in a particular state or !omit), may differ from
the national outlook described in the Pandboa

t
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Areas of slow growth, strong competition for available
positions, and few openings should cause young peopk to
pause, but this information atm should not prevent them

from pursuing careen that really interest them. Even occupations that are small or overcrowded offer jobs that art
vacated when people retire or die, and then is always a
need to replace those who leave the occupation. If the
occupation is large, the number of job openings that occur
from replacement needs is generally much larger than the
number that occurs in small occupations, even those with
high gmwth rates. Bla replacements are needed even in
small occupations. Parents and young people shoal not
rule out a potentially rewarding career simply because the
employment outlook for that occupation is not favorable.
Earnings. The earnings level for a wospective occupation is another imliortant consideration.
People tend to think of earnings in terms of money-a

Because ci these variations, parents and young people must
=excise caution in insereeeting earnings MA:minion.
The Handbook reports earnings. Generally, the figures

air for workers in private industry who are not in supervisory positions rff engaged in fanning. Also, reported
earnings are based on information that is normally two to
three yaws old. Pay levels differ between occupations and
within occupations. Because of these variations it is always

wise ai check with local employers about earnings fix a
particular occupatitm.
Retailed Occupations. This sheet section lists occupations that require similar worker aptitude', interests, educa-

tion, and training. These occupations may be viable

check deposited in the bank or cash in the peace But

alternatives to a young pason's primary interests, and it is
useful to read about them. It gives the bigger picture. One
of the young ladies in our study criticized high schools and
colleges saying "The practical, realistic approach to life
was sadly missing." What did she say could be done to help

money is not the only financial reward for work. Fringe
benefits take many forms: social security, workers' com-

young people prepare for the future? "Better programs
explcsing a much wider range of career oppornmities.

pensation, unemployment insurance, paid vacations,

Many people fall between auto mechanics and attorneys,"

holidays, sick leave, life, health, and accident insurance,

participation in retirement plans, and supplementalemployment benefits, ard these too must be considezerl.
All are provided in par or total by employe's.

Parents and young people should not rule out
a potentially rewarding career simply because
the employment outlook for that occupation is
not favorable.
Other forms of salary supplementation may occur
from working ovenime, night shifts, irregular hours, tips,
commissions, and piece rates. Some oceupations-for example, plumbers and electricians-offer workers a chance
to supplement their wage or salary income with jobs on the
side. Some employers offer stock options and profit-sharing plans, saving plans, and bonuses.
Workers may receive part of their earnings in the fonn
of goods and services. Sales workers in department stores
may receive employee discounts on purchases. Private
household workers may receive free meals or free housing.

Workers in other jobs may receive uniforms, business
expense accounts, use of company cars, or free transportation on company-owned planes.
h is not easy to determine which occupatirms provide
the highest earnings because good information is imitable
only for wages and salaries. In some cases, not even that is

not available. Further, pay levels may depend on the
worker's expaience, seniority, or qualifications. Earnings
may vary by geographic location, or by industry, or by the
specialty or type of work performed within occupations.

she said. "A much wida approach is vital." The related
occupations section in the Handbook gives tkit wider
approach.
Sources of Additional Information. This section appears at the end of every Handbook description. It identifies government agencies, professional societies, trade
associations, unions, cceporations, and educational institutions that make available additional career information.
Much of the information is free of charge.
The Occupational Outlook Handbook is a good source

of information on the entire country, but it is only one
source of information. Parents and young people should
supplement that information by contacting organizations
that give additional information on particular careers.

Other OOH Information
The 0011 presents a set format of information on
approximately 225 occupations that account for about 80
percent of all jobs in the economy. In an appendix the 0011
presents summary information on another 125 occupations, which account for another 10 percent of all jobs.
Each description includes a brief description of the nature
of the work, the number of jobs, and a phrase describing
the projected employment change. Thus, the 0011 covers
all but about 10 percent of jobs in the economy.
Also, the 0011prosents a short section on job opportunities in the anned forces. This section follows the same
basic format as the Hanebook follows in presenting the
major occupations. In a klition, it covers such topics as the
distribution of military pe.-sonnel across the services and
the distribution of enlisted personnel by broad occupational categcries.

Finding Occupational Information
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State Inf4rnation
A college graduate who now works as a sales manager
for a department store on the West Coast speaks for many

make career decisions. At that point the NOICC/SOICC
netwak became involved in the develoyment of Catt..s.

yomg people witern we asked him what were the major
problems he encountered since leaving high school. "The
major problem was I had no clear idea ci what I wanted to
dowel what nem occupakms involve," he said. Ratunately, tbere is good infamadat available on what mew:dims
invcdve, and it is becoming more md more accessible
through Occupational Informaticm Systems (OIS) and
Career Information Delivery Systems (C1DS).

Infmnation Delivery Systems (CIDS). CIDS are can-

Occupational Information Systems (OM
Since 1977 them has been a sustained effort to establie!. an agency in each state with responsibility fix gatlalr-

ing and disseminating state career information. The
agencies we called State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees (SOICCs). Each bas a staff that as-

sembles and distributes occupational information on
requer. The SOICCs also deliver national and local infor-

mation to UM In many cases the information extends
bernal occupational planning to include educational planning and life planning.
The vatious SOICCs are coordinated by the Natkinal

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
(NOICC), a Federal interagency committee established by

Confess in 1976 with offices in Washington D. C.. Its
primary mission is to preanote the development and use of

labor market informationi.e., information about educeticm, jobs, occupations and careers. This mission is accomplished through the SO1CCs.

puasr-based systems that give individuals current, accurate,
national, state and locally relevant occupational and educational infiamation.

CIDS typically contain descriptions of 250 or more
occupations. The systems describe duties associated with
the occupations, waking conditions, water requirements
and the employment outlook. They describe occupational
wages and solaria, information on major employers in the
state and job openings posted with the state employment
security agency. The CIDS also provide information on
postsecondary institutions that offer career preparation in
the him of education and training programs, details about
the ptograms offered, admissions requirements, financial
aid, and the Wee. Most CIDS now also include military
occupational and training information.
Other Services. In addition to computer-based CIDS
systems, states use a variety of other methods to deliver
career infonnation. For example, SO1CCs publish such
materials as career information newspapers and newsletters wid directories of licensed occupations and apprenticeship pmgmms. SOICCS sponsor career days and job

fain. SOICCS operate telephone hot lines that inovide
information about jobs, occupations, and careers.
There are 46 state CMS now in operation. CIDS are
located in about 15,000 settings nationwide. You may be

able to use your state CII) services through local high
schools, public libraries, job training centers, corrections

facilities, vocational rehabilitation centers, continuins

Since 1977 there has been a sustained effort
to establish an agency in each state with
responsibility for gathering and disseminating state career information.
NOICC and the SOICCs do not gather occupational
and labor market data, but the Nowc/sacc network has
responsibility for promoting and facilitating the use of data
collected by numerous Federal and state agencies includ-

state employment security agencks, state vocational

education centers, employment service offices, counseling

agencies, welfare offices, private employers, and community organizations.
The CIDS accommodate about 7 million increasingly
diverse users each year. During the 1970s the CIDS were
used almost exclusively by high school students, probably
because many of the early systems were put in plwe in high
schools. By the early 1980s a fourth of CIDS users were

nonsecondary school students: and more recently more
than a third of the people who used IDS systems were
adults or college students.

alucation and rehabilitation agencies, Job Training
Partnerships Act programs, um Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the Employment and Training Administration, the Center
for Education Statistics, the Departumnt of Defense, and
others.

Career Information Delivery Systems
(CIDS)
In 1977 Congress expanded the NOICC/SOICC role
by involving the network directly in helping meet the labor
market infonnation needs of young people and adults who

The SOICCs provide the best information
available on occupations for each state.
The Occupational Outlook Handbook provides the
best occupational information available at a nationwide
basis, and the SOICCs provide the best information available on occupations for each state. The name of the particular car= information delivery system my differ from
one state to another, but three points warrant emphasis:

8ti
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State occupational infixmation is usually availabk
through your State Occupational Infrxrnation Coordinating Ownmittees (SOICC).
States have Career Information Delivery Systems

(CIDS) that are designed to save the informaticm
needs of state residents.
Although the SOICCs and C1DS are relatively new,
oily about 15 years old, they ptovide the hest labor
market information available for your state aid, possibly, for your locality within your SUM

You we paying for these programs with your tax
dollars. Use the services.
Note. States, like the federal govermnent, have a habit

of reorganizing themselves every now and then-about
every time thew is sr election. When reorganization fever
sets in, people change, agency names change, and eaganizational charts change. In other words, "SOICC and
"CID" may not br listed as such in your telephone dimetcry. Fcw example, the State of Michigan doesn't have a
SOICC, but it has a MOICC-i.e., Michigan Occupational

Information Coordinating Committee. Many states incorporate the stwe name in the name of the Committee.
How can parents and young adults track down their
state Occupational Information Cotxdinating Committee
and Canter Information Delivery System? And where can

they use it? Here we two foolproof ways to neck die
systems down-and you may have to track them down:

Call your State Department of Labor and ask where
you can get occupational information on your state.
Write or call the director of your state system. The
tide, address, and telephone number of your State
employ-nent security agency director of research and
SOICC directors is listed in Apptndix C. pages 422
- 424, of the Occupational 0141Wit Handtvok (198889 edition).

Other Sources of Information
Parents and ymmg people have access toother sources

of career information. Libraries, ^areer centers, and
guidance offices in schools are the most common resource
centers. Typically, they have copies of the Occapalonal
Outlook Handbook together with other reference books,
brochures, magazines, and audiovisual materials on occupations, careers. self-assessment, and job hunting. Cul-

lections of occupational material are also available in
public libraries, college libraries, learning resource
centers, women's centen, and career counseling centers.
Check with your lgxarian, also the telephone operator.
They can help you get information.
Coimselcis play an important role in making career
information available. You should use their knowledge and
expertise. Counseling, also vocational testing, is available
in a number of places:

Galan= nffices in high schools
Placement offical in vomdcwal schools

Career Owning and plwement offico in colleges
Job savice offices affiliated with the U.S. employment service
Vocational rehabilitation agencies
Counseling services offered by community organizations

Commercial firms and professicmal consultants

Most career guidance offices offer a variety of services, materials, awl activities. Materials include films,
filmstrips, cassettes, t apes, kits, interest and aptitude inventories, and computerized occupationri information sys-

tems. Activities include individual advising, group

discussions, mast speakets, field trips, and career days. It
is useful to have some genttral car= areas in mimi when
you and your son w daughter visit these centers, although
counselors are able to help peopk in the eady stages of
career choice also. The important thing is to stan the career
search process using whatever resources are available. h's
like climbing a ladder or stairway. Every step you take
gives a clearer picture of what lies ahead. That's what you
want.
h I had no We whese to start, I would begin by looking

through the Occupational Outlook Handbook. It's available almost ):verywhere, including high school career

centers and librwies. And don't overlook the staff at
resource centers. They we there to help you and most are
eager to di so.
A young man who studied psychology in college and
now works for the family construction firm told us that
"educated adriAs are the kids' best bet." One of the ways

parents and other adults can help young people is by

knowing what to go and where to start when searching for
good career information.

lnfoe-mation for Special Groups
Certain groups including youth, handicapped persons,
the blind, women, and minorities present special challenges in securing employment. These organizations provide
career infonnaLon for such groups.

Handicapped
The President's Committee on Employment of the
Handicapred. 1111 20th St NW., Room 636, Washington,
rc 20036. Phone: (232) 653-51'44.

Blind

The Job Opportunities for tke Blind Program, a
division of the National Feekration ror the. Blind. Phone:
1-800-638-7518.

S

Firuilng Occupational Information

Wooten

U.S. Depanment of Labor, Women's Bureau, 200
Constitutkm Ave. NW., Washingtcm, DC 20210. Phtmc
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new pojectiems every two years, and infommtion that is
old may be obsolete and misleading.
It it also important to check the source of information.

(202) 523-6652

Although most material is produced to mid& useful
vocationl guidance, some is produced for nscruitment

Wider Oppmumities fm Women, 1325 G St. NW.,
Lower Level, Washington, DC 20005. Plum: (202) 6383143.

purposes. A word ricaukm is in oaks. Check the source.
Rowans of descripdons of employment possRilities that
look too good, pianist big bucks exaggerate the demand
for workers, or leave mst hnpostant information. If in doubt,

Catalyst, 250 Ark Ave. South, New York, NY 10003.
Phone: (212) 777-8900.

Minorities
National Association fa the Advancenwnt of Colored
People (NAACP), 4805 Mount Hope Dr., Baltimore, MD
21215-3297. Phone: (301) 358-8900.
Leagaw of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC),

National Educational Service Centers hx., 400 First SL
NW., Suite 716, Washington, DC 20001. Phone: (202)
347-1652.

A Word of Caution
Caeer intimation should be checked carefully and it
should be toed cautiously.
It is always important to use the latest and best information available. Know the date and source of the info.mation. Check it. Be careful about information on the
employment outlook, earnings, and training requirements
that is more than five years old. Career informant" particularly information on employment prokrtitms, becomes
outdated quickly. The Bureau of Labor Statistics develops

discuss the informaticm with a counselor, teaclwr, or
blkarkm.

Remember, outlooks and mkt:dons may be wrong.
No one has a oriel ball or undistorted view of the future,
aid even the most careful estimates may be altered by
national and imanatimial developments, technological innovations, faboal priorities, climate, and the like. For these
reasons anticipated growth rates can never be the only
cmsideration when it comes to choosing a career. The size
of the occupatimal groupings or industrial sectors together
with state and iegional variations are also important considerations.

Information is better than ignorance, and
good information is better than bad information.
Projections may be frail, but I admit to a bias: inrormation is better than ignorance, and good information is
better than bad information. Parents can help young people
choose careers by helping them locate occupational infixmation and making sure it is good infonnation.

What Parents Can Do
A majce Educational Testing Se vice (ETS) study of
career information systems is critical 3f students and coun-

variety of career information materials that decorate the

advantage of tlw career information resources high schools

shelves and fall the filing cabinets. The amount of material
is impressive. Unfortunately, too many audents and counselors don't use the material.

make available. A major criticism of counselors is grit
many could not identify a si.igle resolute for up-to-date

careen, and the best place to . Aart is with the Occupational

selors. The criticism ci students is that they don't take

information on local wages and salaries, informancm about
job security and tenure, jobs that involve helping others,
and occupations that are accessible to the handicapped. It
is not my purpose to throw stones at either students or

counselors, but I emphasize two themes that appear
throughout this book: young people need help choosing
careers, and pawns can help them.
:n Part 2 I focused on the world of work, how it is
changing, where it is going, and the importance of knowing
what the key resources are that parents and young people
can use in choosing a career. If you, a parent.. have never
been to your son's or daughter's high school career center,
I urge you to go. You will be impressed by the amount and

Parents can help their sons and daughters choose
Outlook Handbook. In fact, you may want to consider
buying a copy, perhaps the paperback edition, and keeping
it at home. It's the best infonnation on occupations you can

buy. Send for it fran the Governmem Printing Office,
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, X 20402.
You will have to pay in advance, so check the c went cost

before arckring. Phone: (202) 783-3238 kw pfce and
ordering information.
Let me suggest two other widely used references fm

occupational information. One is The Encxlopedia of'
Careers and Vocational Guidance, which is a commercial
product. The Encyclopedia is well-written and illustrated.
It is also fairly widely availabk. Many stocking and won-

8
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selors find it helpful and easier reading than the Occupational Outlook Handbook. Exploring Careers is a good
resource for middle schoolfitmior high school students. It
pianos:sem= awareness through stories about peopk at

wak, photographs, evaluative questions, surorsted activities, and arm games. Exploring Careers is available
from the Government Printing Office.

Information about the employment outlook for
specific region of the county is more difficuk to locate.
Be aware, Imwever, that each year, about mid-October, the
New YorkTintes publishes a special Stutday supplement on

careers that projects the effects of social, political, mid
economic change on the labor market. Often the Thies
supplement focuses on the impEct of these changes fix
regions of the country. Watch for it. The Christian Science

Monitor occasionally, bu: irregularly, also publishes ar-

the difference between industrial seams and mejor cccupational groups, understand what industries and occupa-

tions are located in your community mid state, and what
the rejections are for growth and employment in those
indugries and occupations.

Derision Making Steps
The problems young pecnile have with choosing
careen can be beken down into smaller comments.

Laming MOM about occupatimis, industries, and career
preptuation options are examples. There is another problem that a lot of young people have. They don't know who
to make decisions-about anything!

I suggest that parents try to teach their children a
four-step decision-making strategy. These are the four
steps:

ticles on careers. And, of course, the mintier news
magazines-Time, Newswaek, U.S. News and World
Report-sometimes feature the employment outlook and
give attention to regions of the country.
Take advantage of national, state, and local information availabk through your State Occupational Informa-

tion Coordinating Commine (SOICC) and Career
Information Delivery Systems (CIDS). You can fmd out
what career information is available in your state by checking with your schod career center or job service office.

Parents can sensitize their sons and daughters to
population changes and labor force trends in their own
communities. School closings, sales of school buildings,
and conversion of school buildicgs into office mid apartment buildings are not uncommon. Why is this happening?

And what happens to the people who worked in the
schools, or in indusuial plants that close, or in stores that
close in your community? Where do the people go? What
do they do?

In other pans of the country there is growth: new
shopping centers, new residential area subdivisions. Where
do the new home owners come from? Why did they move
to this area? Why axe new shopping centers being built?

For whom? What economic factors make this happen?
These are questions to raise with your sons and daughters.
Maybe your family knows someone involved in the closing. How does it affect them? Local situations are env lent

opportunities to discuss how population changes affect
worker supply and demand. So also, new consmictionsubu.-bs, shopping centers, and plants-rovick opportimities to talk aboin how the production of goods and
services responds to demand, on the one hand, and how the

delivery of goods and services requires a supply of
workers, on die other hand.

There are other local topics that parents and young
people can think about and discuss. What are the large
companies in your arm? In what industrial sectors do the
companies operate? What is the projected growth for these

industries? What are the predaninant occupations in the
companies and what is their projected growth? Parents can
use down-home examples to help young people understand

I. Identify interest
2. Get information

3. Evaluate information

4. Narrow choices
Young people will find that following these four steps
will help them make decisions in a lot of different areas,
not only in deciding about careers and career preparation
possibilities.
Exampk. Suppose a young person wants to buy a car.
Step 1 is to irkmify interests, and those might be something
like this: need a four-wheel drive vehicle with lois of power

and big wheels; must be rugged 4irx1 "open;" can't cost
more than $5,000; must be able to pull a boat; must be able
to do routine maintenance myself.

Step 2 is to get information. Who makes such a
vehicle? Certainly not Cadillac, but Jeep does. Additional

information will reveal that Toyota, Suzuki, and some
other manufacturers also produce such a vehicle. And the
less than $5,000 price limit suggest that going to new car
dealers will be a waste of time, so it probably makes sense
to check the advertisements in the paper and to visit used
car lots. This will probably produce six or eight vehicles
that meet the requirements.
Step 3 is to evaluate the information. That includes
checking how many miles are on the vehicles and probably
concluding that the one with 45,000 miles is in better shape

than the one with 89,000 miles; checking the :ins and
battery and condition of the body; poss bly reading Consumers Reports about the repair records or each vehicle;
road testing the vehicles to see whether each one holds the
road, needs bakes, leaks oil, and whether the clutch slips;
and determining whether the vehicle with 105,000 miles is
worth $2,900.

The 4th step is to narrow tne choices. That means
rejecting the one with 105,000 miles-ton many miles. It

Finding Occupational Information
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means nding out die (me that is really neat hit sells for
STAG-can't Woad it. It means ignoring the one with
spongy brakes that also leaks transmission fluiddon't

Amither reason to get mat information is fin' young people
to learn how they can prepare for occupations and to rmd

need those expenses. It means selecting those two or three
from which a final decision will be made, and eventually
choosing from them.

that interest them. Still another reason is to get our sons and

Mothers can use tin same four steps to choose new
carpeting for the den, and Dad's can use the four steps fice
buying a fishing boat. More important, young people can
use the four-step pocedure to sott out their career and
career preparation %lions.

One way to help young people choose careers
is to teach them a simple decision-making
model.
When you can't figure out what to do, it makes sense
to think about how you will decide. One way to help young
people choose careers is to teach them a simple decisionmaking model.

Career Explorations Workbook
Knowing the best gimes of information WI population changes and labor force trends is one thing, but putting

it to work is another. Pan 2 of the Career Explorations
Workbook which follows helps young people summarize
and evaluate important information about the occupations
that interest them.
Occupations may be much different to people who

work at them than they appear to young people on the
outside. That is one reason for young people to get additional information about occupations that interest them.

out what dm employment outlook is for the occupatkins
daughters using the resources that are available. Keep in
mitn1 that the goal isn't just to help them gain a sense of
their career options: dre goal is also to teach them how to

make career decisions, a process they will have other
opportunities to use over di& work histories.
I suggest that parents and young people use the Occupational Outlook Handbook to answer the questions in
Pan 2 of the workbook. If the names of the occupations
young people listed in Pan I do not appear in the index to

the 00H, parents may have to help their sons and
daughters make the connections between the occupations
that interest them and titles in the 0011.
Pan 2 includes several evaluative questions. For example, after asking about the nature of work, a follow-up
question asks young people: "How do you feel about these
dudes?" The evaluative questions are included fcir young
people and their parents to discuss after completing Pan 2.
Earnings information in the 00H is at least two years
old. Moreover, wages and salaries listed are averages; and

earnings information for your local area may be quite
different. Keep this in mind.
Part 2 requires that young people prepare a worksheet,
a separate sheet of paper for each occupation that interests
them where they can summarize important information.
Young people should write the name of the occupation at
the top of the sheet, then write the number for each quon
as they work through the occupational informatior..
Now is the time to do Pan 2 in the Career Explorations
Workbook.

Career Explorations Workbook
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Part Two: Career Explorations Workbook

Occupational Information
"Occupational Infonnation" help you gather and
evaluate information about the occupations you selected in

Pan I. For each occupsion, you will:
Read a short description of the occupation.

the rust occupation at the top of tlw first wodcsheet, and do
the same for the second and thinl occupations on separate
worksheets. As you go through the occupsional information, write the number of the question and the key words
in bold print on the worksheet.

Summarize the key information on a separate sheet
Example: For number 4 below, write

of Pa Per-

4. Employment

Decide how you feel about the occupation.

Then, write the information in the space that follows.

Information Sources
Where can you get inftwmation about occupations?
The best information is in the Occupational Outlook Hand-

I. TITLE OF OCCUPATION:

book. The Handbook gives infomuttion on these chatac-

What is the title of the occupation?
Page number in the Occupadonal Outlook Handbook?

teristics:

Nature of the work

2.

NATURE OF THE WORK
What are the main duties in this occupation?
How do you feel about these duties?

3.

WORKING CONDITIONS:

Working conditions

Employment
Training, other qualifications, and advancement

What are the working concLichn?

Job outlook

How do you feel about these woi king conditions?

Earnings

Related occupations

4.

EMPLOYMENT:

How many people wark in this occupation?

Sources of additional information

Where are most workers in this occupation employed?

(Types of industries, regions of the country, size of
community)?
Do these places appeal to you?

Nearly every career center and library has the Occupa-

tional Outlook Handbook. Many have several copka. If

you can't find a copy, check with your counselor or
librarian.

Read the description in the Occupational Outlook
Handbook for each occupation you listed in the Summary
of Part 1.
The Handbook does not cover every we upadon. Note,
however, that in addition to the occupations covered in the
Handbook, the 0011 has a lengthy "Appendix A: Stunmary
Data for Occupations Not Covered in the Handbook." The

Appendix together with the main information section

covers about 90 percent of all occupatioons in the
economy. If the occupation you listed is not in ,..he Hand:rook index, you may here to figure out what occupational
title in the index inclodes the occupation that interest' you.
Check with your pannts or counselor if you aren't sure.
Use a separate sheet of paper, a worksheet, to summarize your notes for each occupation. Write the name of

5.

TRAINING, OTHER QUALIFICATIONS, AND ADVANCEMENT:
How do workers prenare for this occupation? (Important Writq,down all that apply.)
Four-year college (bachelor's or graduate degrc e)

Two-year college or vocational/technical school
(associate degree or certificate)
Apprenticeship
Military
Industry training programs (on-the-job trainin; or
working as a helper to an eAperienc worker)
Full-time job tollowing high school
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What high school or college courses are helpful?

If the employment outlook is less promising than you

Is cenification or licensing necesiory for entry into

expected, how do you feel abow preparing for this
occupation? (Do you think that you should consider

this occupation?
If "yes," whe general qualifications (such as age and
type of educadmi) are necessary?

other occupations that have a better outlook? Still have
a strong interest? Not sure?)
7.

6.

JOB OUTLOOK:
What is the size of this occupaticm?

For who yeall
What is the average wage for beginning workers? (per
how? per week? per year?)

Large (more thwi 250,000 wwkas)
Average (50,000 to 250,000 workers)
Small (fewer than 50,000 wwkets)
Expected growth MC in this occupation?
Higher than average?
About average?

Lower than average?
Considering the size and projected growth rate fir this
occupation, how would you classify the employment
outlook? (Good? Average? Poor?)

EARNINGS:

What is the average wage for experienced workers?
(per how? per week? per year?)
How do you feel about the earnings outlook?
8.

RELATED OCCUPATIONS:
What related occupatkIns does the Handbook list?
Which of these interest you?

9.

SOURCES OF ADDMONAL NFORMATION:
Where can you write?
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College Degrees and
Certificates
you have to go to college to get a good joh." Most
people believed that in the past, and many still do.

claims of religkais colleges to include today's Harvard President Bok's emphasis on applied ethics: "A

Education has been as much a pan of the American
value system as kw dogs. Chevrolet, and aplik pie.
But as a parent, what tki you want your son or daughter
to learn? And why? Most likely you will be paying much
of the cost What do you want to tuy? These are old, old
questions, and people have answered them in different
ways over the centuries:

university that refuses to take ethical dilemmas

The purpose of education is to teach what is trm and
good and beautiful, to pass the classics to the next
generation, whether that be Latin cw Shakespearean
prose. That's the answer seventeenth-century Erasmus and the twentieth-century Dewey gave.

Forget about the classics, the world is a Tower of
Babel-everybody babbling unintelligible sounds.
The purpose of education is to train the mind, to teach

how to think-logic, rationality, and how to organize
knowledge-regardless of what peccie talk about.
That was the Greek philosopher Aristode's answer in
the third century B.C.; and it enjoys much company

with those concerned about the information explosion today.

seriously violates ics basic obligations to society."
To be sure, the purposes of education blur and blend.

No college would say it serves but one purpose. All,
particularly as we enter the 1990s, would claim to serve
each purpose. Yet the panicular mix of imposes varies
from one college to the next and, in the case of laqe and

comprehensive colleges, the emphasis will also vary
within colleges. I concentrate cat career preparation possibilities in this book, but I urge patents and their sons and

daughters to recognize that their college options are
Imoader than career preparation. To get a job is not the only
reason to go to college, and it may not be the best reason.
No other country in the world has as many colleges to

choose from, 3,340 at last count that grant degrees and
about 10,000 that award cenificates. That's one of the

luxuries of living in a free society. But the variety of
possibilities can confuse the career choice process. You
have to decide what you want out of college and you have
to know what colleges have to offer. An elementary school
teacher who recently returned from teaching in Indonesia
echoes this point and feels high schools need to do more to

Ge an education to get a job. The goal is vocational

explain schooling options to young people: "It would be

uairing, whether that be agriculture in the 1860s:

helpful if they [high schools) could tell them [young
people] about the different types of schools, colleges.

chemistry, physics, law, engineering in the 1S00s; or
business and computer science in the 1990s. That
purpose of education was equally at home with Plato
in the third century B.C., the canter education movement of the 1970s, and the 1990's college freshman.

The purpose of education is neither to recite the
classics, nor to learn !,0 this* like Aristotle, nor to get

a good job. The purpose of education is personal

liberation and the development of one's potentialities. Education as a personal quest was the
rhetoric of the 1960s, but it has its advocates on
today's campuses too, though you have to look for
them.

The goal of education is informed decision making
that takes into account a moral and ethical component

to life. This position extends beyond the historic

technical training schools, apprenticeship type pr&srams,
and the like. Also, it would be good if they would help the

student make the initial contact with these schools or
programs."
Colleges are society's largest talent sorting, career
equipping, and job placement institution. Colleges come in
many shapes, sizes, and kinds. Parents and young people
need a wrii to son through the possibilities.
In this chapter I try to help parents and young people
work through the educational options that relate .o careers.
I discuss the difference between degrees and certificates,
consider how crAleges have changed since parents may
have attended them some years ago, provide information
on voca 'ion& preparation programs, and outline the kinds
of colleges from which today's young people can choose.
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Degrees and Certificates
The word "college* has become a cakh-all canory
that loosely applies to a va&ty of educational and training
pograms, whether these offer degrees or certificates. What
the education mid training experiences have in commas is

they occur after high school. They are peas:colliery
programs, mid dm me offend by duce kinds ci postmandary institutions four-year colleges, two-year colleges,
and technical schools (including business and trade
schools). Postsecondary institutions offer echication and
training fir students who have completed high school
graduation requirements.

Degree programs we broad programs of
study that teach knowledge that is
generalizable to a variety of work settings.
Certification programs emphasize learning
and skill training for near-term employment
in specific vocational areas.

program at one instiunion is not necessarily compatible
with programs Wend elsewhat. A certificate prcgram
nay 11e offaed a only a single institutkm. Once certificadon $ achieved, the program is over. The goal of cenifica-

rice programs is to pro= people fir narrow specialties,
and them me many artis in which a person can prepare for
certificatiom
In some cases a degree and certifkate may mean much
the same. FOf example, an associate degree may indicate
that a perstm come4esed a two-year vocaticatal program that

is skill oriented. The program includes 'elated general
courses mid, thereby, qualifies the student for an associate
degree. Alternatively, a certificate might be awarded after
two years. It indkraes that die person is trained in a narrow
area and that the program ci study has been completed. In
either case, the student has ccanpleted a terminal vocational
preparatimi program, and the holder of the degree or certificate is ready to go to work.

Levels of Degrees
Basically there are four levels of degrees. In ascending

There axe many kinds of college programs. I sort them
into two major groups, degree programs abd certification

pmgrams, for purposes of thinking through the possibilities. As the labels suggest, degree programs lead to a
degree, and certifsation programs lead to a certificate.
Degree programs are broad pograms of study that teach
knowledge that is generalizable to a variety of work settings. Cenification programs emphasize learning and skill
training for near-term employment in specific vocational
areas.

Differences and Similarities
Consider the difference. A degree program in physics

offers the student a broad understanding of physical
properties and processes, mechanics, and principles of
energy uansfer. The degree progs,en includes the theory of
physks so that the learner can use that general knowledge

across a broad field of applications. By comparison, a
certificate program in, say, transmission repair also deals
with energy transfer but prepares a trainee for a specific
line of wok, fixing automobile transmissions. The certificate program emphasizes specialized knowledge, skill, and
ability in a narrowly defined area. The focus is on how
transmission parts work together rather than on the theory
of energy transfer.
Degree programs are siandardized actoss institutions
so that students may transfer credits from one institution to
another. Also, degree programs are cumulative. Lowerlevel degrees are the basis for continuing study toward
advanced degrees. By comparison, certificate programs
are shorter term and closed ended. They are not designed

to provide the groundwork for advanced study, and a

order of accomplishment they are: associate degree,
bachelor's degree, =SWF deipte, doctorate or other
professimml degree.

The most general four-year degree is the B.A.
(Bachelor of Arts). The B.A. is required or accepted as
general preparation for professional programs that lead to
master's and doctoral degrees. Other kinds of tachelor's
degrees indicate MOM specialized academic preparation.
The B.S. (Bachelor of Science) degree indicates completion of a four-year acadanic program that is more focused
and specialized than a WA. program, but it is of longer
duration and less specific than a certificate program. B.S.
degrees are awarded for preparation for a career in such
areas as science, business, enginuthng, agriculture, and
education. The B.D. (Bachelor of Divinity) degree is
another example. It indizates pre-professional preparation
in theology.
A basic question young people have to answer if they

want to go to vilege is whether they are interested in a
degree or a certificate program. Both offer career-oriented
programs, and the quality of one may not be better than the

other. Yet there are differences, and the differences are
important. Though both degree and certificate programs
may claim to prep= a person for an occupation, the actual
entry requirements to 611 occupation may specify one or the

other, often a degree. Fix example, a person can take
computer programming in many kinds of colleges today,
and the course may lead to a certificate after as few as six
weeks or to a degree in computer science after four years.
But many employers yequire a degree for entry-level computer programmer positions. If both degrees and certifi-

cata are accepted fat entry-level positions, employers
often look more favorably on degrees than on certificates.
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This is true for bob employment selection and later advancement or womotion.

The thunder= of degree sod certificate Forams and
the necessity to choose between them is we ri the big
diffezteices between colleges loony aid colleges back
when you and I may have attended. "Don't go to college
without some clear idea of sm occupation or occupational
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arta you want to practice, otherwise it is not wcwth the
money." That's what a variety-stom department head in
Oregon Mid us, a ruing man with a bachelcr's degree in
math. Brion considering the kinds of colleges from
today's young people may choose, I review other ways
colleges have changed over the years and describe today's
vocational prepwation programs.

College Then and Now
"'Things have changed." That's true of col'kges, toc.
At the turn of the century only 6 nercent of the population
graduated from high school and only 4 percent en:oiled in

Strings are embed to increased government support
State and federal agencies administering government
funds have had an increasingly suong hami in college

college. In 1986, 75 percent of the total population had
graduated from hige school and 19 percent had completed
four years or more of college. Of the 25 - 29 year old age
group, 86 percent had graduated from high school end 22
pement had gradnated from college.

administration and have steadily eroded the policymaking
role of trustees, faculties, and administrators. Today more
than ever beforo, higher education is big business and it is

a regulated industry. Government involvement has hal
it_ ye effats on the nation's colleges:
More growth in public than private schools

Growth
since World War II the percentage of people who

More public support for higher education and training

complete four years of college has moved upward steadily.

More governmental regulation of postexondary

During the 1960s alone, society dedicated over seven
hundred new collegiete institutions-a new college every

:ive days for a decade! Undergraduate enrollments
doubled. In 1986, 12.4 million Americans enrolled in
colleges and nearly 2 mOlion more enrolled in manedlegiate schools.

Why the tremendous growth? You gunnel it: The
baby boom grew up and that was a big pan of it. Also, the

econceny of the 1960s generated a strong demand for
college gradvates in managerial and professional jobs.
That made a airerence too.
elates in
But since 1970, the demand for college
managerial and professional jobs slackened, n. ,ues softened, and enrollmenes slowed down. That doesn't mean
that college enrollments have declined. They haven't.
Government! Involvement. Two-year colleges gained

the lion's share of expanding enrollments. In the early
1963s only 14 pezcent of college enrollments were in
community colleges. In 1985, 37 patent, more than a third
of all college students, attended community colleges. The

proportion of c liege students enrolled in four-year colleges declined from 74 percent to 63 percent from 1970 to
1985.

A long-term trend toward more publie funding for
!iigher education accompanied growth in the number of
colleges. Over the past forty years the amount of public
funds going to public colleges rose from 42 perunt to 75
percent of teal college revenues, not counting increases in
student alit Student aid programs grew even more dramatically. Federal spending for student aid was $40.3 million
in 1958 whet, the first major federal program of ger.eral aid
for college students was enacted. Today, annual federal
spending for student aid is more than $15 billion.

education and training

The number of colleges has grown. The number of
enrollments has grown. The size of institutions of higher
education has also grown. In 1955 only one out of four
students enrolled on a campus with a student body numbering over ten thousand. Today half enroll on campuses
this size. In 1955, 8 percent of all students enrolled on
campuses with fewer than five hundred students. Today, 1
percent enroll on campuses this small. With their higher
tuition and mom limited CUJTICalUIH and social life, the
small private college has been losing ground steadily to
large public colleges and universities.

Student Body Composition
The makeup of college student bodies has also
changed. During the 1960s, the civil rights and feminist

movements stirred the nation's ccoscien= on whether
college edueation should any longer be the restricted
privilege of young white males from well-to-do families.
Large numbers of previously excluded groups enrolled,
particularly minorities and females.
Minorities and Females. During the 1970s the num-

ber of black students in higher education more than
double,: to nearly one and a quarter million. In fall of 1986,

more than 9 percent of college enrollments were Blaeks.
Students of Mexican and Spanish origin also enrolled in
greater numbers. Minorities comprise about 17 percent of
college enrollments. Hispanics comprise over 4 percent
and Asian Americans comprise about 3 percent or the total
college enrollment.
During the 1970s the number of women enrolled in
higher education rose from three million to nearly five

9 i;
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millioa In fall of 1986, 53 percent of colkge enrollees
were females. Over one five-year period, 1974 to 1979.
enrollments of women over thirty-five years old increased
by 67 percent.

The turning point (relined in 1979 when more

femaks than maks emolled in U.S. colleges. In 1972 the
college enrolhnent ratio et males and females was 74
wawa so 100 men. but ia 1986 there were 100 women for
every 89 gnat on campus. While enrollment incensed 12
percent far men, it increased 69 percent for winner'. Today,

women in the thirty-five-and-over age group outnumber
men of the same age by two to one on college campuses.
Today, half of full-time undergraduates are women,
h if of graduate students are women, the majority of pantune students are women, tuel the majority of students in
two-year colleges me slime& Also, mem than half of
students enrolled in noncollegiate institutions (business,
trade, and technical schools) are wawa; more than half of
all courses taken by students sevedteen years old and older
are taken by women; and, finally, the percentage of degrees
awarded to wonwn increased from 24 percent in 1950 to
49 percent in 1985.
Age and Part-Tinte Students. The age of students also
changed drAng the 1970s, particularly for females. In one
four-year period, 1972 to 1976, the proportion of college
students over twenty-five years old increased from one out
of four to one out of three. By 1981 most college students
were over twenty-one years old. By 1986 more than a third
welt twenty-fiv°: years old and older.
Today's college accommodates the part-time
especially the older part-time student. From 1970 . :985,
the proponion of full-time students declined from 66 to 58
percent. In 1985 twenty percent of students less than twenty-five years old were part-time suulents as were seventytwo percent of students twenty-five years ed std older.
Today, colleges are flexible and offer xplit schedules,
off-campus learning sites, and evening classes. A generauon ago dropping out to work or travel was highly discouraged. Today's pauerns of college attendance are much
more flexible, and "stopping out" is common practice.
Student Interests. Student bodies changed in other
ways over the past two decades. Average academic ability,
as measured by math SAT scores, was 17 points lower in
1986 than it was in 1967 and verbal SAT scores were 35
points lower over the same period. In one five-year period,
1975 - 1980, the number of remedial mathematics courses
offered by public four-year colleges increased by 72 percent In 1985, 88 percent of all 4-year colleges and tutiversides and 95 percent of all 2-year colleges offered remedial
education programs.
Tlw career education movement of the 1970s introduced a significant change in college life. Career education
placed strong emphasis on marketable skills, and many
liberal ans colleges responded by changing into comprehensive institutions offering business, engineering,
nursing, health-related programs, and the like. Student
interests changed from political activism to more tradition-

al Mete= for jobs and careers. An ex-marine who weeks
for a telephone company in Seattle encouraged us to "emphasise vocational skill training needed for living in the
real world. If a student does happen to be of a scholarly
frame et mind, that's fine. That's why we have colleges
and universities. But the notion that everyone, regardless
of pc:nodal inclination, should go oa to a fcumal four-year
institution is ridiculous." Many et our other respond=
reacted in the same way. A stock clerk in the navy mkt
"Having a blue collar job and working wish your hands
does me neressanly mean a lack of intelfigence." And a
mine opensor for the railroad in the state of Washingten
says that today's young people "should be taught that it is
not a sin to work with their hands." lany peopk agree with
the civil engineer who told us that 'college and the degree
have been oversold to high school kids."
One of the big changes in student interests and twogram offerings has been a steep increase in the number of
certification programs. The proportion of college students
majoring in the social sciences, humanities, and physical

sciences has declined, while the number of majors in
professional and vocational rsograms has increased.

Life-Styles
Campus life-styles have changed. Government fmancial aid programs reduced se dents' monetary depend:nee
on their families with the result that many are less dependmt on their parents' preferences. Few colleges today take
seriously the okl in loco parentio function, namely, that
school administrators take the place of parents in supervis-

ing students' personal lives. Many colleges continue to
have strict niles on the books about alcohol, drug consump-

tion, and mid:nee hall visiting hours for the opposite sex,
but in reality these are often wady enforced.
The proportion of students living in college housing

dropped from a third in the mid-1960s to a fifih in the
1980s, as living arrangemems shifted 10 private apartments. Today, only libmul arts colleges mmain largely
residential campuses.

Changing Institutional Emphases
Colleges have been responding to change since the
beginnings of higher education in America. The first col-

leges, including Harvard and Yale, were established to
maintain society's religious consciousness. The educational programs were primarily theological.

Today's colleges and universities offer career
preparation for many students who would not
have considered going to college a generation
ago.
As soeiety became increasingly diversified and
secular, zourse offerings included pmfessionnl training in
law and medicine. After the Civil War the mJdem univer-

sity emerged with emphases on agriculture, industrial
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production, engineering, sckime, and business administratient. Since Wcaid War II higher education diversified and

fare. Today's Ph.D. glut and overabundance of college
graduates is ample evidence for bleier educatim's ability

develared pogroms for various occupatices includim
police officers, fire fighters, wank and skilled trades
weaken. Today's colleges and universities ofkr canter
preparation for many ambits who would not have con-

to recruit, even into areas where the labor motet is

sidered going to college a genetation ago.

Colleges enter the 199as following two decades of
difficulties. The ham times of the 1950s and 1960s were
followed by the belt tightening of the 1970s and 1980s

when growth tares tapered cif and edicational costs
skyrocketed. Few for survival replaced the opirnism and
expansiveness of the earlier eras. Sane traditional depanmews in prestigious miversities have shut down. A few
colleges have gone bankrupt.
Recruitment. Today's colleges are faced with a very
practical problem: how to keep classrooms full. Colleges

concaurate on attracting ewe students. The suategies
include lowering admissice requirements, actively recruit-

ing students ignored a few years earlier (minorities,
females, older students, pan-time students. manied students), inflating grades so fewer students flunk out, em-

phasizing career preparation programs, making
arramments with companies to provide job-relevant con-

tinuing education programs for workers, advertising
poplar courses, and reducing faculty size. All of this has
requited a new breed of university administrators: people
skilled in fmancial management rather than educational
Philos0Phy and Policy.
The financial health of today's colleges overwhelmirwly depends on public support and high enrollments, and
higher education today responds to the demands of the

marketplace. Colleges use marketing consultants and
market research techniques, the kind used by soap and
cigarette companies. Colleges advc;tise on roadside
billboards, make their pitch on radio and in newspapers,
buy mailing lists and mail unsolicited reauitment letters
with shiny, four-color brochures to high school seniors-

marketing techniquu that were unheard of when we
parents went to college. Higher education is part of today's
consumer society. It caters to what the consumer wants and
will buy.
There is a note of caution here: caveat emptor,let the
buyer beware. The emphasis has shifted to attracting new

students because that's where the revenues come from.
Colleges' primary concern may not always be to turn out
finished products or to place those products in the labor

saturated! But that doesn't mean that a job and canter ate
waiting after college, Many a family has been lulled into
believing that, because a son cw &nigher was accepted for
enrollment, somehow that young person was on the way to
a premising cweer; but that isn't necessarily so. A &cm' s
daughter who started out in eductukin told taie wi pwsued
study in the field of elementwy educstion for two years
before I foimd out that there were very kw jas available
for graduates once finished, so I decided to drop out of
college' She now works as a therapist in elementary and
secondary schools in California.

Enrollment Outlook The number of college age
young people emulates at a low ebb as we enter the 1990s
as a result of the depwessed birth ratt. s that followed the
baby boom, and this will continue for several more years.
That means that colleges may have to expand their recruitment effons furtha if they are to survive. And some will
have to cut back. In fall 1982, for example, dre University

of Washington eliminated twenty-four degree cnignims
and reduced its enrollment by nearly five thmsand over a
three-year period. The changes were described by university president Gerberding as permanent reductions in size
and scope.
So far colleges have done pretty well. The earlier
pwephets of doom with their forecasts of huge enrollment
dec lir= have been wrong. The recmiunent efforts directed
at new "buyers" have paid off. After peaking in 1981 and
stabilizing in 1982 and 1983, higher ixtueation enrollment
Ls dec lined only slightly. What happens in the years ahead
will depend heavily on the federal government's edwation
program, which tends to change with national elections.
During the decade ahead colleges and universities will
have little choice other than to compete MOM effectively

for student enrollments. While going after an even more
diverse lot of education buyers at increased costs to the
ccnsumer, there will be more critics and skeptics who will
argue that a college education isn't wonh the ccst.
Whether a college educaSon is likely to pay in the
1990s is the subject of the next chapter. Before aiming to
that topic, I provide addluonal information on vocational
preparation programs available in today's colleges and sort
out the kinds of colleges that are available to today's young
pavle choosing careers.

Vocational Prepara.tion Programs
There is much confusion about what vocational

lion is gets even more confusing if you look at the defini-

preparation is. People say that vocational preparation is
"rade courses in high school," it is "what community
colleges offer," "what technical schools do," or "a special
program in four-year colleges." What vocational prepu..t-

tions used by the National Institute of Education. the
National Center for Education Statistics, or the Bureau of
the Census. Perhaps that is why the Carnegie Council on
Policy Studies in Higher Education published a chapter in

9s
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a book with this titled "Vocational Ethrattime Change
Everythkig, Including the Name.When I use the concept vocational imitation, I mean

two things: minims in which the printery goal is to
provide skills az the achnical, paraprofessional, and *Med
occupation levels; and programs dist are usually of thanes

duration that four-yam baccalaureaa programs. Often
vocational preparation programs are shoner than two-year

associae degree Forams.

This definition includes degree and certificate
programs offered by four-year colleges, two-year colleges,

and technical sclwols. It excludes appenticeships and
on-die-job training programs. These also emphasize vocational prepmation, but in these most of the day is spent on

die job. Classroom *traction is given outside the normal
workday, is less time consuming, awl is seated to specific
employer requirements. My definitiat also excludes correspondetce schools, where the primaty mode of insraiction is neither job-nor classroom-based.

Background

Table 7:1. Percentage ones Than 14ear SabinecakurmateAwards by Aikfor Program Area
Ptogram Ama

Percentage

Health Sciences

33

Business and Menagerie*
Engineering Technologies
Protective Services
Visual and Perforating Ms

27

All Ohms

15

15

6
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regions cifer a more diversified menu, and chances are that

a more varied selection of programs is available in your
area.

OCCapittionS
There are many areas for which specialized training is
required, and vocation& reparation programs pmvidc the
necessary training for many of them. It's not an anry ticket

In 1963 Congress passed the Vocational Education
Act. Passage gave formal recognition, increaed visibility,
new status, and multibillion-dollar financial impetus to
vocational programs. Today, there am about 10,000 institutions that provide some form of vocational preparation
for mat than six million students. Four of five high school
students go on to some type of postsecondary schooling
within twelve years after high school graduation. A third
enroll in vocational preparation programs. About one in
seven emegl in a vocational preparation rogram within a
year and a half after high school graduation.
If the above proportions continue to hold. as I expect
they will, more than 400,000 students from this year's high
school graduating class will enroll in scan kind of vocational preparation program within eighteen months after
high school; and more than 900,000, nearly a third of the
graduates, will enroll in a vocatkmal preparation program
within twelve years. Apparently, more and more young
people agree with what a firefighter with ten years' experience told us: "College should not be de-emphasized;
but vocational education should be emphasized more."

to all occupations; and its not the best form of cam=

Major Program Areas

Think again about the occupational projections
reported in chapter 5. I differentiated there, as I have

There is no single system in general use for classifying
vocational preparation programs. However, the National

Center for Education Statistics classified 66 subbacalaureate awards in 1987, and 85 percent of the less than
1-year awards were given in five general areas (Table .1).

Health servicez is the largest single area, followed by

business and management, engineering technologies,
protective services, and visual and performing arts. The
number and types of programs available varies by institution and region of the country. Some schools specialize in
a single occupational ama. For example, for years nearly

half of technical education students in Michigan weir
enrolled in electronics technology. Other schools and

preparation fce some occupation; but it is a good way to
prepare for many occupations.

It's not easy to determine whether a vocational
preparation program is the best way for your son or
daughter to prepare kw a particular career. There are a lot
of things to consider:

What occupation is your son ar daughter thinking
about?

What are the minimum and what are the preferred
entry qualifications for that occupation?

What colleges offer vocational reparation for that
occupation?

What is your son's or daughter's potential?
Each of these must be considered, and there is no pat

answer. However, I can give you some sense for how
vocational pleparation inograms fit intc the grand scheme

of things, and some guidance for figuring out your particular situation.

throughout this book, between projections based on size
and projections based on growth rate. It's an important

distinction. To illustrate how vocational preparation
pmgrams relate to employment possibilities, consider what
foon of career preparation might be advised for the top ten
occupations projected to have the most employment openings over the next decade (Table 7:2).
Before commenting, allow me to also list the top ten

occupations projected to have the fastest growth rates
together with the form of career preparation di... is advised
for each (Fable 7:3).

College Degrees and Certificates

Table 7:2. Preferred Career Preps's:1,180r the Ten
Occupations with the Most Employment Openings,

1986 2908

occupatims

Pretend Educelimaraining
lfigh
School Vocatirmal College

7-7

Ifigh school is adequate for mom occupations that
have many employment %timings than for occupations with fast growth rates.
The geneel rule of thumb is that the more edimation

and opining a person gets, the better ate his or her

emphiyment rowels.
People with a high school diploma and vocational
training qualify for a larger =robe/ of occupations than do
people with only a high school diploma. A college educa-

Sales Workers, Retail
Waiters and Waitresses
Registered Nurses
Janitors and Cleaners
General Mtmagers and
Tes? Executives
Cashiers
Truck Drivers
General Office Clerks
Food Counter and
Related Workers
Nursing Aids, Orderlies,
and Attendants

tion usually opus still men areas for possille employment. In my opinion, college plus vocational preparation
puts a young person in the strongest employment position.
"Reverse tiansfers", people returning to two-year and
technical colleges for skill training after gating a four-year
&agree, has become increasingly common and rewarding.
In the Career Development Study of the early careers of
7,000 young men and women from the time they left high
school until age thirty, nineteen percent took some college,
then entered a vocational preparation program; fifteen
percent took vocational preparation first, then some college; and 14 percent had both a college degree and some
form of vocational preparation.

The point is that there are vocational preparation
Table 7:3. Preferred Career Preparation for the Ten
Fastest-Growing Occupations, 1986 - 2800
Prefenvd Educefion/Trakting

Occupations

High
School

Vocational College

Paralegal Personnel
Medical Assistants
Physical Therapists
Physical and Corrective
Therapy Assistants
and Aids
Data Processing Equipment Repairers
Home Health Aids
lkodiatrists
Computer Systems
Analysts
Medical Records
Technician
Employment Interviewers

programs that either prepare a young person directly for an
occupation cs complement high school diplomas and col-

lege degrees in ways that give a person an employment
advantage. Young people do not always know the cometion between degrees or certificates and jobs. Take the cue
of this young lady who graduated with a bachelor's degree
in psychology from a college in New Mexico. The biggest

problem she said she faced was "deciding early in high
school the degree I wanted to pursue. but having no real
knowledge of the job(s) this degree would qualify me for."
The best way to determine what form of education and

training is prefened for a partkular occupation is to read
about the occupation in the Occupational Outlook Handbook. The best place to find out where a particular vocational preparation program is offered is in the College &me

Book or comparable aference books on vocational
programs.
Information Limitations. Information on the employ-

ment outlook in areas for which vocational preparation
programs am available is more limited and fragmented
than is the outlook for areas served by four-year college
ckgree programs. This is a problem for people thinking
about enrolling in a vocational preparation program. Voca-

Observations. Three observations are especially
noteworthy about the preferred education and training for
these twenty high-opportunity areas:

Notice that for the twenty occupations, both groups
combined, vocational prematiern is the single most
preferred form of preparation.

tional programs are rather recent additions to the U. S.
education/training scene, the programs have been experiencing rapid growth and change, the areas are not yet
conceptualized into standard categories, and very few
studies of the effects of vocational preparation on later
careers have been done. As a result the information about
vocational preparation programs is less reliable than that
available for college degree programs.

1
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.Institutions and CostS
Vocational pteparation Fograms are cared in two-

year colleges, tedmkal wings, mid fourlear ughaes.
Two-year ailleges,jtmksard comminiky crdleges, ale the
most popidar settinp and anion two-thirds of all students
in vocational preparation programs. Another fotuth are
enrolled in uchnical schools and the remainder, about five
percent, am walled in vocational preparatitm programs in
four-year alleges.
Costs for encoding vocational pepamtion programa
vary. Tuition charges at =republic two-year colleges are
modem. Often students in two-year aileges live at home
and commute with the result that trampatatim costs increase but room and boad costs remain about the same as
when the stuckat was in high school.

Tuition chars= in proprietary schools-that is, forpout Imisiness, trate, and technical schools-are based on

a flat fee fir a particular program. Somtimes the fee

Comparidiv Costs. These is no direct comparisce of
within costs between pdilic and proprktary schools. Com-

munity colleges lia progiams in tams 00 credit hours,
wheseas proprietary schods list pogroms in terms ci duration-that is, weeks. In community colleges staduns spud

between fiiteen and twenty haws in the classroom ty
laboratory, but in proprietary schools students genmally
attend between twenty-five and dilny hours per week. That
gives them about one-third mote instrucnon time per week
Other differences that make cost comparisons difficult
include whether a person views the general comes offered
in comimmity colleges as a bane or a litmus; whether the

flame of die prwietary school includes books, supplies,
and fees that am extra assessments in two-year colleges;
and whether income deferred in programs of lamer durance; in two-yeir and fots-yea colleges is viewed as a cos.
Parents and their sons and daughters will want to consider
the relative costs from a number of different perspectives.

includes costs of hocks and supplies.

Kinds of Colleges
The changes that have gone on in higher education
over the past (pater amtry, including the development of
vocational peparation programs, have changed the forms
that today's colleges take.
Earlier, I suggested dial a bask decision young peopk
headed for college mast make is whether to enroll in a
degree or certificate program. In today's colleges both
degree and certificate programs are likely to appear in the
same institutions. It is no longer the case that you go to
college if you want a degree. and you go to a vocitech or
trade school if you want a certificate. Both degrees and
cenificates may be pursued in many colleges, and vocational preparation studies may be in either degree or certificate programs.

A basic decision young people headed for college must make is whether to enroll in a degree or certificate program.
In the following sections I identify the main kinds of
colleges that exist on the current educational setae. I make
a basic distinction among three kinds of colleges: four-year
colleges, two-year colleges, and technical schools. I discuss three kinds of four-year colleges: liberal arts colleges,
specialized colleges, and comprehensive universities. I
also refer briefly to doctoral and professional degree-granting institutions. I then discuss two kinds of two-year colleges: junior colleges and co- ..amity colleges, I discuss
vocational preparation programs in the context of four-year
and two-year colleges. Finally, I consider business, trade,
and technical schools.

My purpose is to explain to parents and young people
how these institutions are similar and different and what
programs axe identified with each.

Four-Year Coikges
When people use the word college, they often have in
mind one or the mcwe than 2,000 four-year colleges that
offer programs of study leading to a bachelor's degree. I
use the word more broadly to apply to all institutions that
offer training and education beyond high school: so it is
impmant to differentiae kinds of colleges.
Colleges offer specialized groups of courses, and the
nature of Vie programs distinguishes three kinds of fouryear colleges: liberal arts colleges, specialized colleges,

and comprehensive universities. College and university
enrollments grew rapidly in the 1960s and 1970s, then
slowed during the late 1970s. Today, college and imiversity enrollments are about 13 million and will probably
remain within one percent of that figure over the next live
years. Growth in four-year colleges has not kete pace with

growth 'a two-year colleges, however. According to the
National Center for Education Statistics, the proportion of
students in four-year colleges declined from 74 percent to
63 potent between 1970 and 1985, and the proportion of
full-time students declined from 68 percent to 58 percent.
Four-Year Liberal Arts Colleges. Four-year liberal
art.s colleges offer general programs of study in the arts,
humanities, social sciences, and sciences.
The arts includes courses of study in people's con-

scious use of skill, taste, and creative imagination to
produce objects that are esthetically pleasing. Music and
drama are examples of arts.

College Degrees and Certificates

Humanities refers to branches of learning that are
primarily cultural and have to do with the development of

intellectual and moral faculties. Courses in cultural
mehropology. English, limature, and comparative religion
are examples of hummlities.
Social sciences study how people relate to each other.
Sociobogy turd politkal science are commies.
The sciences, as defined in Baal arts colleges, refers
to systematized knowledge governing vneral truths or the
operation of general laws. The natural sciences-physics,

chemistry, and biology-are examples of anuses in the
sciences offeral by four-year blend arts collegis.
Within the general programs of study. Mimi arts
colleges offer a maim hi specific amas such as mathematics, literature, political science, psychology, or biology. A college major is the particular field of study in
whkh a student chooses to concentrate.
Four-year liberal arts colleges award a Bachelor of
Arts degree (B.A.). They may also be distinguished by their
sponsorship and size. Most are private or denominaticmal
colleges, and most have fewer than five thousand students.
Four-YearSpecializedColleges. Specialized colleges
put more emphasis on career preparation in a specific area

such as business, engineering, educarion, aviculture,
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bachekr level. In addition to undergraduate programs,
universities may offer graduate programs leading m the
master's degree. Tie Master of Arts (MA) and Master of
Science (M.S.) degrees me the most common, though other

examples include the Master a Bysiness Administration

(M.B.A.) and Master of Social Wok (M.S.W.). Sone
university graduate schools also eta the most advarked
degrees, the Doctor a Philosophy devee (Ph.D.) or oft:
professional degrees such as law (J.D.) or medicine (M.D.).

Vecatisnal Preparation in Four-Year Colleges. The
career education movement of the 1970s encouraged instimtions to expurd course offerings to include amas of
vocational preparatkin. The career education movement
had these important effects on the nation's four-year colleges:
Many liberal arts colleges added programs in business, engineering, 1m1th-related areas, and the like,
that went beyond traditional liberal arts offerings.
Large numbers of students enrolled in career reparation programs rather than in liberal ans programs.

The distinctions between liberal arts and career
preparation programs became blurred.

music, art, or home economics; and they put less emphasis

There was increased pressure on colleges to offer

on liberal arts. Specialized colleges offer four-year

higher level degrees, especially master's degrees, for
short-tenn specialized courses.

programs that culminate in a bachelor's degree, usually the
Bachelor of Science (B.S.).
Although them are still a few four-year colleges tku

offer only a Bachelor of Arts er a &whet°, of Science

degree, today's four-year colleges offer a variety of
degrees and, sometimes, certificates. The trend is away
from single-focus institutions to instimtions with expanded
course offerings.

Universities. Universities are the best examples of
four-year institution with expanded course offerings. Colleges offer specialized groups of courses, and when several

colleges are brought together under one administrative
unit., it is called a university. The prefix

emphasizes

the presumed oneness or unity in the course offerings,
though "muhivezsity," which emphasizes the plurality of
colleges and the diversity of course offerings, would be a
more appropriate label for today's universities.
The distinguishing feature of four-year colleges is that

they offer four-year programs of study and award
bachelor's degrees. They may be differentiated by the
number of specialized groups of courses they offer, those
ranging from simply a Bachelor of Ails program to the
multiple specialized programs offered by universities. To

Computer sciences and health profession pmgrams
grew most, while mathematks, library science, letters,
foreign languages, and social sciences experienced the
greatest decrease during the 1970s. In 1986, 26 percent of
college-bound seniors chose business, the most popular
choice of major fields.

Today's four-year colleges have broadened their
programs of study in two ways: They offer multiple
bachelor degree programs and often include career
preparation programs. Four-year colleges continue to be
oriented to bachelor's degree programs, but about 600
four-year colleges offer undergraduate programs that lead
to a two-year associate degree or certificate and attract 5
percent of all students enrolled in vocational preparation
programs.

Two-Year Colleges
There are about 11.000 insUtutions that offer some
type of postsecondary education. Of that number 1.400 are
two-year colleges that enroll 5 million students.

The label, two-year colleges, refers to the time required fez a full-time student to complete requirements for

be ;we, there are four-year colleges that offer several

an associate degree. The two major types of two-year

program 3 of study and there are universities that offer few.
At those points the difference between colleges and universities blurs.
The distinction between colleges and universities goes

colleges are junior colleges and community colleges. Both

blond I. re number of undergraduate degree programs
offered, towever, ard extends to graduate programs of
study-tha is, programs of study and degrees beyond the

leges have different origins. Junior colleges are older. They

offer associate degree programs and, often times, some
assortment of certificate programs.
Junior Colleges. Junior colleges and community colwere originally established to offer courses that parallel

1_()(2
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freshmen and sophomore pogroms at four-year colleges
and univasides. Juniorco lieges were established as "transfer institutions' that high school graduates could attend for
two yaws and then nonsfer to a four-year agletp orwuivarsity, often farther away from home and at higher costs.
Many junior colleges maintain strong Liberia ans
programs, though, Awe World War II, almost all have
expanded their programs to appeal to the same divase
collep
mulmions as conummity callers. 1bday's
is hardly my low distinguishable as a transfer scluxil.
Community Colkges. The Vocational Education Act
of 1963 stimulated the development ci community colleges, which emerged with a character of their own. Unlike
junior colleges that began with an emphasis on Metal arts
PrOgramS, community colleges developed in response to
industry demands fcx employees at the skilled, technical,
and paraprofeaskinal levels.
Community colleges have diffroe goals and programs.
Open-admission policies invite all adults, whether or not
they are ligh scbool graduates. Community colleges offer
a wide variety ot programs and appeal to diverse interests
and needs. Local services viry but generally include instmcdon in convenient locations awl flexible times.
Community college open-admissian policie& are an
outgrowth of the Great Society programs el the early 1970s
aml Lyndon Johnson's goal to provide educational opportunitia to the extent of every peruses interest and ability.
Open admission means that almost everyone can enroll

without regard for high school grades or performance
requirements mi entrance examinations. Generally, com-

munity colleges require a high school diploma or
equivalawy credit, but some will admit anyone over
eighteen years old. Convenient locations, flexible Mrs,
and iow whim: bring programs within reach of large segments of the. population that otherwise were denied further

education and training. Almost every sizable city has at
least one community college, and most colleges extend
classes to off-campus sites.

Today's community colleges are often part of a
statewide college system designed to meet the varying
needs of diverse populations. The number of community
colleges incrased dramatically over the past decade. In
recent years community college enrollments have been
increasing faster than any other kind of college. Part of that
is due to a new phenomenon on the U.S. education scene,
"reverse tra,...fers", students who come to community colleges from tbur-year institutions.

Vocational Preparation in Two-Year Colleges.
Today's junior colleges and community co:'eges offer a

blend of vocational preparation and other types of
programs:

Associate degree and transfer programs that may be
accepted for credit at four-year colleges.

Vocational-preparation programs that may grant an
associate degree or certificate to students seeking
employment soon after finishing high school.

Ncmcredit rie enrichment courses that are offered
smart from a more compehensive acadanic program
or a vocational prepared= pognan.

The distinctims between degree and cenificete
programs may be fuzzy M the two-year college leveL The
two coexist, as the listing of pogroms indicates, but how
they coexist varks from one two-yesu college to another.

Some oar pituttams of study that intestate degme mul
cenificate studies. Sometimes the only difference is that
the degree program adds general muses in the hmnwities,

social sciences, mid mound sciences. Under other circumstances the IW 0 r Allis are iaxler the same roof but
operate quit.. indepen.iently.

When it comes to preparing for a career in
the 1990s, taking a college degree program is
one way to go. Taking a vocational preparation program leading to a certificate is
another way to go.
Over half of today's students who enroll as college
freshmen aueq two-year colleges. That is one of the big
changes in college enrollments over the past decades.
Another significant change has been the dramatic increase

in vocational peparatim pograms availab'e to today's
young people- When it comes to preparing for a career in
the 1990s, taking a college degree program is one way to
go. Taking a vocational preparation program [eating to a
mrtificate is another way to go.

Technical Schools
Business, trade, and technical schoolsto keep it
simple, I refer to them all as technical schoolsaward
certificates, but generally they do not award &pees. In
that sense they are noncollegiate, even though some include the word "college" in their name. Although I imlude
them in my broad definition of colleges, I prefer to think

of them as schools to remind the reader that they ere
noncollegiate institutions. They rki not grant degrees.

Technical schools developed along ssveral lines.
Some were offshoots of engineering colleges, and others
rose in response to an imbalance in labor-market supply

and &mond. Technical schools are similar to two-yar

colleges in that both offer vocational preparation
programs. They differ from two-year colleges in that tech-

nical schools are concerned almost exclusively with
preparation for immediate employment; offer more
detailed training of shorter duration than that offered in
two-year colleges, though some technical school pogroms
may extend beyond two years; arc not likely to include
general subject matter in their vocational preparation
pmgrams; and do not offer credit transfer programs that are
aligned with four-year college programs.
These may be advantages or disadvantages, depend-

ing on the point of view that parents and young people

1
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have. In conUast to the open-admissicm policies et community colleges, technical schools may be very selective,
and the competition for admissicm to highly specialized
programs may be fairly theme.. Training is strictly techni-

cal and geared to specific occupations. By compuison,
community colleges balance specialization with breadth
by including SO= genesal course offerings in their voca-

tional preparation wows
Types of Teclinkal Schools. There are about 8,500
schools in the technical school or noncollegiate clanificatim. Table 7:4 provides rough estimates ci the typo and
proponimm of schools.

Table 7:4. Types and Proportions of Technical Schools
Type of School

Percentage

Vocajonalifechnical

9

Business/Office
Cosmetology/Barber
Right School
Track School
An/Design
Hospital School
Allied Health
Technical Innitute
Other

18

28
12
10
3
11

5
1
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(usually hospital schools) to mme than a thousand students,

but the aversge is around three hwitlud. Only about half
of proprietary schools are accredited.
Prowietary schools probably ofkr more flexibility
than any other kitxl of school. Grimes may begin as often

as twelve times a year, and some schools enroll new
students weekly. Moining, afkmoon, mid evening claws
are usually available. The class schedule is intensive mid
may last five to six hours daily. The average studrrin has

fewer bouts of assigned homework than the two- and
four-year colkge student. Nearly all woewietary school
students work patt-time.
Proprietary =boob emphasize practkal, bands-on experience. Normally instruction is modular and competen-

cy-based, meaning that each study unit can be replated
until the student meets the required skill kvel.
Many prcairietary schools have full-time plPsenvnt
staff and virtually all pruent dwir programs in kilns of
job-placement prospects. Most schools will not guarantee
placement, yet their reputation depends heavily mi their
ability to help their students find jobs upon graduation. A
few offer college equivalency courses and grant specialized associate degrees.

Summary
Today's young people can pursue their degree or
certificate interests in a variety of institutional settings.

Proprietary Technical Schools. Most proprietary

Four-year colleges continue to be the primary mute to a
bachelor's degree and provide the basics for advanced
&grecs. Two-year colleges provide a mix of associate
degree and certification programs that vary with the particular junior or community college. Technical schools
offa certificates in areas of local consumer interest and
demand.
These distinctions are an oversimplification, to be
sure. Certificates are also awarded by four-year colleges,
and some technical schools award associate degrees. Yet
the distinction between degree and certificate pmgrams
represents a fundamental difference in how people view

schools are small businesses, though some art operated by
large ccaporations including International Telepleme and
Telegraph, Control Data, and Bell and Howell. Most train
students in mily one or two areas though some offer extended courses. Enrollment may ary from fewer than ten

programs. Whether they seek a broad and generalizable
education, specific vocational preparation, or some combination of the two will largely determine what kind of
college or school best suits their career interests.

3

About one out of four vocational students enrolls in a
technical school. Technical schools may be either public
or private. Nearly a half-million students annually enroll
in public technical schools and about one million enroll in
private schools.
Private technical schools are of two types: proprietary
and nonprofit Nearly two-thirds are proprietary, and I limit
the following discussion to that group.

the preferred outcomes of education and training
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Does College Still Pay?
rcosts at least $100,000 as raise a child to age 18,

ask if you am a parent and face the prospect of picking up

$89,000 in the rural lifidwest and $112,000 in the mat
West, according to the USDA. Of come, if ymi want

much of the tab. They're also reasonable qr. =isms for
young pea* to ask.
Nooeofushasacrysialbsfl with which to view the

to inclutki a college educaion, then the tab increases
another $80,000.

future, but we do have information about the past,

With college was increasing, cuts in appropriatims

knowledge of trends, studies that pnwide some sense for

for federal financial aid, an oversupply of college

how *hip are changing. and a good idea of whether a

graduates, and primary demand for workers in service

college alwation will be wmth it in the future.
I limit this discussion to two kinds of programs: fouryear college degree programs and vocational preparation
programs. First I ask: Will a four-year college okgree pay

industries, is a college educatkm worth the cost? Is the cost

of a diploma worth its price in tuition, mom, board, awl
four yews without inane How &es the awning power
of a $5,000 vocational certificate compare with dte caning
power of a $80,000 sheepskin? Those we fair questions to

in the future? Tim I ask: Am vocational preparation
prompts laely to be worth the cost?

Four-Year College Degrees: Are They Worth It?
There are different ways to consider whether a fouryear college educaticm is likely to "pay" in the years &nod.
One way is to look at college as an eamomic invesunent.
A college akcation will cost a certain amount of money,
and that invaument should pay off in dollars and cents.
That's the cost-benefit appoach to answering the question.

College as an Economic Investment
The annual cost of a college education has been increasing, plus it now takes most students five years rather
than four to get through. At the same time, the job market
for college graduates has been getting tighter. Some argue
that "the juice has to jusdfy the squeeze," that the principks
of investment-retums analysis should be applied to education just like anything else.

Past Investment Returns. A college education has
&finitely been "worth it" in the past. College degrees have
produced higher lifetime earnings. The demand kw college

gradates has been especially high in professional and
technical occupations. During the 1960s the average
lifetime income of a white male with a four-year college
degree was almost S200,000 more than the earnings of a
high school graduate. The 1960s were good years to enta
a career because the namber of jobs was greater than the
supply of college graduates. From 1962 to 1969, roughly
575,000 college graduates entered the Mew force each
year, and 73 percent went into professional and mchnical
jobs. Those jobs paid well.
But things changed dramatically during the 1970s.
Twice as many college graduates entered the labor market

annually as during the decade earlier, and college

A college education has definitely been
"worth it" in the past.
These analyst; vw education as an investment in
people in much the same way they would look at buying
stock as an invesuntat in a business. It's a "human capital"
approach. People can invest in many different things. The

graduates faced stiffer job competitimi. limn the economy

went sour. Many people began to believe what a city
fireman told us in the Career Development Study: "This is
probably an old argument, but I believe that more vocational type comes are needed.... Most classes were geared
toward a college education, but in reality only a minority
attended college and many of those got jobs not requiring
a college educadon."

question is whether in owing in a college education is

During the early 1980s businesses trimmed ad-

likely to yield a better return to the individual than investing in noncofiege opportunities like stocks, bonds, and real
estate.
From an economic point of view, where would you
put your money? In collece? Or in the markets?

minisuative positions and lean at the top" management
styles took over. Graduates experienced difficulty finding
high-paying positions and movement up the job ladder
slowed down. Less than 50 percent entered professional

t5
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and umbilical jobs, down mces than a third fmm a decade
earlier. In pear numbers graduates went into managerial

The differences in earnings power, the advamage to
those with more education and the disadvantage to those

and administrative posidons, sales, clerical, craft, arcalabora, service, and fmm worker jobs, or they wt...e

with less, is dramatic. Those who graduate from high

unantAoyed. A fourth took jobs that traditionally vere not

held by four-yesw-colkge gradual'. College grahams'
lifetime economic advantage ov a. high schocd grahams
ckclined.
The mutual rate of economic man on the cost of a

college ahmation averaged 10 parent or more ova the

school have a 20 paver* annual earnings advantage over
those who dropout. Those with some college have a 17

paean advantage over high school graduates and a 39
percent advantage ova high school dropouts. Finally,
those with four or more years of college have a 44 percent
mmual earnings advantage ova those with 1 to 3 years of

thirty-y*2r period from 1939 to 1969. That was as good or

college, have a 69 paean advantage WM high school
gradual:3% and have a 101 pawn mnual eamings ad-

a better rate of ram than most other investments posted
over the same period. In 1969 the nee (gram kg college
educatitm was 15.4 patent for men and 17 pacent for

vantage ova high school dropouts. College graduates earn
over twice as much annually as do high school dropouts.
Worktas with more educe:km are also kss likely to be

women. Then the rate of return began to drop and by 1973
it stood at 12 percent. Today, the annual rate of return to
the investment cost of a four-year college degree continues
at about 12 to 13 percent for men and 14 to 15 percent for
women.

directly related to level of edmatior... The umuniaoyment
rate for high school dropouts is foe times higher than that

unemployed (Table 8:2). Again, employment rates air

for aging gnaluates. The unemployment rate for high
school grahates is three times higher than that for college
graduates. And the unemployment rate for young people

with 1 to 3 years of college is twice as high as it is for

College graduates earn over twice a.s much
annually as do high school dmpouts.

college graduates.

These calculations take into account the cost of a
college education, which may be substantial. They also

Table 8:2. Unemployment Rates by Level of Education,
1986

take into account the differences in increased earnings for

Education

individuals over their lifetime. Men with four years of
colkge can expect lifetime earnimp between one and a
quarter and three million dollars while male high school
graduates can expect earnings in a range from one to two
million dollars. Lifetime earnings for females with four
years of college are two-thirds to one and a quaner million
dollars, and the earnings range for females with high school

4 or mom years of college
1 to 3 years of college
4 years of high school
Less than 4 years of high school

11111

Unemployment Rate
2.3 %
4.5 %
6.9 %
11.6 %

In summary, workers with MOM education earn mote
and are kas likely to be unemployed. A college edwation

diplomas is from one-half to one million &liars. Lifetime
earnings for college graduates are about double the earnings of high school graduates.
Annual Salary Differences. Comparisons of annual
,alara.:s is a second way to examine the economic returns
to a four-year college education. When these comparisons
are made, the dollar mum to investments in education and

on the invesunent, and it is clearly wath it today in terms
of annual earnings and employment stability.
Investment Prospectus. Over the past decade roughly
10 million college grammes entered the labor force, but

training am apparent (Table 8:1). Workers with more

nearly a third had to take jobs that did not require a

education earn more.

four-year ckgree. College graduates will continue to have
an advantage over high xhool graduates when it comes to
employment, but college graduates will face increasing
competition in many fields fmm community college and
technical school graduates with job-related skills.

Table 8:1. Annual Earnings Dffferenees by Level of
Education, 1986
Education
4 or more year.: of college
1 to 3 years of college
4 years of high school
Less than 4 years of high school

Annual Earnings

$33,443
$23,154
$19,844
$16,605

has definitely been "worth it" in the past in terms of a return

All indications are that college graduates will
continue to have an employment advantage in
the future,.just as they do today.
The employment outlook is not as rosy as it once was
for four-year-college graduates, but that does not mean that
the future looks bleak. Consider unemployment rates. Col-
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lege graduates untenably fare better than high sclmol
graduates whim it comes to claimiag availdie jobs. For
example, a few yews ago when national unemployment
mtes were as high as 10 and 11 percent, the high= since
1941, unemteoyment rates for college grathuees were at 6

percent,*t a bit higher dum half the flatland unemployment muss and compwatively very favosabk. All indkadone are that college graduates will cmitinue to have an
employment advantage in the future, just as they do today.

Lower unemployment rates mean that college
gimbal= have more stable incomes. In athlition, college
grathuites usually have better benefits packages: sick pay,

health insurance programs. and employee assistance
Kograms. Lower intemployment rates together with
employment in better paying positions with better benefit

packages continues to boan the college graduates'
economic conation above that for high school maduates:

and there is nothing on the heel= to suggest that these
tiends will chose.
Of rause, what happened in the past is ms guarantee
for the future.. Nonetheless, one way to poject the future
is to look at the past and extend the trends. I offer three
,
observations:
In terms of return on investment and annual writings

diffezences, these have been substantial economic
benefits to a four-year college education in the past.

The extent of the economic benefit of a four-year
college education has decreased over the past two
decades.

There continues to be an economic advantage for
those who have a four-year college degree, and the
advantages are likely to continue in the years ahead.

The calculation of returns on investment appmach
takes into account that while higher education costs have
increased, the costs to individuals have not outpaced inflation until very recently. Excel* for the last few years, the
investment costs have remained fairly constant. Only the
returns have changed. 'They have decreased. The same
outcomes do not necessarily apply to every college program and degree, and the outcomes do not tell us how our
children will fare in the future. However, they do suggest
a cost-benefit ream) to a four-year calkge education for
the total work firce if the long-tenn trends continue.

Return on investment percentages are based on
average lifetime incomes, arid salary difference percentages are based on average Annual incomes. My best guess
is that four-year degrees will continue to pay economic
dividends of, say, at least 1 ) percent annually, and salary
advantages of, perhaix . 20 percent per yew for those who
graduate from college in the foreseeable future. I fully

anticipate that college graduates will continue to earn
considerably more over their lifetimes than do high school
graduates, though the differences are not likely to return to
the large advantages enjoyed by college graduates in the
1960s. People who believe what a hospital adminisnator
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told us, that today "blue-collar labor earns dm same or nun

than mot college graduates: should remember that die
increased wage levels of blue-collar workers is largely due
to their incleased education levels.
Figuring can the economic returns on a college edam-

lion is an invariant and humming gawks, but it in% the
only question ea ask and. from my pcanta view, it isn't the
most important question. Scene years ago Stanford Univer-

sity Provost Al Hosted suggested a very psactical ccmslat:akar "Don't study whit you think is going w have a
big economic payoff, because thd may not be true ten years
front now." The point is that these are also noneconomic
ways to assess whether a college education is likely to pay
in the future.

Noneconomic Returns
Nmeaconomic consequences refers to the other than
financial effects of a college education? How does college
affect a young person's development, attitudes, behavice,

way of thinking, and life-style? Each young adult is a
unique person, and no one can say Imw college will affect

a panicular individual. But studies indicate how college
life and education affect young people in general. They
offer a rough guide for what parents can expect.
Knowledge and Thought The evidence is persuasive
that four years of college raises people's knowledge level
and the quality of their thotqtht processes. Studies also
show that a college education leads to moderate increases
in ability 10 communicate, intellectual tolcance, aesthetic
sensitivity, and w small increases in mathematical skills,
rational thinking, and creativeness.
Students gain in their ability to think aitically. They
are more reflective and show greater intellectual flexibility

and independence of thought The ability to think independendy is associated with individual enjoyment, on the
one hand, and with c' Ter advancement, on the other. A
librarian in Sauk made the same point "I was told that
this (going to college) would be necessaiy in order to get
a good job.... Of course. I know that is not uue. No one ever

told me that ideas me exciting. Certainly no one ever
encouraged me to questkin what my textbooks said or what

it means to itsearch an issue, to analyze information, to
reach an informed conclusion.... I believe it is important to

help students leant how to think independently, also to
teach them the ability to learn on their own."
College-educated people are mon future oriented than

are noncollege graduates. They are more likely to defer
immediate gratification for the sake of kmg-tenu benefits.
College-educated people do mom planning. They take
more [mailable risks. Level of education is associated
with being resourceful, being adaptable to change, and
being willing to compromise and keep options open.
Education provides building blocks for the kind of
learning and development that sominues throughout life.
The details of Outer Mongolian history, cell physiology,
and baroque music may fade from memory, but what
remains is the know-how for getting and organizing infor-
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mation, anslyzhig and dinkhig, tools that tut useful and
help people magerstand and work in ow conagex culture.
The ability to thhi independently has been citeid of ten
as a prized quality of citizenship in a democracy. In arklltime

College-educated peopk vote more frapendy.

College Imbues panicipaw more often in political
and community affas than do people who did not
attend coiling.
College graduates we num committed to the basic

beedcms °Wined in the SW of Rights than arc
pea* who did not attend college.
Americwis have long believed that education is crucial

to the demociatic process, and a colletp education fawn
a number of political attitudes and behavices that we consistent with democratic ideokny.
Beliefs and Values. Colleges provide young people
with new experiences, Whence& and challenges in contact with people hum different backwourals mid ideas. The
mark of today's university is its diversity. Life on campus,
both in and out of the classroom, challenges young people
to think draws thtough for themselves.
That doesn't mean 'hue student is likely to go through
a drastic personality change over the college yews. On the
cmurary, value change studies show that colleges generally
accentuate or anchw personality tendencies this were al-

ready present when die young person entered college.
There are always exception, but major personality changes are not the general nde.
When it comes tn values and morals, higher education
encowages tolerwice, pennissivgness, and flexibility. College campuses often lea' the way in social movements. For
example, campuses Peeve boat in the forefront al movements toward greater sexual permissive:rags and tire unisex
emphasis on men's and women's cverlapping attitudes and
interests. Swne observws fear that the decline in conventional morality leaves college students without adequate
yak= with which to Mame their lives. Others argue that
the movement away from authority and dogmatic standaids toward greater openness, tolerance, and hmesty is a
new, perham higher, kind of morality. Parents must decide
for themselves.

A similar debate goes on cementing patterns of
religious interests and beliefs on college campuses. Since
the late 1950s, ttaac has been a declisre in the strength of
religious values% lilt, at the same time, class enrollments in
the formal study of -eligion and philosophy have increased.

While adherence w traditional forms of religion has
decreased, interest in the study of religicei has increased.

Behavior. Caller student behavior-whether swallowing goldfish, rushing to the Florida coast over spring
break, or frat house beer busts-inakes good news copy; and
studies show that changts in behavior among college students include an increwe in such negative behaviors as

drinking, smoking, parting, and gambling. These be-

havimal changes vary 4:onside:ably between institutions,
however.
Size of colkges makes a difference. Large institutions
reduce a studera's chance of involvement in campus activities, while snail campuses increase the likelihood of
iwaaction with faculty and pontipation in aunpus governance and athletic pogroms. Similarly, the few remaining
single-sex colleges, whether all male or all female, also

tend to be small and, the:dose, increase the chances of
involvemem in academic pursuits, intemoim with factlItY,
and dasszoom palticipation.

What happens to students also vanes by gender.
Women gamily earn higher gradm than men, yet amen

we kss lady to stay in college and go on to enroll in
graduate or praessional schools. Aspirations for higher
degrees increase mums men more than among wanes.

Women generally achieve in the areas of cultural
knowledge, foreign languages, music, and homemaking.

Men show higher kvels of achievement in athletics,
wiginal writing, and in acquiring technical and scientific
skills.

Hit*: education affects later consumer behavior.
leisure, aid health. Compared with noncollege-educated
people at similar ircome levels, college-echicated peoplr

spend less money on food, tobacco, alcohol, an6
automobiles, but more on housing, reading material, and
recreation. College-educated people save a higher ;apportion of their incomes.
College graduates work longer hours and retire later
in their careers than cki noncollege-edwawd workers. Ccd-

lege graduates have less leisure time, and they use it
differently. They watch television less frapently but more
selectively. College graduates spend more time reading,
going to cultural events, taking pan in community affairs,
pursuing hobbies, and taking vacations. Generally speak

ing. college graduates are more discriminating in their
behavior.

Family Life, Satikfactions, and Health. College
education has lasting effects on people's personal lives,
particularly family life. College-educated people many at
an older age and have fewer children. They devote MOW
time to child care and are generally nye involved widi
their childrea. College-educated parents spend prwortionately more of their income on education and activities
that foster the personal growth of their children.
There is a strong relationship between parents' levels
of education and the inrelligence and achievement levels
of their children. By improving parents' levels of ability
and motivation, a four-year college education has the
spinoff effect of improving children's life chances. Education has a multiplier effect.
People with a college degree fenerally report that their
work is more challenging and rewarding than do those who
have completed only high school. That is probably because

college degrees qualify people for more desirable jobs;
more desirable jobs offer greater personal satisfactions;

Does College Still Pay?

ald greater prisonal satisfactions on the job are associated
with greater quantity and higher quality of productivity.

A college education has improved people's
resources, opened career doors, and has
prepared them to take better advantage of opportunities.
College graduates have substantially lower rates of
disability than do pect* who do not attend college. Although the reascm is not clear, college graduates are healthier thin noncollege graduates. Perhaps they watch their
health more closely and have the financial re:mimes to take

beuer cr e of thenuelves.
In summary, in the past a college education has improved people's nuances, opened career doors, and has
prepared them to take better advantage of opportunities.
This is value received, whether measured as an economic
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or nonecommic ccmsequence of educakat. Many people
agree with a business woman, a bank officer in Reno,
Nevada, who told us: "I believe that the tiggest disfavor
that can be done to young pecyle today is to play down the
importance of a collep education and degree. I am faced
everyday in the business world with indivkluals who are
continually &Iliad opportunities for the lack of a degree.
They are frustrated and resentful of those who have the
degree and regret their own inadequacy."

When economists calculate the advantages of increased schooling, they usually take earnings into accoura
but fail to consider such intangibles as working conditions

and quality of life. When these are blamed into an
individual's "true ecommic well-being", the value of
education gots much beyond the increases in earnings that
it generates. A study in dm Institute for Research on Ploverty at the University of Wisconsin-Madison concludes that
econcrnists' estimates may measure only about three-fifths
of the full dollar value of an education.

Vocational Preparation Programs: Do They Pay?
Vocational education and career education are two
congressionally mandated programs that are funded, in
part, by the federal governmen: At the state and local
levels there are axresponding entities in the fonn of vocational schools and vocational pograms.
Vocational programs have been controversial for a
number of reasons, but at the center of the controversy has

beer the question of how general or specific career
preparation should be. Advocates of vocational programs
reason that occupation-spec ific career peparation gives an
employee, an advantage in the labcw market, whether or not
turnover. Opponents argue that occupationthere
specific training is inefficient because workers typically do

considerable job hopping, particularly during their early
years. The outcomes of vocational preparation programs
are likely to remain in question until long-term definitive
studies shed more light and less heat on the issue.
Knowledge about the outcomes to vocational preparation programs is limited (or sevens! reasons:
Vocational preparation programs take many different
forms and vary from one school to another.

I offer these observations and impressions of the outcomes
of vocational programs. I cmisider the outcomes in terms
of placement rates, economic benefits, and noneconomic
outcomes.

Placement Rates
PriViig schools that participate in government-sponsored financial aid programs are required to keep records
of placement rates. i.e., their ability to locate suitable jobs
for their graduates. Placement rates are frequently available for public schools also. Because vocational tra"ting
emphasizes occupational preparation, placement in an occupational specialty is the most common measure of program success. Placement rates are also used extensively for
marketing and public relatices purposes. For that reason

the most attractive numbers are often the most quoted
numbers.

True pluement rates are not easily determined. The
basis for calculating the rateswhether they should be
based on all students who enrolled in programs including
those who spent minimal time in training, just those who
completed the program and are available for employment,

Vocational preparation programs are still relatively
new, and 'here haven't been mai), long-term studies
of the results.

only those placed in occupations related to their specialized

Vocational prep: ration programs have been controversial, emotionally charged, and political; it is

from school to school and study to study. There is no
generally accepted way for calculating placement rates,
and that's a poblem.
An American College Testing study, for example,

difficult to evaluate them objectively.
With these realities in mind and the hrthright acknow-

ledgment that there is little solid information about tlw
consequencls of ,specific vocational prep, ration programs.

mining, or those placed in any occupationvaries from
school to school and from one study to the next. What the
"base' is and what "succeFsful placement" means differs

repons placement rates based on students who completed
program requirements or were enrolled for at least four
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months. Placement totes for all bum° programs were over
SO patent, ranging from 5 percent for science wograms to

percentage of people with vocatirmal certification wh
wee enmkiyed full-time was higher than the percentage

99 patent for registered mining. As a rands, those rates
we based on only 57 percent tA' the total umber ci students. But, when the placement nes me calculated on the
basis of die toal =tuba ci students in each program, the
rates decline by abott a third. Only two programs, auto
mechanics and registered nursing, remain above the 50
percent placement level. The avenge *cement rme based
on all students probably lies in the 40 to 45 paten range.
we problems. then, with infatuation reported
on taacement tames for vocational preparation programs.

with only a high school diploma.

The prableins have to do with the defmiticm of successful
placement and the method for =twigging the rates. Definitive studies have not been done, and reports are inccesis-

tent. The general pattern might indicate that about 50
parent of program graduates find jobs in their occupation-

al specialtia.

Economic Benefits
I review the economic benefits of vocational primatice pograms in terms of unemployment rates and earnings. Again, few good studies have been ckme on these
subjects. Nonetheless, Inc:easing numbers of people agree

It seems that graduates of vocatitmal preparation
posterns may have as employment advantage over high
sclxml graduates and college &mows, but the, 4o not fare
as well as graduates of four-year colleges.
Maly people with vocational training me very harm

with their work and their wospects for tie funny . For
example, this is Mot a journeyman heavy equipment
mechanic in Oregcm old us: "When I chose to pursue
technical sIdlls instead of caglege, people thought I was
very foolish. Today I am a fully qualified !wavy equipment

mechanic welkin fon good company with a good future.
Since leaving high school I have never been unemployed.
I feel that allege is impotent, Ion technical skills are the
backlit= of America."
Earnings. The ministry measure of economic returns
to educsion and training programs in our society is earnings, and the general rule is that the more postseccmdary
schooling a young person has, the higher that person's
average yearly callings are likely to be.
Studies also Indic= that levels of hourly wages and

with an airline flight attendant who told us: "College

yearly earnings are associated with levels of postsecondary
training and education. For example, pieliminary analysis

certainly benefits individuals, but it definitely is not neces-

of wages for penile who were not self-employed in the

sary to 'make it.'"
Unemployment Rates. One measure of economic
benefits to vocational preparation programs is a comparison of unemployment rams for peo* with various
kinds and levels of education and training. Several state

Career Development Study indicates that people with some

studies suggest that the wtemployment rates for vocational

vocaticatal training and 12 percent higher than people with
only a high school diploma.

graduates of community colkges are not very much different from the unemtAoyment rates for the total population. Among sixteen- to twenty-four-year-olds, graduates
of vocational Forams are MOM likely to be employed
than are dropouts (nun four-year-college pograms, and
the unemployment rates for community college graduates
are equivalent to rates for four-year-college graduates. In
a related study of twenty- to twenty-four-year-olds,
graduates of vocational programs had ummployment rates
two percentage points lower than high school graduates.
Three community colleges in California indicated that

graduates of vocational programs "experienced significantly less unemployment than general curriculum
gradual= two years after graduation." However, twelve
years after high school, participants in Cie Career Development Study, whose highest. level of training was vocational

certification, had the high-st percentage of workers who
experienced at least one t eriod of unempkiyment, even
more than high school graduates. The duration of their
unemployment was shorter than it was for people with only
a high scimol educatimi. The same group held the largest
number of jibs since high school graduation. People with
some form of vocational training were a little more mobile

than high school graduates, ard neither group was as
mobile as people with three or four years of college. The

form of vocational preparation beyond high school
averaged 3 percent moe in hourly wages than high school
graduates. People with a four-year college degree earned

hourly wages 9 percent higher than people with some

Economically, graduates of vocational
programs fare better than high school
graduates, but they do not fare as well as
graduates offour-year colleges.
Economically, then, graduates of vocational Fograms
fare better than high school graduates, but they do not fare
as well as graduates of four-year colleges. Moreover, the
favorable effect of education on earnings tends to im:rease
over the wort history so that by retirement age the differences are substantial.

Noneconomic Consequences
Few studies kx* at the nonecommic consequences of
vocational preparation programs. In this section I cull the
literature for what it suggests or the tock.

Educational and Occupational Satisfactions. One
way to assess the noneconomic outcomes of vocational
preparation programs is to examine the levels of education-

a! and occupational satisfactions people report. In an
American College Testing study, 92 percent of the students
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expessed satisfaction with their current jobs. Shandy
ttisfied repotted that they
more dun 75 percent of t
would complete the pogrom spin if they were to do it
am. Mom than 75 percent feit they could not have ob-

the gains made by peaple from different socioeconomic
backgrtimds.
A Florida study concluded that vocaticatal peparaticm
incteased social and economic inequalities rather than

tained their =cut jobs without the training they received.

equalized 'ties. The results indicated that people

Usually two-thirds or more felt ta their training was

with higher social status beaefited more from vocational
peparatkin pograms than clkl people with lower social
statu& l'be study also indicated that Imre high-social sums
individuals were served by vocational programs mid that
they received giver rewards than people with lower-so-

necessary.

We examhzed many different farms out*
mtiffacaors and general sense of well-being
in our studies of the early careen of 7,000
young men and women and found no 4,fferences tuned on people's education and
training.
A national study indicates that on eight of eleven
measures of satisfactions the diffetences in satisfactkeis
re;.arted by individuals with four-year degrees and those
with some vocational training was less than five percentage
point& With rtspect to satisfaction with pay, security, and
permanence . vocational program graduate; wee more

satisfied than were college grsduates. We examined many
different fonns of job %-xlisfacticm and general sense of

well-being in our studies of the earl) careen of 7,000
young men and women and found no clz ferences based on
people's education and training.
In a study of the differences in occupational satisfac-

tions of public and proprietary vocational school
graduates, graduates of public schools were mot satisfied
with their jobs and rated their training more adequate than
did graduates of proprietary programs. Graduates of public
schools were MOM likely to say they would choose the
same school if they had it to do over again.
There are few studies 0i-educational and occupational
satisfactions of graduates of vocational pograms. In the

few that have been done, the general finding is that
exaduates reflect positively on their wining experience,
see an advantageous relationship between their training
and job placement, and am satisfied with their current
OCCuriX4i011S. This government secretary in Oregon is an
example: "A fulfilling life and good jobs can be found with

trade or business school Ind one need not feel incomplete
without conege." Sirnilaily, a conputer systems analyst
told us his experienct; "! mat several unharw years with
a bachelor's degree in re:, pocket, going from unempkiyme it to amnial job and back to unanployonnt I went back
to ,...chool, a community college, and rece'ved education
and training in a technical field which has .esulted in my
being employed in a job which I find to be very imeresting,
challenging and satisfying."

Upward Mobility. One of the supposed values of
education in general and of vocational preparation in particular is that the programs increase waters' opprtunities
and upward mobility. A few studies have tried to compare

dal sumo
This coeclusion is supported by a slimly indicating that
studeots with lower-social status were moe likely to drop
out and that earnings Watts mom strongly to a student's
fmr 11y-social status than to whether dm student even completed the program. Tbe observation that young men stria

women ham higher-status families tend to benefit most
from vocational preparation programs is generally suppealed by information reported in the annual reports of the
Condition of Edwation published by the National Center
for Education Swishes.

The Canter Developmem Study reveals the average
levels a occupational prestige that people with different
levels of education and training achievt by age thirty. On
a scale of 0 to 100, young people with only a high school
educad.km average occupational prestige scotes of 35; with
additional levels of educatkm ix training their occupakmal

prestige scores range from 42 to 45; and with a four-year
college degree, their occupatkmal prestige scores are about
60. The mot education =I training a person receives, the
higher that person's occupational prestige is likely to be.
Participants in the Career Development Study tended
to score much the same on related work charm ensues.
People with only a high school education were least likely
to be in a position with authority to hire and fue. Vocational

preparation generally increased their authority, but no
nearly as much as thrx or four years of collc.ge did.
So, also, responsibility to supervise others and to set
pay fatCS was much awe closely tied to three or fou- years
of college education. A vocational certificate gave a person
virtually no more authorily m time areas than did a high
school diploma. Pm-le with only a high school edwation
had the most tepetiti am work; but people with a vocational

certificate were dw least likely to espect to be selfemployed five years later. Apart from this exception it is
generally the case that where forms and levels of training
and education make a difference, people with dime or four
years of college have a clear advantage over high school

graduates, and people with some kind of vocational
preparation usually score somewhere between high school
and college graduates.

Missouri Vocational Graduates
A good study of the effects of vocational preparation
programs was recently completed in the State of Missouri.
From 1981 to 1985 the study followed samples of vocational and non-vocational graduates from 13 area vocation-
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al-technical schools and the high schools from whkh the
students cam.
The Missouri study famd that vocational gniduates,
as compared to non-vocsional gradual=

Earn mat in annual salaries-a 15 to 20 percent
advardage

Have mwe job stability-41se median nwnber of
months vocational graduwes had wonted at their
cwrem or most recent jobs was nearly twice as long
as non-vocatkatal graduates
flaw higlwr employmentrates-an advantage :ringing
frau 7 to 38 percent over the five-year period

Have higher percentages holding full-time jobs-an

advantage ci 24 to 74 percent over the five-year
period

Are mae amfident of their ability to compete for
employment after high school grattatice-91 percent
compitred to 82 percent thou& they would be able
to compete "very well" or "fairly well" fw a job after
graduation.
The Missouri study also repotted this, over the five-

year paied, an average of 58 percent of vocational
graduates were employed in training-related jobs; unemployment rates of graduates ranged from 20 to 48 per-

cent of the state and national rates; from 75 to 80 percem
consistendy reported that they west satisfied with their
current or most tecent job= and, over the five-year period,
87 to 12 pactua expressed satisfaction with their educa-

tional pogrom no essmai study plovides metal indications dust vocational graduates fare tatter in the job
Anuket than do non-vocational graduates.

Graduates of vocational preparation
programs reflecipositively on their training
and feel it favored them in their job placement.
There ate comparatively few studies of vocational
preparation Fograms, and those that do exist are of uneven
quality. Nonetheless, on balance, graduates of vocational

preparation Fograms reflect positively on their training
and (cclii favaed them in their job placement. Vocaarnal
pepwation Forams successfully place about 50 percent
of their students and, in some cases, perhaps more. Income
mutes suppcm previous research that shows a relationship
between levels of schooling/iraining and earnings. Similarly, there continws to be a strong connection between levels
of schooling/training and how well people fare in the labor
market.

College as a Decision-Making Process
There is yet another way to examine the benefits of a
college education or vocational preparation pmgam. Not
much is written on the subject, but it has to do with the way
education and training programs help students sort out their
career optians. Consider the folkiwing lifelike scenarios.

Susie's Story
nave always envied the little girl who, at age five,
climbs on her father's lap, and a dialogue like this takes
place:

Susie: "Daddy, I want to be a teacher. How can I be
one?"
Father "Susie, you have to keep going to kindergarten."
Susie: "Then what?"
Father: "Well, after a while you will be one of the big

kids in grade school. Then you cut lo to high school and
maybe play basketball or play in 5 band. If you work hard
at your studies you can go to college where you will learn
to be a teacher."
Susie: "How long do I have to go to college?"
Father: "Oh, four years or so. It depends on how well
you like it. You can Fobably go kmge ... if you want to."
The story ends with Susie happily &napping off saying,
"Good, Daddy, that's what I want to do." Susie eventually

goes to college and becomes a teacher, and everybody lives
happily ever after.

I envy Susie's situation. From little on she seermd to
know what she wanted to do. Some people ate like thai
But that's not the way things worked for me, and it may
not be the way it works for your son or daughter. Many
young people aren't sure what they want to do when they
fmish high schooL They have some vague notions, enough

to get them started in aw program or another. But many
college students change their majors by the time they
graduate. That means they do a lot of soul-searching about
careers over the college years.
I think that's good. While I envy Susie who knew what
she wanted to do at age five. Daddy plotted out the course,

and Susie followed in lockstep fashion, I envy today's
young people just as much, the ones who have no idea what

they want to do at age five, go through all the popular
fantasies, aren't at all sure by the end of high school, but
have the chance to go to college. College can help young

people son out their options and get them started on a
career path. I think that's one of the most overlooked
benefits of going to college.
Susie knew what she wanted to do with her life from
little on, and college figured prominently in her plans. But
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whin aboin college fcw young people who haven't made a
career decision?

froin Function Junction. What a roof Nobody fates Bill

Buck's Story

deck :on. Six-week tests come back and Bill discovas that
lm'd better knuckle down in remedial English. He has to
wrins term papas, and he should figuns out what he wants
to write about. Smne guy down the hall talks hint into Ong
on a weekend canoe trip, so he tries that. Bill mans Jill. Jill
has some strange ideas about politics and comes from a
different religkm. She talks with a funny accent.
The first semester ends awl Bill gets his grades. He did
better than be thought in some aim, worse in others. He
has a chance to enroll in a special class, and he does that.

Consider the tale of twin brothels, Buck mid Bill.
Neither has chosen a mem. One goes to college because
he doesn't know what he wants to do. The other doesn't go
to college because he doesn't know what he wants to do.

Both find themselves in the same dilemma, they don't
know what they want to do; but they follow two differen
courses of action.
Buck gmduams from high school but doesn't know
what he wants todo with his life. He wasn't a super student,
but he wasn't a rhunmy either. He =Id go to college, but

he decides not to go because he doesn't know whin he
wants aa do.

So Buck takes a ,01) wiping gas. He makes some
money and buys magnesium wheels and a high-powered
stereo fee his Trans Am. Buck meets Betty and within a
couple of years there are three mouths to feed instead of
twoc Buck. Betty. and Bucky. Buck changes jobs to make
mme money for the family. Increasingly, he does what he
has to. The days of &sing what he wants to do are largely
past.
"That doesn't mean that Buck isn't going anywkre. He
can still get on-the-job training, alter an apprenticeship, go
to school part-time, or maybe return full-tinm, if he's lucky.
I simply note that going straight to full-time work after high
school prubably was not the course of aztion that opened
the most options for Buck.

Bill's Story
Twin brcaer Bill graduated from high school at the
same time, gat his diploma one step behind Buck and, like

Buck, he's no dummy; but he isn't exactly scholarship
material either. Lie Buck, Bill doesn't know what he
wants to do, so Bill goes to college.

From day one, Bill has to make decisions: Where
should I go so school? What shook' I study? Do I want to
go to a big school cw small one? Can I afford it? Where can
I get the money?
Bill isn't sure that it's going to be worth it. He has his
doubts. Not only that, he has to take pre-enrollment tests.
The results come back and Bill learns that he's strong in
math but weak in English. He'll have to take a remedial
courselft English. Buck thinks he's nuts.

Bill isn't so sum about it either, plus he's scared.
Regisuation week comes and off he goes to MOM testing,
registration for courses that he never heard of, and getting
to know his roommates, one from the Bronx and he other

to make the big decision: What do you want to do with your

life? But a lot of little things happen that bear on the

He thinks about dropping a course, and he does thatanother decision.
Tht, semesters pass, and Bill finds himself very much
involved in a zigzag, sorting out the subjects he likes and
those he doesn't care kw. He had to take a speech course.

He didn't lilce that at all, so he stays away from communications. Bill was always good in math, but now he
fmds that there are all kinds of ways to use math. He bows
Im upperclassman studying to be an engineer, mid that
looks interesting. Mae and more he takes the courses that
interest him, like drafting, and he sorts out areas that don't
appeal to him, like Yugoslavian History 203.

Call it a soning moss, a silting and winnowing, or
a zigzag, the point is that going to college forces Bill to
make many little decisions. He has to choose causes, and
he keeps getting feedback from tests and term papers and
grades that help him imderstand himself and a number of
career possibilities. too. Chances are Bill will end up with
a college degree in an arm that inwrests him. That's not a

bad set of tools and credentials with which to launch a
=rear.
College-wtm.her four-year, two-year, or technical
school-isn't just for those who know what they want to do.

It cm also offer a wealth of experiences that help young
people figure out their career interests.
In summary, a four-year college education has paid
handsomely in the past. Economically, college education
has been a good investment. In terms of its other effects,
developing knowledge and the capacity for critical thought

and generally having a positive effect on attitudes and
behaviors, college education has improved people's
resowees and their life chances. The college experience
gives many people a chance to identify their interests,
develop their abilities, and prepare for a rewarding and
satisfying can-er. Those benefits are likely to continue for
young people who graduate from college in the future.

Choosing a College
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Nine

Choosing a College
Choming a college can be confusing and frustrating.

deciding which colleges mid programs offer what the

It can prokice anxiety because college choice

young person is looking for, and working out finances. In
this chapter I cc 'wider ycanv people's goals and interests,
sources of information about colleges, and college admissions tests. I discuss financial aid in the next chapter.

coma; early in a young person's canter, awakens
parents to rmancial ratifies, and alerts both to the fact that
the time for leaving the nest is fast appmaching.

Choosing a college involves thme sew deciding
what a young person wants from the college experience,

Personal Goals and Interests
Young people may enroll in a particular college for
different reason.s:

Because Mom or Dad went there

achieve tin young person's goals, then they have taken an
important rust step in choosing a career.
Whether to amind college is one question. But what to

study and where are important questions too. Lynne

Because a best friend goes there

Cheney, Chairperson of the National Endowment fix the
Humanities, recently stated: "Colleges cost so mixt-it's
sort of like buying a car without looking under the hood to
pick a college without looking at the curriculum."

Because a counselor went there

Programs of Study

Because they didn't know up here else to go

*Maybe this is passing the buck, but I think my parents
left my future (coil :ge-wise) petty much up to me. A little

Because it's close to Mime

Because it's far from home

Under certain circumstances each of these reasons

more pi' or direction would've helped me to &fine

may be compelling, but ordinarily there are better reasons
for choosing a college.
The most importarn reams have to do with a young

a better future for myself-that is, in selecting a major."
Clearly, this secretary, daughter of a chemical engineer,
felt let down by her parents in planting for college. A

person's goals. As young people think about what they
want from college, dm should consider the way they are

dental assistant, feels the same way. What does she say can

today and the way they would like M be in the future-say,
four or five years fmm now. Young people have consider-

able clmice about how they will be and what they will
become. That's what the business of choosing a co!lege is
all about.

Four offive positions available today require
..ome ldnd of preparatory education or training beyond high school.
College should help a young person reach one or more
personal development or career preparation goals. Four of

five positions available today require some kind of
preparatory education or training beyond high school. Col-

lege-whether four-year, two-year, or technical school-is

one way to get that prepuation. If parents and young
people conclude that going to college is the best way to

be done to help young people prepare for the future? Get
"puents MOTE involved in career expiration and college
scare hing."
A program of studies or college major is an important

consideration, and parents can help young people think it
dircnigh. If a young person has a tentative idea ar general
occupational area in which he cr she may want a career,
then the information on education and training requirements in the Occupational Outlook Handbook will suggest
appropriate programs of study. Start with the Occupadonal
Outlook Handbook. That's the way to avoid dm kind of
frustration experienced by this young man who majored in
theology and now works as a routeman for a newspaper

"Whenever I became interested in a possible career, I
couldn't find out how to start."
It is possibt, of course, that your son or daughter has
not settled on a specific career objective and you are not
able to work backward from a career objective to a program
of study and preparation. In that case it makes sense to try
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to choose from general areas of study mei possible college

makes. The strategy is to try to fmd a career by sorting
duough courses ci study-111e Bill did in the previous
chewer. Table 91 presents twelve program areas with
examples of accompanying college majors that may sugpst some career inversion possililities.

Table 9:1. College Programs with Assoekted Majors
Pmgram Area

Agricultme

Agnmomy, Animal Husbandry,
Fish, Wildlife Management,
Forestry, Food, Science nal Technoktgy, Farm Management,
Natuntl Remotes Managemem

Business

Accounting, Business Management
mid AdminisrMion, Banking and
Fmance, Marketing and Puithasins, Insurasum, Real Estate,
Transportation and Public Utilities,
Secretarial Studies

Communications

Joutnalign, Radio and Television
Broadcasting, Advertising, Communication Media

Education

Elementary Education, Secondary
Education, Special Education,
Adult Education, An Education, Industrial Ans, Library Science

Engineering

Chemical, Civil, Electrical,
Mechanical, Industrial, Aeronautical, Petroleum

Fine/Applied Arts

Architecture, Art, Dance, Dramak
Arts, Music, Applied Design

Foreign Language

French, German, Spanish, Russian,
Latin, Greek

Health Professions

Pre-dentisuy, Denial Hygiene, Premedicine, Medical Technology,
Nursini, Occupational Therapy,
Physical Therapy, Radiology, Pharmacy

Home Economics

Clothing and TextileS. Family Relations, Child Development, Foods
and Nutrition, Consumer
Econcenics, Interior Design

Humanities

Creative Writing, History, Literature, Philosophy, Religion, Speech

Mathematics and
Sciences

Mathematics, Statistics, Computer
Sciences, Physical Biology,
Chemistry, Physics Earth Sciences,
Astronomy

Social :iences

Law Enforcment, Conections, Social Work, Geography, Pre-law,
Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, Archeology, Political Science

Frxtunately, colleges tkr not require students to
"declare a major" mtdl the thild year. That gives young
people tao years int:oblige to try out and think abotn areas
of study before day have tocommk themselves. This is an
excellent dme far young people wba don't know what they
warn to do to explore posnlilities.
Deciding whether to go to college and what to study
go hand in hand. Those are the two big questions a young
per= has to answer. One way to mower the coutstions is
to think in terms of a career objective and how a program
of study contributes to that goal. A second way is to think
of mare immediate courses of study that interest a young

person and to use the college experience to explore and
refine career interests. The son of a labor relations officer
in a nuclear power plant offered this advice: "I would
encourage those who intend to attend college not to be too
sure initially about what course of study they wish to
pursue. I found many courses in college to be extremely
imaging where I had found them unchallenging or even
boring in high school. A good general studies curriculum
for dw rust two years would allow the majority of students

to make a mire enlightened decision on their eventual
major."

Social Climate
Extracurricular activities and the social climate of the
school are other factors to think about. A few colleges, only
about 100 each, are single sex, for males or females only.
These may not be good selections for the person who wants

an active social life, though they may be an excellent
choice for a person with other goals. Similarly, a young
person with strong interests in hobbies, leisure time acUvities. and avocations might reasonably inquire whether
then can be pursued at a particular college.
The mix of the stuckin body-whether predominantly
in-state, regional, cc of national and foreign composition-

bears on the social climate and life-gvles at the school.
That's another important factor to consider. A young lady
who studied humanities for three years in college, then
dropped out and now !iv= in Alaska, said her biggest
problem since leaving high school was attending college.
Why? "I was not prepaitd for the experience or able to cope

adequately. Alternate life-styles should have been
presented with equal emphasis. I didn't know

had a

choice."
Student services are another consideration. Is cannel-

ing available? Is there an employment service to help
undergaduates find pan-time jobs? Is there a job-Owement service for graduates? Are there facilities and sszvices for the handicapped? Does your son or daughter ne xl
remedial instruction in some area and does the collegt offi.

Majors
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it? Are Mae fmtanides and sonwities? Does that matter?

state have a recipocity agreement with that other maw thia

These are quests to ask and answer.

exempts yotw son or daughter fnun out-of-state educe

College Size
Colleges vary in ske from fewer than a Inmdred to
mom than sixty-thoustmd students on a single campus. But

college size means more than the number of people enrolled. Large enrollmems dten indicate.:

You am fmd out by asking the college admissions officer.

It is whe to check college entrance standards
to get some idea of the academic demands a
young person MIS expect

Large undespadmite classes

Mom areas a specialized study
Mom cmuse ciferings in program areas

Larger and more specialized libraries and
laboratories

Greater demands for student self-dbection and selfsufficiency
Pfesence of graduate depanments and advanced degree prognims
A more research-oriented faculty
Similarly, small enrollments on college campuses may

mem
Less privacy Ted anonymity

Mire student faculty interaction
Faculty who are more teaching oriented

Better opportunities to panicipate in extracurricular
activities
Smaller classes and mar classrocen discussion
A more personal atmosphere

Not all of these characteristics are always true, but
they do tend to be associated with college size.

Distance and Location
Distance from home is another consideration. Number
of miles mans diff,xent things: how kmg it will take to get
home; how mach the trip will cost; how often it is feasible
to retmn home; how much advanced planning is necessary;
and what the transportation will be. Physical distance is one

thing, but what that distance mans to a young person is
another matter. How far is 200 milespsychologically? A
long way? Not so far? For one young lady, a statistical clerk
for a newspaper, going to college was quite an adjustment.

What was ha majce problem since leaving high school?
"Moving from home to school. Also adjusting to life in a
fairly large city compared to the small community and fann

life." A secretary for an investment rum said much the
same. Her biggest problem was to "adjust to college life
away from home."

Distance raises other questions. Is the college in
another state? If so, is out-of-state tuition required? Outof-state tuition and fees for students attending public fouryear colleges can add another $1,500 - $2,000. Does your

Distance may not affect tuition ants if the aglege is
private. Private colleges umally charge a set tuition and
may not distinguish between in-state and out-of-state tuition.

Distance may mean a difference in climate and
scenery. Dignit campuses may be snuggled in a mountain
valley. conveninetly located next to the beach, crammed
downtown in the inner city, or spread out cm a midwestern
plain. Weather mid climate may differ. Ann Arbor gets cold
and Miami gets hot. Seattle is wet and Phoenix is dry. Ale
these important considerations for your son cw daughter?

Admissions and the Intellectual Environment
College admission policks translate into two practical
considerations: whether a young person will be admitted

aril, if admitted, whaha the kvel of classroom competition will be comfatable.
It is wise to check college entrance standaids to get
some idea of the academic demands a young person can
expect. Straight A's in high school means acceptance at
colleges that enroll the ant ten percent el high school
graduating classes, wham grades of B Esd C are less
likely to qualify. However, even straight A's do not assure
admission in colleges with limited enrollments that may

also consider achievements in ex tricurricular activities
and personal recommendations.
But admission is only IP. first step. The intellectual
en oironment of the college is the second. Hor. ckies your
son or daughter perform under vessare? Does he or she
like intellectual challenges? How about competitial? Too
much pressure can be overwhelming, and too little may
encotwage coasting. Parents and young peopie will want to
deckk on the best flt between student and college charac-

teristics. Students should consider their Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores when dociding whether to aPPIY
to college and, if so, to which college. It's a good indicator
of how well they will fit with others at a panicular college.

Later in this chapter I will explain where to find the test
. cores of other students who enroll in the same colleges
yotr son or daughter may be considering.

Accreditation
Colleges indicate their accreditation status in their
printed materials. If they don't, it is wise to inquire further.

Whether a college is accredited may make a difference

1
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when it cones to landing a job cc transferring credits to
mother instituthm.
Accredittaion is a seal of approval. Accreditation is to
a college what an audit is to a business or what a credit
rating is to an indivklual. It means that the college has met
certain standwds for its faculty, progrwn of :4
and
facilithrs. The standards are set by association schools
and colleges in oder to establish qtmlity
1: in education.
Six regicmal associations are dm main I accrediting
agencies that give institutional accreditation aiIchools and
colleges: Middk States Assocision New gland Association North Central Associatim: Nothwest Associa-

tion: Southern Association aid West= Anociation.
There we also national acaediting associations that accredit specific kinds of schools. Examples include the
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools, the
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools, and

the American Associaticm of Bible Colleges. There are
others, but tht mgional accrediting association we recognized most widely.
In the case of technical schools, it is wise to check
whether the state's Detainment of Educatiot aproves the
school. Be cautious if it does not. There are "fly by night*
operaton in educatkm just as there we in any other business. The College Blue Book gives good advice when it
says: "We urge our readers for their own peace of mind to
check out instiuuions thoroughly through correspondence,
phone calls, state bureaus, accrediting agencies, or on-site
inspections."
Colleges jealously guard their accreditation. One way
is by accepting grades, credits, and degrees earned at other
accredited colleges, though possibly not accepting transfers at full value from nonaccredited sclumls. If you are
considering a college that does not list its accreditation
status, check with the college admissions office. Know

what you we buying imd what you we getting fie your
money. A degree or certificate hos a nonacciedited school
is normally not worth as much as a degree or certificate

fit= an accredited school.
Spain:keit Accrediaafon. Institutional accreditation
applies to the total college. That does not mean that all
departments in a college am of equal quality. On the

contrary, colleges may contain a mixture of strong,
average, and weak programs.
Some forms of specialized accreditaion we awarded
to individual pmgrams in colleges. Specialized accredita-

lion wanes that particula. pograms meet pioresskmal
standards. These are most common in health-related
programs.
Patents and young people thinking about wudies in a

particular area might conult the Occupational Outlook
Handbook to determine whether graduation from an tccredited program is a requirement for employment, : cl
determine whether the college depanment they are 7nsidering has that specialized accreditation.
College Affillation. Colleges may be public or plivate.

If private, they may be private-independent or privatechurch-related. These designations say nothing about the
quality of educe:km in the institution. However, privatechurch-related institutions may have requirements that affect the campus environment and religious life of students
on campus. These may take the form of compulsory attendance at woship services, requirements for religion courses, participation in savice programs, and the like.
There is considerable variation in the campus life of
private-church-related schools. The denominational influence may be strong cu. weak. Parents and young people

1 want to consider the match between their life-style
references and the environment offered at both public and
private colleges.

Information on Colleges: The College Handbook
There are about 3,100 accredited four-year and twoyear colleges in the United States. In my judgment the best

Organization of the Handbook

information on these appears in The College Handbook,
published by The College Board. The College Board is a
nonprofit organization that provides tests and educational
services for students and membership colleges.
The College Handbook describes undergraduate institutions that are recognized by the U.S. Department of
Education and are listed in the current Education Directory
or Supplement that is published by the National Center for

volume, just under 2,000 pages of small print. But

Education Statistics. The descriptions are based on detailed

information supplied by colleges. The Handbook is updated every yew.

The Handbook (1988-89 Edition) is a big and bulky
whatever it lacks in appearance, it more than compensates
for in information breadth and depth. It is an encyclopedia
of factual information on the nation's accredited colleges.
It is the answer fof young people who have complaints, like
a practical nurse in Baltimore: "I was told by my parents

and counselors I 'should go to college' because I was
'smart' But no further aid or guidance was given. I did not
know where to send for college catalogs, how to apply for
financial aid, or when and where to apply for acceptance
as a college student . . . I didn't ask because I felt it was
mpected of me to already know how -1 apply."

Choosing a College

After a slxin innoduction and intkx, the remaining
pages are filled with important informed= about colleges
(see Figure 9: I). The descriptions of colleges are aboM a
half page. Loge =tomb get mom coverage than small
schools became their progriuns are mcee extensive.

The college destattions are grouped alphabetically
by states. In the cue of complu systems, such as sten
syse!ms with branch campuses or satellite campuses, the
college may be listed under special haulms as part of the
general infmmation fdlowing the system name. For exam*, the listing for Pennsylvania State University includes men than a page descriling the main cainpus al
Univenity Park. In the general infomulion section immediately following the system name, the. tkscription lists
=pitmans on twenty-two satellite campuses.
The College Handbook is a reference volume. It's not
bedtime reading. It pesents information in sheet descriptors rather than in elaborate narration.
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Cwrieninm. The largest section in the description is

a detailed statement on courses of study. The sectice
divides into several onalkr pans, beginning with listings

of Undergraduate degrees othred am! majors. Some
colleges do not award degrees init list certificates or
diOomas granted upon completion of program requirements. Major fields of study includes the brad areas in
which undergraduates specialize. Colleges that offer both
associate and bachelors degrees provide separate listings
fix the two &pee pograms.
Prospective enrollees can Ft additional information
about the college's areas of interest and emphasis in the
Graduate provost's section, which lists broad areas of
study tuber than specific degree programs. Institutions that
grant professional degrees-law, medicine or theology-list
these unchis First professionaL

Special academic programs inciade the following:
accelerated program, cooperative education, ikitible maim,
honors program, independent study, external degree, inter-

nship, student-eksigned major, study abroad, teacher

There are two ways to use The College Handbook. If
you know the state in which a college is located, turn to the
state and then locate dm college in altembetical ender. If
you know the name of the college len not the state in which
it is located, start with the index in the back of tim book
which lists college: alphabetically.
The descriptions for major colleges follow a standard

prepaiation, 3-2 liberal am and career combination, crossregistration, other special programs

outline that makes it easy to locate infonnation and to

air knee, army, or navy Row training, these are designated under Military training.
Colleges list the tests used for Placement or credit.

compare information for one college with another: genend

information, auriculum, admissions, student life annual
expenses, financial aid, and ad:bus/telephone.
The Handbook contains an extensive glossary that
identifies and defines abbreviation& Examples include
Advanced Placement Program (APP), College-Level Examination Program (CLEP), and National Direct Student
Loan Program (NDSL). The Handbook also provides in-

I f Special remedial services-special counselors,
learning center, preadmission summer program, naming,
remedial instruction, and reduced course load-are mailable to Wilt students improve their basic academic skills or
provide instruction, these are listed. If n ceileee provides

These indicate their policies on the use of selected national
and local programs cm tests to determine a student's place-

ment in courses, use in counseling students cc academic
erograms, or for granting college credit for experience or
intlernal learning.
The Academic regulations section indicates the re-

formation about the most rammon tests and programs. 'The

quirements freshmen must meet to maintain good

introductory material includes useful information on

academic standing. Many colleges also provide information about the percentage of stedents who maintain good
academic standing after the first year and the percentage
of freshmen who return for the sophomore year.
Colleges with unique features in their curriculums-for
example, certificate and licensing programs-include these
as Additional information.
Admissions. The admissions paragraph includes procedures for applying to the college and related information.
The current Freshman class is described in terms of the
number of men and women who applied, the number who
were accepted, and the number that enrolled. This gives a
rough ind. =or of an applicant's chances for acceptance.
The Basis for selection reports die college's admissions criteria by order of importance. Sometimes colleges
report minimum qualificatie-s required, such as rank in the

choosing a college and annotates other books about college
that may be useful.
General Information. This section identifies the col-

lege by its major chatactiristics: the number of years of
undergraduate education it offers; the type Of institutionwhether, for example, community college, liberal arts, arts

and sciences, conservatoly, upper-division college, or
university; whether the college is public, private, or
proprietary; whether the college enrolls males, females, or

both; whether the college has a religious affiliation;
whether the college has Accreditation by its regional
association; the number of males and females enrolled as
Undergraduates and Graduates; the wodemic Calendar
the institution follows; the general size and Location of the
community in which the college is located; the Campus
environment whether urban, suburban, or rural; Special
features including locale. muliicampus locations, and extensive evening courses.

top half of the applicant's high school class. Colleges
indicate if spe:ial consideration is given to particular
groups of appli :ants, such as children of alumni, foreign
students, out-oi.state applicants, minorities, and others.

1 1.
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Figure 9:1. Ilins Dation of college descriptions In the College Handbook

Iktailed description
Type

Control

\\r

Sample Leivenfty
Young Town. Any State

Coed or single sex

our-Year hberal arts college Pnvate: for men a

women: affiliated

woi4pUnited Church of Chnst: regionally accredited:rmaipodunter-----Regronal acrrednation

Religious affiliation

,9.891 men and 9.907 women full time. 1.037 men and L119 women

/part time. Gradates: 6140 men and 4.357 women full time. 466
"mmci
/ men and 362 women pan time. Calendar
SCSSUM.

Enrollment

%MU=
CV

in Amencan. M tddle
y: Area studies (East
ogy. microbimaul European) III Biological sae
ern
ochemistry) III Business and management (busi
ology
tcsklI Communications (general) Engmeenng (general geol

Location

Special features

town. Campus easinnunent Urban. Special
ampus institution.
M. Undergraduate degrees Wren* Bac

Campus environment

Cridergraduate degrees
AfFene and applied arts (an. art history and appeciation. music-liberal
Foreign languages (French. German.
arts. dramatic arts. dance)
Health professions (nursing.
/ Itahan. Spanish. Chinese. Japanese)
public health) interdisciplinary studies (general liberal arts and so,Graduate programs
ence. ethnic arts) Letters (general Engiish. cliISSJCS. linguistics, phiPhysical
Mathematics (general)
s studies)
losophy.
general physics. general chemistry) II Psycholosy (pneral.
sCi
vchobiology ) Social sciences (anthropology. economics. history., 1
..First professional
geography. political science and government. sociology). Graduate
Programs: Architecture and environmentai design. Area studies. ape,
ological sciences. Business and management. Education. Enginrfig.
Remedial services
nen,
Fine and applied arts. Foreign languages. Health profess
Physical sciences. Psychology. Social sciences. First
nye
Denn_tp.jdedicuso...L.iwa-,-Special scademk progra
ndent study. stuminion. double maior. honors progra
tensive English language pro-_.....---- .4c ademic regulations
dent-designed major. study a
.

/

Maiors

Special academic
programs

gram .

Special remedial senices: Remedial instruction

Military
special counselor, lea
avy oic Tests° used
.

ROTC

ment. credit, or

Oire ROTC.

or audit: Placen for grades of 3 or higher in
----

LIM
endemic regulations: Freshmen must earn
esaminatso
lc gam:ling.
i average of 2.0 to continue in good
grade.

Tots used tor placement

and credit

intorrnatum

mic standing. Addiof freshmen complete year in
in secretanal studies twat
donal information: Certificate
amen apADAVSSIONS. 19110 freshman class: 9.352 men
pliedef.952 were accepted. 4.550 enrolled. Basis for selectioa: School
pear average of 3.1 or above and comb,
rements: Academic high school
z' on SAT and 3 ACH. Admissions

/980 freshman class
Basis for ,eletrion

High school subreas

required

requirements include 4 units in English. him", I. mathe/7 subject
manes Z. laborators science I. foreign language 2. A ihon required
for music. dance applicants. portfolio required for an app i

requirements: SAT or Arr score report b) July 31 ACH required of

Test requirements

.4pp/raglan tee ------

al taplii :cants. score repon by July 31. 3 Acts in English Composition.
social studies or foreign language. and mathematics or science required for admissions. TOEFL requited of foreign students. Test
Enrolled freshmen have average SA T- verhal score of 492 and average
mathematical score of ' Application fee: 525. may be waived for
ancial need Fall-urns applicatkm procedures: No
apphca

Intervioe audition.
portfolio

Tor it ores

Applicatum deadlines

Choosing a College

closing date; pnonty given to applications received by November 30:
CRDA. EDP. deferred
and early admissions- applicants notified on a rolling basis- Early admission available.
Transfer opt/cants: No closing date; pnority given to mantic=

Transfer applications /
Percent in college housing

received by November 30. High school and college transcripts
quired. Minimum 2.4 gmde-point average required. Each
record evaluated individually to deiennme number of
credit& Maximum of 105 quarter hours of trans(er
allowed
toward bachelor's degree. Ciedit usually given for gracyn of 2.4Anif
higher in equivalem courses at approved insututionsC
STUDENT LIFE. 19110 freshman class prof*: 41%jrdm in state.

80% live in college housing. 2% live with family.)11% live in pnvaie
25% have minority background& 8%
students. 941(
Percent minorities __,....---trArnrolled freshmen ranked in top 10% of high school ant PROM=
-dower Ans and sciences 56%. engineering 44%. Post-

/
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,Percent staw residents

.foreign students

,..Programs undergraduates
choose

man: 60% of graduates enter graduateiViitoni____ Housing

High school rank .--

Percent of graduates ,...
continuing education

.4thletics

Student services

Room and board

Dominants (coed): married
I.
minty.
Me housing available. Snidest octivities: Sudent
in. student newspaper, magazine. yearbook, radio.
80
c
groups. dance, symphony orchestra. marrhing band. music
StUdent activities
ensembles. fraterniues. mon
Mhkdes: Archery. badminton.
baseball. basketball,
ntry, fencing, football. golf.
gymnastics, hand
melba& nfle. rowing (crew), swimming.
tennis. t
field. Student senkes: Personal counseling, health
selvtee ref undergraduates. plaeinfet risee_--Additional information
employ
gradual
student adviser. Addition!
Firthmen
cars on campus.
SOMM).

VAL EXPENSES TOMO and fees: $3880. Room and board:
......31.000. looks and
$279. Other npeoses: $763.
FINANCIAL AI
al& 2.750 accepted freshman ap-

Personal expenses

/plicants were ji4gtd tol1ve need; 2,7V or these were offered aid.
2.600 of the4r,e offered the full anualo needed. Toad aid dl,1ributed:fants 4". loans 14%. jobs 39%. ands for select= ,89%-'------...,Pert-enr of aid in grants.
of grape based,on need. 1% based on r
loans. jobs
ther criteria. rk%
no0ased oryileed; all loans based on need; 2% of
on need:.

hool grade '
r overwind test scores. Application twocedares: No clMaig
date:
..)41141) not boned on need. Limited scholarships based on

Tuition

Books and supplies

pnority given to applications received by Fantiary 12: applicants

Basis tor selecuon

9otified on a rolling basis beginning on orabout March 1; muss reek
AvithIn 3 weeks..Transfer students: Closfiig date February 12.
ADDRESVTELEPHONL Atintissions Office. Sample Ulmer.
N'ourig Town. Ans Sta1e,4212) 335-6000

\ Freshmen veered
need-based aul

Transfer students'.

'College Board member

Brief description
.-fid application deadlines

TYPe

'Where to wrue or call

Small Universky
New Town. Any State
Four-ear pubk: for men and women:
code

3604'

4.231

Enrollment

drorprustr4 rub permsanno /me Ms Coarse Mashibooh. roprog

Control

4..uf friv

roworma LzarminatIon Soon! kfig tor*

---- coed or single sex
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Private schools awned:nes include experiential critraia.
For example, Trinity Bible Institute includes ''evidence of
souml ITICeal character and Christian conversion through
born-again experience meet impormnt" as a basis few selec-

tion.
"Open admissions" mews the college usually accepts

applicants regardless of past academic records and
qualifications. However, the sante colleges may use selecSive admissices crkelia that apply to panicular possums,

such as allied health sciences, or to certain moms of
students, such as out-of-state applicants.

Colleges indicate what they require by way of
acatkmic backgtound. test saxes, inunvkw lamination,
and the like in their statement co Admissions requirements. If colleges require national, standardized admissions tests, such as ACT or SAT, the name of the test and
the date by which scores must be reported are indkated in

Test requirements.
Colleges that require admissions tests may report the
Teta scores of their applicants, accepted applicants, and
enrolled freshmen. This infomuttion is useful for comparing scores to determine what an applicant's relative class
rank is likely to be if enrolled Application fees are listed
if required.
Fall-term application procedures include deadlines
and special admission procedures such as Early Decision

Plans (EDP) or Candidate Reply Date Agreements
(CRDA). These procedures are defined in the Handbook

glossary. Colleges that follow deferred admission
programs permit students to postpone emollment for one
year after being accepted. Colleges that follow early admission programs permit qualified high school students to
enroll on a full-time basis before high school grmluation.
Colleges list requirements for Transfer applicants if
the pmcedures differ from those for applicants who apply

directly from high schools. Colleges provide Additional
information if there are special movisnms for certain
groups. For example, there may be special policies that
apply to adults over twenty-live years old and pan-time
students.

Student Life. This section reports information on students, the programs they choose, student activities, and
services.

The Freshman class profile describes characteristics
of the most recent freshman class: What percentage of
freshman are state residents? What percentage live in college-affiliated housing? What percentage live with family?
What percentage live in private housing? What percentage
commute from home or private housing? What percentage
have minority backgrounds? What percentage are foreign
nationals? The college may also describe the freshman

class in terms of how its members ranked in their high
school classes.

Programs undergraduates choose repons the percentage of undergraduates who major in various general
fields. Pmtgraduate studies indicates the parentage of
students who continue their education upon completion of

a bachelor's degree. Housing lists the kinds of residential
accommodations available including whether donnittries
are coed, whether method student and cotwerative housing
is available, and whether the campus offers framrnity and

smut* housing.
Student activities and Misled= list the range of
activities and spons available at the college. Colleges
most both intramural mut intercollegiate spons. For exmaple, the University of Wisconsin-Madium lists seventeen intescollegiate and twenty-two intramural programs
in athletics.
Student services provided may include personal and
cama counseling, health services, employment service fee
undergraduates, placement service for graduates, facilities
and services for the handicapped, veterans, and others.

The student life sectim concludes with inovision for
Additional information about special features or policies
that affect student life. For example, the college may list
its policy regarding freshman use of cars on campus.
Annual Expenses. This is a brief statement of the

average costs of full-time freshmen for the current
academic year.
Tuition and fees may bc listed separately or combined
with Room and board and quoted as a comprehensive fee.
If out-of-state fees are assessed to nonresidems, the added
amount is indicated. The costs for Bodua and supplies and
other expenses arc reported separately. Other expenses
refers to normal costs for clothing, laundry, entertainment,

medical insurance, and furnishings but does not include
transponatice costs.
Financial Md. This section gives practical information, impropriate procedures for making application, and
information about how the college awards financial aid.
Need-based aid repons how many accepted freshmen
were judged to have need and how many were offered aid.
Undergraduate aid includes grants, loans, and jobs, mit:
most colleges indicate the percentages of Total aid distributed in these forms.
The Basis for selection reviews the percentages of
grane,, loans, and jobs that are based only on need, on some
combination of need and other criteria, and on criteha other

than need. Colleges may also list the criteria other than
need (for example. academic whievement, talent, and ath-

letic ability) that are used as a basis for financial aid
dee isions.

Most financial aid programs require completion of a
need analysis document to determine the extent of financial
need. Application procedures specify the general require-

ments-ircluding forms to use and schedules to followwhich var., considerably across colleges.
Colleges may require state-specific forms in addition
to national forms. In these cases the state form may be the
only document required of state residents, while the nation-

al form may be required for out-of-state applicants. It is
wise to verify vtich document a college requires. In addition to the requirements listed, most colleges require ap-

Choosing a College

plication for a Pell Grant and for state aid as a prerequisite
ftw receiving consideration for institutkmal aid.

If akl policies differ for Transfer students, the differences are noted.
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AdtkvsytTelephone. The last item in each college
descrirkan gives the mailing addr= and elephytie number for the college office that you may use to get furtInr
information.

Information on Business, Trade, and Technical Schools: The College Blue Book
Career reparation programs are growing and changing rapidly. Indeed, there me about three times as many
business, Dade, and technical schools as there are two- and

four-year colleges, and they are in popular demand. Increasing numbers of high school graduates, like a young
lady who received a cenificate in visual arts firm a echnical school in Minneapolis, feel as she cb3es: "Although a

college degree is important to some careers, it is not
mandatory fa success: A young man making a career of
the navy agrees: "I belkve technical skills should be given
most emphasis as a satisfying way of life. Today it's the
blue-collar workas who are making the most money and
I thia, on the whole, drey are mere satisfied with their
jobs."
Career preparation programs and institutions are not
well organized into recognized fields ri study and cause
offerings, however. This contributes to the problem of
sorting out the options. In my judgment the best current
resource for assisting the process is The College Blue Book:

Occupational Education, published by Macmillan. I refer
to the twenty-first edition of The Blue Book in the sections
that follow.
The College Blue Book provides information on more
than nine thousand business, trade, and technical schools.
It includes two-year colleges that offer vocational preparation programs. Many of the listings are for Ovate technical
schools. Some start Si the eleventh or twelfth grade of high
school, though the majority are postsecondary. The Blue
Book is a good resource fo people like a young lady in
Idaho who held seven different jobs in twelve years and
feels herself "drifting": "Had I been directed toward vocational school, my life may be different today," she told us.
"I wouldn't be drifting jobwise." It is also a good resource
for yot..sg people who, like a physics major now working

as a preduct researcher for a manufacturing company,
wants to "be exposed to the great diversity of jobs, trades,
and opportunities in the real world such as house builder,
entrepteneur, and business executive:
The Blue Book reports information from numerous
sources iiwluding schools, state licensing bureaus, national
professional organizations. and accrediting agencies. The
amount of infixmation and its reliability varies by school.

The Blue Book is more than a tnousand pages long, although the nine thousand descriptions appear in the first
five hundred pages. The average desaiption is modest.
only about a hundred words long (see Figure 9:2).
There are no regional accrediting associations for
business, trade, ai ci technical schools that correspond to

the six regional college association. However, there are
several accrediting associations. The Blue Book lists
schools cw rograms accredited by twenty-eight different
accrediting =Deletions.

Organization of The College Blue Book
The Blue Book is organized in two major sections. The

first gives descriptions ti business, trade, and technical
schools by state. The second section indexes =we than a
thousand curricula and programs of instruction and lists
schools that offer them.
The descriptive information on sclmols appears in
alphabetical order by states. Each state section begins with
a general introduction that first lists the contact persons and
addresses few the state vocational education offices. The

information cm state education officers is followed by
"state regulatcry information." The regulatory information
varies from a few lines to more than a page and explains
the Legal requirements that govern schools in the state.
The Blue Book presents infoimation on ten types of
schools: Allied Medical, Art, Barber, Business, Ccerespondence, Cosmetology, Flight and Ground, Nursing, Trade
and Technical, and Two-Year College.
General information. Following the state regulatory

information, The Blue Book lists cities and towns alphabetically, under which it lists schools alphabetically.
Mter giving the school name and address, The Blue
Book identifies the type of school. A community college is

an example of a two-year college whereas a restaurant
schcol is an example of a wad,. ichool. The year the school
was Founded is usually listed too.
Contact gives the name and telephone number of the
school official to call, write to, or talk to for more information, whethez the infonnation relates to entry requirements,
financial aid, or curriculum-anything having to do with the

school. Control of the school, whether it is public Or
private, follows as does information on whether the school
is coeducational or single sex.
Entry requirements are usually listed. These vary but

usually specify whether or lot the school requires a high

school diploma. Tenn ndica:es whether the school
operates on a semester, qua wr, or some other basis; and
registration identifies the months during which new enrollments are processed and progams begin. This may vary
from once a year to several times a year, or "anytime" as
is usually the case with flight and ground schools. If the
school lists the Tuition fee, tha follows next. Sometimes
tuition "varies," other times it i:: "none."

122
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Figure 9:2. Illastration al school dasaiptions he the Collor Bliss Book

Allied Methcal

CoommnIty CoBori
Community Collage Box

Year

Type

College of Health Ca- Type
mem 1052 Park Avenue. Myy
75122. Allied Medlcar
7. Confect I. M.

Year

Town 43201. Two:Focuidad 1972.

Centro

Contact: I. M. Leamer4s0Z.
5284839.
Wane required.

Learner.

Coed.

wie

Contact

Term....1_ate, Coed. PIS Diploma Prelb-\

Whidr. Ternr Other.

Contact

bon Jan.. Aprh. July. Oct. T

meat:

menus

Tudion uahee. Enrollment: Men 20.

1684.

mcarthrd:

Coed or singte
sex

Women 50. Degrees awardeck

Certificate. Accraditation:\

AccreditabOnwer-okesk AMA, NATTS AP-

proved: Vet. Aornri. Finacicial aid

Control

Approval___MarlerblE Placement service
availabli: _Curriculum: Dental
(9 Mo); Electro-EriceTechnology (12 Mo);
Assistant (9 Mo); Medi.
Laboratory Technology (15

Curriculum

t (1

Mo); Pecliatnc Assistant (12 Mo): ' Degrees
Secretarial. Methcal (9 Mo)
awarded

Program durabon

11:

Entry requiremems

Technology (2 Yrk
Education (2 Yr);
Medical Technology

/

Designi&
70: Fire

Tuition

Care &

Cosmetology

t01091c

Marketing
(1 Yr); Medical

Degreei

Accreditation

'Services and facilities

Yr); Safety Technotogy
/ogy
Secretarial. Executive (2 *fr)
Secretarial. Legal (2 Yr); Secre.
/.

tact:

988.
Private Coed.=
terfTrOgatil .aotingumed. Term:
.

ence (2 Yr); Radiologic Techned.

Program aura.
tion

ounded)(9565- Entry requireM. Learner 516),..- ments

Cosmet

Contro

.

bon Management (2 Yr)

Registration Anytirrw-Tacon:
$850. Enrollment. en

Tuition-- women 17 Degrees

tonal. Medical (2 Yr); Security ,
Training; Travel & Transporta-

Certificate.
Curriculum

Approva

Type

Contact

O.

r0Ogy (2 Yr)
(2
Yr* Orthotics (2 Yr); Physical
Therapy Aide (2 Yr): Police Sci-

awarded

City School of 1341auty-Cur

Year founded

oved:
inancial

Coed or single
sex

Repstration
Enrollment
Services end a.

able. Placement service aver climes
Cosmetcgogy-

Curnculum--1=unst: Modeling & Charm

Degrees
awarded

Business
City School of Office Train.
\ \ Town
ing 1724 Chestnut S
21973,

Control

.

Type

Trade

Onfact:

\I. M. Learner. (515) 568.1590.
Contact.--PrivetIli: Coed. HS Diploma_m__ Entry requireJan.. muy, ments
gutted. Regis
186. AcSept.. Enrollmbut:T
creditatio AC
ved:

Year founded-Contro

Restaurant School, Inc. 2121_ Type
Foresa
My Tom-41176

Su& less.._.o
t. I. M. Learner-.13511 561-

Private. Coed. HS -01-Term-12Maraquixed Term:
ter; Recostration Feb.. Set

Accreditation-----irel
able.

$3640. EnrITmertt. Men

Approval

mg; Byafness Adnu

.

Fasi4n Merchandisin
P

Key
h; Secretarial. Exec ive;

Registration

Aticretanal. Genera/.
./ Legal; Secretarial. Medical: Ste.,\
Curriculum

nograohy. General

\ Enrollment

Women 20.

awarded: Diploma. App

Contact

Entry requirements

Coed or single
sex

Registration

Vet. Ackni.t.
servieti Enrollment
AporovM__
unIc&1Th?.._Cubnary
available
Curriculu

1 ') ti

tors: Restaurant
awns (10 Mo)

Degrees
awarded
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an:0nm remits the number of students =died
and may repeat the figures separately for men and wcanen.

Schools usually, but not always, report the Degrees
awarded which, as in the case of community colleges, may
include associme degrees and catifEates mid, in the trade
school example, includes only diplomas. Certificate refers
to successful comphsion of a progsam of less than one year

durathm; dicaoma refers to successful completion of a
program of more than one year, but less than two years'
duration; and associate degrees refer to successful ample-

dem ri two-year impious, usually at a junks' or community college.
Schools may list Accreditation, which is usually abbreviated. The Blue Book defines the abbreviations in the
Introduction. Far exmnple, AAMA, whkh may be reported
for an allied medical school, refers to the Amerkan Association of Medical Assistants. Acaeditation means that
a school has met the staidards set by a psatisofessional
association.
Approved means that the school program is recognized by the approving agency, usually the Veterans Administration, and that applicants may qualify for veterans'
educmional benefits. Services and facilities may be listed.
These include fmancial aid, placement services, mid handicamed facilities, as in the community college example.

Curriculum is often the largest component in the
description. There is much variation in the number and
kinds of pragrams offered, as evident in the examples. If
the information is given, The Blue Book designates the
program duration in tents of weeks, months, quarters. or
years.
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Business, trade, and technical schods often change
rapidly. The number that exist may vary ainsiderably from
year to year. Far example, the number of schools listed in
The Blme Book thaing the mid-I970s was nearly l3P00.
nearly half again as many as thri number in the cunent
edition1 flare may be other changes, schools dosing or
opening, within the total number. The schools datcontinue
from year to year may change prognams sudt that, apart
hem the name, they may have little in common from one
year to the next. Became business, trade, and techakal
schools change rapidly, it is important to brae decisions on
the most current informatim received directly from the
school.

Canicula and Programs of Imo:mien. Tne sectaid
half ci The College Blme Book lists schools by curricula
and programs of instruction. The Blue Boat alphabetically
lists more than a thousand curricula and prognims of instruction, lists states alphabetically under programs, lists
cities alphabetically within states, and lists schools alphabetically within cities.
Take =muter programming as an example. Under
the wog= name, states are listed alphabetically. Thus,
one might fmd Alabama, Alaska, and Arizona. After each
state The Blue Book lists the cities where computer

programming instruction appears. Under Arizona
programs may be listed only fm. Phoenix, Tucson and
Yuma. Finally, the business, trade, and technical schools
that offer computer csogramming are also listed alphabetically under the name of the city. The index of curricula and
programs of instruction is an easy way to find the names
and locations of schools that teach particular technical
skills.

SAT/ACTCollege Admissions Tests
The two most frequently used, nationwide college-admissions tests in the United SIMS ale the Scholastk Ap-

generally require the ACT, pratably because the American

titude Test (SAT) and dre American College Testing
Program's Assessment (/ CT). The SAT or ACT is nor-

Colleges on the East Coast and some on the West Coast
require the SAT, probably because the SAT is administered

mally required by two- and four-year colleges but seldom
by business, trade, and technical schools. Few colleges
base their admissions decisions solely on SAT or ACT
scow. Most also consider such other infannation as high
schoel grade-point-average, extracurricular activities, and
special talents. Many colleges use admissions test scores
to identify students for advanced placement or remedial
COMO.
The College Handbook indicates the basis on which
each college makes its admissions decisions: therefore, it
is wise to check the admissions section in the description

by The Colkge Board in Princeton, New Jersey. Some
colleges will accept either the SAT or thc ACT.

for each college that is considered. One of the things
prospective applicants are sure to fmd is whether they must
take the SAT or the ACT.
About a million high school seniors take each test each
year. Colleges in the Midwest, South, and some in the Wet.

College Testing Program is located in Iowa City, lowa.

In a late: chapter 1 provide a timeiaine for parents and
young people to follow that alerts them to when they should
be concenred about taking college admissions tests, applying to colleges, applying for financial aid, and the like.

SAT
The College Board makes available booklets that
describe the SAT test, give specific instructions for com-

pleting the necessary forms, provide testing tips and
sample test questions. The booklets me generally available
in high school counseling centers.

The SAT test score report is malted to the student's

home about six weeks after the test. The report lists
separate scores for the verbal and math szctions of the S AT.

12,1
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Scores for the SAT maims tinge from 200 to 800. Twodads of college-bound students score between 320 and
525 on the verbal section, and between 355 and 585 on the
math section. The SAT scme report midges pmems mid
their son or daughter to comae thek scow with collegebound sent= in the cumin ligh scitool graduating class
across the nadon and mouldy enrolled freshmen in col-

leges thid the student named to receive the =ea. This
informathm gives the prospective applicant an indica=
tithe genaal academic level ci entering freshmat classes
at these colleges.

The report makes commis= by using percentile
ranks thin indicate the parentage of pee* who earned
seines lower than the student. The Wiese Baud povides
informaticer with the SAT test report that helps parems and

students Miami the scores.
SAT Aehkventent Tests. A college may also require
one or mme SAT Achievemem Tests for admission or
placement imposes. Achievement tests me one-hour, multiple-de:lice, and measure a student's knowledge of a pardollar subject. SAT offers Achievement Tests in fourteen
areas. The College Handbook may indicate if particular
achievanent tests are required by specific collegem but it
is wise to discuss details and mrangements directly with
high school counselors or, if necessary, with the college
admissions office. Registration for the SAT or ACT must
be completed about a month in advance, so it is wise to note
the registration dates.
Test registration packets are available in high school
counseling centers, and many high schools notify parents
and students when the packets me available. The packets
provide specific inhumation about testing dates. registration dm:nines, and testing fees for the SAT and ACT. The

SAT and ACT may be given more than once between
September and June, usually on a Saturday morning. The
deadlinm fo submitting registration fonns and test fees are
rigid and, therefo..", must be observed.

ACT
The American College Testing Program provides
booldeu that describe the ACT, give examples of test
questions and answers., and prnvide helpful suggestions
about taking the ACT. This information is generally avail.
able in high school counseling centers.

The ACT test so= report is mailed to the student's
high school about four weeks after the test. The ACT repot

lists five sax= English, math, social studies, natural
sriences, and a compwite, which is the average of the four
other scores. Two-thirds of all college-bound students earn
composite scores between 12 and 24 on a scale that ranges

from I to 36. The report enables parents and students to

compare their scores with college-bound students who
took the ACT in their high school, college-b=d stuthetts
in their stags, college-bound students from muss the nation, and meanly moiled fieshmen in mie or mom colleges thm the student named to receive the scores. This
information gives tte prospective applicant an indication
of dm general academic level of enlacing heshmen classes
at these colleges.
1'he ACT score report makes comparison using per-

curdle tanks thm indicate the percentage of pesede who
earned scores lower than dm student. The report also
inclutts munmary biographical and edwatiotal informs= about the student* and honest inventory information
that enables students to compare their interests with the
interests of people in various college majors or emtdoyed
in different occupational groups. The America* College
Testing Program provides information that helps parents
and students intapret the results of the test. This information is included with the ACT score report that is sent ap
the student's high school.

Special Preparation and Retaking the Test
Both the SAT and the ACT measure abilities and
knowledge that students acquire over a period of years.
Short-term drills and intense cramming sessions art not
lately to increase scores, though practice on sample test
questions may familiarize students with the form of the
tests and the different types of questions. This may help
red= test anxiety, especially for young people who tend
to get "up tight* abou taking tests.
The results of longer tenn preparation courses vary

from program to program and from student to student.

Some studies of special preparation promos in high
schools indicate that the courses tend to raise scores 10 to
15 points ce the SAT. In most cases, an increase this small
is not likely to make a difference in admission to a particular college.
What about retaking the test? Studies show that young
people who make the test only because they scored low

on an earlier rest are not likely to greatly increase their
scores by retaking the test. About two-thirds raise their
scores a few points, and about one-third lower their scores.
However, occasionally something happens while a student

takes a test that may negatively affect the score. Good
reasons for retaking a test include illness, high anxiety
levels, or misundermanding instructiok
When considering either special preparation courses
ar retaking the tem, weigh the Lime and money required
against the likelihood Out i: will favorably affect a college
admissions decision.
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College Costs and
Financial Aid
iviy father went a, college in the late 1920s. He was

Today, most awards are based on need. Very few

fold of relating how he worked for a county road

students earn enough money working during the summer

aintenance deparunent in rural Iowa and

months to cover their costs fir an academk year. Most

fmished one summer with savings of $104 in his pocket.
His room, board, and tuition costs kw the following year
were $102.
Things changed by the time I went to college in the
late 1950s. Unlike my father, I never earned morn money
from summer employment than the costs for my tuition,

students apply fix finamial aid, and, in one form or

room, and board for the following year. I made up the
difference with scholarships and by working during the
school year. %Acing always involved a tradeoff because
scholarships welt based primarily on achievement and
merit. I didn't want my grades to slip because of work, yet

another, many receive it.
In this chapter I overview what parents should know
about college costs and fmancial aid programs. I review
ways to increase resources and reduce costs, ilwn briefly

discuss parents' continuing influence on their young
people through the college years. I close Pan 3 with a
timetable for parents and young pecyle to follow for
making college plans and with suggestions for what
parents can do to assist their sons' and daughters' career
dec is ions.

the scholarsi:13 situation was always "iffy," and that left me
little choice but to work. It was an uneasy compromise.

Estimating Costs and Resources
There is bad news and good news when it comes to
paying for a college education. There is also ambiguous
news. In this section I identify the bad. the good, and the
ambiguous as it relates to meeting college costs.

College Costs
The bad news is that the costs of college education
have increased steadily in recent years. faster than the cost
of inflation. Many young people feel like the young lady
who dropped out of college after one year and told us that
young people's biggest need is "advice on financial assistance fix those who wish to attend college but feel financially unable to do so."

Table 10:1 gives the national averages of costs for
resident students at four kinds of colleges for the 1988-89
academic year. Of course, some colleges have lower and
others have higher costs. For example, 1988-89 expenses

at Stanford University are estimated at $19,556 plus
transportation per year.

Over the next few years college costs are likely to
continue to rise 7 to 9 percent per year while the Consumer
Price Index, a common measure of inflation. may increase

only 5 percent. The huge increases occur, in part, from

earlier efforts to keep costs down during the double-digit
inflation days of the late 1970s. Eventually the piper had
to be paid in the form of overdue building maintenance,
library books, laboratoty equipment, and faculty and staff
salaries. The result is that today's college costs outstrip
inflation, and that's a concern for anyone who has to pay
the bill.
There is also good news. The amount of money avail-

able for student aid has increased substantiallyindeed.
monumentally ! In 1958. thirty years ago, the federal
government initiated student aid with a $40.3 million pro-

gram. Over the years studcnt-aid from all sources has
increased 379-fold to about $16 billion per year.

That amount has been relatively constant in recent
years which means that it has to stretch further because
college costs contino to rise, inflation !odes the buying
power of the dollar, and more young people are canpeting
for the sit= arrammt of financial aid.
So much for the bad news and the good news. The
ambiguous news is that federal aid programs change from
time to time, even from year to year, in ways that are not
altogether predictable. Parents need to follow the develop-

ments on the financial aid scene as these occur, and I'll

1? t;
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Table 10:1. Aware Cougar Resident Studenb, 198849
Item
Million and fees
(Out State Tuition)
Books and supplies
Room and boatel
Peramal expenses
Transportation

Total

4-year

2-year
public

2-year
private

4-year
public

privase

$ 842
($1.992)

$1,694

$3,737

454
3,039
1,042
414

459
3,898
818

423

$4,713
($2.684)
424
3,258
832
442

$3,a68

$6,609

$4,721

$8,440

438

explain how to do that. However, it is also useful ea keep
in mind the history of fintmcial aid when contemplating
where the program is hiely to go in the future.

Brief History of Financial Aid
Beginning with the GI Bill after Week! Wm. II and the

post-Sputnit Natkmal Defense Education Act signed by
Eisenhower in 1958, programs of financial aid for students
in postsecondary education enjoyed mon than two decades

of remarkable growth, and these was an era of unprecedented access to higher educgion. Omgress expanded
financial aid programs with passage of the Higher Edam-

tion Act in 1965. As pan of Kennedy's New Frontier
legacy and Johnstm's Great Sockty program, the Iligher
Education Act emphasized several fcanis of aid for low-in-

come =Wits: Educational Opportunity Graneg federally
insured student loan% week study program.% and social
security funds underwriting the cog of a college education
for children of &ceased, disabledox retired workers.
In 1972 Congress added a matching-funds program to
induce states to establish their own financial aid programs.
In 1978 the Middle-Income Student Assistance Act permined mote families to receive some forms of aid.

It is highly unlikely that all federal financial
aid will suddenly disappear. History suggests
that when it acts, the federal government adjusts, refines, realigns, relabels, and changes
priorities, but it would be out of character for
the federal goventment to chop an entire program with one fell swoop.
But the 1980s ushered in a period of uncertainty
regarding the future of federal financial aid progmms.
Several factors contributed to the change. The prolonged
economic recession early in the decade left students caught
between rising educational costs and a tightening supply
of money available for financial aid programs. In the face
of difficult budgetary decisions, the consensus regarding

the principles underlying fmancial aid programs began to

weaken. A new ideology broadened the question from
"Can we maintain these programs? to "Should we maintain them?" In this climate it was inobably inevitable that

financial aid would, for the fiat time, become a highly
politicized issue. What for a quaner of a centu.y was a
virtually protected area suddenly became the topic of
heated debate and political tradeoffs, often with little
reglad for academic calendars and individuals' attempts to
make ratitmal academic plans.
That's wheie the Matta of federal financial aid con-

tinues ai be. It's politicized. It's under debate. The fun=
of financial aid programs is uncertain, and it is llicely to
remain that way, pethaps changing year by year with the
possible exception of election years when it may be ccevenient to lest the issue. Meanwhile, a fmeman for an auto
repair service in Tacoma, Washington, spoke for a lot of

young people when he said: ""Ilw biggest probkm I've
encountered is...no money to be able to go to college."
The issue facing parents is how to plan a:meet colkge
costs under uncertain conditions. Four of five people who

participated in a national public opinion poll said that
college cogs are rising so fast that they will be out of reach
in the near future. Seven out of ten said that right now they
would not be able to pay for college without a grant or loan.

It isn't just parents who are concerned. About half of
today's college students report that lack of money is a
problem fix them.

Principles of Financial Aid
The fmancial aid picture is unsettled and unsealing,
but there are some guidelines for parents to follow. Close
observers suggest that there will be less public money for
financing education in the future, and the money will be

more difficult to obtain. Eligifility rules for grants and
Imns are likely to tighten up, arid the government has
cracked down on !bailer students whose loan payments are

in arrears. I expect that future progiams will favor the
self-help concept, such as college work-study, and there
may be a tax incentive for families to zomribute to savings

accounts for their children's collegr. education, perhaps
modeled after IRA accounts.
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Both the self-help and savings emphases are =Asian with current Administneion philosoldiy, which suggests that an affordable education will requite that parents

and their yam people do more careful planning old
perhaps make some difficuk droices.
But it is highly unliasly that all federal financial aid
will suddenly disappear. History suggests the when keels,
the Waal goverment adjusts, refines, realigns, relabels,
and changes Fiorides, bid k woukl be out of character for
the fedual governmin to chcq) aa enthe Fugram with one
fell swoop. Moreover, the continuing concern for quality
of educatkm generated by "A Nation Is At Risk." the 1983

report of the Maim& Commission on Excellent: in
Educatimi, most bitely will dampen impacts for budget
cuts earmarked for edwation, in whiuever the fonn. A wide
range of postsecondary options will probably continue to
be affordable for qualified and inativated students.

Family Responsibility. In whatever manner specific
Fograms may be adjusted, it seems clear that certain bask
principles of financial aid will continue. Fust among these
is the principle that the family, together with the student,
bears primary responsibility for meeting postsecondary
education costs. This is not a change of philosophy or
policy. Rather, this has been the basic principle undergirding the federal fmancial aid Fogmm from the begirming.
Although the principle might have suffered some erosion
in recent years, it remains a workable way to provide the
greatest benefit to the largest number of people, a goal that
is at the heart of our democratic process.

A family's ithility to pay is determined by a fair,
reasonable, and uniform analysis of means. That is the
reasoning behind family need analysis statements, which
pmduce estimates of need based on carefully defined rules
for estimating resources and estimating costs.
Estimated Need. The second principle is that financial
aid is intended to meet estimated need. Estimated need is

the difference between what the formulas indicate the
family mid student can pay and the actual msts of wending

a particular institution. This principle too has suffered
some erosion in recent years as some colleges have introduced "no-need" scholarships as a way of attracting students. However, no-need scholarships are few in number
and usually small in size-often less than $500-relative to
total college costs. "Full scholarships" independent of need
are about as common as a "free lunch". They seldom exist.
The Package Concept. The third continuing principle
in financial aid is the package concept. The total aid given
any student consists of a combination of "gift aid" (scholarships and grams that need not be repaid) and "self-help aid"

(loans or work that involve obligati= on the part of the
student). The primiple is that of fairness to the student, so
that some don't receive all gift while others are burdened
with intolerable loans, coupled with the effort to distribute
available funds to achieve the most widespread benefit
Amounts, regulations, forms, and deadlines may shift
from year to year. but I suggest that the basic fmancial aid
system is here to stay. Given this background, there are

some practical steps prams and young people can take to
meet college cogs.

Practical Steps to Take
In his book, Cost of Chilthen, Dr. Lawrence Olson
estimfts that families earning $42.000 a year at the time
a child is born will spend $323,000 to raise a son to alp
twenty-two, and 821,000 more if the child is a daughter.
Olson's figures biclude tuidcm at private colleges, which
may pa his third of a million dollar esthnate a bit tm the
high side. Nonethekas, the costs of raising children are
substantial. One way ei partially reduce that expense is to
qualify far financial aid.
Apply. Young people can't get financial aid if they
don't apply for it. This may seem °bylaw, but every year
many familks automatically rule themselves out without
good reason. Some think that applying for enrollment and
applying for financial aid are one and the same, but not so.
There are two separate pmeeduits involved including dif-

ferent forms and diffemin deadlines. Other parents and
students have heard that fmancial aid funds have been
radically reduced. Those reports may or may not be true.
Recently, an unfountkd nunor lead to a 5 to 10 percent
decline in applications and a kn of confusion that wasn't
clarified until the College Board and a $15,000 grant from

the Ford Foundation produced a public service announcement for airing over a thousand radio stations. The
announcement was designed to correct the mistaken ;mpression that financial aid was no longer readily available.

About two-thirds offreshmen who apply for a
Pell grant qualify, and four-fifths who apply
for a Stqfford Loan (formerly known as
Guaranteed Student Loans) qualify.
Still others think that there is no reason to apply for
Nutrias' id because they won't get anything anyway. The
fact is .ist there are families with incomes of $60,000 that
qialify fcr need-based aid because of their 'Articular circumstames. More than half of high school seniors who
want to go on to college or vocational proparation apply
fix financial aid. The effort and expense required to apply
are minimal, considering the possible return. About twothirds of freshmen who apply for a Pell grant qualify, and
four-fifths who apply for a Stafford Loan (formerly known
as Guaranteed Student Loans) qualify. Sixteen percent of
undergraduates have Pell grants and 25 percetr have Stafford Stu:lent Loans.
Meet Deadlines. o be successful, it is abfolutely
necessary that applicants meet all financial aid deadlines

and apply as early as possible within the time limits.
Processing the nation's financial aid applications is z huge
undertaking, and the deadlines are real. Although funds are
limited, colleges try to distribute all the money they have.
It is to their advantage to do so. The first piece of th t pie
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is likely to be mom gammas than the last, aid tardy

Financial Aid Application

applicans may not find anything but cnanbs remaining.
&vestiges& Parents and young people should also
check the possibilithis ci scholatddps offered by private
mum businesses, unions, dabs, and civic organizations.
Investigate the "no-need" schokirships offend by colleges
few academic, athletic, or extracurrhailar achievanent, but
dm% hang on to unrealistic hopes. No-need scholarships
me ram. If available tt all, consider them to be the frosting
on the cake.
Mom than 90 percent of financial aid money is dis-

Financial tod application and award procedures ate
highly standaidized across colleges. Virtually all fmancial
aid offices and govenenent proems require admission

tributed through colleges. Be skeptical of claims that
hundreds of millions of &Ilan in financial aid goes unused
every year. These have been traced to advertisements for
fee-based compumized scholarship services. The claims
have not been supported. Following a yearlong study of
forty-five compuatrized scholarship services, the California Student Aid Ccmmissicm concluded as follows:

The claim that huge mounts of financial aid go
unused "could not be documented."

Though some college offEials see the computer servkes as potanially helpful in saving students time,
others point out that the same information is available
without cost from refeience books and campus financial aid advisers.

There is some unclaimed stnient assistance, but die

amount of fmancial aid that is not used is Infmitesimally small:
Computerized services appear to do very liule by way
of matching student characteristics with financial aid
program requirements.

The notion of large amounts of unclaimed financial
aid is largely myth. There is a small grain of truth to it, but

baskally it is misleading and doesn't square with the
realities and opporanities most people face.
Stay Its roach. Parents and young people should stay
in touch with high school counselors and college financial
aid officers. They are the people in the best position to have

intimation. College financial aid officas live with the
complexities of financing a college education, and they
must stay cunent. Plus, they may be able to use some
discretion in detennining and packaging financial aid
awards. If patents can present a reasonable case, college
fmamial aid officers may be able to adjust an award to
better meet a student's needs. Remember, the financial aid
officer's job is to do everything possible to help the student

enroll in that institution. Financial aid officers are
reasonable people.
College education is a big investment, and it deserves
careful thought and planning. As complicate:I as it may
seem, financial aid is one way to cut the costs of a college
education for families and young people.

of a need analysis fmm. Colleges generally use me of these
tWIX

The American College Testing Program's Family
Financial Statemem (WS)

The College Scholarship Service's Financial Aid
Form (FAF)

The FFS and FAF are general pinpose applicaticm
fcms. ff a student is applying only for federal aid, such as
the pen grant, an Application for Federal Student Assistance (AFSA) may be used.
If you need informaticm about these forms, help with
filing them, or want to check on the stams of a form you
have Med, you may call the following numbers:
In addition, some states have their own forms. For
example, dme are Pamsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency forms (PHEAA) and Student Aid Applica-

Fs=

ildbrmaticm

Siam

Financial Aid
Form (FAF)

215r150-8400

800/772-3537

Family Financial
Statement (FFS)

3191337-1200

3191337-1200

Application for
Federal Student
Aid (AFSA)

800/3334636

319/337-3738

Lion for California forms (SAAC). The College Handbook
indicates what form a particular college requires, but it may

be wise to verify this information directly with the
kcollege's office of financial aid.

Financial aid forms are useful tools for estimating
need. Before considering how to meet estimated need, let's
look at how college financial aid offices determine need.
The formula is simple:

In the following sections I review how each component in the formula-estimated costs, estimated resources, and estimated need-is calculated. I use Jim's costs as
Estimated costs
- Estimated resources
Estimated need
a hypothetical example.
Estinsisted Costs.

Costs vary from one school to

another, and so does the amount of financiA aid: so it is
important to have a partkular school in mind when maimsing costs and needs. The annual cost ci a college education
has two components: direct and indirect costs. Direct costs
include tuition and fees, books and supplies. 1adireet costs

College Costs and Financial Aid

inchsde housing and meals, transpmnaion, and personal
expenses-41Mhing, entertainment, local travel, lama fry
and dry ckanin, and entertainment. Air these together
mut you have estimated costs.
Patients can make pieliminmy estimates of direct costs
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costs of a college eductsion. The need analysis fauns
mquest detailed informsion on family sin, income, assets,
and expenses, which iwe used to establish the parents' and

student's expected contribudons. Let's go back to Jim's
example. The major componans to the owned studem

from information in The College Handboot or, in smile
cases, The College Blue Boa. However, plums and young

and family comminaion are these:
Several considerations bear on estimating the family
contrilution. These change from year to year,

.11oes Estimated Costs

Estimated Need. Estimated need is the difference
between estimated costs and esimazd resources. In Jim's

Direct Costs
Tuithin and Fees
Books mal Supplies
Indirect Costs
Housing
Meals
a"ninsportaliOn

Personal Experses
Estimated COSS

Jim's Estimated Resources

1120
525

1420
1080

Student's Resources
A set percentage of savings
mid other assets

$0

Poston of summer =flings

1,100

Earnings dining school year
Other benefits

650

550
800
$ 5495

people should never assume that the direct cost figures
listed in printed materials me up-to-date. Typically, published material is at least a ye& old and sometimes two
years okl. That mem that the published costs could be 8 15 peicent lower than cunent actual costs. Direct costs
change annually, and reported figures should be used only

as first approximations. Colleges will gladly respond to
inquiries about current direct costs. Write or telephone the

office listed unckr Address/telephone in. The College
Handbook.
College mtalogs, financial aid and admissimis offices
at colleges may also be helpful in providing estimates for
indirect costs-housing, meals, aad personal expenses. The
College Handbook provides estimates, but these should be
verified against current costs.

Family Contribution
Formula based on income
Formula based on savings
Formula based on other assets

Estimated Resources

processing the family need analysis form.

Processing Services. The family need analysis form
is processed by an independent coqxwation, either The
College Scholarship Service or the American College Test-

Jim's Estimated Need
Estimated costs

uansponation. Families can make a better estimate of
uansportation costs than anyone else. They need to take

side-that is, CST too high rather than too low. Generally
speaking, undergraduates spend at least $425 a ruff on
books and supplies and, say, $800 per year on personal
expenses. Transportation costs? Your best estimate. The
College Board estimates that students who commute will
pay about $1,000 less per academic year than campus
residents. The point is Keep the total formula in mind.
What a college education actually costs you and your son
or daughter depends on several different cost considerations. Take them all into account.
Estimated Resources. Today's colleges expect that
both the student and family will contribute to meeting the

$ 3875

or not he is eligible will be determined officially by

Handbook can 'Novick a reasonable estimate is the cost of

In making estimates, it is wise to err on the safe

800

case, his anticipated costs exceed his estimated resources,
and he will probably be eligible for financial aid. Whether

The one item of indirect expense far which neither
college catalogs, admissions directors. nor The College

three things into accowit: distance, mock of transporeition,
and number of trips.

775
550

Eiimated resources

$5495
3875

Estimated need

$1620

ing Program's Student Need Analysis Service, and the
service forwards the results to the colleges to which a
young person applies. The goal of the standardized procedures is to equalize costs to students and families as much
as possible.

There is another advantage to mailing the fonn It a

financial aid processing service. The intimation in't
released to local school and community authorities. A
young lady living in North Carolina told US: "My mother
refused to complete a form for a scholarship that somebody
gave me because she said the 'confidential fmancial info'

in a snail town was not so confidential." That is a most
unfortunate state of affairs that might have been true when
that young lady was in high school and information was
processed locally. But today, family financial information

1

)
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never comes back m the community and school. It is

Service, not being in default on previous education loans,

confidetaiaL Tbe system works remarkably well in protect-

making satisfactory progress towel* a &pee, and the

ing fmnily hiormation. Indeed, I have never heard of mt
instance where information about family finances gams
leaked ce disckeed by the financial aMptocessing services.
The estismas ci resources available from parents and
students will mmak the same whether duscolletm costs me
high ce low, so the estimates ci a student's need will vary
by college costs. Therefore, mats and thdr young people
shcadd not rule tan colleges with higher costs because
students may be eligible for higher levels of financial aid
at more expensive colleges. Financial aid is based on total
expenses, not just tuition and fees.

like.

Financial Aid Packages
Colleges receive reports fivm the fmancial aid service
based on the need analysis forms, and the college decides

on the level of resources it will commit to a particular
student. Colleges adminimer financial aid in three bask
fonns:

Grants or scholarships: aid that dots not have to be
rePaid
Loans: low interest-bearing notes that eventually
must be repaid
Wort study: jobs for students who need financial aid

Fmancial aid packages consist of some combination
of these spinets.
Financial akl resources come from the federal government, state govenunents, colleges, and private organizations and sclegarship programs. Colleges usually put their
own money into the ablest students. By comparison, when
colkges administer federal programs, the funds taxi to go
to the needkst students. The way financial aid packages
me put together is me necessarily carved into stone. Sometimes then is mom to negotiate. Fmancial aid officers may
be able tr, adjust the amount of the total package or inaease

a gram or scholaiship component if parents and son or
daughter can make a =wincing argument.

Financial Aid Programs
Most financial aid originates with the federal government, but there are also state financial aid programs and
°dux limns of aid located in the private sector. I identify
these and suggest other ways of increasing resowees and
cutting costs in this section.

Federal Aid Programs
There are several eligibility requirements that students

must meet to qualify fie federal fmancial aid, one of the
main ones being that a student must be enrolled at least
half-time in a college-including universities, four-year
colkges, two-year colleges, community colleges, vocational schools, technical schools, and hospital schools of
musing-recognized by the U.S. Department of Education.
Other requirements include registration with the Selective

There me several basic federal pogroms for financing
higher educatim Some me stmlent-based. They awaid or

ken money directly to suulents or parents. Others are
camps-based. The government funds the college% which
in Dun &Waite money on the basis of federal guidelines.

Cunendy, then are six major federal fintmcial aid
programs in foree. They a=

Pell Grater. The Pell Grant nog= is the largest
federal student aid gogram. It guaranmes meaty for
awirds to qualified undergraduates with moderate to extreme need. The awards tend to range between $2,000 and
$2,500 per year and am administered by colleges.

Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants
(SEOG).11tese are awards to undergraduaws with extreme
need. Tim maximum is usually about $4,000 per year. The
program is open to both full-time and part-time students.

including students who attend less than half time. The
funds are administered by the colleges.

Carl 0. Perkins Loans. These loans are made by
colleges at favaable interest rates (5 percent per year) to

full- and pan-time undergraduates and graduates.
Preference is given to stagents with extreme need including students who attend less than half-time. There are no
annual limits to the loans but aggregate limits may be as

low as $4,500 or as high as $18,000. The loans are administered by colleges.

Robert T. Stafford Loans. Fermerly known as
Guaranteed S tudent Loans (GSL), these are 8 percent low
made by a bank, credit union, is- savings and loan association that are insured by state and federal agencies. Under-

graduates, graduates and professional students who am
enrolkd at least half time are eligible. Loans range from
about S2,f10 to $7,500 per year. They are made by banks
and credit unions and are guaranteed by the state ce a
private guaranteeing agency.
College Work-Study (CWS). This program provides

st.bsidies to colleges for jobs for undergraduate and
graduate students who need financial aid. The major pan
of the salary is paid by the federal government. The amount

of pay the student receives depends on need and the kind
of work a student does.
PLUSISLS Loans. These loans are not based on financial need and are available to all. PLUS stands for Parent
Loans to Undergraduate Students. SLS stands for Supplemental Loans for Students. PLUS/SLS loan rates are
variable but may not exceed 12 percent per yea Students
must enroll at least half-time. Typical fimits are 44,000 per
year and $20,000 aggregate. Both loan programs are administered by the Department of Education.
The names, number and details of federal financial aid
programs change from year to year. The best way to stay
informed is to ask for the latest Student Guick to Federal

Financial Aid Programs from the U.S. Departmert of
Education. These are available in career guidance cer ters

College Costs and Financial Aid
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or from high school counselors and college financial aid
officers. Alternatively, call (301) 984-4070 rx write to
Federal Student Aid Programs, P. O. Box 84, Washington,
DC 20044.
Ttaire are also student aid programs designed to assist

admissions office referenced in The Colkge Handbook.
High seta:id guidance counselors and college financial aid
officers may aLso be knowledgeable atout state financial
aid posterns, though they are somaimes more familiar
with federal programs.

special groups including Hispanics, Blacks, native

Other Assistance

Americans, and svomen. Organiandons offering such assis-

tance am listed in *Higher Education Onionunities for
Minorities mid Woinen" published by the U.S. Department

of Bilis:Won. This publication is available in Marks and
career cemen or may be purchased from the Superthtendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washingamt, DC 20401 Phone: (202) 783-3238 for price
and ordering infrxmaticm.

There are other sources of financial aid. Cities and
towns provide assistance to young people through civic
groups and business associations. Private foumlatims
award loans mid scholarships based on competitim. The
community affairs column in local newspipers occasional-

ly cathes notices of awards kw which residents may
qualify.

Young people may qualify for loans, grants, or

State Financial Aid

scholarships on the basis of parental miliury service, union

Each Nam has its own program of fmancial aid for
higher educaticm. No two state programs me the same. A
few states have brochures that contain infiummion on all

membership, membership in fraternal or religious organizations, or employer programs. Similarly, young

financial aid programs within their panicular state.

religious affiliation, minority membership, nationality,
being female, being disabled. having particular career interests or talents-may also qualify them fcr financial aid.

Generally, however, several different agencies administer
state programs, and students and their parents may have to
piece tined= the information from different sauces. The
amounts of available state fmancial aid are not large and,
in total, nzpresent only about 5 or 6 percent of all available
financial aid.
In his book, Don' t Miss Ow, Robert Leider classifies
different allegories of state financial aid pograms. Three
are need-based grant programs: grants restricted to in-siate
study, grants to study in other states with reciprocity agreements, and grants fix study in accredited schools in any

state. Seven are miscellaneous grant programs. Merit
programs are grants based on academic accomplishman.
Loans are programs in which the state operates a guaranteeing agemy under the federal Guaranteed Student Loan
program. Special fields refers to programs that vain people
in areas in which the state experiences labcr shortages.
Minority group programs are generally limited to native
Americans. State work-study programs are job programs

people's characteristics and activities-including jobs held.

Another possibility is to take advantage of military educational benefits, which I discuss in a later chapter.

If your son or daughter is enrolled in high school,
check with the school guidance center about local sources

of financial aid. Similarly, when your child enrolls in
college, check with the college fmancial aid office.
Information. There are two publications that may be
particularly useful to parents and young people who need

to explore financial aid information. The first provides
scholarship information. It is an annual publication of the
American Legion tided Need a Lift? it CMS SI (including
postage and handling) and may be ordered from: American

Legion, National Emblem Sales, P. 0. Box 1050, Indianaputis, IN 46202.
The second publication explains how student financial

aid works and how to apply for it. The name of the
publication is Meeting College Costs. lt is published by the

similar to federal work-study programs. Veterans

College Board and is available in career centers and

programs are eannarked far state residents who served in

libraries.

the military, usually in time of war. National guard
programs refer to special benefits for people who serve in
the state's national guard. Finally, Leider lists chive de-

pendent programs that apply to deceased or disabled
veterans, prisoners of war or personnel missing in action,
aml police or firefighters killed on duty. Dependents in
each of these categories may be eligible for special staie
financial aid pograms.

Tuition aid from employers is probably the
most overlooked source offunds for students.
Parents and young people who need information about
state aid programs should contact the state education office
listed for each state in The College Blue Book or the college

Cutting Costs
It may be possible to cut costs-4 second way to
manage educational expenses. One way is to "shop for
credits"-that is, compare the cost per credit hour at varkrus
institutions. Costs per credit hour at state universities, state
colleges, or local community colleges will usually be less
than at private schools.

Employer Tuition Programs. Since 1978, federal
legisbtion enables employers o deduct educational assistance costs as business expense, and many companies have
been paying part of their employees' educational expenses.
Tuition aid from employers is probably the most overlooked source of funds for students. Ivan Chamer, research
director for the National Institute for Work and Learning,
reports that more than 80 percent of companies with 500
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to 1,000 employees have tuition benefk worms; 92
percent of menpanies that employ between 1,000 awl
10,000 people offer tuition phi= mad 95 pat= of companies with mote than 10,000 workers °Me tuition plans.
Yet most walkers do not Imow they me align*, the plans
me not well undentood, and company tuition pions me

don
Cooperative education integrates periods of
classroom so* with periods of related off-campus work
experience. It is ma anmigement in which young people go
to school and take jobs hi the same subject wea tlea they
study. Unlike use uptactkume of days gone by *ten, for
example, a Mks* in education would mn academic csedk

never thought of by most employees.
Employer tuition benefit plograms may benefit you in

programs primarily wtnk fm pay-to put themselves

for practice teach*" students in cooperative ahmation

two ways. Fint, your ICS or daughter may work for an

Waugh school. Academic credit may or may not be Oen.

employer that has an employee edtion pnatram. Check k

The program normally lasts five years and continues

out, especially if par son or daughter works for a large

twelve months a year.

finn. Second, you or your spouse may work for a fbm that
has hidden envloyee family benefits. Again, check it out
if that seems masonable. Estimates are that, potentially, the

Re the first year or two, students take a basic curriculum and courses in their meion. That, over the next

annual amount of job-based tuition aid available is $7

schooling and full-time work. An arnutgement more
popular in two-year colleges is the parallel program in

billion, but 4nly 3 to 5 percent of emigoyees take advantage
of the programs mid use only about $350 million annually.
On-Campus Srategks. Another way to cut costs is to

stwt out at an inexpensive two-year or four-year college,
take the bask courses required in most colleges, then
uansfer to a more expensive four-year college. Ttr student
earns a more prestigbus degree without paying the higher
costs for four years. 11m October 13, 1983 editkon of the
Wall Street Journal reported the example of a student who
transferred out of Georgetown University to a less prestigious college because he could transfer dm credits back
to Georgetown and it would cost him $7,300 less.
Some high schools offer courses carrying college
credit that may reduce later college costs. Your son or
daughter may be able to save time and expense through

four years, they alternate quarters cif semesters of full-dme

which students go to school half-days and wort the other
half.
More than 1,000 colleges, a third of all colleges in the
country, offer cooperative education programs involving
som 200,000 students. Some universities, fee example,

Drexel in Philadelphia, the University of Detroit, and
Northeastern University in Boston, enroll most of their
students in cooperative education programs. Northmstan
University's 18.000 undergraduates have the most extensive offerings complemented with jobs in more than 2.500
firms. Students majoring in engineering or business have

the most opportunities to enroll, but about half of all

enable them to satisfy course requirements by examination

programs are open to students in all majors. The programs
are about evenly represented in two- and four-year colleges
and mat than 200,000 students are enrolled in cooperative
education programs across the nation.

rather than by course enrollment High School stucknts

Advantages. Cooperative education programs may

may take advanced placement tests for college credit and
realize a similar saving.

lengthen the duration of college by as much as a year, but
there am also mlvmuages to consider. Many students are
nearly able to pay as they go-that is, earn enough money
working to pay their tuition. Students who are not certain
about their career goals can gain on-the-job experience
over a range of occupations. Those with definite goals are
often able to work at the same site, accumulate experience,
increase their responsibilities, and earn pay raises. Gaining
work experience while studying provides references and
advantages when it comes to entering the job market. Moir
than half of cooperative education students receive offen
of permanent employment from their co-op employers.
Studies of cooperative education pmgrams and stu-

College-Level Examination Programs (CLEP), which

Other commies may be achieved. Some colleges
offer a book rental program. That can cut costs. Students

can make-do with used textbooks, live at home or in a
low-cost apartment, use public uansponation instead of
personal car, or take four years of credits in three years'
time.
Though it is unlikely that students can earn more from
summer employment than their annual college costs will
be, many can save mete from summer earnings than colleges expect of them. Finally, many students are responding to increased education costs by enrolling pan-time and
working. Pan-time enrollments have been increasing more

than full-time enrollments as many studeats take lighter
academic loads in order to keep up with both work and
study.

Today's college programs are flexible. This gives
young people more ways to put together an educational
program that will meet their goals.

Cooperative Education
Anodwr way to beat the high costs of college education is to enroll in a college that offers cooperative educa-

dents are scarce, but some that have been done suggest that
co-op education graduates receive higher wages and earlier

promotions than college graduates who did not pankipne
in comerative education programs. Other studies suggtst
that cooperative education students do better academically,
and that higher percentages continue to college graduation
than do noncooperative education students.

Informadon. The best general guide to co-op
programs is the Co-op Education Undergraduate Program
Directory which lists, by state, the schools offering co-iv,

the academic fields in which co-op is available, and the
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address teld phme numbers of the sponsoring college
offices. If cooperative edutagion smuts hie a possilility
for your son or doughy:sr, you may wmg to write for a copy

of tim directory frmn the National Commisdon for
Coopengive Education, 350 Hawthorn Avenue, Bosom,
MA 02115-5005.

Parental Influence During the College

non

Managing the parent-child relationship-knowing
when to speak and what to say-can be diffkult m young
par* grow older, leave high school and head oui on their
own, possibly to colkp. Young aduhs give mixed repote
about parental involvement in their life plans. On the one

hand. some of our 7,000 respatdents in the Career
Development Slimly emphasized the need for parents to
stay ditectly involved. What might be done to help young

pope pep= fen the fume? A surveyor for an engineering and architecanal firm, answaed: "Patents should help
in esmblishing goals and guidelines fir the fust couple of
years after high school."
On the other hand, parental involvement was a problem in some cases. A ticket agent for a finn that (verses
a car ferry told in his biggest pmblem since leaving high

school was "being pushed by patents m thi what they
wanted for me, not for what I wansed." A school teacher
said: "Choosing a career was (little idt for me. I had difficul-

ty separating what I wanted for myself from whin my

parents wanted for me." One young man held sin=
full-time jobs ova twelve years after leaving high school
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and went sa actors' schocd in New York City but for the
las month worked as a wain" in a restaurant. He said that
his biggest problem was "discovering aml canmunicating
with patents that my idea mid theirs cancendiv my vocation wee calmly diffemm."

Parenb have a M g influence on their tone
and daughters' career plans, and that influency extends well into the college years.
Whether or not peens manage the relationship well,

meats do have a =tutu* influence on their sons' and
daughters' career plans pan high school. According to a
foty-year study reponed by Stanford Univasity's dean mid
psychiatrist, Dr. Haunt Katchadanimi, law out of five
Stanford University juniois seek advke hem their parents
on career planning. As freshmen, mote than half decribe

their mamas modestly locum)* influential in their
selection of college causes; and when it came to careers,
parental influence was at the top of the list. Seven out of
ten freshmen repotted that paws were moderate to major
influences on their career dmices. That figure ha:teased to
nearly eight out of ten for Stanford juniors, and two out of
three juniors said career advice frail their parents was
moderately to very useful.

Parents have a big influence on their sons' and
daughters' career plans, and that influence extends well
into the college years.

Timetable for College Planning
One of the ways to lower the frustration that comes
with choosing a college and applying for financial aid is to
know what parents and young people need to do and when.
Consider the following as a checklist to follow during your
son's or daughter's junky and senior years in high school.

Junior Year: Fall Semester
Junior year, fall semester is the time to begin talking
with your son or daughter about what he or she wants from
the collesp experience. See the chapter, "Choosing A Col-

often available in high school career centers. It is not too
early to get information about financing a college education and to begin folknving the news concerning changes
in federal student aid programs.
The College Scholarship Service of the College Board

provides an Early Fmancial Aid Planning Service that
some parena. use. Information about the service and the
amount of the fee is available in high school guidance
centers.

lege" for ideas. Also, the introchttory material in IV

Junior Year: Spring Semester

College Handbook has an excellent short section-about ten
pages long-on choosing a college.
During the fall semester, junior year, it is time to take
final stock of family finances to determine what resources
you have available. What is the cost d a year of college at

This is the time m get seious about helping sons and
daughters identify colleges that match their interests. Try
to come up with several college possibilities, and remember Don't eliminate colleges solely on the basis of costs.
Financial aid is based on estimated need-the difference
between costs and resources. Use The College Handbook
or a similar college guide to get information. Attend college fairs in your commtunty with your son or daughter and
talk with college representatives. Also, make a point of

the institutions your son or daughter may be thinking
about? Is your son or daughter likely to qualify fix special
scholarships or grants? Are there ways you can improve
the mobabilities of getting outsitk help? Both the College
Board and the American College Testing Program provide

booklets for parents on meeting college costs. TItse are

taiking with young people, and their parents, whu are
attending colleges that may interest your son or daughter.
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Get as much inhumed= as you cm on dune collegm so
that you have specifics to talk about when it comes to trying

to match your sot's or daughter's intaests with school
possibilides.
Determine what admissions tests me required by the
colleges that interest your son or daughter. This infonna-

lion is available from college catalogs and admissions
offices, The College Handbook and similar guides, and
from eater counselors.
Emourage your son or daughter to take the SAT or
AC1', whkthever is required, during spring semester of the

junior year. This saws them an oppwamity to retake the
test, if they wish, during the fall semester oldie senior year.
Encourage your son or daughter to mad the booklets in the
registration packets and to take the practice test& This will
help them avoid confusion and reduce anxiety. Review the
material on SAT and ACT tests in the ''Choosing A Col-

lege" chapter. When you receive the SAT or ACT test
report, wait through the results with your son or daughter
so that both of you understand what the scores mean.

Summer
Encourage young people to write to colleges that
interest them. Ask foe three things: college catalogs, financial aid information, and applications for admission.
Summer is also a good time to talk with students home
from colleges that your son or daughter may be thinking of
attending.

open. Make an appoiMment to discuss policies, foims, and
procedures at the financial aid and admissions offices.

Know the admisakms process and admissions mid
fmancial aid &Mines for colleges that lamest your son
or daughthr. Consult T e College Handbook awl college
catalogs. Said admission application to the colleges.
November and Decatther &the senior year is the time

to tequest financial odd am:diced= forint dte American

College Testing Program's Family Financial Stomas
(FFS) or the College Scholarship Services's Financial Aid
Fom (FAF). The Andicmion for Federal Student Assistance (AFSA) may be used if applicadon is made only for
federal financial aid. The Colkge Handbook and college

catalogs intik.= the financial aid fcem that particular
colkges moire. Forms are availidie from high school
counsekas and college financial aid offices.

Senior Year: Spring Semester
Encourage your son or daughter m continue checking

on a weekly basis with the counselor's office and career
center bulkain board for scholarship and financial aid
announcements.
January and February in senior year is the time when
completed financial aid application forms are due. Complete the foams carefully and thoroughly and mail to the
appropriate need analysis service at least six weeks before
the financial aid deadlines.

You will receive a report from the need analysis

Senior Year: Fall Semester

service that gives you an "estimated family contribution"
figure. Use that figure as a rough guideline to cktermine

Fall semester in the senior year is the time to pay
attention to financial aid announcements: deadlines for

estimated family contribution from the estimated costs for

application, application proudures, and special trograms.
Suggest that your son or daughter check the high school
counselor's office and guidance center bulletin board on a
weekly basis.
Your son or daughter should take the SAT or ACT if
it was not taken earlier or there are good reasons to retake
it.

Narrow college choices to a manageable number. It
may be possible to visit colleges. Try to visit on weekdays

your son's or daughter's "estimated need" (subtract the

colleges of intermt). Estimated need is the figure that
college financial aid officers will try to meet.

When completing financial aid application forms,
your son or daughter will indicate colleges to which the
estimated need information will be seat. Different colleges
may offer different financial aid packages. Evaluate the
packages, but allow your son's or daughter's interests to
weigh heavily in thc decision about which college to attend.

when students are on campus and administrative offices are

What Parents Can Do
Pans 3 and 4 of ilow to Ilelp Your Child Choose a
Career shift attention away from career choice and focus
on career preparation. Part 3 discusses additional schooling
options.

There me three basic career paths young people can
follow after finishing high school, and parents can help
their sons and daughters understand their schooling options.
Young people who elect to go die additional schooling

route have three possibilities to consider four-year col-

leges; two-year junior and community colleges; and business, trade, vocational, or technical schools
It is important that together you discuss how to choose
a college. It is useful to point out the kinds of colleges from
which young people can choose (see earlier chapters). Help
your soi or daughter understand the differences between
four-year colleges; two-year junior and community colleges; and business, trade, or technical schools. Make sure
they oulerstand the difference between degrees and certificates, for example. Once young people understand the
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Get more schooling
Four-year colleges
Two-year junks and community colleges
Business, trade, vocatkanal, or technical schools

Pon on four-year colleges. The College Blue Book: Occupational &location is a good refewnce book fix infermaskm on two-year colkges and technical schools, though
it is mow difficult to locate.

Train for a career while *Taking
Apprenticeship
Military service
On-the-job ttaining

Other Resources

Wait is a full-time job

Private Trade and Technical Schools by Tom lieben and
John Coyne is a useful little paperback for mots people
who are considering Ovate or trade schools that offer skill
Paining. Private uade am, technical schools sometimes
offer free copies to psospective students.

There am other tesouices that may ass'ut patents mid
yrnmg people who are consifting a business, track, voca-

tional or whaled school. Grains Skilled: A Guide to

bask differences between colleges and the kinds of educetional pwgrams they offer, it is easier for them to natrow
the options to the kinds of colleges and programs of study
that interest them. See the section on "perscmal goals and
interests" in the "Choosing A College" chapter for topics
parents and young people might want to discuss in =rowing the options.
There are two labor force realities that parents may
want to impress upon their sons and daughters:

Most occupations require additional education or
specialized training beyond high school.

The National Assocision of Tiede and Technkal
Schools (NATTS) is also a good source of information.
Among the Association's publications we the Handbook
el' Accredited Private Trade and Technical Schools and a
pamphlet titled "How to Choose a Career and a Career
School." These and other materials are available finm
NATTS, Department 00H, P. O. Box 10429, Rockville,
MD 20850.
The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools

Employers hire people on the basis of their credentials. Additional educaticm or specialized training
opens up mat and better occupational opportunities.

(AICS) publishes the annual Directory of Educational
hutittaions. Most AICS-accredited institutions are business schools and offer programs in seaetarial science,

Parents can reinforce these career path options and
lake force realities Mum time to time when they talk with
their sons and daughters.

reporting, paralegal studies, fashion merchandising,

Information on educational options comes from reference books in career centers and libraries. I suggest The
College Handbook as the best reference book for infonna-

business administration, accounting, data processing, court

travel/tourism, culinary arts, drafting, elecwonics, and the
like. For a copy of dm Directory, write or call: Association

of Independent Colleges and Schools, I Dupont Circle
NW., Suite 350, Washington. DC 20036. Phone: (202)
659-2460.

Career Explorations Workbook
Pan 3 in the Career Explorations Workbook concentrates on additional schooling options, one of three
basic career paths young people may choose to follow after
high school. Turn to Part 3 in the Workbook now. Read the
insmtaions. Note that young people need to complete only

those career preparation options in Parts 3 and 4 that are
indicated by item number 5 in Pan 2. If none of the options
in Part 3 apply, go directly to Part 4.
One way to help young people sort out their educational options is to help them locate information. Pan 3 of
the workbook lists sources of information for all additional
schooling possibilities. The information is readily avail-

able in reference books in career centers and libraries, and

you may want to go along with your son or daughter to
complete the material on schooling options.
Item number 5 in Pan 2 indicated whether four-year
colleges or two-year colleges and technical schools are
appropriate forms of career preparation for the occ upations
that interest your son or daughter. Now is the time for your
son or daughter to complete the information on appropriate
schooling options, Part 3 in the Workbook. Information on

schooling options, like the information on occupational
possibilities, should be summarized on the worksheets that
were used in Part 2.

Career Explorations Workbook CEW-3:1

Part 3: Career Explorations Workbook

Schooling Options
Infatuation for the sections on four-year colleges,
two-year colleges, and technical schools comes from reference books in camer centers and libraries.

If you twe thinkin of attending college-Mk:dm fouryear, two-year, or business, trade, vocational, or technical

school-be sure to talk with your parents about how to
choose a college.

Four Year Colleges
The College Handbook is an excellent reference book
for infonnation cal four-year colleges, and most libraries
and career centers bin copim If you carmot locate a copy
of the Handbook, uy similar reference books:

Is college accredited by regional association?

Other accreditatkm? (If "yes," what is the
accrediting association?)
Church affiliation? (If "yes," what denomination?)

Barron' s Profiles of American Colleges
3.

Chronicle Four-Year College Data Book

What degrees are offered?

College Planningdeaxch Book

Associate degree?

Lovejoy' s College Guide

Bachela's degree?
Master's degree?

Peterson' s Annual Guide to Undergrduate Study
Your librarian or counselor can help you.
Write the number of the question and the key words
on your worksheet. Fill in the information from one of the
reference books.
1.

Doctorate or other advanced professional degree?
What mapr fields of study interest you?
What special academic programs and student services
interest you?

NAME OF COLLEGE?
4.

Source of information?
2.

CURRICULUM:

ADMISSIONS:

What proportion of students applying for admission
are accepted? (Nearly all? About half? One-quarter or
less?)

GENERAL INFORMATION:
Size:

What are the admissions requirements?

Large (over 10,000 students)?

What are the test requirements for admission?

Medium (1,000 to 10,000 students)?

What are the average test scores for enrolled freshmen.
and how do your scores compare with the average?

Small (fewer than 1,000 students)?
Location:

What arc the application procedures and closing date
fa applications?

Very large city?

Large city?
Small city or town?

5.

STUDENT LIFE:

On the basis of your grades in school, what do you
think is your class standing? (Top 10, 20, 30, 40, 50

Environment:
Urban?

potent?)

Suburban?

Where did the majority of freshmen rank in their high

Rural?

school c lass?

Accreditation:
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How do you think the academic competiticm would be
for you at this college? (Stiff? Moderate? Minimal?)

7.

FINANCIAL AID:

What percentage of freshmen received fmancial aid?
(Divide the number who received aid by the number
of freshmen and multiply by 100.)

What student activitim interest you at this college?

6. ANNUAL EXPENSES:

What am the application pmcedures?

Tuition and fees?

What is the closing date for financial aid apiiication?

Room mid board?

What need analysis fcsm is required? (FAF? FFS?

Books and supplies?

Other?)

Other expenses? (Comprehesuive fee means the
ammmt includes tuition and fees and room and board.)

When you have completed all careez-pmparation °pilau for this occupation, th, the same for the next occupa-

tion that interests you. When you complete the
career-pmaration options for all occupations, continue
with Next Steps," the final section of Career Explorations.

Two-Year Colleges Or Technical Schools
The College Blue Book: Occupational Education is a
good reference book fox infommtion on two-year colleges
and technical schools. If you can't locate the Blue Book,
try the following for information on two-year colleges:
Barons Guide.to Two-Year Colleges

3.

When may y.xi REGISTER?

4.

What is the cost of TUITION?

5.

ENROLLMENT:
Large (over 1.000 students)?

Chronicle Two-Year College Data Book

Medium (100 to 1 000 students)?

Lovejoy' s College Guide

Small (fewer than 100 students)?

The College Handbook

Your librarian or counselor can help you.
Try these for information on technical schools:
Chronicle Two-Year College Data Book

6.

What DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES does dm
school award?

7.

ACCREDITATION:
What is the school accreditation? (If none, check out
the school carefully.)

8.

SERVICES:

Lovejoy' s Career and Vocational School Guide

Write the number of the question and the key words
on your worksheet. Fill in the information from one of the
reference books.
1.

Is a placement service avaliable?

NAME OF SCHOOL?
Source of information?

2.

Is financial aid available?

GENERAL INFORMATION:
What type a college or school is this?
Is a high school diploma required for admission?

9.

CURRICULUM:
What programs of study interest you?

When you have completed all career-preparation options for this occupation, do the same for the next occupa-

tion that interests you. When you complete the
career-preparation options for all occupations, continue

with "Next Steps," the final section of Career Explorations.
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Eleven

Apprenticeships, Industry
Training, and Federal
Civil Service
y's young people have many career preparation
options, but they have to be able to see tluough the

forest to fmd the trees. Some of the possibilities
allow them to we& while preparing for a career, what I call
"earning while learning" opions. These opportunities are

especially attractive to young people who are eager to
begin careers, need a steady income immed.iately after high

school, or are more inclined to go to work than go to

tell them [young people] college is the end-all solution to
all of one's chances for satisfaction in work life," she said.
"Help students expkwe any and all avenues that would be
appropriate to hkr or her individual style and abilities."

Om possibility for young people who want to get
going is to prepare for a career by apprenticeship. Another
possibility is training and education programs offered by
industry. Still another is Went civil service.

college. A legal seartary in San Francisco urged: "Don't

Apprenticeships
Apprenticeships are formal training programs, usually

for manual occupations, that require workers to have a
brad understanding of their work and knowledge of how
ther work relates to other tasks and workers on large
projects. For example, workers who build the internal walls
in high-rise office complexes must have a general under-

standing of the requirements for electrical conduits and
baiting/air conditioning ducts that other trades people will
install later. Apprenticeships combine supervised on-thejob training with related technical studies. The study may
take place in a classmors. or honw-study setting.
An apprentice is an inexperienced worker who signs
a contract to participate in a trade Paining program. Journey workers, worker. at the next highest level of ceztification who have teamed the track and are experienced, teach

the entire range of skills within an occupation to the apprentice. The apprentice must perfeet each skill at the
established levels of performance speed and accuracy TCquired on the job to master the occupation. It's a challenging training program, as a cabinet maker in a furniture
manufacturing company pointed out: "A 4-year apprenticeship is just as difficult, stimulating, and rewarding as a
4-year college degree, I would say, having experienced
both."

Brief History of Apprenticeships
For thousands of years skilled artisans taught their
crafts to young workers in a mauer-appreatice system. The

apprentice lived with the master craftsman and received
food, clothing, and shelter in return for learning the craft.
When the apprenticeship period was over, the apprentice
was recognized as a journey worker.
The system required apprentices to make a masterpiece as a final test of competency. Apprentices sulanitted
the masterpiece for inspection and approval by the master
craftsman. Since modem apprentices begin producing immediately and supervisors carefully inspect each job, a
final test pkace, the masterpiece, is not usually requar.d.
Apprenticeships have existed in the United States

since the seventeenth century, but structured apprenticeship programs began with the National Amenticeship
Act of 1937. Today's apprentices are regular members of
the labor force, earn wages, work a normal work week, and

live in their own homes. They are certified as journey
workers upon completion of the apprenticeship contract.

Management of Apprenticeships
By its nature apprentice training requires close
cooperation between skilled journey workers and manage-

ment, which is responsible for program efficiency. Ap-

prenticeship programs are often thought of as union
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programs. Though nate are totelly union sponsored,
unions supput the apprentice system and influence the
ma) djouney waters to apprentices. Some aiticiw that
unions in sane crafts have used the apprenticeship system

m modem their labor matkets in ways that advantage
union membas.
Employas may wansor apprendceship program individually or through hubstry associations. Eimpkneer-

union cooperation usually takes the form of
union-mansp. nem "tees, gamily agkd Ant apprenticeship committees. The union-management
committee's function is to set policies that govan the
aPPienticeshiP Foram.
The federal soya:omen: supports and regultues apprenticeship peogzmns through the Bureau d Apprenticeship and Mai**. The Burran establishes minimum
standar*, weans pogroms, provides teclmical assistance, and maintains records on apprenticeships. It also
publishes standards for each apprenticeship program
itgistered with the Departmatt of Labor. The standards

Some people find apprenticeships appealing because
they like to work with their Imelda. A clerical wake for an
electr ical equipmem manufactmer told um "I have an excellent job, but I'd like to get out of the 'pnsfrasionar field
and do a trade to wak with my hands." A portal clerk with

a B.A. degree in history st& martially die same Wax
"Some people, inch:ding myself, would rather do physical

law than * behind a desk and get fat." Most, but not all,
apprentices uain for mwmal occupations. Following we
ten occurrticmal canaries with law munbas d apprenticeships

Carpatters

Elaaticians
Plumbers
Pipe fitters, sprinkler fitters, and steam fitters

Machinists
Tool and die makers

contain detailed information about the buds of welt performed and the courses required as part of the appren-

Sheet metal workers

tkahip training.

Automotive and related mechanics

Apprenticed Occupations

Brickbyers and stone and tile setters

Federal regulations defme an apptenticeable occupa-

am as aw due
Is customarily learned in a practical way though a
strucuned, systematic program of supervised ce-thejob mining.

Is clearly identified and commonly recognized
throughout an industry.

Involves manual, mechanical, or technical skilb and
knowledge that maim a minimum of two thousand
bows of on-the-job work experience.

Requites related instruction to supplement the onthe-job training. Such instructiar may be given in a
classroom, through CORCSpOildellIZ courses, selfther means of approved instruction.
-*tidy,, i

About 95 percent d apprentices wait in about fifty
occupations. Most apprentices we in three industrial sectorx consuuction, manufacturbig, and service. Nearly twothirds are in the building trades. Theorems for carpenters,

Structwal steel waken
Together these occupational categories account for
nearly two-thirds of all registered apwentices.

Entry into Apprenticeships
In man yeas the number of qualifrtd applicants has
been far grater than amenticeship openings. That am
three or fowapplicams, sometimes more, for every wprenticaship opening. In the construction omits there sue about
eight qualified applicants for every opening. Because of

the =abet d applicants for available apprentireship
openings, the openings may not be advertised wilely, and

potential applicants need to stay in contaa with unimimanagement committees, joint apprenticeship committees, the local Bureau of Apprenticethip and Training, or
an Appienticeship Infatuation Cenwr.
The averap age of an entering apprentke is twentytine. Most have twelve years of schooling, and many have
additional formal education. Mote than a third we veterans,

electricians, and the pipe trades =mud for mow thwi a

and most had other jobs before entering their wrenticeship. About a third of entering apprentices have a

third of apprentices.

reirsive in the same track.

The manufacuning industry has the second largest
number of apprentices, about a fourth d the total. The most
frequent occupation apprenticed include machinists, tool
and die makers, and welders.

Slightly over 6 patent of the apprenticeships are in
service occupations. Examples include meat cutter, autobody wpair mechanic, dental laboratory technician, and
barber/cosmetologist.

Qualifications
Apprenticeship rogram sponsas look for people who

have the mechanical and manal abilities to masta the
techniques and technology of the trade. Requirements emphasize four qualifications: age, education, physical condition, and aptitude.
Mort ',Interns set minimum age for entry at eighteen,

because company insurance programs frequently cover

Apprenticeship, Indus:1y and Civil Service

only workers eighteen and older. In practice, many
programs give !Reference to veteran.
The minimum level of educaticm milked varies from
program to psogram. Mom requite a high school diploma
or its equivalent, though mane set minimums as low as the
sixth grade. Regardless of kraal requirements, apple:t-
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plicant to repon for an apprenticeship qualifying test, if a
test is required.
Applicants who pass the qualifying es are invited to
meet with the joim apprenticeship committee for an inter-

view. The interview is a crucial part of the application
pmcess. The jam appenticeship committee evalumes an

ikes need a solid backgiouml in reading, wrking, mid
mathematics. Some prop= seccenmend specific crane

giplicams cm such factors as anitmle, motivation, intermit

backgrounds or have special math sequiremean.

demonstrated knowledge of dm trade.

in the trade, willingness to accept direction, and

Appenticeship programs prepare partkipants for
manual tasks, and apprentices must be physically ft Most
programs tequire good health &contented by a physical
examination. Sometimes pograms require specific kvels
of physical ability. Physical handicaps that Jo not interfere
with performance are not formal grout* for disqualifying
sat wplicant.

It may take several months, even years, for an
apigicant to be placed, depending on the number of applicants and the number of openings.

It is not necessary for applicants to have advane
specific knowledge of the trade though sow knowledge
may make entry into an apprenticeship Fromm easier.

scores, interview, educational qualifications, letters of
recommendmkin, vocatimal education courses, and pre-

Many programs require that applicants demonstrate certain
aptitudes, and some companies devise and administer their

own tests that meastue applicants' familiarity with the
tools and terms of the trade.
Many service occupations require that applicants have
interpersonal skills. In addition, some states have residency

requirements that vary from six months to a year. Ap&cants may be in competition with each other, and it is to
their individual advantage to show a willingness to learn
the trade and give evidence of interest and motivation.

Application Procedures
There is conskitrable diversity in the requirements for
entering apprentice hips; nonetheless, the following are
generally required as part of the application package:
Birth certificate

Transcripts of high school and other courses
Letters of recommendation from employers

Documentation of blue-collar work experience,
whether paid or unpaid

More specilk requirements and procedures apply to
construction trades, manufacturing industries, and service
industries.

The committee rates each applicant on the basis of test

vious experiesem The committee ranks all applicants mid
enters the names int an apprentkeship register. It may then

take several months, even yean, for an applicant to be
placed, depending on the number of applicants and the
number of openings.

There me two general methods for placement into
apprenticeship programs in the construction industry: the
"hiring hall" method (sometinou called "list tracks") and
the "hunting ROOM" nwthod. In the hiring hall method, the

joint appenticeship committee takes names of applicants
flan the top of the list of eligibles as openings appear, and
applicants report either to the ;mica hiring hall for assignment or to the appropiam trailing site to begin classroom
wak. In the hunting license method applicants receive a
blank "letter of intern" to hire and must find a participating
employer to hire them. Csupenter. painter, and dry wailer
are trades that usually use the Minting license method.

Manufacturing Industries. Many apprenticeship
programs in manufacturing draw applicants from current
employees. Collective bargaining agreements may mandate such provisions. Gs:mealy, the aspiring apprentice
must first find an entry-level job in a union shop. Most are
assembly line wat. In such settings the method of getting
from an entry-level job to the appenticeship program may
involve getting on a seniority list.

Construction Trudes. Apprenticeship programs in

This system also operates in large single-plant industries. However, instead of one apprenticeable trade

construction trades generally open once or twice a year for

represented by a single outside union, there may be several

a few weeks. The number of apprenticeship openings
var.es from time to time and place to place, as does the

apprenticeable trades, all represented by the same union
within a single plantsuch as the United Auto Workers at
General Motors. The automotive, steel, and transportation
industries are examples of single-plant industries with

nun ber of applicants: but it is not uncommon to have ten

to dairtv applicants for every opening in such trades as
electricians, plumbers, or sheet metal workers.
Most joint apprenticeship committees establish their
own systems for recruiting and selecting apprentices for
the program. Committees generally accept applications for
a period cf thirty to ninety days. If an applicant meets the
minimum qualifications, the committee notifies the ap-

multiple appenticeable mks.
Service Industries. Service industries frequently use
some of the mune mahods as construction and manufacturing industries to remit and hire apprentices. Professional or trade associations may operate appenticeship
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programs in close cooperation with local colleges or technical schools.
Traditimially, an angicant with a close :dative in the
trade had an advantage in =Ming for an appreluiceship.
"Not anymme," say the sponsors. Although a skilled aaft
winker in the family may help an epplicant fiat cnn alms

openims, tmder law all applicants must end* to enter
reginmal programs, and selectkm masses must treat all
tvplicants equally. People who have close contact with
ciaft wozkers in a uade me likely to be mcwe familim with
that tmde, and that is an advmdage.

I stated in Pan 1 that I amnot teu my son very mach
about shrimp boats, and I really duet know very much
about lobster fishing off the Maine coas4 but I can show
him what's in my briefcase mtd in my office. Families in

the narks pass along impetus =ea information in the
same way.

The Apprvnticesh* Contract
Apprenticeship programs involve written contracts.
The employer ogees to provide be:auction and practice
leading to the acquisition of specifk skills, to make every
effort to keep the affsentice employed, and at comply with
program statukuds. The apprentice agrees to fdlow the
guidelines will to work for the employer at fixed mos cd.
pay. Each program follows writmn standouts that establish
trunimum qualifications, outline the work experience
wocesses, deermine the number of hours required for

each, set apprenticeship wage rates, and establish the
length of training and working conditions.

Mousiest, Pay, and Study. Traditionally, apprenticeships last front four to six years, although these is a
trend toward shcarening the perMd. In reality, the time span

depends on how long it takes the appientice to complete
the hours of work and class time. If the apprentice is laid
off, it takes Mager to ccmplete the program.
Applentices me paid, full-time employees of the company in which they apprentice. Their raw of pay usually
starts at about 5C !latent of the journey workers' wage.
Apprentices receive pay raises illative to the total number

of hours they work. By the end of the appienticeship
wogram apprentice; earn about 95 parr- . of the journey
worker nue.
The apwentice must maid classes or complete homestudy materials. Insuvction covers the theory behind the

techniques of the trade, how amain tasks are perfumed,
and Atop safety precmitions. Trade manuals cover these
subject& If the program requites classroom ins:roc:km, the

schedule usually includes two class periods per week,
perhaps two evenings or an evening and a Saturday moving. Apprentices must attend classes whether or not they

se working.
WI= the apwentice has stexestfully met all piegram
requirements-including work experience, petformance
samdards and requited classmom instruction-the apprentk e is awarded a *tunteyman card. The journeyman card
is a form a certification that assuzes employers and co-

waiters that the aed holder is a journeyman in the trade
and is entitled to associated rights and Fivileges. These
include a higher pay sok, inaeased job security, mid often
times supervisory responsthilities at week sites.

PrOaliamay Period. All apprentkes go through a
pzobationary period ei acceptance (two to six months)
during which tins spawn may ask appentices to leave
the program without cause. Lack al inerem, bad attitude,

pom attendance, tattiness, pom work habits or comae
grades, lack of intetpersonal skills, and bad repeats fivm
supervisors are often the reason.
Probsionmy periods may be hard times for wpmtime. Not only me apptentices trying to prove their performance levels on the job, but hazing is pan of the expected
initiation ritual. There is a mystitps and fratemal clutracteabout appnaticeships, and the inidated expect the new
apprentice to accept it. Assignment of menial tasks, ukks,
name calling, and rklicuk me part of the process.
In his book, Ten Thousand Workbag Days, Robert
Schrank reports such a distasteful tuning experience and
the intensity of his own anode= "Covered from head to
foot with pieces of toilet paper..., I finally found a way out
of that flooded room, and there were the guys holding tisk
noses and rolling with laughter. I was filled with rage, lean,
and fury."

Of course, wcat-related ptoblems thm't necessarily
end after the probadonmy period. An apprentice carpenter
described "what the world is really like" this way: "What

you get the job you have to put up with power hungry
bosses and biwk-stabbing, brown-nosing co-workers. It
doesn't always happen but it's best to be impaled. Tell
them that sometimes you have to close your eyes, grit your
teeth, and plume right in!" The hazing that goes alcsig with

probation in the appienticeship program may be a good
introducticm to real life.

Advantages
Apprenticeships offer an efficient way to acquire
skills. They provide worken with versatility by teaching
all aspects of a trade. Versatility makes the apwenticeship
graduate more adaptable and less vulnerable to shifts in
demand and techncdogical change.

Appenticeship programs offer a young perm a
planned mat organized Foram for teaming a skill, a
combination of on-the-job imd related classroom training,
entry-level positions on a career ladder, compensation that
is usually above minimum wage, and certification of competency measured by industrial standards.

Unkes regulate apprentieeship training migrants.
They mcnitmand supervise labor face supply and demimd

within the trades, and that often assures waiters a good
standard of living. The joinneyman card certifies that the

card carrier has recognized skill levels required by
employers. Journey worker credentials are oanspretaNe.
They arable the card carrier to relocate with established
qualifications and to climb the career ladder al the basis
of demonsuated skill.

_
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Disadvantages
Beginning amientices may feel that their wok is
menial and boring. The probationary period may be
demeaning, and the week may be technic* difficult ai
physically demanding. Mote advanced apprentices may
feel that dury me undeepakl. Apprentices face possft le
unesnploymon because of et anomie condkions. In ack
don to their full watt schedule, the approSiceship coons et
roptinis three hours or more of dome* par week.
Skilkd ivodmis me not totally shielded from technological advances, mid there me shifts in employment
demo* within the trades that affeo appentices mul journey vookers. For example, artificial bick and bricklaying
machines have increasingly reduced the demand for bricklayers. Dry wall has mimed the need fix plasterers. However, at the same time, new types of apmenticaship trades

are emerging, and displaced jounny workers may be
retrained areas that take advantage of their technical
knowledge and skills.

Trade Variations
Construction, manufacturing, and service trades each
has its own advantages and disadvamages. Construction
frequently vequites intense physical activity in cramped

quartos, oposure to weather, seasoud employment, and
sometimes &moons working conditions. Neve:Melon,
annual emnings for construction woken me among the
highest for skilled workers.
Skilled workers in miumfacturing may work in distasteful conditions-dirt. pease, heat, cramped working con-

ditions, and sometimes on ladders or scaffolds.
Nonetheless, manufacturing plants freqinntly operate
several appremiceship programs that offer multiple options

and mule pombilithis.
Working cooditions in service jobs ate usually better,
and there are morn cmportunities to own a businew but
often service jobs do no pay as well as jobs in manufac
wing and construction.

Apprenticeship Outcomes
There has been very little syswmatic study of tt.e
effects of imprenticeships on workers, and the studies that
do exist are sometimes qmstiotable. I base the followiny
observed= cm repots from the Depimunent of Labor, the
National Center few Research in Vocational Education, the
Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education.
and a ranvey conducted by the Associated General Contractors of America.
The studies suggest that apprenticeship training gives
constnesior craftsmen consickrable advantage Over those
trained by informal means. Apprenticeship graduates are
bemir educated, learn their trades faster, wok morn steadily, and are MOM likely to be supervisors than nonapFendeed craft workers. The studies repot that anwenticeship
systems produce hater skilled, mon productive, and safer
craft workers. Aoprenticeship graduates are better paid.
They experience :ewer and briefer periods of unemploy-
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ment. Employers often specifically request workers with
apprentice paining.

Trends in Apprenticeship Programs
In this section I review some cd the mejew changes
occurring in qnnenticeslip programs.

Prqvuutoey Cowles ased Prole* Promos& Many
high schools and ter.ltnical schoiAs have introduced ap-

prenticeship preparatory courses to Mean able young
people (bring the yaws they arn maldng career decisions.
The goal of the prepannory programs i. to acquaint young
pecyle whh oppotmithis in crafts mid trades mid to pro-

vide them war theoretical and technical insmiction in
specific fields.
A young woman who works as a medical secretaty in

a hospital and is taking apprenticeship carpentry causes
on the side told us: `I might have been a carpenter if I would

have had the exposure in schod arel found how much I
enjoyed it instead of discovering that when it's too tete

She piobably would have enjoyed an seprentkeship
'Reparatory mune in carpoury while in high schocd.
The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has encouraged six- to eight-week prejob programs that intioduce
pomntial apprentkes to skilled trades and determine their
suitability for the watt Students who successfully cornplea the introduce:my program may enter regular amenticeship promams. Special programs me designed to reach
minority groups and premise tkim to successfully compete

for the limited awn:mkt:tip openings.
Egon:ion. Then is also a trawl toward increased
panicipation by minority and female apprentices. As a
result of the civil rights movement the percauage of mem-

bos of minority groups awing iegistesed aperentkes has
multiplied since the bee 1960s. Today, half of all apprenticeable occupations include women, a subsuunial change
over the situation a few years earlier. Both the number of
occupations in whkh women are apprentices and the percentage of apprentkes who are women are rising.
Traditicmally, apihenticeship programs focused on

Wiled trade occuplions Mated to building and metal
trades. The? .t depend on construction and manufacturing,
and they ale vulnerable to the commie instabilities of the

industries. In recent years apprenticeship plograns extended to new occupaticas including legal secretarks, lens
grinders, dental and orthodontic appliance makers, pinsthole fitters, and environmental cr ',trod occupatioes.
There is a trend towanl hcreased flexibility in the time
period required for ample-zing apprenticeships. IlEralSingly joint apprenticeship committees are giving advanced
placement for past training and wok experience.

Other Dentlopments. In 1975 the Department of
Lahr accepted natimal apprenticeship standards far training military personnel. As a result, registaed apmentice

service personnel may receive aulit for training and fa
meeting the requirements for journey wotker status hi
recognized civilian apprenticeable occupations.
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Two-year colleges inceasingly pmvkle classroom
Paining required unckr Eppremiceship reguladons. Ac-

mation Center. The Bureau is listed in the telephone direc-

cording to a n81101181 survey conducted by the American

Labor.
If your son ix daughter is thinking of a specific occupation, contact the local unicm office or a large compel
that employs workers in thatompation. These swan can
help you contact the apprenticeship committee that has
infonnation on qualifications and applicant= procedures.
Once you mitt coma with the appienticeship committee,
it will be necessary for you Pa stay in touch and get regular
updates on openings end amlication thnetables.
Apprenticeships are highly structured. They are longterm training pogroms designed to teach tin levels of skill

Association of Community and Junior Colleges, com-

olonitY colleges and junior colleges offer more than law

appreinkeship Pairing programs and increasingly oft
associate degrees a ainnentkes.

Information Sources
The Occupational Outlook Handbook gives general
informatkm dun apprenticeship programs for several occupant= in the sections titkd 'Training, Other Qualificadons, and Advanceduait." This is the best place to begin

when seeking information about apprenticeships for
specific occupations. The Bium of Appienticachip and
Training inovides information and services to indivithials,
unions, and =Oven, and this is ancaler good source for
infonnaticm. Call or write the neatest office of the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training or Apprenticeship Infor-

tory under United States GovernmentDepartment or

required in specific occupmions. A seemd way. a less
siructured way, to eam while learning falls under the
general category of training and ethwatkm wgrams in
industry. That is the subject of the next section.

Industry Training and Education Programs
Participadon in wcwk-related training has been increasing at a steady MC. That is due to requirements in the
work place ei upgrade and update workers' occupational
skills. Industry training and education programs have also
appealed to people who are skeptical about the value of a
college education. For example, a welder insists that young
people should have more vocational Paining: "Train them

for the real world," lw told us, "not sane fantasy where
everybody goes to college and lives happily ever after.°
Similarly, a sales manager in Colorado said: "Too many
dream of glamorous jobs such as doctor, lawyer, or airline
stewardess whese competition runs high as does the expense and yews of training. It's not impaction what job you
do, but how well you do it that gives you saisfaction."
There are two different types of employer spcsisored

program on-the-A training and ethcational propams.
On-the-job training programs are designed to improve
waiters' skills to perfoon a specific job. On-the-job training is alinost always condiEted in-house by company

employees, on =pay time, for the purpose of training
new workers or upgrading currau waken' skills. Educeticmal plograms may occiir during or after work hours and
are usually provided by the company. Sometimes educational programs incorporate external resources including
loud college or technical school instructms and facilities.
km her fonn of industry education programs is company

tuitkm-aid plans that provide employees with partial or
complete reimbursenwnt for college courses taken after
working hours.
Published infomiation on the extent and effectiverwss
of indusuy edwation and training programs is sparse. In
part that is because there is much variation in employer
sponsored programs. Variation in industry sponsored

education and !seining programs comes both from the
requirements of the occupation and the characterisics of
the company in which winters am employed. Organizations with fewer than fifty employees are much less likely

to offer stnicnued training prowl= than are larger organizations.

On-the-Job Training
Fums normally give new workers some kind of initial
orientation to the work and performance standards of the
jobs for which they were hized. In many cases the Oriente-

ticsi is informal and unstructured, simply showing new
employees what to do, then turning them loose except for
ongoing supervision.
On-the-job training wipams are more smx:tured and
lasa longer than orientation sessions. Acceptance into on-

the- job training programs may require a high school
diploma or, in the case of advaiwed programs, may require

evidence of completion of related training in a two-year
college or teeAical school. Progiams may enroll only
company trainees, which means it is necessiwy so wmt for

the company in an anry-level positicm ni qualify for a
training propam. Length of mining may vary from a few
days to several weekg and most training is "hands-on" with
company instructors cc experienced workers providing the

instruction, though some occupations require additional
classroom insmicdon. Sane companies train workers for

a specific job with little possibility fir advancement.
Others provide training and encoguagernent for workers to
advance according to their interests and abilities.
On-the-job Paining programs are offered most often

in the fields of health occupations and secretarial work,
insurance, telephone communications, computer propern-
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through the pros arul cons of whatever form of career

ming, wid banking. They serve an imponant functicm in
industry, as an mist for an advertising agency observed:

prepatation they choose. A plumber's wife who works as
a practical nurse in a doctor's office put it this war "I will
no push my children (I have 3) to go ki college. I wwit
them to th, the bat they can and will cht all I can to help
them par= what ins:rests them. If a certain field intemsts
them, I will WV diem see the pas and con d that field so
they know what to expect so as not to be shocked lata if

"Time is too much premium and importance put on college.

The trade schools and actual on-the-job working with
people is equally if not more important."

Education Programs
The 1981 Adult Education Participation Survey
defined adult education as all pan-time insmiction, excludit* courses taken by full-time students in programs leading

they war that fold."

to a high school diplona or aatdemic degme, and voca-

Information

tional preparation programs of six months or longer dura-

The primary sources d infonnation about industry
edwation and veining am the companies that offer the

tion. Ethicational institudons provi*d half of all adult
eduanion programs. Industry, labor groups, and priessional emaciation provided media fifth. The entidayer
was a sauce d funding, in full or pan, for almost a third

programs. There ate three ways to identify companies with
progtams in occupational areas that may interest a young
person:

of all adult education courses.
The cows= taken ranged from hobby mid recreational
activities to highly technical !mining. Newly half were in
duce areas: business, health, and engineering. Sixty per-

The local office of the state Job Service can usually
provick manes of companies with programs in particular areas. It is best to go to the Jdi Service office

cent of all adult education was taken for job-related

necessary information.

awl talk face-to-face with a counselor to get the

reasons, primarily w advance the participam in his a her

School personnel-high school guidance counselas,
counselms in local two-year colleges or technical
ichools, high school or college instructors who teach
classes in areas of interest-we in a good position to
suggest local companies that offer education and
training programs.

cunant job. Ova three-fourths of adult education participants worked pan- or fidl-time while they attended
classes.
The National Cemer for Education Statistics indicated
that nearly fay million young people betwecn the era of
seventeen and twenty-four participated in Mit education
activities. Over a third of all adults with less than a fouryear college degree enrolled in some fosm (1 adult mincetion.

Large companies in Vie region me the most likely to
have education and tra'ning programs. Company personnel can provifiz that information.

Advantages and Disadvantages
The more that young people invest in themselves, the greater the long-term return is likely
to be.

Like other career preparation options, industry educa-

tion and training programs offer young people both advantages and disadvantages. The pimary advantage is that
education and training programs provide job experiaice
and earnings while a young pence learns a specific skill.
Some companies have well-orgmized training programs

Like other more involved forms of career preparation,

industry education and training programs offer young
people a way to invest in themselves, to lawn while they
cam. At die Mlle din, investing in indusuy education and

that provide a career ladder for people who take advantage

of the pogiams and improve their skills and abilitia.

Draining may be like investing the minimum during a period

One of the ways parents can help their young
people is by helping them think through the
pros and cons of whatever form of career
preparation they choose.

(early career) of exceptionally good investment opportunities. Investing something is better than nothing, but the
career preparation years occur once in a lifetime. The more

that young peopk inven in themselves, the greater the
long-term raurn is laxly to be.
There is no way to know in advance whether a partic ular training or education pogrom will offer a career

There are also lisadvamagcs, and these too should be
noted. The main disadvantage is that training specific to
one company may not be accepted as qualification for a
similar job in another c ompray. On-the-job training does
not offer the same portability as a college degree, cenifi-

advantage, but there is a principle young people would do

well to follow: They should invest in themselves, take
advantage of every opportunity to learn while Limy emu.
Finally, young people should realize that them ate many
different ways to find meaning and satisfaction in work. A

caw, or apprenticeship credentials. One of me ways parents
can help their young ply* is by helping them think

civil engineer in Hawaii shared his experience: I was
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encouraged to believe a college educatkm was essential to

ff one is satisfied and happy, I think he is a swims to

be a 'successful' persm. I don't believe this is true for

himself turd that's really all that matters."

everyone. Being a success just to be looked up to is bunk.

Federal Civil Service
Govanment service offers career preparation wpmamities that young people often overlook. But consider the
following:
Tim federal government is charged by public law and

executive order to provide training for government
employees to enhance their meas.

The imanment offers training programs for new
employees that ate desigmt to bring employees ui
their full productive and earning capacity as rapidly
as possible.

The government has exectaive training programs
specifically designed to recruit college students and
develop them as top executives.

All of the large federal tkpartments and agencies
operate their own continuing training and developMalt programs.
These training programs, coupled with the fact that the
federal govanment is the nation's largest single employer,

make goveninnnt service a unique opportunity from a
career wepaiation point of view. Government service is
one of the nation's lawn industries. It employs one of
evety seven workers in the labor force. State and local
governments employ the majority, about five out of six
government wwkers.

The federal government employs about 3 million
people of which about 2.5 million are full-time. One of four

federal employe= waks in an administrative ir clerical
position. Every year a half million new workers replace
employees Mei istire, die, or leave government service.
One-fifth of the newly hued are young, recent college
graduates hired far entry-level positions. Thousands of
other young people, mostly under age thirty, move into
government after experience in private business and industry.

Opportunities in Government Branches
The federal government is organized in three major
branches. The kgislative branch includes Congress, the
Library of Congress, the government printing office, and
the congressional budget office. The judicial branch includes the Suprenm Coun and the federal judicial center.

Only eighteen thousand people work for the judicial
branch, and foity thousand watt for the legislative branch.
There is keen competition kr positions in these branches,
and employment ,Ipportunities art limited.

The executh e branch is the largest of the thiee. It
inclucks the pa:silent, executive office of the president,

Orme of the vice president, thirteen cabinet departments,
fifty agencies, eighty commilkies imd commissions, md
thirty international agankations. Two-thirds of all federal
employees work for dm thirteen cabinet departments and
another thud west for the six largest agencies.
The Department cO Defense is, by far, the largest
federal employer. It employs more than a million civilians,
a third of all federal workers. Other major employers me
the U.S. Postal Service, the Veterans Administrtaimt, the

Department of Health and Human Services, and the
Departments of the Timmy and Agriculture.

Almost every career that exists in the private
sector also exists in the federal government
Almost evesy camer that exists in the private sector
also exists in the federal government. In addition, government offers opportunities in such unique carvers as printing
money, maintaining national defense, and establishing international relations.
Twelve percent of federal government jobs are located
in the greater Washington, D.C., area with the rest scattered
throughout the United States and its tenitories. Only one
of twenty are situated outside United States boundaries.
At the pewit time occupations in scientific and technical fields offer most opportunities for college graduates.
Promising occupational specialties incluck engineering,

physical science, health career, and bkilogical science.
Good opportunities also exist in the business-relaad fields
of economks, fmance, laba management, and accounting.

Application Procedures
Vacancies 41 the federal civil service am filled by open

ccmpetition, promotion from within, massignment, transfa, or reinstatement of a former employee. Nearly twothirds of all federal civilian jobs are competitive-that is,

applicants sre evaluated, ranked, wid employed on the
basis of merit. The Office of Personnel Management
recruits, tests, and evaluates new employees for most
government agencies, and for most feckral jobs.
In order to appear on the Office of Pasonnel Management mferral list, applicants must =tact a fade's! Personnel Management office to determine whether applicafou

are being accepted in fields that interest the applicant.
These are listed in the telephone directary under United
States Govenumnt, Personnel Management. Applications
are accepted based on dm number of openings agencies
estimate they will have in various locations over a period
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of time. If that am openings, pessons may apply through
the Office of Personnel Management.

difficulty and responsibility. Salaries correspond to grade
levels.

Evaluation Procedures

General Schethde (GS) applies to two-thirds of all federal

Office of Personnel Management examiners evaluate

spliced= to identify people who qualify for particular
positions. Applicants' qualification ratings am based on a
written test score or weak expaience, education, and training. The criterion for rating depends on the position. If
qualified, the name of the applicant is entered on a list with
the names of other gratified candidates.
When a vacancy in a govermnent agency appears, the
agency requests the names of qualified candidates, mid
usually the Office of Personnel Management tilers the top
thee qualified candidates to the hiring agency. Applkants
who are not selected continue on the reknit' list until they

Several pay systems cover diffaent jobs, bia the
jobs. Under the Garret Schedule, positkins range fran
GS-1 to GS-18. Clerical waters gawrally begin at GS-1,
2, or 3; guards id GS-4. and white-collar workas with
experience or education at OS-5. EXCCInives hold the upper

GS leveb.
Another pay system is the Wage System, which covers

another fifth of federal waken. The Wage System has
fifteen levels and richt= manual positions. Unlike the
Gellefal Schedule, which is uniform worldwide, the Wage

System pay rates vary by type of work and wak site
locations.

are eider hired, their eligibility expires, or the list is

Civil Service Advantages

terminated.

Federal civil service offers extraordinary training opportunities, and there are other advantages. Almost without

Most fedaal jobs do not tequite that amdidates take
a written test, though some-fcr example, general and social
administradra positions-require a written test. The Professional and Administrative Career Examination (PACE) is

the written test used Rim widely for federal civil savice.
PACE covers applicata' verbal and quantitative &ides
and is the principal sunning mechanism for filling entrylevel positions for college graduates. Persons planning to
take PACE may wish to consult some of the commemially

available review w-Atbooks that are available in
bookstores and in
career centers.
A high score on the examination wens a long list of
entry-level position to young people, regardless of their
undergraduate major. Students may qualify for federal jobs
that require specific college course work even though they
do not have a ckgree in that field. For example, a student

does not need a rkgree in economics to work as an
economist. Anyone who meets the minimal requirements
qualify. People who (k) not hold a college degree may
qualify few some Kofessional jobs on the basis of work
experience, though it is difficult to ootain a position on this
basis. Qualification for entry-level positions typically require:

may.

Six months of work experience
A high school diploma

Up to two years of college, vocational training, or
specialized work experience

exceptkri federal agencies provik lifetime employment
and associated pivileges that young people can rarely
match in the private sector.
In 1962, Congress passed the Federal Salary Reform
Act that provided substantial pay increases aid established

the policy that annual compensation for government
employees should be comparable to that of private
employees for work at the same level of difficulty and
raponsibility. Pay increasa have been regular and 'indictable over the last thirty years. Raises occur in October,

and they are based on the Department of Labor's cost of
living index.
lite federal government's retirement system has been
one of the best features of its employment package. It
provides a measure of income protection for disability,
death, and retirement. Annuity is computed on length of
service and on the highest average basic pay earned during
three consecutive years of service. Other outstanding
benefits are sick leave, health insurance, cost of living
allowance for certain geographical areas, mobility, paid
holidays, severance pay, and unemployment compensation.

Government employment also offers unparalleled job
security. The federal government is as permanent an or-

ganization as exists anywhere. That is not to deny RIF
(reduction in force) notices that have occurred in recent
years. Nonetheless, the federal goverommt is not going out

of business and it is not about to merge with another

Combinations of education and experience

corporation.

Qualifications for man. sal jobs are based on skill levels

Civil Service Disadvantages

rather than on education o: experience. Skill level is assessed in a variety of ways imluding written or performance tests, school records, and work histories.

Job Classifications
The federal government dal sifies jobs by grade level.
Job difficulty and responsibility PIC the bases for assigning

grade level: the higher the grrule level, the greater the

There am also drawbacks to federal employment, and
these, too, should be considered. Though federal salaries
arc competitive, the government cannot match private-sector salaries for occupations in high demand, such as highlevel executives. The federal government is not the place
to "strike it rich," and federal employment is not the place
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for the young person who wants to be self-employed or to
own a business.
Also, federal employmern may not be the piece to be
if a person has strong political or penis= ideals. Federal
employees me faMdden to strike and must tdgn an oath
mating tha they will not strike, as evidenced in the 1981
air milk controllers' strike. &culling to the Hatch Act
of 1939, mom federal ern:doyen cannot take an active part

Government employmad will probably grow me
slowly than the average rate ri growth for all industries

in pad= political campaigns.
Some federal jobs involve health hazards. The
Mime:Ivo moan ftom the Thee Mile Islmd incident
is one ample. Civilian em*yees may lose their lives as
occurred in Vietnam, Iran, aml Lebanon. FBI mid CIA

reductkas.

maks Ike possible injury and death in carrying out special
assignments.

The federal government is an extremely large sal
complex organization. Regulaions and red tape me ways
of doing business, and delays in work schedules ad personal thstradom me commonplace. Maybe it shcaldn't be
dm way, but that's the way it is. The mail's pace may be
particularly annoying to activists and the young.

through the year 2000. Public concern about rising aura is

restminitg goverment spending and slowin growth in
employment. Federal egencks a re ire daci ag staffs as some

regulating hankie are abolished and other administrative
responsibilkies me tansfared to state and local governmenu. The Gramm-Rudman Bill is facing other limits mtd

The Outlook
Them will be some new jobs md there will be mornings to replace ferlaal employees who leave government

strike, reheat die. Opportunities will occur in occupations where employment is relatively stabk in well as in
those in which employment Is rising. There will always be
mom for =Mews Young eccele, though eempethion will
continue to be intense as we look toward the year 2000. A
major team for the competition is the extrandinary career
peparation opportunkies offered by federal civil serviCe

emPthiment
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Occupational Training and
Education in Military Service
About 300,000 young men and women will join the

is wise to set aside the MASH and Hogan's Heroes view

inilitary services this year. Since the end of the
diaft and the adVent of the all volunteer force,
young people enter military service by choice. Whether

of the military and to consider a more factually based
orientation to dm opportunities and obligations in the
mock= military.

militiffy service is a bummer or the chance of a lifetime is,
of course, a ccauroversial issue. A Navy veteran who now
winks as a tekphcate lineman in the state of Washington
told we "In my opinion the military (I was in the Navy for
six years) did twice as much in preparing me for the future
as high school did." But an Air Force veteran, now an air
raffle contniller in Oregon, had a much different opinion.

Unfortunately, neither of the two most popular sources
of infonnatitm, military recntiters and prima/anti-war/CO
groups, has established itself as an evenhamikid evaluator.
I try to balance the pros and cons in the pages that follow.
As a parent of three sons, I resent anyone trying to sell my

He said: "The demands of military service, especially
family separations, precipitated divotce and disrupted my
life for about eight years after high school."
Whether parents and young people are of the opinion
that military service is a good deal, a bad deal, or whether
they are open minded about it, there are good reasons to

consider the implications of military service for young
people's careers.
About one out of ten American males serves in the
armed forces; and opportunities for military semce
are increasingly open for females.

sons any bill of goods whether that be a political or
religious ideology, a used car. street-corner thugs, or anything else they have not thought through or, upon reflection, would not choose to do. At the same time, I want my

children to son out their options and take advantage of
whatever opportunities there are that appeal to them. My
guess is that most parents feel pretty much the smut.
I emphasize two themes for parents and young people
considering military service. The same themes apply to all
career decisions. First, just as choosing additional schooling is a choice for a much different lifestyle than is, say,

choosing full-time wort after high school, so military

Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) and the

service involves choosing a much different lifestyle. The
single most important chmacteristic of military service is
that once you sign on the dotted line, you have signed away
a substantial amount of cornrul over your life. Second, as
with any other career decision, there is information available and you need to check it out.
In the pages that follow I uy to balance the pros and
the cons. I describe how the modem military and its major
branches are different from Dad's or Uncle's days in the

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) programs

military. I describe what military service offers young

are closely integrated with college education and

people by way of recruitment incentives. Fmally, I raise a
number of critical questions that young people who are
considering military service should think and tali through

The possibility of military service occurs at the same
time that young people make other career decisions.

The All Volunteer Force competes with industry,
college, business, wade, and technical schools for
recruits.

training programs.

The All Vdunteer Force presents itself to young
people as an opportunity for occupational paining.
The All Volunteer Force also presents itself as a way
to pay for education and training after military services is completed.
Given the differences in opinion about military service
and the nature of the commitment-a signature on the dotted
line may mean an eight year hitch and the -isk of combat-it

with their parents. I develop these in more detail in the
Career Explorations Workbook.
Parents should not assume that young people know all
there is to know about military possibilities, or that young

people know how to sort through the options. Young
people have the same Hollywood version of the military as
they have of other occupational careers. A former postal
clerk in the Navy told us what his major problem with the
military service was since leaving high school. It was "what
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!trench to go into and what fkld of training might help in

examine the career implkatitms of military service in mote

gating a job once you get ouL I War the following
information' to parents and young peci* Mut want to

The Modern Military
As the labor force, educational opponunities and formal training programs have changed, so also the military
has clumged &emetically ova the past two decades. Since
1973 the military has been an all volunteer fame, and the
modem military has had to adjust to the munbas, quality,
and composition of the personnel that it is able to attract.
It was a lot simpler for the military when Uncle Sam did
the choosing.

A second major change occurred in 1976 when
women were admitted to the service academies. Sim= then

their numbers have increased in the officer corps and
".011 personnel. Women are now eligible to
amoo;
enter most military specialties, all but those that invoi.ve
combat duty.
A third major change is that the modem military relies
on advanced wows systems whose effectiveness hinges
on a small number of highly trained and wickly dispersed
personnel imd a large support savice. Sophisticated and
complex equipment requires mae intelligent and better
trained men and women to operate it. The new military
leadership model requires skill in coordinating dispersed
units and divase weaponry. Instant communication and
information processing is the glue that holds it all together.
Computers will never teplace soldiers in the trenches, but

the military servka we at the leading edge of the technological revolution.

of the civilian labor force. A foremost example is that
sevenl forms f occupational Paining in the military now
count towards apprentice training in die civilian labor
face. The military Ire added other inducements like the
buddy system, which 'lbws friends to enlist together, and
a variety of staining cations that, under the draft system,
had been assignments.

Recruitment Themes
The military has ntsponded to its change in status to
an all volumeer force mid its need to recnait successfully
with a high-powered advertising recmitment campaign.
The military spends millions per year in advertising that is
geared to get young people thinking about militany service
as a career option. It employs the same strivertising imagination that sells dog food, Toyotas, and lawn mowers
on TV. The military services dramatize the breadth of job
possibilities available to young people, mut the advertisements feature young nwn and women having the time of
their lives including plenty of coed volleyball on the beach
and holiday weekends abated.
The ads skillfully respond to th e. kinds of questions
young people ask
How can I save enough maiey for college?
How can I get out of this dead-end job?
How can I meet guys or gals and have some fun?

Skilled personnel, sophisticated equipment,
and instant communications characterize the
modern military.
That doesn't main that everybody in the military plays
computer-war gamrs, flies helicopters, or wears white lab

coats while making technical adjustments on missileguidance systans. The hot, noisy engine rtsoms in the
bottoms of ships are still there, as are the jungle swamps to

slosh through, and the desert stockades to guard. But
armed =vices ate different organizations than
toda.
good old Dui or Unck remembers from years gone by.
Skilled personnel, sophistk ued equipment, and instant
communications characterize te modem military.
Because the military must compete successfully with

higher education and the labor force for recruits, the
military has had to upgrade the quality of life it offers.
Today's military pay schedules are much more in line with
pay scales in the civilian labor force. Also, the military has
taken snides to integrate its occupuions into the structure

How can I learn skills that I need to get the kind of
job I want?
How can I getout of herehome, school, community?

How can I get away from dad, mom, brother, sister,
or a romance gone sour?

Military service offers an out for a lot of problems
young people face. One of the problems they face is that
no one wants to hire them. The daughter of a foreman for
an aluminum manufacturer started out as an assembler in
a plastic products company and held twelve different fulltime jobs in as many years since leaving high school. Her
comment was that *between the ages of eighteen and
twenty-five it is difficult getting a job, as employers feel
that this is a young and unstable age." A nurse, mother of
two and manied to an auto mechanic, explained the problem from the employer's point of view: "Many people do
not like to hire kids in lots of cases. When looking for a job
they always want someone who has had experience--and
how can you have experience if people don't give you a
chance?" Finally, a former Marine, now a journeyman in
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a ship buililing company, located at the problem from a

young pesson's point of view: "You can't get the job
without experience and you can't get experience without

the ja. Seems like a OW-h-72 type of thing." Nancy
service solves these problems.
Military service gives young pecqtle an optimt. It gives
them a gimp, an ideality, even a slogan they can relate tcc
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to get some skills training, to meet new people, to travel,
and to get a fiesh start
hfilitary service also provides an opportunity to participate in a very honorable tradition, the cf protecting the
American pa* and defending the United States, This is

a very necessary and worthy vocation aid those Mx,
follow it have the rest of us in their debt.

Army: "Be all you can be."

Disadwastage of Military Service

Navy: "It's Milan a job, it's an adventure."

Military service can also be the source of a lot of
frustration and anxiety, as is true of all occupations.

Air For= "Aim high."
Marine Coq= "We're looking for a few good men."

The military =Vices MASI of four major I:cinches
plus the Coast Guard and the Natamal Guard. Each bench
has its own missicm and chmacter. Each also has its own
incauives, bonuses, and reauitment strategy.

Atha:stages of Military Service
Joining a military service can be the first um to a very
satisfying and rewarding career. Whether a young person

entas with the intent of making a career of it or as a
stepping acme to something else, the military has a number
of things to offer.
The military take; cue of you. It provides the basics:
a roof over your head, a bed or cot to sleep on, shin and
shoes, food to eat, imd a place to hang out. There's a doctor

to go to if you get sick, a &mist if you chip a tooth, a
chaplain if you are so inclined, and things to do: pool,
poker, bowling, and pleas to go. It isn't the Ramada Inn,
but it is a home-of-sorts away from home. And you're on
yow OWII.

Occupational training is the number one sales pitch
that canes through in the recnnunent themes. The military
is one of the nation's largest employers and it offers virtually every job that is available in the civilian labor force
plus a number the men% available such as adjusting atom ic

warheads, licenses to kill, submarine testers, and tank
gun-turret repairas. The trucks, tanks, helicopters and
ships all need someone to run and maintain them. The same

is true of computers, radar screens, and potato peelers.
Many military occupations require no previous experience
or training. The military will teach you how, then pay you
to do it.
In addition, military service can be the way to finance
a college education either totally or in pan. Service personnel can take courses as pan of their regime and they may
get veterans' education benefits after they me discharged.

Those who have been to college and wish vitt qualify to
go to graduate school, especially to medical school, may
have all costs paid while they earn a salary. Occupational

training is the military's primary recruitinelt theme.
Education and baufits is the second.
A hitch in the military also involves an opportunity for
young people to sort things out, to "get their act tugether,"
as the saying goes. It provides an opportunity to en away,

Miliy mimes can be confining. kinky; the military
means giving up a lot of control over your life.
Young people thinking about military service are well
advised ea remember that the number one purpose of the
military is not to provide occupational training, is am to
provide educational experiences and benefits, and is not to

provide flight training in Cohn helicopters. Wintry service wu not designed to be mid it does not operaw as a
young person's welfine propam, travel bunuu, or holiday
weekend service. The militay offers a lot because it expects a lot in return: ccaurol over young people's lives.
When push comes to shove, both in peacetime and in
wartime, the decisions that are mak are in the best intaests
of the military. What happens to a particular young person
is a secondary consideration. Perhaps it needs to be saki
that you cut get hurt in the military. You can die, as military
cemeteries the world over remind us.
In an earlier chapur I noted that the TV cameras may
show heroic athletic plays that end in broken bodies, but

the producers are careful mit to let the =MS dwell on
blood and serious injury. Similarly, the military ads and

brochures don't picture the wheelchairs, amputees,
veterans hospitals, burials at sea, luoken families and
broken lives that are also pan of dm military scene. NJ itary
combat is a dirty business, and nobody asks for a recruits'
opinion about a particular military order. Robert's Rules of

Order is not the way of doing business. The reciuit's
assignment is to follow orders and that's what he or she
agreed to do.
This doesn't just happen on the foreign battlefield. It

starts with enlistment and boot camp. Someone else
decides what your schedule is, what you do, how you do

it,withwhomyoudoit,howyouaci,whalyousayand
don't say, where you live, what you eat, what clothing you
wear, and what your schedule is-for starters.

One other thing: if you don't like it, you can't just
process a drop/add card as you do in college. You can't just
q uit.

As with any career decision, there are costs and there
are benefits to enlisting. There is infoimation available.
The sections that follow offer general information about
militaiy options and, more importantly, help identify critical issues that should be-considered in choosing military
service as a career or ctireer preparation option. As with all
career decisions, young people need to make the decision
on the basis of the best infoimation they can get.

15
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Questions to Ask and Answer
limt my focus to the career-prepaation imegicatims
of milhary service. This is not to deny that young peg*
are attracted to military service for other reasons: travel.

dons! training, which a suing pas= can learn in =Juneicitm with naming a civilian business. Financial benefits for
a college education are available to members of the reserve&

recruitment offices. There me a number of things I can
cover in this chmter, however. I can give you a brief
overvaw of military life. I can tea you, in general tesins,
what the incentive packages look hie. And I can tell you

There are some disadvantages to being a member of
the reserves. One is that if you are in the active reserves,
you have no guarantee that you am stay at home. Them is
no guarantee that the amount ci tit= will be limited to a
weekend a moth plus 15 days a year. If your reserve unit
is activated, then you are activated too-no "ifs," "ands," or
"buts" about it. You have to go.
Another disadvantage may be time away from work.
Military obligmions can interupt compary time at critical
periods. A civilian employer may have to rely on somebody else to be absolutely certain that a big project gets
dcme; and, amuse. the outside obligation can slum up in

what questions you need to ask yourself and others as ycni
think though die possibility of occupational treining and

monthly weekends and 15-day stints away fmm home will

adventure, need of a job, warning to pe away, sense of
civic (hay, and seMce to a higher cause. But occupadtml
Unining and educeiktn possilffitks am also features ri the
military that young people may want so consider.

I cannot go into all die details of the package each
branch of the service has to afer. The details exceed the
space for this chapter sid they change from year wi year.

You will have to get the lama details frau your local

educsion in military service.

the paycheck and at times for promotions. Likewise.
conflict with birthdays, anniversaries, family reunions,

Active Duty or the Reserres

neighborhood get-togetteas, school events, church events,
and a whole host of other things. It can be inconvenient.

All branches of the services are structured into active
and reserve duty compcments. Both components receive

Officer or Enlisted Person

the same training, work with the same machinely and
equipment, and ate paid at the same rate. The big difference

is how much time is spent on the job. Active duty means
full-time work and full-time wages. Reserve duty means
part-time work and part-time wages, or none at all depending on the blanch of the service.
The military hitch is eight years, whether a person
signs up as an enlistee or an officer. The time spent on
active duty may range from him) to eight years, depending
cm the military branch. Eight years minus the time on active

duty is the amount of time a person will spend in the
reserves.
Reserve time may be divided into Ready Reserve or
Standby Reserve. The Ready Reserve are ready to be called

to active dutv. They unin and arc paid one weekend a
month and b days during the year. The Standby Reserve
have time left on their eight-year military obligation, but
they are ma in active training and they do mit get paid. They

can be called up if Congress declares wia or if there is a
national emergency.
Thtre me two other reserve units. The National Guard

is a special reserve fince. It is availabk for domestic
disasters or civil discertkrs. The National Guard repons to

both the federal and state governments. The Retired
Reserve have put in enough time to qualify them for
retirement benefits. They are no 'crier paid.
Pros aniCons of the Reserves. The, biggest advantage
of reserve duty is the money it pays mgether with the
associated bermfits. It's like having a second job. It pays a
couple hundred dollars a month and includes benefit.:
low-cost life insurance, eligibility to buy things at low-cost

military suns, recreational privileges at military installations, and such veterans' benefits as lou -cost mortgages
and retirement programs. The reserves al-o offer occupa-

Another choice a young person thinking about a
military Queer might mC. e is whether to enter as an enlisted per= or an officer. Obviously, going in as an officer
means mom mcney and more tank, but the choice isn't
simple. The basic question is whether the young person
sees military service as a short- or kmg-term commitmait.
A short-tenn commitment means that a young person
goes in to get occupational training or to get money for

rolkge. A long-teim commitment means that you are
thinking about making the military a career.

Each branch of die service has it's own package to
offer, and young people thinking abma military service
slmuld get the latest infthmation from recruitment offices.
There are, however, SimilllitiCS across the services in the
officers and enlisted members of the services.

An officer in a military service functions like the
manager of a corporation in the private sector. Officers in
the military are well educated, highly trained, and enjoy
special benefits. More than 90 percent of them are college
graduates and, therefore, they are the nxist likely to have

access to such special education/training programs as
graduate school or managanent training.
Military Rank and Pay. The military ranks officers by

number. Thus, in the Army, Air Foree and Marines, a
second lieutenant ranks 0-1, and a general ranks 0-10. In
the Navy and Coast Guard, which use different Wks, an
Ensign ranks 0-1 and an Admiral ranks 0-10. A 0-1 officer,
regardless of branch of service, is currently paid $16,056
per year whereas a 0-10 four-star general or admiral is paid

$68,520 per year. Addia al pay may be awarded for
hazardous duty, sea duty, or itighi duty. Other benefits may

include non-taxable allowanxs kor food, lodging, travel,
odmr military expenses and reenlistment bonuses. All officers receive a 30-day paid vacation benefit.
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An adimed person is equivalent In an hourly worker
or supavisor in the prink) sector. The military branches
have different names for the ranks: "privaar in the May
and Maine Caps, *airman" ki the Kir Force, and "seaman
recruit" in the Navy. The Pentagon tonics enlisted pasonnel from E-1, lowest, to E-9, highest.
WM enlisted personnel begin at E-1, though those
with special gills or some college may enter at E-2 or E-3.

years. Thomann, inennotions am based on military branch
the cmnneeds, job perfonnance, test perfonnmice,

Pranotion from E-1 to E-2 ustudly owns by the end of

taxable allowances we made for food, uniforms, and housing. Enlisted personnel also receive 30-days of vacmion per
year.

six-months, twomotkin to E-3 by the end of the first year,
and promodun to E-4 at the end of one-and-one half to two

mantling offiar's mariunendatice.
Pay for enlisted petsonnel is based on rank, length of
tkne in service, and type of duty. Thus, people on hazardous duty or sea duty may receive additional pay. Carrendy,

E-1 personnel me paid $7,752 per yam whereas E-10
pertemnel may make $25,152 per yak. In addition, non-

Enlistment Packages
Since the end of the military draft, the armed services
have had to recruit to maintain their personnel quotas. In
order to compete successfully, the services have come up
with a number of benefit packages to attract young people.
Became the services are in competition with each other,
they are constantly modifying the incentivem phasing in
new programs, phasing out old programs, increasing
benefits, offering MOM alternatives, and the like I doll try

to review all the recruitment options here-only the ones
that relate most immediately to camas and career preparation.
There are three steps to enlisting in the military: taking

an aptitude test, talking through your options with a
recruiter, and going through a military processing station.

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery

and one-half hours to complete the test. The test is constructed as follows:

&Weil
General Science
Arithmetic Reasoning
Word Knowledge
Paragraph Comixthension
Numerical Operations
Speed

Auto and Shop Intimation
Mathematics Knowledge
Mechanical Comprehension
Electronics Information

Totals

The military services use a special aptitude test called

the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). This test is somewhat similar to college
entrance exams such as the ACT and the SAT, but the
ASVAB focuses more on vocational aptitudes and less on

intellectual abilities. The military uses the ASVAB to
idearify which jobs and how many jobs in die military will

match a person's interests and abilities. A recruit's scree
on the ASVAB is very important to his or her future in the
military, which means two things:

Number of

Minutes

Qat:slims

Allamd

25
30
35

36

15

50
84
25
25
25
20
334

11
11

13
3
7
11

24
19

9

2 hrs.
24 min.

If a young person is thinking of taking the ASVAB,
then follow these suggestions. Take the ASVAB at least a
day or two-preferably several days-befost meeting with a
military recruiter. This will give time to think about the
results and to decide what to talk to the recruiter about.
Two additional pieces of information may be useful.
One is the ASVAB Information Pamphlet that deserthes

the test and includes sample test questions. These are

It is important for a young person to do well on the
ASVAB.

available at most career centers. Otherwise, check at your

Take the ASVAB before visiting a recruiter. A young
person should take the outcome into account ii decid-

and practice at taking the test. Practice books am available
in bookstores and sometimes in libraries.
After taking the ASVAB, a young person should examine the scores before going to the Processing Station.

ing whether or not to enter the military services.
Don't make the decision to enter first mid then Ise the
ASVAB to decide what you will do after you get in.

Many high schools offer the ASVAB. It need not be
taken at a recruitment station. The ASVAB is a multiplechoice test that covers 10 different subject areas and has a
total of 334 multiple-choice questions. It takm about twa

local recruitment office Another useful pamphlet is an
ASVAB effactice book. It will provide sample questions

Ask a high school career counselor for a copy of the
Military Career Guide, which is available in all high
schools. This book describes jobs in the military and explains what ASVAB scores are needed in order to qualify
for the jobs. Young people should speak with their career
counselors and parents about the match between their

5 .1
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aptituthrs and their scores and think about the questions
they want es ask a military recruiter.

Visit a Service Recruiter
Many young people are understandably cautious
abcmt setting foot Wide a recruitment office. It occurs to
them that the door might Mow shut and lock behind them,
they might accidentally sign something, their hair migla
get clopped °fraud they get stuck on a bus headed fix boot
camp-and nobody will ever know what happened to them.
That is not hiely to happen. It isn't lately because the
military cannot afford to drag young pug* kicking mid
screaming into service against their will. It ia in everyone's

dais have been asked and smisfactorily answered is to take

=mono along to the maims whit the recruiter, a parent
or friend. Another way to make sme that necessary inksmice is given ism make several trips to the recruiter. Gat
informadon, think about it, talk to other peophf aboth lt
and then head back to speak with the reanker again. Have

the maker schedule the almoirament at the Afilitary
Prucessii* Stadia' when, and only when, the young persica
is ready.
Take your time in all ci this. There is no htury-other
than youthful impatience.

The Military Entrance Processing Station

best interest-the military's, the iecruiter's, the young

The Watery Processing Station is what the real

pa-sw's, and parents'-that young people enter the military
only if they and the military se= to be a good match. The
militaiy is not a dumping ground. As military equipnent
has become mare sophisticated, it takes more imelligent
and beuer qualified young people to make the grade. A fair
&mom of a recruiter's time is spent discouraging young
people who won't make the gra&
This is not to sums& that recruiters aren't interested
in potential enlistees. Of course they are. They may have a
quota to meet. They have a job ui do, mid that involves
getting signatures on the dotted line. But remember that
today's military services are highly specialized. Recruiters
are not looking for just *any ole signanne."
Recmitess are skilled at what they do. They make a
good imixession. They are attractive and well growled.
Their military uniforms fit well and their shoes shine. Their
ribbons and medals am colorful and impressive. Recruiters
have self confidence, a friendly smile, and a cabinet full of
just the right video tapes that leave an irnpiession. Most
recruiters are in the military because they like it. They have
already reenlisted. Like all good sales people, they will
emphasize the positive features of the military and will
probably ignore negative aspects.

details are worked mat final agreements are made, and

A recruiter can be a valuable resource for a young
person who has specific questions in mind. The recnater
will have his or her own topics to cover. Basically, these
are to make an assessment of Mother the young person is
really a prospective recruit. The recruiter will tactfully
steer the conversation into a number of areas. What were
the young person's interests in school and how well did he
or she perform academically. Illnesses? Brushes with the
law? Drug use? Jobs of interest? The recruiter may suggest
taking a short screening test or a practice version of the
ASVAB. And you can be rum that the =Mita will establish whether or not the young person is 18 years old. If not.
the whole process will CCM to a screect ing halt until
parent permission is furnished.
If the young person ccsitinues to be interested and the
recmiter judges that the young person is a potential recruit,
the next step is to schedule an appointment at a Military
Entrance Processing Station, which the female- will arrange. The recruit should be sure that all questions have
been answered. One way to make sure that the riiht ques-

signatures go on the dotted line.
To begin with, the people in wiform will give catful
attentkm to whether the requizements for getting into ser-

vice tire met. A liaison officer will check through the
recruit's paperwork. The recmiter will specify in advinice

what the =nut needs to thing along. That will certainly
incluck a Social Security card and two other pieces of
identificatiw, contact lens prescription if cwiacts are
worn, medical &omen's as indicawd by the recruiter,
ASVAB test scores if the test has been taken, and the Me.
Assuming these materials me in good oider, the next step
is the physical examination.
Although the genesal requirements art much the same
across the services, each branch of the military and units
within the branches have *eclat requirements or restrictions. Thus, although the maximum height accepted is 6
feet and 6 inches, it is unlikely that recruits that tall will

end up in Army tanks, Air Fmce fighter jets, or Navy
submarines. Conditions that can keep a young person out
of the military go beyond low ASVAB scores and height
and weight requirements to include such "innocent" conditions as braces on the teeth, wool allergies, and bee sting
reactions. Before the process continues, the young recruit
must pass the physical.

Choosing a Military Job
If the moult passes the physical exam, military interest in the recruit intensifies.
It is important to recognize that if the paperwork is in
good order and the physical exam has been passed, most
of the concerns that the military has about the recruit have

been satisfied. But that dotz not mean that the recruit's
interests have been satisfied, and there can be a lot of
momentum at that point to just get the enlistment business

over with. At this point, recruits wed to remember two
things. First, from the recmit's point of view the most
important things, like job assignment and enlistment
benefits package, are yet to be decided. Second, the recruit
hasn't yet signed or ailisted and it is perfectly appropriate
to head back home. Recruits should take their jolly-good
time making sure they get what they want. They am making
an eight year commitment!
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A job classifier works with recruits to help them
decide what field they will enter. Of the hundreds of jobs
in the militias% dune open to a particular recruk will be
determined bv ASVAB scores. The recruit will have to
choose a military specialty, and the cleasifier will use a
computer to damming when the next job opening in that
specialty will be posted and whether the tarok's training
will be ccapleted in time to fill the open positicn.
It is not unusual for recruits to have to wait, perhaps
kw a year. fora job in their chosen spaciaky to opm. When

that happens, mania may feel self-imposed pressure to
choose anaha specialty-something else, anything-that
will enable them to enlist immediately aid to get cm with
it. The job classifier, who want; as keep the line moving
and may be of a mind to spend no mike than 30 minutes
per recruit, may encourage an "it really doesn't matter that

much" attitude This is a critical point in the enlistment
process. Recitals need to remember that they will live with
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pass it the second time. The point I make is that the moult
should hold out for the job that interests him or her. That's
how to make an intelligent and resymalsle military career
deciskm.
Suppose, however, Menlo job Ma laterals the recant
is availabk. Then, especially. the job classifia may want
to get the file closed and keep the line moving. I gamey
urge, however, that the recruit make sue that he or she has
answers to these questions befom signing

If I choose this option, how !mg must I stay in the
military?
Are these any otha tests I must pass or requirements
I mint meet in ceder to get this job? If there ale, and
I don't pas them, then what happens?

Is special training required for this job? What happens if I don't conplete the training satisfactorily?

the specialty they choose for four to six years. Recruits

If I take this job, do I have a choice of where I will be

shouldn't alknv themselves to be stampeded into anything.
Keeping the line moving is not their problem. They are not

stationed? What are the probabk plaxs I will be

in die military and nobody can atter them mound at this
point. They have options other than to sign on the dotted
line for a specialty that is not their choice.
Recruits have three options if the job they want isn't
immediately available or if their ASVAB scores a too
low in their wefured specialty:
The remit can ask for a waiver, a request for special
permissicm t.. take the job even though the fcanal

stationed? How long an I lilcely to stay these?

If I take the job under the buddy plan-i.e., I sign up

with a friend-how long can the two of us stay
together?

If for sane reason this job turns out not to be available, then what happens?

Advanced planning, knowing what questions the
recruit needs to ask, will help move the process along.

requirement isn't met. The Commander of the

Assuming that the military and the recruit can awe

Processing Station is authccized to grant waivers and
the recruit should not be reluctant to go to the Commander anti ask for a waiver.

on a job and date to enter military service, the nuts and bolts

The recruit can tenor home and wait. The military
job siumtion changes day by day. So do the entry level

qualifying scores that recruits must meet It all
depends al supply and demand in the military labor
market. The recruit can ask the .0b classifier to make
contact f the job situation changes.

The recruit can return home and talk to the local
recruiter. The recruiter's job is to match the recruit
with the military. The recruiter can monitor the job
situation and inform the recruit when things change.
At different points in this chapter I have encouraged
recruits to go back home if they don't get what they want.
'that is their right and it is the wisest thing to do if they are

not compeltely satisfied with the package the military
offers them. There is little if anything to be lost by doing
so. Their physical exam is good for 30 days-and what if
they had to take it again sometime later? They passed it the
first time. There is little reason to believe they wouldn't

of the enlistment proems have been completed. There are
other details to take ewe of, and all of the paperwork will
have to be double checked; but the oath of enlisunem has
not been administered, and that means there is still time to
call timeout and think about it for a few days, weeks, even
months.
"It isn't ova til it's OM," Don Meredith was fond of
saying as an announcer on Monday night football. That is

aye of the enlistment process too. It isn't ova until the
recruit signs the dotted line and takes the oath of enlistment. It's over when the recruit raises his or her right hand
and repeats the following;
I do solemnly swear that I will support and defend the
Constitution of the United States against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and
allegiance to the same; and that I will obey the orders
of the President of the United States and the orders of
the officers appointed over me, according to regula-

tions and the Unifmn Code of Military Justice. So
help me God.
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The Military and Careers
Employment in die militaly offers some pee* many

of the same advantages as nonmilitary government
employment. A stock cledc in the Navy told us his exmien= "When I got on of the Army in 1971 there were
no jobs avadlalge . . . so I went to college. In sheer desperation I joined the Navy in 1973 where I have been ever since.

Although I don't Wm being in the service (because I feel
there is a stigma attached), I bite the job security." Especially career cificeis, if competent, enjeY a high degree ef
job security and possibly rank and stains well into middle
age-

Also, the military may provide an eximentinary opportunity for shninisuative and general manaipment cape:knee. The milkiky is a lame and tiglely structuzed
bureaucracy, and pecmie who woik their way sip through
the tanks gain fusthand complex organizatim experience

the center of a major conroversy minding military service
as a career preparation option. I cannot resolve the conflict
here, but I can summarize four basic criticisms of occupational training in the ministry, then let patents and young
people decide for themselves.

Criticisms of Occupational Training in the
Military
There continues to be wklespreed disillusionment
over military service, and militasy educe:kat md training
appeary m be a major sot point. In hearings beim the
SersitC Subcommittee ri Manpowa and Personnel of the
Committee on Armed Services, Jerry Reed suggesud that

from many different angle& They receive or- the-job train-

accessibility w military education programs is a major
publeen. Reed testified that SO percent of the first-term
enlisted personml stationed overseas that he inserviewed
sought a college education in the military, but only 5

ing and hands-on experience in management and ad-

percent had been able to take college courses. Reed states

ministration that has broad nonmilitary applications. First
careers in the military have been impotent stepping-stones
for high-level civilians administrative positions in industry,
government, and education.

that 90 percent of militmy personnel who applied for

But what about the mummer recruit? The militmy
services are working very hard to equip young people with
skills and to case their transition back into the civilian labo

force. For trample, the services have structured appalticeship progams iLoo Aimy. Navy, and Maine training
programs by agreement with the Department of Labor.
Occupations that closely correspond to civilian occupations are registered. These programs assure that service
people receive appenticeship mcreditation that can be

college course work were repeatedly turned down by their

unit commanders. Similar conments wen ma& by sol&us who wanted to finish their high school requirements
for a diploma.
A second criticism is that wiwre education or training

is offered, enlistees are not able w take the causes they
want. This criticism can be stated simply. 'Nen if Mangum
and Walsh we correct that the military offers nine hundred
specialized skill courses, the reality is that no ship at sea w
remote outpost on land cartoffer more than a small fraction

ments in a logbook that documents their experience and

of the total number of specialized skill crimson and the
courses offered are the result of military need, not individual preference. Job dutia ate changed on the basis of
service requirements, not personal preference.
A third criticism is the military's omit" some would

can be prize:nu:4 later to an employer, labor union, car joint

say "tendency", to assign personnel to jobs other than those

apprenticeship committee when they apply for a civilian
job. Upon completion of the program. the Department of

for which it trained the recruits. The military guarantees
education and training, but it &es not guarantee a job and
experience in the same area that the =mit was trained.

logged toward civilian journeyman slams. Individuals participating record their hours of training and work assign-

Labor issues a Certificate of Completim of Apprenticeship. Completion usually requires a second term of
enlisonent, but the log book can be a valuable ciedit on the
civilian market for those who do mt reenlist.

There are also examples of mn-apprenticeable technical training learned in the military that is transferable to
civilian occupations. Certainly that is PM of such specialties as commercial air pilots who me able to accumulate
experkace and log flying time in the military. It n ay also
be true of communications systems, computing tecl.nology, and clerical work.

In their monograph, Employment and Training
Programs for Youth, Mangum and Walsh state: "Ninety
percent of the training is related to civilian occupations,
whether or not the individual chooses to or has an oppertunity to pursue a related occupation." That statement is ,t

A fourth criticism is that skill training may not Dander
to civilian occupations. A Navy veteran who now works as
a pipe fitrzr for a gas and steam supply system but wants
to be an elementary school teacher told us his experience:
"After graduation I went into the service and was trained

in a field with no civilian counterplot. After leaving the
service I had no training, and even though a veteran, was
given no opportunity in the field I wanted w follow." A
radicaV repainnan told a similary story: "I completed four
and one-half years in the Navy as m aviation electronics
technician. I was discharged with the knowledge and amfidence that I was well-trained and with work experience
in the electronics field. I had difficulty getting a job. I was
told by more than one potential employer that the credentials that I omduced showing my training experience just

1
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wasn't immtant." Another Navy veteran who now works
as a surveyor few state goverment told us his experience.:

to offer and what it &liven:. I doubt that either extreme
presents an accurate picture A balanced assessment suggests that die possibilities of military service as weer

militmy. Everywhere that I sought employment I was told

reparatio i undoubtedly fall sennewhere in between.

"I had fen' yeats as an equipment °pastor but ally

I did not have eringli experience. It didn't make any
cliffs:ems that I had the training in the constmction fielck
the employers always seemed aa tell me dist duly wanted
meow that had gained their experience in die civilian
world. Matelot% the first 4 yews I had to be satisfied with
part time jobs or jobs completely foreign to what I'd been
trained to do."
Every year thousands of recruits mceive extensive
training in a vatiety of fields. When they leave the military,
they may or may not possess skills that are useful in the
civilian labor market. Even if the skills me comparable to
those needed in civilian jobs, many need oddities's, training after they leave the semi= to qualify fix civilian jobs
in which they can apply their military skills.
There are strong diffezences of opinion about the
career reparation outcomes of military service. Unfortunately, there are no definitive studies to settle the controversy. Until sudi studies are done, parents and young
people will have to rely on the best infoimation they can
get and their own best judgment.

Informed Decisions

Whausver discrepancy there is between military remise
and delivery of education and Waving will vary by the
branch of service a yews person consklers a d the particular post= he or she Met& As with any other career
deciskm, parents and their young people will want to get
as much information as possible, think it duough, and make
their own decisions.
Young people comanplating military setvice to gain
skills fora civilian mum should do their homewcak befixe

choosing a military specialty. Above all, they shoal
remember that whatever else the military offers by way of
opportunity or obligatka, it is fast and ftwemost an appeal
for "service." Young people should fmd out whether them
are civilian employment opportunities that relate to the
military specialties that interest them. They should also

inquire about the ennance requiranents for the related
civilian job, whether military training is sufficient to enter
the area and, if not, what additional certification, licensing.
educational levels, or training are required.

With respect to military service, I urge parents and
young people to remember two things:

The number one purpose of the military is to defend
the United States, wit to rovide education and training for Young People-

It is not my purpose to try to convince young people
to ei.her join the armed services cr to stay out. I have tried
to point out both tlut opportunities and dm obligations.
Some people fmd a home in the military. Others hate every

The All Volunteer Force concept puts the service in
competition with civilian educational and occupational oppmtunities; and parents and young people
must not expect more from the military than it can
provide.

minute. Each young person must decide, hopefully in
advance, whether military service offers a viable career
preparation option.

The favorable and unfavorable examples cited are
probably extremes both in terms of what the military has

What Parents Can Do
Most occupations require additional education or

After finishing high school, young people have direv
career optic= they can get more schooling, train for a
career while working, or go to work at a full-time job. Pan
4 in the Career Explorations Workbook outlined infoimation to gather on educational options. Now is the time to

specialize.i training beyond high school.

Employers hire people am the basis of credentials.
Additional education and specialized training open
up more and better occupational opportunities.

reemphasize two labor force realities with sons and
daughters:

Career Explorations Workbook
When young people completed question 5 in Part 2 of
the Career Explorations Watbook, they indicated whether
any of the earning while learning options are apropriate
forms of career preparation for the occupations that interest
them. Now is the time for young people to complete the

appropriate career preparation sections in Part 4. The information on apprenticeships, industry training and education pn gram s, military occupational training, and full-time

jobs following high school come from several different

153
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maces, and parents may want to help their scat or daughter

American Friends Servke Committee

gather tbs medal on these opdons.
If young people me incensed in im sweniceship, it
is essential that they make perms' ccusact with the sanest

Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 241-7230

Isls Cherry Street

office of the Bureau of Appanticeship and Training or mt

Appnenicesh* Information Center. Yams pecyb may
feel intimidated about walkim into an annendeship dr= or caner for the fitst time, and patents can help them
take this necessary step by going akmg with them. While
visiting the office erector, patents am make sum that their
sons and daughters leave with answers for dispersions and

the net information about the next step as udte. The
Apprenticesh0 section in the woikbook suggests intonatedon young people should get. Appienticeship Information
Centers do more than ;Novi& information. They abo coun-

sel young pm* and serve as a testing, screening, and
referral source for applksuus. Take full advantage of all
service; applenticeship centers offer.
The best sources of information about indusny raining aml education plogiams am the companies that offer
the programs. Small companies-say, fifty employees or
lesi-are not hltely to offer tmining psograms. But as companies increase in size, they are mote likely to have =lc-

If young people are thinking d enlisting, then it is a
gad idea for them to take the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery exam (ASVAB) before they get mind and
heart set on the specific job they want to sign up for. Of thm

himdreds of possible jobs, young people may qualify for
only a much smaller =Aar of possaldides. If that is the
case, the sooner dm teal possibilities ate known, the better
it will be for all conceited. The ASVAB is a useful way to
get a much clearer picture of exactly what the military has
to offer.
Finally, there is an excellent book availabb tided A
Young Person' s Gallic to Military SerWce by Jeff Bradley.

technical schools. This secticm in the Career Explorations

I recommend it highly to paraus mut young people who
are moldering military service. The book is comprehensive, balanced, highly readable, short mtd to the pint.
Special chapters are devoted to women in the military,
blacks in the military, and questions young people need to
ask themselves.
Pan 4 of the Career Explorations Workbook includes
a section titled "Full-time Job Following High School."
This secticm suggests that ming people should talk with
people cunently working in the occupation that inantsts
them. If young people are imerested in full-time employ-

Workbook suggests information young peel* need and

ment following high school, encourage them to think about

topics they should discuss with people in ccenpany personnel offices.

long-range career goals and whether emidoyment in a

There are several sources of information about

additional educaion or specialized mining.
Today's camer ;Reparation options include programs
that allow young people to work and earn while learning
occupational skill& Whatever form of training young

cured training programs. Parents can help sons and
daughters khrntify those ammonia by raking with a counselor at the local Job Service office, talking to counselcas

and ins:moors in high schools, two-year colleges, mtcl

military occupational training. The Omar), source for
detailed information on specific programs is the local
recruiter. Addresses and telephone numbers of local

particular occupation will help achieve those goals without

recruiting offices for each service appear in the telephone
directory in the "United Sums Government" section. Each

people take, even if they go straight to full-time wort, there

service also has a toll-free number that I list in the

yourself. Take advantage of every opportunity to upgrade
your skills."

Wmkbook instructions for Pan 4.
The recmiter's goal is to enlist young p, Apple in the

armed servicei. That point of view can be balanced by
talking with people who are serving in the rimed forces m
have recently completed their service oblibaticms. A young
person should not sign on the dotted line without Lancing
with people who have experknced military life first-hand.
Recruiten are able to give detailed infonnation cm specific

programs, but petvle in the armed services are the best
infmmed about what life in the military is really all about

Conscientious Objectors
Some young people struggle with their belt t's about
war and military service. If your son ce daughter is thinking

about being a conscientious objector, you can help by
putting him cr her in contact with a draft counselor from a
peace group. One of the best places to start is:

is a basic principle I advise them to follow: "Invest in

Next Steps
Next Steps in the Career Explorations Workbook
helps young people size up where they are in their thinking
about careers at this time: It inquires about what occupations and what forms of career preparation interests them
most. It also suggests ways they can get additional information and how they can further explore their career interCOI&

After young people complete Pans 3 and 4 in the
Wmtbook, parents may want to discuss these questions
with them:

Is there a good fit between the occupations and the
career preparation options that interest them?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of each

form of =ea preparatioh?
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What form of career preparatkm is best for each

as much as they can about their chokes. There is no

occupation that interests them? Why?

subsutute for first-hand knowledge and experience, and it
makes sense feT young p;ople to "try out" their choices. As
a parent you may be able to help them get a summer job,
part-time work, or to at least taLk to people who do the kind
of work that interests them.
Finally, young people's interests change over time. If
they develop new interests, encourage them to examine
their new career interests and career preparation options
following the same procedures they did in Career Explorations.

What form of career preparation is most appealing to
them? Why?

If there are other occupations that interest them, per-

haps others they listed in the Summary for Part 1, enccumge them to explore these possibilities in the same
way.

Next Steps lists several ways young people can get
additional information about the occupations and career
preparation options they favor. Encourage them to find out
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Historians may someday write that during the last

decades of the twentieth century, the years in
which we live, our nation became aware of its
natural resomees and decided to do something about them.

The norions of consavatim envinmmental protection,
ravaging of the fixests and wildenwis aims, wmer scarcity,
oil depletion, pollution of the atmosphere, alteramive ener-

gy sources, deteriormion of the ozwe layer, and nuclear
disarmament have become everyday news themes. All
have ea do with our quality of life.
But what gets lost in the talk is that our nation's young

people are our most important natural resource. That's
what it's all about. There would be no particular need to

conserve resources or to enhance the quality of life were it
not for the fact that a generation of young people sits across
our dinner tables, and we want them to survive us.
Today's young people need the same developmental
attention as do ots fonests, potential energy sources, and
the space sciences. To be concerned about the development
of natural resources without being attentive to the develop-

ment of human resouttes would be a case of misplaced
emphasis.
It's easy to lose sight of our youth, our most imponant
natural resotuce, in the daily shuffle and struggk. In this
bock I focus attention on what I believe are some overlooked realities.

The Role of Parents
There are 30 million young people in the United States
between the ages of fourteen and twenty-one. Every year
about two and one-half million graduate from high school.
About two thirds of the graduates enter college, and about
a fifth eventually take baccalaureate degrees. Today, nearly all young men and two-thirds of young women will enter

they need more help choosing careers. No wonder parents
sense the need. No wonder school counselors can't meet
the need.
Even if schools were prepared to meet young people's

the labcr force eventually-tither immediately after high

son's and daughter's career plans. The notkin that "kids
don't listen to me" in mailers of career choice is a myth,
and we of the tragedies ct our day is that parents have
come to believe the myth. The great hope for this generation of young people is that parents will recognize the
influence they have on their sons' and daughters' career

school or a few yaws later. I am concerned, both personally

and professionally, that one of the biggest problems
today's young people face is making career plans. For a

decade and a half studies of the nation's youth have
reported that overwhelming proportions want and say they
need more help choosMii careers.

Parents, too, are concerned about their children's
careers. Studies of parents fmd that "how to help my child
choose a career" is one of their biggest parenting concernssurpassed only by parental worries about drug and alcohol
use and abuse.
Schools, teachers, and counselcws have tried to meet
young people's career guidance needs. Indeed, there is not
an instituticm in the country that has done more to alleviate
the problem than have the nation's public schools. Over the
inst decade enrollments have declined, but schools have
increased the ratio of counselors to students. The quantity

and quality of career-information resources-career
centers, refererwe books on career choice and careerpreparation possibilities, videos and films, interest inven-

tories and computerized information services-have
improved tremendously. Nonetheless, the ratio of students
to cowselors in public high schools is almost 300 to I; and
school guidance counselors are able to spend less than one
hour of every five cm career counseling. That means that
the typical high school student today can expect to receive
no more than an average of we hour per year of one-on-one
career guidance. No wonder young people want and say

career-guidance needs, teachers and school counsekrs
cannot replace the wimary influence parents have on their

decisions and will prepare themselves to use that influence
constructively.

Choosing a carer means not only choosing an occupation, but it also means deciding on a career preparatkm

strategy. We live in a credentialing society in which
employers sort out prospective employees "on paper." That
makes degrees mid cenificates critically important as door-

ways to the labor face.
Fommately, today's young people have more career
and career preparation possibilities than ever before. Unfortunately, the many options can be confusing. Today's
young people need to learn how to make intelligent and
responsible career decisions.
If parents ex to be effective carea advisers to their
children, they must prepare themselves. There was a time
when parents a Ad feel comfortable about encouraging
their sons to go imp farming and their daughters to enter
teaching. But things have changed. That's no longer where
the action is. Today's labor market is much more complex.
The space age, the computer revolution, and instant news

are gentle reminders :hat today's young people live in a
different world. There are new industries and opportunities
that our generation rw-,er dreamed of. There are remark-
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abk changes ping on in the workpace-a huge galena:kin
clamoring for jobs, more women and racial minorities in

are. That includes an wick:standing and appeciation of

the labor muket, and a massive explutskm of service

wholescene feeling about themselves. I want to promo

industries and white-collar jobs accomanied hy decreases
in the portion of manufacturkg and blue-collar jobs. As

their physical and mental health and well-beim; over dick
developmental years. As they grow older this is increasingly up to them, but I wain them to he able to launch out
on dair own, quipped with a healthy mind and body. I
want to help them find and peepase for their own meas.
That includes helping them choose and get the education
and trebling they want and need. I am no diffaent than any
other parent in feeling that I really haven't done my job
until I know that my chikhen are on their own. Finally. I
want them to know that Hove them, and I don't know of a

with any ober human endeavor, we wens will have to
take the time awl pi forth die eftbn if we are ui help our
children choose careen.
Finally, if panne are to be effective in helping their
chiliken choose camas, they must prepare themselves and

they must have resources with which to wcrk. Young
people need guidmice, not just information. Fortunately,
there me resumes for pments to use. I hope this book has
been useful to you in bringing those resources together.

My Three Sons
I have duce sons, and them are four things I want to
give them. I want to help them gain a sense of who they

their social, cultural, and religious heritage and a

better way that I can show this-ce dim you can show it-than
by helping our children choose careen.
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Part Four: Career Explorations Workbook

Earning-WhileseLearningOptions
If you choose not to get nume schooling after you finish

high school, you caa train for a career while working

in an apprenticeship, duough industry training and
edwation programs, in military service, or by taking a
full-time job.

you contact these sources and gather the information. The
secilons on apperniceship, military occupational training,
industry training and education programs, and full-time job

following high school suggest qmstions you should ask
when seeking information.

Tim information for these possibilities comes from
several sources. You may want to ask your parents to help

Apprenticeship
The Occupational Outlook Handbook gives general
informadon about apprenticeship programs for occupations. Be sure you read the section on 'Training, Other
Qualifications, and Advancement" for the occupations that
interest you.
The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training provides
apprenticeship information and services. Visit or call the
nearest office of the Bureau or an Apprenticeship !rift:motion Center. The Bureau is listed in the mlephone directory
under United States Government, Department of Labor.
If you have a specific occupation in mind, visit or call

What skills and aptitudes are required?

What kind of previous work experience is recommended?
3.

How do you apply?
When are applications accepted?
Is an apprenuc...-2,ir tlualifying test given?

Is an interview with a screening committee required?
Is a physical examination required?

the local union dike or a large ccopany that employs
workers in the occupation that interests you.

These are questions you should ask about apprenticeship program& Write the number of the question and
the key words on your worksheet. Fill in the information.
I.

What apprenticeship program interests you?
Source of information?

2.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES:

4.

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM:
What is the length of the program?

Is the pogrom registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training? (If "no," investigate the program thoroughly.)

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:

Is related instruction given at a local two-year college?
Are correspondence or home-study courses available?
(Is other instruction available)?

What is the minimum age?

What are the required courses?

Is a high school diploma required?

Is it possible to earn an associate degree as part of the
apprenticeship prop am?

What high school courses are recommended?
What technical school courses are recommended?
What are the required physical abilities?

How long is the apprentice probationary period?
What is the starting wage?

CEW-4:2
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What special clothing, tools, or materials must you
purchase?
Is union membership required? (If "yes," how mtx:h
are tbe dues?)
Is a journeyman card issued maw completimi?

When you have completed all camer-pmparation options for this occupation, do the same for the next occupa-

tion that interests you. When you complete the
ea:ea-preparation options for all occupations, continue
with "Nett Steps," the final section damper Exploration.

Industry Training and Education
The main sauces ri intonation abcnit industry train-

2.

ing and education are the companies that offer the

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
What me the erlucational requirements?

moments. There are three good ways to identify the companies.

What kinds of high school or college courses are
required or recommended?
What skills or abilities are requited?

Go to the local Job Service office and talk with a
counselor. The mlephone directory lists Job Savice
offices imder your state govenunan listings. LAX*

Is current employment with the ccenpany required
helot acceptance into the training progrmn?

for Lebo Department, Employment Security
Division, or Job Service.

3.

School personnel may suggest companies with

TRAINING PROGRAM
What is the training like?

guidance counelor, a high school or college instructor who teaches classes that interest you, or

Is there related claw:eon work? (If "yes," what subjects are taught?)
Where me the classes held? (At the conpany? At a

talk to a counselor in a two-year college or mchnical

two-year college or technical school? Somewhere

school that offas tent:ens that interim you.

else?)

training programs. Talk to your high school

How long is the training pogrom?

Go to large empbyers in your area. They are the
most likely to have structured training programs.
When you identify an industry training program that
intezests you, call the company's personnel office for an
appointment to dismiss postailities.
These are tpmstions you should ask about odustry
training and edwation. Write the number of the question
and the key words on your worksheet. Fall in the information.

I.

What kind of training interests you?
Name of company?
Name of penon interviewed?

Does the training prepare workers for other types of
jobs? (If "yes," what are the jobs?)
4.

SALARY:

What is the salary before training? After training?
5.

BENEFITS:

What educational programs are available?
What other benefits are available?

When you have completed all camer-pmparation oplions for this ocomation, do the same fce the next occupa-

tion that interests you. When you complete the
career-preparation options for all occupations, continue
with "Next Steps," die final section of Career Explorations.

Military Occupational Training
The Occupational Outlook Handbook gives information about military occupations. It lists major occupational

categories for enlisted personnel and describes related
civilian occupations.
The military soviets print handbooks and pamphlets
that describe entrance requirements, training and advance-

mem opportunities, and other aspects of military careers.
These booklets aft available at recruiting stations, state Job
Service offices, public libraries, and high school and college career centers.

The primary some for specific information is the
local recruiter, who will provide informaticm and answer

Career Exploradons Workbook

questions. 'Me mbephone directory lists adthessis and
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telephcam numb= for =Wang offices mider United

What civilian occupations are related to this military
occupeuional specialty?

States CA/V=1MM

Do civilian employs= readily accept military training

A roans Perron's Gni* to Military Service by Jeff
Bradley is an excellent little paperback to read if you ate
think* about johthig the armed services. It will help you
mkt/Mind the advamages and disadvanages of a service
ccanmitment.
These me questions you should ask about military
occupation training. Write the number alba question and
the key wozds on your worksheet. RV in the information.

and experience in this °cogs:ion?
What addithmal minim; or educatkon may be neces .
sary to qualify for a civilian job in this occupation?
3.

What educatimial benefit programs are available?
Are any enlistment bonuses given for this occupatimal specialty?

I. What militmy occupational specialty interests you?

Are any dficer paining programs available?

Source of informatitm?
2.

MILITARY PROGRAMS:

Benefits for part-time enlistment in Reserves cc Nat:mai Guard?

TRAINING PROGRAM:
What me the entry requirements for this occupational
specialty?

4.

MILITARY LIFE:

Do you know anyone in the military?

What is the training like?

How does that perstm describe military life?

Will the military guarantee training in this occupation?
Will the military guarantee that you get experience in
this occupation after you complete training?

When you have completed all career-pmpmation options for this occupation, do the same for the next occupa-

Is the training completely specialized for military use?

career-preparation options for all occupations, continue
with Next Steps,* the final section of Caster Explorations.

tion that interests you. When you complete the

Full-Time Job Following High School
One of the best ways to find out what an occupation
is like is to talk with people who do tlw work. If you don't
know al, one who works in an area that intoner you, ask

3.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

How did they get the job?

others-your parents, friends, relatives, neighbor' high

What kind of training did they have for this work?

school teachem, or counselor.
Find someone who knows the work well. If possible,
talk to two or three people in that occupation. Most people
enjoy talking atria their work, but it is a good icka to talk

What special skills do people need to do well in this
work?

with them after work hours so yCli won't intemim their
wink schedules.
These are questions you should ask about a full-time
job following high school. Write the number of the question and die Icey words on your worksheet. Fill in the
information.

What is the best way to get those skills?

4. SALARY:
What is the average wage for a beginning worker in
this occupation?
After about five years, what is the average wage?
5.

I.

2.

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES:

What occupation interests you?

Do people think they have a good chance to get

Source of information?

pomoted to another job in this line of work? (If "yes,"
what other kinds of jobs sue generally available?)

JOB DUTIES:

How citen do workers get laid off in this kind ci wmt?

What do people ix:Finally do on this job?

If they were laid off, do limy slink they would have
difficulty finding another job in this occupation?
What other kinds of jobs are avai'able to people with
experience in this work?

What things do they like about this work?

What things don't they like about this work?
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When you have completed all career-peparation op.
dons for thk occupation, do the same for the next occupadon that interests you.

if you completed the career-prepatation optic= for all
occupations, then continue with "Next Stepe on the fol-

lowing Me.
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Next Steps
In =plating the Career Explcuations Wodthook,
you khrmilled occupations Ilya intere-A you and career-

prepancion possibilities for each occupatkm. Now is a

Talk with people in the occupatices.

good time to size up where you we in yew thinking.
At this time, what ompation interests you the most?

Read books and materials about the occupations
and career-preparation optians that interest you.
Consider colleges awl schools other than those you

What is your second choice?

reviewed in Pan 3. Send for catalogs from those
colleges and schools.
Talk to people who are apprentices or run apprenticeship programs.

Of the basic career paths you can follow after you
fmish high school, which one are you most interested in at
this time?

More schooling?

Wonting at a
Training for a
fuWthneiob?
career on the job?

Which do you

Which do you

prier?

;ref&

Four-year college?
Two-year college?
Technical school?

Aptrenticeship?
Military training?
Industry training/educatkm?

Talk to people in the military.

You can "try out" your choices in several wayx

Take related subjects in school

What occupation?

You need not limit your occupational interests and
career-preparation options to those you just explored. If
there are other occupations that interest you or that you
identifcd in Pan I of this wcwkbook, you can follow these
same procedures to explore those career possibilitio.
There are also ways to get additional information for
the career possibilities and career-preparation opticas you
examined:

Write to the sauces of additional information you

listed in Part 2, number 9, for occupations that

Find a summer job or pan-time job in a related
occultation.

Participate in related hobbies, school activities, or
volunteer work.
Talk with saidents who are attending colleges that
interest you.
Visit colleges and schools that interest you.

Most important, talk with your parents about career
possibilitOz and career-preparation options.

Your interests may change. Keep your Career Explorations worksheets. Look them over from time to time.
If you develop new interests, explore them in the same way.

interest you.
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Chapter Notes
I have drawn ham munaous sources ke infurmatian
and data that I use and acknowledge. Scholars who need
complete bibliographic citations may contact the author.

Introduction
Populatitm data is repeated in pulAic domain publications from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Education mimics are drawn 5= U. S. Bureau of
the Census, Statistical Absuact of the United Swum: 1989

(109th Edition); and from Almanac, The Chronicle of

The occupational prestige scale is the Duncan
Socioeccammic Index.

The section cm females and =MS, particularly the
discussion of family influences on female careers, draws
on material from a book by Mary Frank Fox and Sharlene
Hesse-Biber titled Women ai Work, 1984.

Information on the percent of female high sclural
seniors who wasu to be full-time housewives is reported in
the 1976 and 1988 Monitoring the Future Studies.

The quotes from women tennis playas am front an

Higher Education, Sepumber 6, 1989.
Information cm auullments in U.S. public schools rard
the number of guidance counselors comes from 1975 and
1989 editions of U.S. Department of Education, Digest of
Education Statistics.

article by Florence McCoy in a special advertising section

Information on "Today's Youth and Tomwrow's

unemployman rams, poverty rates, income levels, and
high school senior SAT sans-is reported in One-Third of
A Nation: A Report of the Comndssion on Minority Participation in Education and American 1.*, Americim
Council on Educaticm, Education Commission of dm
States. 1988. Other sow= include "Trends in Minority
Enrollment in Higher Edtwation, Fall 1976-Fall 1986," a

Careers* is available from 1319 Spruce Sueet, Suite 201,
Boulder, Colors& 80302.
Young people's inflated views of the cost of a college
education are reported in an article by Denise K. Magner
in The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 12, 1988.

Things Have Changed
Population data is reported in public domain publications from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Labor force projections are reported in U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics publications. A
primary source is Occupational Projections and Training
Data, 1988 Edition, Bulletin 2301.
Experiences of ;he baby boom generatiar is informed
by an article from hartha Farnsworth Riche in The Numbers News (July 1988).
Information on Hispanics is drawn fron an article by
Thomas Etter in American Demographics (May 1987).
Infonnsion on years of college completed by adults
is reported in The Numbers News (November 1988).
Inform Won on migration is drawn in pat from Martha

Fantswath Riche's article in The Numbers News (July
19 ); from Thomas Ester's articles in the same source;
and from Joe Schwartz' article in Amerkan Demographics
(April 1987).
Information on changes in the labor force draws on

material present- I by Martha Farnsworth Riche in
American Demographics, VoL 10, No. 2, pp. 34-41.
Infremation on the graying of America is drawn from

two articles: Charles F. Longino in American
tienographics (June 1988) and Brad Edmondson in
American Demographics (November 1987).

How Society Processes Young People
This chapter draws on earlier published work by the
author in Geoffrey K. Leigh and Gary W. Peterson, Achlescents in Families, 1986.

titled "Tennis Magatho's Paspective on the Wmnen's
Game", Women' s Tennis, n.d.

Information on minority population characteristics
and recent reversals-including White, Black and Hispanic

U. S. Department of Education Office of Educaticmal Re-

search and Improvement swvey report (April 1988);
"Black High School Dropout Rate Declines, Graduation
Rate Up, Census Bureau Reprets," a U. S. Bureau of the
Census news release, May 11, 1988; "Doctorates Earned
by Blacks Decline 26.5 Pct. in Decade.* in The Chronicle
of Higher Education, February 3, 1988; "More Young

Black Men Choosing Not To Go To College," in The
Chronicle of Higher Education, December 9, 1987; and
"Minority Stthients in Higher Education" in Focus, EdwaLionel Testing SCrviee, 1988.

Beliefs, Values and Attitudes Make A Difference
Material on the relationship of values to occupations
is drawn from Melvin L Kolm, Class and Conformity: A
Study in Values. With a Reassessment, 1977.
The quotations in the section on "Young Adults Look
Back" are from unpublished information gathered in the
Career Development Study, which the author directs.

How to Think About the Work World
A standard reference for the SOC is the U. 3. Department of Commerce, Office of Federal Statistical F )14 and
Standards, Standard Occupational Classification
1980.

Descripticets of the 18 occupational clusters are drawn
from an article by Martha C. White in The Occupational
Outlook Quarterly (Spring 1988).
William Spady's article is published in the Amerizan
Journal of Sociology (January 1971).
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The secdon cat pro athletes draws on statistics in an
articht4by Michael Stamon in The Occupational Outlook

Quarterly (SPAM 1987)The G o Digest mid:

is by 1/4w Mu= in Gor

Digest ((ctober 1989).

Employment Projections for the Year 2000
The complete cited= to Frank Parson's c.bssic work
is Choosing a Vocathms,Bostoulbagluon WIWI, 1909.
Infamation on the assumptions on which moderate

rate projections we based wilier with me* labor fosce
trends is taken from Elinor Abtamson's ankle in The
Occupational Outlook Quarterly (Fall 1987).
Occupational projections we based on Occupational
PrpOctima and Training Data, 1988 Edition; and from
Melvin Four.:An (Ed.). The Occupational Outlook
Quarterly (Fall 1097).
The June 16, 1986 issue o f Business Week magazine
inchules a special report, pp. 100-108, itm high technology
in American industry.

The occupational mojections fir regions is drawn

from two sources. Narrative information is drawn frm a
serks of eight monthly articles by ilmnas Eater. February
through September, American Demographics, 1988.
Population and employment pm:Or:tons information is
based on the Woods and Poole Economics' forecasting
motkl which incorpozates 280 commie and cktmtsmphic
variables for all counties of the United States .1 recalculated
the dam to project it to the year 2000 based on information
in Eater's articles.

Where to Find Occupational Information
The complete citation for the 0011 is J. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistks, Occupational
Outlook Handbook, 1988-89 Edition, Washington. D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1988.
Infonnation on NO1CC, SOICC, OIS and C1DS is
drawn from "Status of the NOICC/SOICC Network."
NOICC Administrative Report No. 13, December 1987.

College Degrees and Certificates
Dwa for this and succeeding chapters was drawn from
The Condition of Education, 1988 Edition.
Rw a useful book, see Scott Edelstein and the Editors

of Consumer Reports Books, Putting Your Kids Through
College, Mount Vernon, New York: Consumers Union,
1989.

Does College Still Pay?
USDA estimates of child rearing costs are reported in
*Updated Estimates of the Cost of Raising a Child," Family

Economics Review, No. 2, Agricultum Resemch Service,
U.S. DepastmeM of Agrkukure, 1988.
Annual sakuy and unemdaymeat inforrmaion paid to
workmi at various levels oteducatkm is repotted in Elbow

Abramsaa's snick: ia Occupational Outioat Quantify
1M117).

The Missouri study is repcsted by William E. Brandt
and John L. Ferguson in Vocational Education sfountal,
1988.

The poverty study is written by Robert IL Hsvemm
and Barbara Wolfe, "Education and Economic WellBeing: The Role el Non-Mattet Effects,* Institute for
Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin-Madiscs,
discussion paper, 1982.

Choosing A College
Th3 October 16, 1989 issue of U. S. News andWorld
Repon is the magarine's 1990 College Guide. That issue
provides the magazine's ratings of America's Best Colleges. which may be useful to parents and young people
thinking about colleges.

College Costs and Financial Aid
TM college cost estimates we lamed on figures from
The College Entrance Ezamination Baud, The College

Cost Book,1989.

Apprenticeships, Industry Training, and
Federal Civil Service
A publication by the Department of Labor tided Na-

tional Apprenticeship Program (Revised 1987) presents a
useful overview of aprwenticmhip programs and lists state
and tegianal offices of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training.
The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training now lists
over 800 occupations that are apptenticeable. A listing that

also gins the number of years of training involved is
available hum a local office of the Bureau.

Occupational Training and Education in
Military Service
The full citation to the Bradley book is Bradley, Jeff,
A Young Person' s Guide to Military Service, Boom, Massachusetts: The Harvard Common Press, 1987.
Basic monthly pay fix enlisted personnel and commissioned officers was provided by local reauiunent officers
and was cunent for fall 1989.
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